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Abstract
This thesis provides a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking manifested in student
argumentative writing. Literature has indicated that much of the work on critical thinking
focuses on concepts from the critical thinking movement. These concepts draw on
philosophical, cognitive psychological and educational theoretical foundations, which are
largely hypothetical and are often contested. The literature, however, has also
fundamentally conceived argumentation as an underlying principle of critical thinking, which
involves skills in constructing a coherent line of reasoning, evaluating and examining
differing perspectives on an issue, and establishing a stance with regard to these
perspectives. Such conception becomes a basis for a linguistic focus in this study to provide
a comprehensive account of how these aspects of critical thinking skills implicate the use of
language in writing.
The theorisation of the important aspects of critical thinking was substantiated through a
detailed, multi-layered linguistic analysis of the patternings of meanings students enacted in
constructing an argument in discussion texts. These texts were produced before and during
a course of an intervention program that implemented a genre-based pedagogy in a regular
Writing IV subject in two iterations. The pedagogic intervention equipped the students with
the necessary knowledge about language to manage the demands of the texts. Eighteen
texts representative of three high and three low achieving students were analysed with
tools from a social semiotic theory of language as meaning, Systemic Functional Linguistic
(SFL), to show the students’ developing meaning potential, or ontogenesis for constructing
the argument. The development indicating particular choices of meaning that were made
and more valued from the overall meaning potential of language signified the emergence of
the students’ skills in thinking critically. Two main aspects within the SFL theory constituted
the core theoretical foundation for the linguistic analysis of the students’ texts – genre
theory as a theorisation of meaning making at the level of context, and the APPRAISAL
systems as a theorisation of meaning making at the level of discourse semantics.
Findings from the study demonstrated that linguistically the aspects of critical thinking were
manifested in a complex yet distinct interplay of meaning patterns to position the putative
reader in the construction of an argument. From the perspective of genre, students’ skills in
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thinking critically linguistically were evident in the manner the students were able to
organise the reasoning for their argument as discussion about two views contesting an
issue. As the intervention progressed, they became more successful in manipulating the
patternings of meanings as stages and phases typical of the discussion genre coherently.
The increased coherence manifested in the structuring of the reasoning to a certain extent
suggested their critical thinking skills when presenting the argument in the discussion text.
The coherent structuring of the argument in the text implicated certain discourse semantic
patterns of interpersonal meanings. The patternings of these meanings interacting in
particular stages and phases of the text in order to construct an interpersonal stance with
regard to the contesting views reflected the students’ critical thinking skills. Findings from
the APPRAISAL analyses revealed that the students became more able to examine and
execute strategic choices from the ATTITUDE system to construe their evaluations in
developing the argument. APPRECIATION and GRADUATION of quantification were skilfully
mobilised to construct polar alignment of the institutionally valued evaluations in the
discussion. Complex syndromes of ENGAGEMENT interacting with the resources of ATTITUDE in
the text were deployed to negotiate responsibility for the evaluations with other views to
create solidarity with the reader. The syndromes of ‘entertainment’ and
‘acknowledgement’, for instance, were predominantly employed to recognise other voices,
while those of ‘counter’ and ‘endorsement’ were largely used to contract the anticipated
alternative voices. The students’ increased ability to manipulate these resources indicated a
greater level of proficiency in the process of thinking critically to manage the ‘rules’ for
constructing an argument.
These interrelated patterns of meanings contributed to adding the detailed linguistic
theorisation of the important elements of critical thinking in writing. The linguistic
theorisation sheds light upon the resources from both systems of genre and interpersonal
meaning implicated in demonstrating critical thinking in argumentation. It advances
significant pedagogical implications in that it generates opportunities for planning explicit
writing pedagogy not only to assist students’ learning to write in English as a foreign
language, but also to foster critical thinking in argumentative writing. The pedagogy with
this orientation also improved teachers’ understanding of critical thinking, which they may
not yet have been able to explicitly explain.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Critical thinking – a cultural divide in education
The concept of critical thinking was essentially pioneered by Socrates, a Greek philosopher,
through his work into ‘deep questioning’ or the Socratic questioning method (Gutek, 2009;
Leigh, 2007). The method involved the practice of methodological argumentation through
questioning, analysing, and assessing multiple perspectives (Gutek, 2009; Lewis & Smith,
1993; Thakur & Al-Mahrooqi, 2015). His work was then continued by his protégés, Plato and
Aristotle, who extended the concept to a further paradigm (Lewis & Smith, 1993; Smith,
1986). This pioneering philosophical paradigm since then has been fundamentally cultivated
in various epistemological positions of practitioners’ and theorists’ disciplines.

The philosophical paradigm has also been extended to critical pedagogical practices or
critical literacy. Originating in Freire’s (1973, 2000) social movement to transform unequal
power relations through literacy education, critical literacy focuses on empowering
marginalised students to be emancipated and active individuals who effect change in social
justice (Anderson & Irvine, 1993; Cheu-jey, 2012). The emphasis on socio-political contexts
distinguishes critical literacy practices from critical thinking. Critical literacy is perceived as
pedagogical practices that aim to create a socially just society and system rather than being
merely a set of teaching strategies and skills (Freire, 2000; McDaniel, 2006). Proponents of
critical literacy, such as Pennycook (2004) and Wallowitz (2008) often argue that critical
thinking, on the other hand, concentrates more on individual thinking and reasoning skills
with a disciplined approach to evaluating one’s thinking and conduct.
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The differing conceptions of critical thinking have been central in contemporary educational
reforms and become a widely recognised educational objective. A great number of
educational institutions have placed an extensive emphasis on fostering critical thinking
because of its prominent role, regarded as indispensable skills in all subject areas and
applicable throughout students’ lives in today’s swiftly changing society today (Dwyer,
Hogan, & Stewart, 2014; Willingham & Rotherham, 2009). Tertiary education institutions, in
particular, often consider critical thinking, which often implicates open argumentation and
debate, as a priority for improving student learning (Durkin, 2008; Lun, Fischer, & Ward,
2010; Tsui, 2002). It has even been regarded as a set of 21st-century skills crucial for tertiary
students to be productive citizens in the workforce (Silva, 2008; Willingham & Rotherham,
2009).

The apparent consensus of the skills’ significance has also proliferated extensive views of
what constitutes critical thinking. These views, which are often contested, however, are
mostly defined under the influence of Anglo-western academic cultures on critical thinking
(Atkinson, 1997; Ten Dam & Volman, 2004). The cultural influence is claimed to have
disconnected learning from students of diverse cultural backgrounds with unclear
instruction of critical thinking (e.g. Atkinson, 1997; Ennis, 1998; Kumaravadivelu, 2003).
Some research even indicated dissatisfaction among academic staff members towards Asian
students’ lack of critical thinking capacity as they were perceived to not overtly demonstrate
their critical thinking in learning, particularly when the Western academic ‘standards’ were
applied (e.g. Durkin, 2008; Lee & Carrasquillo, 2006). The lack of demonstrated critical
thinking was believed to have affected their academic performance compared to their peers
of Western cultural background (Lun et al., 2010).
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However, this perception of Asian students was situated mainly within the context of
learning English as a foreign language (EFL), and therefore arguably equivocal. Some studies
in EFL contexts, for instance, indicated that students were able to think critically to some
degree before they participated in educational programs aimed at enhancing critical
thinking skills (See Emilia, 2005, 2010; Kumaravadivelu, 2003). They only required more
control of the repertoire necessary in those academic cultures (e.g. Marzban & Ashraafi,
2016; Rear, 2017a, 2017b; Vandermensbrugghe, 2004). That is to say, with its ideologically
influenced conceptualisations, critical thinking could be relatively obstruse to students from
countries where such cultures are not normally practised (Chen, 2001). This circumstance
would validate the claim that cultural background brought about a considerable impact on
both students’ academic and critical thinking performances and escalated the divide
between the two culturally different groups of students. It would only continue to
disadvantage the students from cultural backgrounds other than Western, as such a
difference, if it exists, has stereotyped them as uncritical thinkers.

1.2 Critical thinking in the Indonesian educational context
The prominence of critical thinking has also been apparent in the Indonesian education
system. Its conceptualisation has been periodically punctuated with discussions around its
inclusion in the school syllabus and its assessment practice along with the frequent changes
in the direction of the Indonesian national curriculum development policies (OECD/ADB,
2015a). The necessity of incorporating the skills of thinking critically in the national
curriculum was initiated in the Reform Era in 1998 (Emilia, 2005; Gustine, 2014). The era,
which coincided with the fall of Soeharto’s authoritarian regime, the second president of
Indonesia who held the office for 31 years, represented a resurgence of the Indonesian
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people in instituting and developing democratic values critical of the government (Rao,
2001). This political movement was expected to bring forth transparency and justice, which
were then the focus of public debates, not only in the political and economic sectors but in
other public sectors as well.

The education sector in particular was deemed responsible for safeguarding students who
were constantly bombarded with debates on numerous issues. The sector received growing
attention to equipping the students with the crucial knowledge and skills to reason and
think critically amidst the dissemination of sensitive and controversial issues related to
corruption, collusion and nepotism (Alwasilah, 2001). The demand for accomplishing such
an educational objective has resulted in the inclusion of critical thinking in the national
curriculum at this crucial time in all levels of education. Alwasilah (2001) further argued that
language education, particularly English language teaching, played a crucial role in fostering
students’ skills in thinking critically and reasoning logically. He maintained that ‘… teachers
of English as a foreign language (EFL) and language teachers in general, (needed) to ask
themselves “What relevance, if any, does teaching EFL have to the current social and
political development?” (Alwasilah, 2001, p. 42).

This argument brings the attention to the potential of a theorisation of critical thinking from
a linguistic perspective. The theorisation is drawn upon the integration of resources from
the English language systems with reference to a comprehensive theory of language. The
linguistic theorisation will make the resources implicated in demonstrating critical thinking
visible and explicit. It will bridge the cultural divide between the students and the skills
expected of them to think critically.

4

1.3 Introducing the research design
This section introduces the design of this research that will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4. The design of this inquiry is informed by the underpinning theoretical framework
and details the collection of students’ texts for data analyses. It considers ethical protocols,
data sources and procedures for data analyses regarding the broad nature of this research
that theorises critical thinking in argumentative writing from a linguistic perspective.

1.3.1 The emergence of the research focus
The study emerges as a result of the problems I experienced as an academic writing teacher
for pre-service teachers majoring in English education in a tertiary institution in North
Sumatra, Indonesia. During my work, the prevailing attitude most of my colleagues and I
expressed was to acknowledge that teaching English as a foreign language in the tertiary
academic sphere was challenging. These challenges involved not only the mechanics of
writing such as punctuation and spelling, and the English grammar to structure and
manipulate words or word groups into meaningful sentences. They were also concerned
with the perceived lack of skills in demonstrating critical thinking in their writing.

Although much has been written on defining what constitutes critical thinking skills, most of
the definitions are often contested. These definitions, principally grounded upon Anglowestern academic cultures (Atkinson, 1997; Ten Dam & Volman, 2004), tend to be abstract
and hypothetical so that they become relatively inaccessible to both teachers and students.
A review of the literature in Chapter 2 indicates that some important elements of critical
thinking relate to the abilities to construct a coherent argument. These abilities almost
inevitably require the students to establish their analyses and evaluations of the significance
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of a particular issue from different perspectives. They were principally linked with the
students’ control of the language resources necessary to make meanings for managing the
differing views and making judgements of opinion with regard to these views.

A focus on making these resources accessible through an explicit writing pedagogy will assist
teachers to foster critical thinking among the students and support their learning in
academic writing. The pedagogy, drawn from Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), a social
semiotic theory of language as meaning, enables the teachers to explicitly talk about the
language resources and to model ‘types’ of argumentative texts effectively. The theory also
provides comprehensive theoretical tools to analyse the texts at all levels. These tools
elucidate exactly which language resources are implicated to establish overt linguistic
indicators of the important elements of critical thinking in writing. Once these resources are
made visible, access will be available to both the teachers in this study for more effective
teaching to foster critical thinking among the students and to all of the students to succeed
in their tertiary studies, particularly in improving their critical thinking skills in academic
writing. Future collaboration may also be conducted with educational linguists with
expertise in SFL to further design an array of teaching and learning materials.

1.3.2 Rationale for data selection
The data sets for this study constitute the argumentative texts students produced in the
Writing IV course. The positioning of argumentation as an underlying principle of critical
thinking (e.g. Andrews, 2015; Duffy, Dueber, & Hawley, 1998; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Spector &
Park, 2012) becomes the rationale for selecting and analysing the argumentative texts. In
this course, students are principally expected to develop their understanding of argument
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genres and improve their ability to write argumentative texts. The course is the last in a
series of regular academic writing courses that all students must enrol in. The texts from this
course are collected in natural settings: when the students are introduced to the course
outline for a preliminary assessment of their diagnostic performances, and when they sit the
mid and final semester tests for evaluation purposes. The analyses of the texts are therefore
expected to provide evidence of important components of critical thinking in writing.

An introduction to the approach to analysing the texts and the use of tools from SFL is
provided in 1.3.5 and 1.3.6 below, while a more detailed discussion of the data selection
procedure and data analyses is included in Chapter 4. Detailed text analyses and findings are
reported in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

1.3.3 Research questions
The problems that have been reported in this introduction to the field of literacy at the
tertiary level of education, and the comprehensive theory of language available for
examining the students’ texts, have given rise to the formulation of the subsequent
overarching and specific research questions.
The overarching research question investigated in this thesis is:
How does the enactment of argumentation in a discussion text demonstrate evidence of
critical thinking in student writing?
This general question is separated into several specific questions:
1. What does the profile of the discussion genre contribute to understanding the
important elements underpinning critical thinking in constructing argumentation?
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2. How do the preferences of attitudinal values and intersubjective positionings in the
texts relate to an understanding of critical thinking?
a) What types of attitudinal preferences are used to display a critical orientation in
constructing a coherent argument and how are they expressed?
b) How is responsibility for the attitudinal meanings negotiated in the argument?

1.3.4 A linguistic focus on designing the study
The significant prominence of argumentation in thinking critically is a principle underlying
this study in providing a linguistic perspective on components of critical thinking. It focuses
on building up students’ knowledge about language in learning to construct a coherent
argument in an academic text. It also includes the negotiations of interpersonal meanings
for establishing an evaluative stance in constructing the argument. Such an explicit focus
makes the resources from both the genre and the language systems that are implicated in
developing the argument across the text more ‘concrete’ and accessible, so that these
resources can be discussed and analysed. Linguistic analyses of the students’ texts are based
on systems of meaning making within Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), a social semiotic
theory of language as meaning. The theory and its metafunctional perspective about
language provides comprehensive systems of meaning choices and tools for detailed textual
analyses that can systematically formulate which resources convey and signal critical
thinking and how they are deployed in the texts. The theoretically based analyses enhance
the ‘concreteness’ of critical thinking through making visible the complex patterns of
particular kinds of meaning employed in the text.
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1.3.5 The nature and role of linguistic theory in the research design
The linguistic approach to analysing students’ texts in this study draws upon two theories
from within SFL (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The two theories that become the core
foundation for theoretically motivated textual analyses are genre as a theorisation of
context (Martin & Rose, 2005) and APPRAISAL as a theorisation of evaluative meaning-making
at the level of discourse semantics (Martin, 2000; Martin & White, 2005). A key principle of
SFL theory is the nature of the bi-directional relationship between the entire language
system and students’ argumentative texts ‘as a piece of language in use’ (Butt, 2012, p. 3).
This principle is central for the linguistic theorisation of aspects of critical thinking in the
argumentative texts. The texts can be regarded as a particular instantiation of the language
system, while the system constitutes the entire potential of meaning-making within the
language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). That is to say, the texts and the entire system of
the language are understood as ‘two poles of the cline’ (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p.
27). Such understanding enables analyses of individual instances of argumentative texts to
determine what they show about the English language system from which the students
learn to produce the argumentative texts in English, and vice versa. The textual analyses can
reveal particular choices that are made and more valued by the students to demonstrate
critical thinking in the argument from the overall meaning potential of language, in
particular the discourse semantic choices of interpersonal meaning. Changes in the texts
from the different iterations of the pedagogic intervention represent the growth of
students’ meaning potential, or ontogenesis that ‘provides resources for the instantiation of
unfolding texts’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 26). The changes highlight how the students learn
the system and the ‘appropriate’ language resources from the system for constructing an
argument in an academic discourse.
9

The nature of the bi-directional relationship between the entire language system and
students’ argumentative texts as individual instantiations of the system enables a robust
qualitative methodology. The methodology is conducted as an interpretative application of
SFL theory of language that involves detailed and manual multi-layered linguistic analysis of
eighteen texts from three different intervention periods. The analysis is conducted to
enable and substantiate the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking through an
interpretation of the patternings of meanings, the expanding evaluative meaning potential,
and the interplay of a range of discourse semantic choices in the texts during this study. The
design of this study that considers the unfolding of the texts, or their logogenesis, in general
terms is more concerned with a qualitative rather than a quantitative research design, as it
aims to add a detailed theorisation of aspects of critical thinking in writing through the use
of language in selected sets of argumentative texts. The bi-directional relationship between
the argumentative texts as particular instances of an argument genre and the system of
meaning potential enables the study to establish a significant insight into a linguistic
understanding of how critical thinking can be evidenced in writing. This understanding not
only informs current literacy teaching practices in tertiary education in Indonesia, but also
proposes a framework for explicit writing pedagogy that makes the linguistic resources for
demonstrating critical thinking visible and accessible.

1.3.6 The approach to analysing the data
This study employs a top-down approach to the data analysis, which mirrors the chapter
organisation in this thesis. The textual analysis begins from the whole text level structure, or
genre, focusing on the organisation of discussion genre as one of the argument genres
family (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). The analysis then proceeds to the level
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of language, focusing on the discourse semantic choices of interpersonal meaning with tools
from the APPRAISAL system (Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin & White, 2005). The multi-layered
analysis aims to add a detailed theorisation of important elements of critical thinking by
drawing on the interplay of meaning patterns from both systems of genre and language,
and the expanding meaning potential in producing a ‘legitimate’ argumentative text that
conveys its social purpose. This approach to analysing the students’ texts is explained in
more detail in Chapter 4.

1.4 Significance of the thesis
This thesis promises to make significant contributions to both the body of linguistic
knowledge and the field of educational practice. In addressing the research questions
written in 1.3.3 above, the study contributes to a linguistic understanding of what critical
thinking constitutes in contexts where student teachers are learning to write academic
discourse in English as a foreign language. It analyses students’ argumentative writing with
several tools from SFL theory. The multi-layered analysis identifies the ‘appropriate’
resources from the system of genre and the discourse semantic system of interpersonal
meaning, thus adding a detailed linguistic theorisation of aspects of critical thinking in
writing. The analysis elucidates which attitudinal meanings are more valued and how they
are implicated to demonstrate some important components of critical thinking in
developing a coherently structured argument. The thesis, therefore, contributes to
developing the theory of SFL, in particular the APPRAISAL system. The use of the tools from
the system to examine the students’ writing for theorising critical thinking has not
previously been the topic of linguistic research, resulting in pushing the system boundaries.
Further research into the interplay of the delicate sub-categories of APPRAISAL is needed to
11

understand the complexities of signalling critical thinking in argumentative writing, and thus
enhancing the findings from this study.

This thesis also contributes to literacy pedagogy in the tertiary sector in Indonesia. It fills a
gap in the literature of critical thinking, which largely emphasises its hypothetical and often
contested concepts, to enable an explicit writing pedagogy that makes critical thinking more
‘concrete’ and tangible for the student teachers to learn and foster. This research improves
what writing teachers may already understand intuitively about critical thinking in writing an
argumentative text but possibly are still unable to explicitly explain. It makes critical thinking
available both for teaching and for discussion between linguists and literacy teachers. This
study, therefore, contributes importantly not only to a linguistic understanding of critical
thinking but also to a recognition of the pedagogical implications for the expansion of the
students’ meaning potential or ontogenesis. It reveals the pathway that the students
traverse from the first to the final iteration of the pedagogic intervention, as they learn the
resources from the systems of argument genre and individuate the necessary language
resources from the systems of interpersonal meaning in constructing the argumentative
text.

1.5 Organisation of the thesis
This section overviews the organization of chapters in this thesis with brief introductions to
their purposes. Chapter 2 situates the study with regards to three main theorizations of
critical thinking from the fields of philosophy, cognitive psychology and education. A point
of intersection from these fields epitomizes its key elements as underlying principles of
argumentation skills. The identification of argumentation establishes a backdrop for
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conducting this educational linguistic study for a renewed investment in theorising critical
thinking. It directs the understanding of written argumentation as genres, making room for
knowledge about language in learning and fostering critical thinking in writing. Chapter 3
further positions the study with regard to a social semiotic theory of language as meaningmaking, SFL. It presents introductions to important tenets of the informing theory in
understanding genres as the most abstract realization of meaning at the level of context,
allowing a bi-directional relationship between language and context (Martin & Rose, 2005).
This establishes foundations for the analyses of argumentative texts as instances of genres,
which include the hierarchies of stratification, instantiation and individuation (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 2009, 2010; Martin & White, 2005); the theorization of genre as
a stratum of context (Martin, 1992b; Martin & Rose, 2005); and the discourse semantic
system of APPRAISAL (Martin & White, 2005). Chapter 4 discusses the methodology used in
the study. The study adopts an action-oriented case study that draws on the inherent
interpretive characteristic of a qualitative research. The qualitative nature of the study
provides a rationale for the data collection, the text selection and the top-down approach to
text analysis. It also includes the rationale for the separate analyses undertaken for the
inscribed and invoked attitudinal meanings, and the less subtle textual analysis of invoked
attitudinal meanings.

The subsequent chapters report on the findings from the differing layers of textual analysis.
The top-down approach to investigating the student writing begins from the level of wholetext structure. Chapter 5 deals with the findings from analysing the texts as instances of a
discussion genre. Central to this chapter is addressing the question of how the construction
of argumentation in discussion genre contributes to understanding the important elements
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underpinning critical thinking in writing. The genre analysis becomes a context for situating
the subsequent APPRAISAL analyses. Four layers of manual coding analysis using the tools
from the APPRAISAL system are conducted in examining the discourse semantic choices and
patterns of interpersonal meaning in chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 focuses on the analyses of
attitudinal meanings, which are completed in three progressive steps. The texts are first
analysed in terms of using the explicit or inscribed expressions of ATTITUDE. The texts are
then analysed to examine how the inscribed expressions of ATTITUDE are intensified or
quantified with GRADUATION. The last step of analysing attitudinal meanings in the texts is
concerned with investigating the use of indirect or invoked expressions of ATTITUDE. Chapter
7 reports on how the attitudes are taken up or attributed to other voices to create
‘solidarity’ with the putative reader through an analysis of ENGAGEMENT. The analysis focuses
on negotiation with multiple voices drawn into the texts to the extent that it opens up or
closes down the dialogic space for these voices. Findings from these textual analyses are
brought together in Chapter 8, the final chapter of this thesis. Emerging from these findings
are visible patterns of meaning at whole text level in structuring the argument. A complete
profile from the APPRAISAL analyses is also built to complement the meaning patterns at the
level of genre. These patterns are drawn upon for a comprehensive linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking in writing. This chapter concludes with pedagogic implications of the
findings and recommendations for potential future research resulting from this study.
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Chapter 2: Literature review

2.1 Introduction
Critical thinking has enjoyed a renewed attention in contemporary education because of its
crucial role in disciplinary learning and knowledge construction. It is often linked with
improving students’ learning in many Asian countries (Afshar, Movassagh, & Arbabi, 2017;
Alnofaie, 2013; Indah, 2017), particularly with the internalisation of higher education (Rear,
2017). The widespread recognition of its importance has given rise to increased interest in
the concept of critical thinking. Research on critical thinking has provided insights into this.
To date, however, it is still much debated as to what critical thinking actually entails for
effective learning (Lipman, 2003; Nesi & Gardner, 2006; Willingham, 2008a). The concept is
still subject to diverse interpretations amongst groups of theorists and practitioners from
differing theoretical positions.

This chapter is essentially divided into two main parts. In the first part, I examine three main
theoretical foundations on critical thinking pertinent to the present study. These theoretical
foundations consist of philosophical, cognitive psychological and educational fields. Bodies
of literature from these fields are immense, encompassing a multitude of theoretical
perspectives on critical thinking. I consider a point of intersection from these different
theorisations epitomising a key element of critical thinking that largely draws on a certain
array of skills that form a foundation of argumentation skills (Kuhn, 1991, 2005; Lipman,
2003). The skills involve control over a number of elements such as evaluating and engaging
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with differing views on an issue for the justification and elaboration of reasoning, reflecting
one’s own beliefs and ability to think critically in the construction of a coherent argument.

The second part explores studies into critical thinking and argumentative writing with a
focus on learning English as a second and/or foreign language. It investigates the challenges
students, particularly English language learners in Asia, have experienced in constructing
written argumentation. These challenges are largely manifested in the control of the
argument’s structure (De Oliveira, 2011; Miller & Pessoa, 2016; Pessoa, Mitchell & Miller,
2017). The challenges provide a backdrop for a renewed focus on the necessary knowledge
about language (KAL) for structuring written argumentation, including the language
resources for developing and sustaining the arguments in an academic writing within a
genre. The manipulation of the language resources throughout the different stages in the
process of constructing the written argumentation in a text is used for a linguistic
theorisation of critical thinking with the tools from a comprehensive theory of language,
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Pertinent aspects of SFL for this study is discussed in
Chapter 3.

2.2 The three approaches to critical thinking conceptualisations
There are in particular three main perspectives on critical thinking pertinent to this thesis.
These perspectives stem from the Philosophical (e.g. Bailin, 1998; Bailin & Siegel, 2003;
Chaffee, 2014b; Ennis, 2013; Facione, 1990, 2000; McPeck, 2016; Norris, 1989; Paul, 1992b),
the Cognitive Psychological (e.g. Halpern, 1998, 1999; Lewis & Smith, 1993; Sternberg, 1986;
Willingham, 2008a) and the Educational fields (e.g. Anderson et al., 2001; Bloom, 1956;
Dewey, 1933; Glaser, 1941; Huitt, 2004; Krathwohl, 2002).
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The diverse bodies of literature from the three fields have contributed to the malleable
nature of critical thinking. It has been differently shaped in terms of the competing
definitions from various epistemological positions of practitioners’ and theorists’ disciplines.
Definitions and constructs are also employed interchangeably with other concepts of
thinking, such as reflective thinking, higher order thinking or qualities of thinking (e.g.
Bloom, 1956; Dewey, 1933; Ennis, 1962; Nickerson, Perkins, & Smith, 2014), which can be
understood as differing conceptions drawing on the same fundamental concept: careful
thinking directed towards a goal. The differing concepts lead to a general opinion that the
scholarship of critical thinking is in a ‘mystified state’ with no single definition being widely
accepted (Halonen, 1995, p. 75). This condition leads to a contention over a unified and
precise conceptualisation of critical thinking. It would therefore be useful to establish a
working definition with reference to overt linguistic indicators drawn from a robust theory
of language. A review of the three main perspectives on the conceptualisation of critical
thinking and how it may be developed is central to positioning the research reported on in
this study.

2.2.1 The philosophical perspective: the qualities of thinking
In its theorising of critical thinking, the field of philosophy draws upon the works of Greek
philosophers, such as Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle (e.g. Gutek, 2009; Halx & Reybold, 2006;
Leigh, 2007; Lewis & Smith, 1993; Petek & Bedir, 2015; Smith, 1986; Thakur & Al-Mahrooqi,
2015). Socrates established the foundation of critical thinking in which he regarded the
process of thinking about thinking as ‘deep questioning’, known as the Socratic questioning
method. This method assisted his students to develop a practice of methodological
argumentative dialogue through exploring, questioning, analysing and critiquing different
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perspectives to assess the validity of claims and universal themes (Gutek, 2009; Lewis &
Smith, 1993; Thakur & Al-Mahrooqi, 2015). Both Socrates’ protégés, Plato and Aristotle,
placed different emphases on fostering students’ critical thinking. Plato shifted the direction
to the significance of examining truth claim (Leigh, 2007; Smith, 1986) while Aristotle
attended to the importance of fostering an ability to identify different perspectives (Halx &
Reybold, 2006). These pioneering philosophical paradigms of critical thinking have provided
theoretical foundations for the later conceptualisation of critical thinking within the
academic discipline of philosophy.

The contemporary academic discipline of philosophy has directed the focus of critical
thinking conceptualisation to the qualities and characteristics of critical thinking (See Bailin,
Case, Coombs, & Daniels, 1999; Bailin & Siegel, 2003; Chaffee, 2014a, 2014b; Ennis, 2013;
Facione, 1990, 2000; Lipman, 1988; McPeck, 2016; Norris, 1989; Paul, 1992b). The qualities
or standards of thinking have been central to conceptualising critical thinking within the
philosophical tradition with a focus on persuasion and argumentation as instances of good
thinking. Lipman (1988), for instance, interprets good thinking as “skilful, responsible
thinking that facilitates good judgment because it relies upon criteria, is self-correcting, and
is sensitive to context” (p. 39). Bailin et.al (1999) further proposes that competence and
accuracy are two underlying thinking qualities ingrained in critical thinking, particularly with
the purpose of making a judgement through “responsible assessment of reasons and
arguments” (p. 289). The philosophical perspective on critical thinking as ‘good thinking’
provides a normative definition incorporating values (Moseley et al., 2004) and formal rules
of logic in persuasion, argumentation and reasoning (Chaffee, 2014b; Lewis & Smith, 1993;
McPeck, 1981, 1990; Norris, 1989; Paul, 1984, 1992b, 1995).
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Another conceptualisation concerns the hypothetical characteristics of a critical thinker
(Facione, 1990; Lewis & Smith, 1993; Paul, 1992b), largely pertaining to thinking about one’s
thinking (Paul, 1992b). Paul (1992b) asserts that under any circumstances a critical thinker
should exhibit the characteristics of “disciplined, self-directed thinking that exemplifies the
perfections of thinking” (p. 9). He introduced ‘eight elements of thought’ as fundamental
components of good thinking. The eight elements include critical acts of the mind in having
a purpose, questioning issue, solving a problem, articulating a standpoint, having both
empirical and conceptual dimensions of reasoning, making assumptions, drawing
inferences, and being aware of both implications and consequences. The portrayal of a
critical thinker in this way relates to the theoretical conceptualisation of critical thinking
institutionalised in the American Philosophical Association’s (APA) consensus statement of
the Delphi Report in 1990. Facione (1990) reported that the consensus portrayed a critical
thinker as an individual who is not only aware of one’s own thinking but also of a diversity of
standpoints in the world and has the disposition to retain judgement and be considerate of
other views.

These various philosophical conceptualisations have reworked, refined and extended the
notion of critical thinking. Each conceptualisation endeavours to clarify and illustrate what
constitutes the Socratic method. They establish the defining characteristics of a critical
thinker and shed light on the good qualities of thinking that interact to develop
methodological reasoning for arguing. The integration of the qualities of ‘good thinking’ and
the characteristics of a critical thinker are summarised and presented in Figure 2.1 below.
This points to possible ways in which critical thinking may be fostered.
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Figure 2.1 The interrelated philosophical conceptualisations of critical thinking

Despite the work of these philosophers in conceptualising critical thinking as ‘good thinking’,
descriptions of the intellectual standards and the ideal characteristics have largely remained
to be speculative and lacking systematic tools with which to identify qualities of thinking as
manifested in writing. Sternberg (1986, 1987), for instance, believed that conceptualising
critical thinking should be concerned with the thinking process. This will allow for
establishing representations of procedures employed in thinking critically. The following
section discusses another view that regards critical thinking as a process of thinking. This
thinking process involves certain skills pertinent to the identification of critical thinking.

2.2.2 The cognitive psychological perspective: the process of thinking
While philosophical conception centres around qualities of thinking and self-directed
thinking, the cognitive psychological research tradition broadly regards critical thinking in
two distinct realms. The first focuses on the thinking process which is largely influenced by
the behaviourist tradition and experimental research paradigm within the applied cognitive
psychology (Hoffman & Deffenbacher, 1992). This perspective on critical thinking attended
the process of thinking in terms of how critical thinkers actually think instead of how they
ought to think under hypothetical conditions (Sternberg, 1986, 1987). For example,
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Sternberg (1986), a prominent proponent of the cognitive psychological field, defined
critical thinking as “the mental process, strategies, and representations people use to solve
problems, make decisions, and learn new concepts” (p. 3). Focusing on the process of
thinking extends the conception of critical thinking to include the specific steps or
procedures required when thinking critically in problem-solving or decision-making, for
instance.

With regard to providing specific procedures, the cognitive psychological approach
subsequently aims at the kinds of actions or behaviours individuals perform during the
process of thinking critically. To identify these actions, the approach identifies a number of
skills or procedures enacted by critical thinkers (Halpern, 2014; Lewis & Smith, 1993). These
thinking skills are understood to be definable, applicable in most cases, and of assistance to
students to be effective critical thinkers (Halpern, 1998, 2014). Halpern (2014), for instance,
conceives critical thinking as cognitive skills in the forms of thinking strategies. She defines
critical thinking as
“the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, formulating inferences, calculating
likelihoods, and making decisions when the thinker is using skills that are thoughtful and
effective for the particular context and type of thinking task” (p. 4).

The thinking process will become observable through the products of those cognitive skills,
which include examination of different perspectives, analysis, interpretation, questioning,
critiquing, reasoning, and drawing inferences (Sternberg, 1986, 1987; Willingham, 2008a).
The skills an individual performs in the process of thinking critically and the perceptible
products of these skills are encapsulated in Figure 2.2 below.
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Figure 2.2 The cognitive psychological perspective on the process of thinking critically

The view of critical thinking as skills performed during the process of thinking critically has
been critiqued by philosophical traditionalists. One main critique concerns its limited
conception of critical thinking as a series of separate skills or procedures performed in
succession. This would lead to a fundamental misconception of critical thinking reducing the
values of the complex processes of knowledge and skills involved in thinking critically (Bailin,
2002; Bailin & Siegel, 2003; Sternberg, 1986, 1987). Nevertheless, describing critical thinking
as a specific set of skills makes it possible to observe and identify it. The following section
attends to the educational views of critical thinking that determine the necessary thinking
skills involved in the process of thinking critically.

2.2.3 The educational perspective
The educational perspective on critical thinking has emerged amongst the proliferation of
definitions from other epistemological stances and disciplines (Brookfield, 1990). This
tradition focuses on the learning context within the education system as a key contributor
to the development of critical thinking. It incorporates concepts offered by the other
intellectual fields to a certain degree, but not necessarily restricted to orientations toward
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philosophy or cognitive psychology. The eclectic nature of the educational field is
considered to be a distinct advantage for educators, particularly in adult education.
Brookfield (1990) states that the eclectic nature enables teachers to
“…trample joyfully over all intellectual terrains, as long as they help us facilitate learning” (p.
29), as “placing such constraints on the advocacy of critical thinking may be conceptually
neat, but it does not begin to fit the inchoate messiness of adult education reality” (p. 27).

The following sections discuss two main educational perspectives on critical thinking,
referred to as ‘reflective thinking’ and ‘higher-order thinking’. A significant amount of
literature in the educational field involves reformulating and explicating the cycle of
Dewey’s reflective thinking in conceptualising critical thinking (Garrison, 1991). This section,
therefore, first reviews Dewey’s approach to defining critical thinking and its processes. It
subsequently considers the other prominent view of critical thinking in this field, which
concerns Bloom’s taxonomy and its contemporary variation.

2.2.3.1 Reflective thinking as critical thinking

John Dewey is one of the frequently cited scholars conceptualising critical thinking in the
education-informed literature. Through his book ‘How We Think’, he brought critical
thinking conceptualisation to the forefront of education in the early 20th century (Garrison,
1991). Dewey (1933) emphasised the responsibility of the education system in providing
students with skills pertinent to thinking critically so that they would be prepared for the
workforce. He argued that critical thinking was essential for the economy to prosper and for
democracy to thrive in the United States of America during the industrial revolution.
Dewey’s conceptualisation attempted to incorporate principles from both philosophical and
cognitive psychological principles in defining it. His theorisation of critical thinking draws
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upon the principles of objectivity and rationality, exhibiting qualities of good thinking and
integrating a series of non-sequential process in accomplishing it.

Dewey (1933) theorised critical thinking as a process of reflective thought, which involves
“active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge
in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends” (p.
9). In light of this theorisation, critical thinkers must be knowledgeable and actively aware of
new circumstances and the consequences of their actions, and are expected to be
inquisitive and be considerate concurrently (Fisher, 2011). These qualities of thinking enable
them to demonstrate their directed and deliberated thought aimed at examining evidence
to uncover the truth.

To accomplish the standards of reflective thinking, Dewey (1933) proposed a process of
reflective thought that consists of five phases. These five phases, or in Dewey’s own
terminology are “indispensable traits of reflective thinking” (p. 116), are not a linear thought
process. The process comprised precursor conditions of inquiry or suggestions; the
institution of a problem; hypothesis; elaboration of ideas or reasoning; and hypothesis
testing. Dewey’s reflective thought has been considered as being scientific in nature
because of its inherent objectivity and rationality (Siegel, 2013). It also helped shape key
components of critical thinking that contribute to the later development of its
conceptualisation within the field of education. One of the leading developments relates to
the movement that highlights a sequential category of cognitive processes as a tool to
prescribe critical thinking.
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2.2.3.2 Bloom’s taxonomy: the higher-order thinking as critical thinking

Following Dewey’s (1933) conceptualisation of critical thinking as reflective thinking, there
has been a rise in literature to define and situate it in attaining educational goals. One of the
most influential movements in theorising critical thinking in the field of education was the
category of learning objectives proposed by Benjamin Bloom and his colleagues (1956). The
category, or taxonomy, was the result of a university examiners committee’s formulation of
a theoretical framework to classify thinking behaviours significant in learning processes and
to motivate research on education. The committee also recognised two other domains –
affective and psychomotor (Bloom, 1956; Huitt, 2004), but it was the taxonomy of cognitive
domain that received the most attention and greatly contributed to cognitive research
within the field of education. The model prescribed levels of thinking behaviour important
in learning, providing teachers with one of the first systems to measure students’ successes
in developing their thinking skills (Forehand, 2005).

The taxonomy of cognitive domains, often referred to as Bloom’s taxonomy, is a multitiered and hierarchical model. It conceptualises thinking skills in terms of learning objectives
and has been extensively applied to teaching and assessing critical thinking (Anderson &
Sosniak, 1994; Bloom, 1956; Huitt, 2004; Krathwohl, 2002). The taxonomy is prescriptive in
terms of its sequencing and cumulative control of thinking skills. The thinking skills,
successively comprising ‘knowledge’, ‘comprehension’, ‘application’, ‘analysis’, synthesis’,
and ‘evaluation’, are ordered from simple to complex, and from concrete to abstract. The
Bloom’s hierarchical taxonomy of thought is recapitulated in Figure 2.3 below. (For
definitions and the modified taxonomy refer to Anderson et al., 2001; Bloom, 1956;
Krathwohl, 2002).
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Figure 2.3 Bloom's cognitive taxonomy (Bloom, 1956)

The cognitive taxonomy asserts that the ability to think critically builds upon a collective
control of all lower level thinking skills. The first three cognitive levels are the lower order
thinking skills serving as the required foundation to progress to higher order thinking skills.
Krathwohl (2002) states that every lower level of thinking is indispensable for mastery of the
more complex thinking skill. This means that the skills are understood as building on each
other. Students who, for instance, are able to implement a procedure in a different context,
or who are at the ‘application’ level, are considered to have mastered the skills at the lower
levels of both ‘knowledge’ and ‘comprehension’. Control of the top three levels of thinking,
or higher order thinking skills, requires mastery of the other three lower levels of thinking,
demonstrating their capability of thinking critically (Anderson et al., 2001; Anderson &
Sosniak, 1994; Bloom, 1956; Forehand, 2005; Krathwohl, 2002).
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Despite the considerable influence of the taxonomy in education, categorising levels of
thinking as guiding classroom instruction and assessment has the potential of being
problematic and ambiguous (Ritchhart, Church, & Morrison, 2011). Although it is viewed as
one of the first sequential categories of thinking processes and learning (Forehand, 2005),
there have been questions about its prescriptive hierarchical nature. A lower-level thinking,
such as ‘understanding’, is argued to fundamentally operate at a different level from the
other higher-level thinking skills. However, studies in educational literature indicated that
the teaching and learning of ‘understanding’ implicated a deep and complex endeavour
through active and constructive processes (Gardner, 2011; Keene, 2009; Wiske, 1998).
Keene’s (2009) research on thinking strategies in reading showed that the process of
understanding in reading is complex. Likewise, Wiske (1998) maintained that
‘understanding’ is not a lower level of thinking compared to analysing or evaluating, for
instance, but results from these types of thinking. This implies a constant and dynamic
interaction between levels of thinking depending on the context and purpose, which
requires students to have more than just knowledge memorisation (Gardner, 2011).

2.3 Identifying key elements of critical thinking
It is now understood that thinking is a complex, dynamic and interconnected process
intricately related to context (Ritchhart et al., 2011; Spector & Park, 2012). Literature on the
concept of critical thinking has led to a proliferation of different perspectives. The
perspectives are largely shaped by three major research traditions – philosophy, cognitive
psychology and education (Paul, 2011). Table 2.1 below provides an overview of the
principal differences and the similarities of these three perspectives that will be useful to
identify and define an essential element of critical thinking.
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Table 2.1 A summary of the three main perspectives on critical thinking
Perspectives

Philosophy

Cognitive Psychology

Education

Each perspective focuses on:

Differences

Similarities

1. the ‘good thinking’
qualities of critical
thinking and the
hypothetical
characteristics of a
critical thinker.
2. developing a practice
of methodological
reasoning for
argumentation.

1.

the thinking process and
strategies, which are
apparent through the
products of cognitive
skills.

1.

2.

skills in developing and
presenting an argument.

2.

the learning context while
incorporating concepts from
the other intellectual fields
but not necessarily restricted
to orientations towards any
one of them.
prescribed hierarchical levels
of cognitive skills for critical
thinking which, when
examined closely, relate to
the process of building an
argument.

Each one of these perspectives contributed to the multifaceted conceptions of critical
thinking. They advance different emphases on its theorisation, which have been contested
amongst theorists and practitioners depending on their theoretical stances.

The contested perspectives on critical thinking have contributed to the extensive
descriptions of what constitutes critical thinking. These descriptions, however, are largely
grounded upon Anglo-western academic cultures and modes of thinking, which are claimed
to have been dissociated with formal learning in other parts of the world (Atkinson, 1997;
Ten Dam & Volman, 2004). In other words, critical thinking viewed as an ideology-laden
social practice would be relatively inaccessible to students from regions where it was not
commonly practiced (Chen, 2001). This would often lead to a stereotypical description of
students from Asia being unable to think critically as they have little control of the
repertoire necessary in those cultures (e.g. Marzban & Ashraafi, 2016; Rear, 2017a, 2017b;
Vandermensbrugghe, 2004). In addition, despite the various descriptions of critical thinking
in the literature, there is still no systematic and detailed account of how the features of
thinking critically are realised in language, particularly in writing yet. This condition sets up a
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need for a working description of critical thinking with reference to overt linguistic
indicators drawn from a comprehensive theory of language. The linguistic description will
equip students with the necessary KAL pertinent for demonstrating and fostering critical
thinking in writing.

Central to establishing the linguistic description of critical thinking is the identification of its
most essential features derived from the three main research traditions. As seen in Table
2.1 above, one key element extensively explained in the literature of critical thinking relates
to the abilities to perform particular thinking skills, which are fundamental in argumentation
(Beyer, 1990; Duffy et al., 1998; Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 2003). The identification of
argumentation skills as a key feature of critical thinking affords a complementary linguistic
perspective on critical thinking through the use of particular instances of language in a
specific context. It serves as a gateway to a more theoretically sound conceptualisation of
critical thinking, located within a comprehensive theorisation of language. The ensuing
section identifies key elements of critical thinking based on the different views previously
discussed.

2.3.1 Critical thinking as skills
The three research traditions on critical thinking have suggested that the process of thinking
critically largely draws on a foundation of skills. These skills encompass the skills in
identifying, understanding, evaluating and solving a problem (e.g. Case, 2005; Facione,
2007; Halpern, 2014; Willingham, 2008a); analysing arguments and examining the relative
merits of evidence (e.g. Ennis, 2013; Facione, 2007; Halpern, 2014; Paul, 1990); and drawing
inferences with the use of deductive and/or inductive reasoning (e.g. Burbules & Berk, 1999;
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Facione, 2007; Halpern, 2014; Paul, 1992b; Willingham, 2008a). Willingham (2008a), for
instance, argues that reasoning skills are fundamental to a writer’s capacity to perceive
different perspectives of an issue and are therefore an integral part of critical thinking.

There has also been a common understanding that a necessary precondition for applying
critical thinking skills is the disposition to do so (Davies, 2006, 2015; McPeck, 2016; Pithers
& Soden, 2000). As one’s internal motivations, the disposition to think critically is concerned
more with emotions and attitude as response to particular situations (Brookfield, 1995;
Facione, 2000; Halonen, 1995). However, it has been widely acknowledged that the skills
involved in thinking critically and the disposition to use those skills comprise two distinct
aspects (e.g. Facione, 1990). The disposition aspect may be encouraged, but the emphasis
needs to be placed on the opportunities for students to learn and improve their critical
thinking skills (Ennis, 2013).

2.3.2 Critical thinking as argumentation skills
The skills involved in the process of thinking critically account for the close relationship
between critical thinking and argumentation. Critical thinking has been understood to draw
largely upon the foundation of argumentation skills (Beyer, 1990; Duffy et al., 1998; Kuhn,
1991, 2005; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Lipman, 2003). Duffy et. al. (1998, p. 6), for instance,
suggest that critical thinking relates to the process of building an argument for a position
with regard to the weight of evidence and counter arguments, and examining an argument
involves certain aspects that demonstrate the abilities to think critically. Beyer (1990)
further explains that the skills to “recognise, analyse, judge and formulate valid arguments
through the application of reasoning and rules of logic are central to critical thinking” (p.
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88). The application of reasoning and rules of logic for argumentation has further
established the nature of critical thinking as skilled argumentation (Kuhn, 2005). Argument
or argumentation skills that are often discussed in the fields of philosophy and cognitive
psychology can be traditionally categorised as formal or deductive, and informal or
inductive reasoning (Braine, 1990; Schauble, 1996). Both deductive and inductive reasoning
are commonly concerned with logic that studies the articulation, development and
evaluation of arguments (Spector & Park, 2012).

Lipman (2003) substantiates the two approaches to reasoning as a form of argumentation
as follows:
“Informal logicians and rhetoricians … are examining claims to reasonableness (and therefore
are concerned with a theory of rationality). But the informal logicians move towards a new
conception of reasonableness by broadening and refining the concept of logic, while the
rhetoricians do so by examining writing that is not or does not appear to be formally logical, in
an effort to determine what justification such prose may claim to being reasonable. Moreover,
both are inclined to focus on argumentation, but the one group emphasises the persuasive
force of argument while the other emphasises its logical force” (p. 42).

Lipman’s theoretical postulation further relates the significance of reasoning to
argumentation as a practice of critical thinking. Reasoning shapes critical thinking, as it is
essentially concerned with the deployment of thinking in reality in the form of
argumentation (Davies & Barnett, 2015, p. 5). The significant prominence of argumentation
in thinking critically becomes a principle that this study is based on to theorise students’
critical thinking in argumentative writing from a linguistic perspective. Therefore, in this
study, critical thinking is defined as having the skills in constructing a coherent argument
that explores and incorporates evaluation of alternative points of view.
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Argumentation has been previously theorised in a number of fields, such as dialogism,
discourse theory, informal logic, classical and contemporary rhetoric, and linguistics
(Andrews, 2015, p. 52). It can be defined as a process of reasoning that involves the use of
selected statements, or premises, for establishing the extent of truth of another statement,
which is referred to as the conclusion (Halpern, 2013; Toulmin, 2003). It focuses on
providing well-structured supporting statements to determine the development of quality
arguments (Spector & Park, 2012). The structure of argumentation in a text has been
generally outlined and delineated within an extensive and growing body of literature from
the fields of contrastive rhetoric (e.g. Brooks & Warren, 1979; Connor, 1990, 1991, 2003;
Connor, Gorman, & Vahapassi, 1987) and linguistics (e.g. Hyland, 2004b, 2007; Martin &
Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012; Swales, 1990). The ways in which written argumentation
is theorised from the fields of contrastive rhetoric and linguistics are discussed in Chapter 3.
This chapter also provides detailed explanation of the theorisation of written argumentation
from SFL. These differing theorisations will provide the necessary attention to the study of
argumentation as genres within an established theory of language for a linguistic
reconceptualization of critical thinking.

The focus on written argumentation as genres provides a basis for the role of language in
theorising critical thinking. Language has been viewed to have a co-dependent relationship
with thinking. Zlatev and Blomberg (2015), for instance, suggest that “thought cannot exist
independently of language” (p. 2). The interaction between language and cognitive thinking
activity forms a framework through which to interpret and describe critical thinking in
argumentative writing with a focus on language learning. Similarly, Halliday and
Matthiessen (1999) explicate the intricate relationship between language and the human
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mind when they explain that the human experience as “the reality that we construe for
ourselves by means of language” (p. 3), giving value to language as the foundation of human
experience. Thus, meaning serves as the essential medium for human mind. This
perspective on the relationship between language as a meaning making process and human
mind privileges the role of language learning as a mediational means to foster students’
critical thinking in writing.

A focus on language learning in elucidating critical thinking is also of particular significance
in the context of learning English as a second and/or foreign language. Critical thinking has
been perceived as a social practice that is principally concerned with Anglo-western
academic cultures (Atkinson, 1997). Atkinson (1997, p. 73) argues that in order to be able to
think critically, one has to be raised in a particular cultural context in which the individual
‘learns through the pores’ the values of critical thinking and practice them ‘unconsciously’.
This culturally oriented understanding has often made English language learners be
subjected to criticism of not thinking critically as they lack the necessary repertoire in those
cultures (e.g. Marzban & Ashraafi, 2016; Rear, 2017a, 2017b; Vandermensbrugghe, 2004).
The following section discusses research into the relationship between critical thinking and
written argumentation. It also describes the challenges English language learners experience
and explains the need for an explicit teaching for providing them with KAL necessary for
argumentative writing.

2.4 Studies into critical thinking and argumentation in second/foreign
language writing
This section discusses previous studies investigating critical thinking in second/foreign
language writing. It particularly focuses on argumentative writing produced by English
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language learners and the challenges they experience in developing their argumentation.
These challenges mostly relate to structuring and expressing their arguments in a written
text, which have raised awareness of what linguistic features required for successful
argumentative writing.

2.4.1 Critical thinking and argumentative writing
Writing has long been perceived as a learning tool that facilitates students’ learning while
reflecting on their effective thinking (e.g. Badley, 2009; Baron, 1987; Condon & Kelly-Riley,
2004; Mehta & Al-Mahrooqi, 2015; Olson, 1984; Preiss, Castillo, Flotts, & San Martín, 2013;
Stapleton, 2002; Wade, 1995). Wade (1995), in particular, suggests that writing is a
fundamental element in the process of thinking critically, as it affords students
opportunities to promote and reflect on their own thinking in examining evidence for
supporting the statements written in the text. In the context of English as a foreign/second
language, the role of writing has also been investigated to develop students’ critical thinking
through in-class discussions and the subsequent writing practice (Mehta & Al-Mahrooqi,
2015). In addition to developing critical thinking, the role of writing has also been explored
to improve students’ linguistic competence, to organise their expressions of ideas, and to
manage diverse concepts involved in the production of a written text (Brown, 2007;
Johnston, Ford, Mitchell, & Myles, 2011; Preiss et al., 2013). These tasks range from using
appropriate rhetorical forms and conventions of written discourse, to organising the stages
of the text, such as topic sentence and supporting sentence, for achieving the particular
purpose of the written text.
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Given the significance of writing to the process of thinking critically, there have been studies
investigating the relationship between English language learners’ critical thinking and their
ability to construct written argumentation (e.g. Afshar et al., 2017; Barnawi, 2011; Emilia,
2005; Indah, 2017; Preiss et al., 2013). Afshar et. al (2017), for instance, pointed out that
there was a significant correlation between 104 undergraduate Iranian students’
performance in California Critical Thinking Skills test and in their abilities to develop
argumentative writing. It was discovered that several aspects of critical thinking, i.e.,
analysis and evaluation facilitated students’ control of the argumentative text organisation.
Another related study was conducted in Indonesian context focusing on developing
undergraduate students’ topic familiarity in writing argumentative texts to facilitate critical
thinking development (Indah, 2017). Findings from this study suggested about the
significance of using student-initiated topic in improving students’ performance in writing
argumentative texts, which helped foster their skills in thinking critically. Nevertheless,
more research still needs to be conducted to understand the complementary role of critical
thinking to argumentative writing and vice versa.

These studies have provided significant insights into the relationship between students’
performance in writing argumentative texts and their critical thinking skills. However, they
largely emphasised the correlation between certain skills of thinking critically and certain
aspects of argumentative writing. None of the studies considered the challenges that
students experienced in developing and crafting their arguments in academic writing,
particularly in the context of learning English as a foreign language. Exploring these
challenges will enable understanding of the demands of argumentative texts, which are
necessary to direct the focus to explicit talk about language and modelling of the texts.
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2.4.2 Challenges in writing argumentative texts in second/foreign language
Argumentative writing has often been regarded as a prominent skill for successful writing in
academic contexts (Hirvela, 2017; Lea & Street, 1998; Lee & Deakin, 2016). University
students across different disciplines, for instance, are expected to demonstrate their
argumentation skills in their written assessments (Hewings, 2010; Wingate, 2012; Wu,
2006). A survey of argumentative writing tasks from 20 different disciplines showed that
argument development was perceived as fundamental to a display of critical thinking within
the context of the curriculum (Nesi & Gardner, 2006). The survey further suggests that
developing argument in student academic writing is a recognised value in students’
capability of thinking critically.

Nevertheless, the complex tasks expected of students in writing argumentative texts can be
challenging particularly in the context of learning a second and/or foreign language. Many
undergraduate students have experienced challenges in developing argumentation skills in
writing (e.g. De Oliveira, 2011; Hirvela, 2017; Miller, Mitchell, & Pessoa, 2014, 2016; Miller &
Pessoa, 2016; Schleppegrell, 2006; Wingate, 2012). The challenges partly relate to learning
the necessary linguistic knowledge and genre expectations of academic argumentative
writing (Mitchell & Andrews, 2000; Tardy, 2009). Most of these challenges generally
occurred due to students’ limited access to the advanced literacy practice of academic
argumentative writing in English in their previous education (De Oliveira, 2011), or
ineffective pedagogical practice in teaching argumentative writing (Wingate, 2012).
Identifying these challenges would facilitate students’ learning in crafting and developing
argument in writing. It would also serve as a gateway to a detailed account of language
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features and genre expectations of argumentative texts, which may be used for linguistic
theorisation of critical thinking.

Previous studies have also suggested that the students’ challenges in developing a written
argument are largely concerned with controlling the structural elements of how an
argumentative text is constructed (De Oliveira, 2011; Miller & Pessoa, 2016; Pessoa,
Mitchell, & Miller, 2017; Schleppegrell, 2006). This includes difficulties in articulating a
critical stance from multiple perspectives (Coffin, 2009; Lee & Deakin, 2016), and employing
evidence from source texts (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Miller et al., 2016). Constructing
written argumentation involves presenting arguments in a sequence of specific stages in
which the selection, interpretation and evaluation of different perspectives occur to create
meaning in the transformation of knowledge (Coffin, 2009; Martin, Maton, & Matruglio,
2010; Martin & Rose, 2005). Research into argumentative writing structure in Asia shows
that this feature presents significant challenges to Asian students as they appear to have
little knowledge of the expected schematic structure of the text (Cheng & Chen, 2009;
Hirose, 2003; Ho, 2011; Husin & Ariffin, 2012; Kamimura, 2013; Kubota & Lehner, 2004; Qin
& Karabacak, 2010). As a result, their argumentative texts are developed in a nonhierarchical structure.

In Malaysian students’ argumentative writing, for instance, the non-hierarchical argument
structure was mainly characterised with the ‘delayed introduction of purpose’ (Husin &
Ariffin, 2012, p. 150). Husin and Arifin (2012) in their study found that many Malaysian
student writers failed to explicitly state their viewpoint in a thesis statement throughout
their essay, while some others positioned their thesis statement at the end of their essays. A
similar challenge was also reported in Japanese students’ organisation of argumentative
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writing (Hirose, 2003; Kamimura, 2013; Kubota & Lehner, 2004). Kubota and Lehner (2004)
reported that Japanese student writers showed different preferences of rhetorical and text
features to those written by English writers. These differences often resulted in stance
ambiguity due to lack of clarity or the absence of a thesis statement or the use of circularity
pattern that attempted to include both sides of an argument with unclear positions
throughout their essay.

In addition to specific preference to argument structure, Asian students also appeared to
have limited awareness of the need to use evaluating evidence provided by others in their
arguments (Ho, 2011; Kamimura, 2014; Qin & Karabacak, 2010). In a contrastive study
investigating the differences between Vietnamese student writers’ argumentative writing
and model texts, Ho (2011) discovered that many of these students had a preference for
generic examples based on personal opinions over concrete evidence from source texts in
developing their arguments. This preference resulted in less coherent texts with
insufficiently supported arguments. Other studies conducted in China and Japan revealed a
similar finding of the lack of students’ abilities to use and critique evidence and literature to
support their arguments (Kamimura, 2014; Qin & Karabacak, 2010). Consequently, the
writing appeared to be descriptive in its nature rather than argumentative.

Consistent with these findings, studies into argumentative writing in Indonesia also reported
that many student writers developed their arguments in the ‘circular way of writing…
[being] more inductive [and] ambiguous’ (Kuntjara, 2005, p. 26). According to Kuntjara
(2005), this circularity suggested that the students mostly developed their arguments
implicitly in writing. It may relate to a common belief in Indonesia that direct and explicit
expression of arguments can indicate aggressiveness and bluntness (Gustine, 2014; Lim,
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2004). This belief could lead to their lack of an ability to acknowledge opposing views or use
counter-argument claims in their argumentative writing, even when they were required to
write in their own native language (Arsyad, 1999). The conventional pedagogy in Indonesia
that emphasises rote learning and deference to teacher authority in learning in traditional
lecture (OECD/ADB, 2015b) may also contribute to the challenges the students have in
developing their arguments.

Students’ deference to teacher authority in learning is also reflected across different
cultures in Asia. This culture of learning in many Asian countries is still based upon a banking
approach to education, which privileges a hierarchical and teacher-dominant atmosphere in
the classroom (Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011; Larson, 2014). From a banking education
perspective, teachers as the pillars of knowledge solely transmit knowledge to students, an
atmosphere that discourages the students from questioning it (Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011). In
such a classroom, students are receivers of knowledge whose role is merely to memorise
and reproduce the knowledge and comply with the teacher’s authority. The rote learning
approach often leads to non-participation and lack of initiation by many students
(Joldersma, 2001; Rear, 2017b). The apparent lack of in-class participation and passivity
have resulted in an oft-made stereotypical view that Asian students have little ability to
inquire and to think critically (Davies, 2013; Lee & Carrasquillo, 2006; Paton, 2005).

The banking approach to education is also widely adopted in Indonesia. In teaching English
as a foreign language (EFL), in particular, this approach has been largely practised as
conventional grammar teaching with a solid orientation to language memorization as well
as linguistic rules and conventions (Gustine, 2014) despite changes in the national
curriculum in English (Depdiknas, 2004; Kemdikbud, 2014). The implementation of this rote
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learning model has been considered as one of the contributing factors impeding students’
critical thinking development (Alwasilah, 2001; Dardjowidjojo, 2000, 2001; Mistar, 2005), as
they are expected to respect teacher authority leaving very little room for expressing their
own different points of view in class (Gustine, 2014; OECD/ADB, 2015b). This view is
supported by Saukah and Widiati’s study (2015), which revealed that a majority of
Indonesian EFL teachers prepared their students for the English national examination
through memorising linguistic rules and conventions. This condition resulted from an English
national examination system that heavily relied on rote learning packed into multiple-choice
test items (Gustine, 2014).

The widely practised banking model of education in Asia could have contributed to the
challenges Asian students experience in developing their abilities to think critically in
argumentative writing. These challenges are particularly concerned with lack of experience
in writing within Western cultural modes (Cheng & Chen, 2009; Kubota & Lehner, 2004; Shi,
2002), limited proficiency in English (Ho, 2011; Rusfandi, 2015), and lack of understanding of
demands of argumentative texts (Connor, 2003, 2004; Husin & Ariffin, 2012). They indicate
the importance of language learning for underpinning students’ learning argumentative
writing (Wingate, 2012). In this study, the language learning includes a more explicit focus
on teaching how arguments are structured in a written text and the language choices
involved in constructing the arguments (Derewianka & Jones, 2016). A pedagogy with this
orientation involves examination of models of argumentative texts and how they function
within a range of situations across the curriculum areas to help manage the demands of
these texts.
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2.4.3 An explicit language-based pedagogy for argumentative writing
Students’ challenges in managing the demands of argumentative texts reflect a need for a
renewed interest in explicit focus on language in teaching argumentative writing. The
explicit focus on language learning will equip the students with knowledge about how
language works in developing and crafting the arguments in a written text. Studies into
explicit teaching about language have demonstrated improvement in students’
understanding of knowledge about linguistic expectations of school-based performance
tasks, participation in learning and educational outcomes (Christie, 2005; Hammond, 2012;
Moore & Schleppegrell, 2014). Other studies on the explicit focus on KAL have been
extended on improving student writing across school curriculums, including in tertiary
education (e.g. Dreyfus, Humphrey, Mahboob, & Martin, 2015; Humphrey & Macnaught,
2011) and in L2 or multilingual classrooms (e.g. Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Schleppegrell et al.,
2014; White, Mammone, & Caldwell, 2015). Each study aims at improving literacy by making
the entire tasks of language-learning visible and explicit.

One teaching strategy designed to teach KAL explicitly and prepare students for the
requirements of academic writing is concerned with a scaffolded teaching and learning
cycle, or TLC (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Rose & Martin, 2012; Rothery & Stenglin, 1994).
This language-based genre pedagogy focuses on making language-learning tasks explicit and
modelling of written texts (Rothery & Stenglin, 1994). Empirical research has shown that
this explicit and scaffolded pedagogy is effective in enabling students to become more
accomplished in writing genres in academic contexts, such as argument genres (Christie &
Derewianka, 2008). It can provide the students with an understanding of how language
works and metalinguistic knowledge for explicit talk about language in the classroom (Rose
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& Martin, 2012). Implementing TLC will equip them with insights into a body of knowledge
about how language works to be increasingly skilful in developing their written
argumentation skills. In this regard, it can be argued that an improved understanding of
metalinguistic knowledge has the potential to support the students to succeed in
negotiating the demands of argumentative texts. The potential warrants research into the
implementation of TLC to scaffold English language learners’ learning and foster their critical
thinking in argumentative writing.

Research into a language-based genre pedagogy at the tertiary level in Asia has suggested
the pedagogy’s efficacy in scaffolding students’ learning of argumentative writing (Chaisiri,
2010; Emilia, 2005; Kongpetch, 2003; Promwinai, 2010). Promwinai’s (2010) research with
university students in Thailand, for instance, demonstrated that the implementation of
genre pedagogy improved the students’ control over the generic structure of argumentative
texts regardless of their English language proficiency. Students’ uptake of KAL as evidenced
in the texts, however, revealed varying degrees of success. It was argued that the students’
relative success in employing this knowledge related to their unfamiliarity to the new
disciplinary knowledge and the advanced literacy practice of academic argumentative
writing (Promwinai, 2010). In a similar vein, as far back as 2005, a previous study by Emilia
(2005) has also indicated that incorporating principal theories of critical thinking and critical
literacy to the implementation of genre pedagogy in a university in Indonesia has facilitated
pre-service teachers’ learning in writing argumentative texts. Based on the analysis of
students’ written texts, the study indicated that the pedagogy succeeded in improving the
students’ skills in writing argumentative texts in terms of their control of the schematic
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structure, and their use of evidence and more diverse linguistic resources to develop and
sustain their arguments (Emilia, 2005).

Despite the importance of genre pedagogy to equip English language learners with an
explicit focus on the necessary metalinguistic knowledge for writing argumentative texts,
few studies have examined how the students’ texts may contribute to a linguistic
understanding of critical thinking. Lack of understanding how critical thinking is manifested
in students’ writing means there is an urgent need to better understand how critical
thinking is demonstrated in argumentative texts. This research will contribute to the field of
English language and literacy education, particularly at tertiary level of education, with a
linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in writing.

2.5 Conclusion
There are various views and interpretations of critical thinking from different theoretical
positions. Three main theoretical positions pertinent to this study are examined and drawn
upon for an educational linguistic theorisation of critical thinking. The three perspectives
come from the fields of Philosophy, Cognitive Psychology, and Education, presenting diverse
theorisations of critical thinking. The differing theorisations provide useful insights into the
specific thinking processes underpinning critical thinking, which largely draw upon a
foundation of argumentation skills.

The identification of argumentation establishes a need for a linguistic interpretation of
critical thinking in argumentative writing. It directs the focus on argument as genres to
elucidate critical thinking as a practice of written argumentation, allowing explicit talk about
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language to scaffold students’ learning in the construction of arguments in a written text.
The explicit focus on language learning equips the students with the necessary knowledge
about how language works throughout the different stages of crafting and developing the
arguments. The language resources manipulated in each stage become the linguistic basis
upon which a comprehensive theorisation of critical thinking in argumentative writing is
made.

The linguistic theorisation provides an alternative way of understanding critical thinking. It
foregrounds the role of language in learning and fostering critical thinking in argumentative
writing through the implementation of a language-based genre pedagogy. The pedagogy is
informed by Systemic Functional Linguistics, a comprehensive theory of language (Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992a). The theory provides the tools to analyse the data for a
systematic description of how the language is used in the students’ argumentative texts.
Findings from the analysis are used to theorise the important elements of critical thinking in
writing. More detailed discussions of the theoretical framework and the methodology for
this research are provided in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Foundations

3.1 Introduction
The concept of critical thinking has been interpreted differently from a number of
theoretical positions. The differing interpretations have led to contention over a
comprehensive and feasible conceptualization of critical thinking. Despite its various
understandings of the concept, critical thinking has long been associated with students’
success in learning. It is often considered an important skill to develop, especially in
academic writing in English (Nesi & Gardner, 2006; Willingham, 2008b). The complicated
tasks of writing an academic text and understanding how critical thinking should be
demonstrated in the text have presented significant challenges to students. The challenges
become more critical particularly among students who are learning English as a second
and/or foreign language (Marzban & Ashraafi, 2016; Rear, 2017a, 2017b). Given its
importance in academic writing, there needs to be a renewed investment into the
theorisation of critical thinking with a focus on the role of language.

A review of literature from the differing theoretical positions has also suggested that critical
thinking is largely built upon a foundation of argumentation (Andrews, 2015; Kuhn, 2005;
Lipman, 2003). It principally relates to the logical construction and development of
reasoning for the argument of a particular position (e.g. Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn, 2005;
Lipman, 2003; Spector & Park, 2012). The significance of argumentation in the process of
thinking critically provides a warrant for an explicit focus on language to scaffold students’
skills in building and developing an argument in order to also teach critical thinking. The
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focus on language learning provides the students with necessary knowledge about how
language works in the different stages of constructing and sustaining a coherent argument
in an academic text. The knowledge enables the students to negotiate the demands of the
advanced literacy practice of an academic argumentative text. It also serves as the basis for
a comprehensive and systematic linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in argumentative
writing.

This chapter introduces the principles underlying a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking.
It begins with a brief discussion of different theorizations of written argumentation from the
fields of rhetoric and linguistics. The discussion sheds light upon the relationship between
language and the context in which the argument is constructed, providing a rationale for
locating this study in the field of applied linguistics. The study then focuses on the efficacy of
a social semiotic theory of language as meaning, Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). SFL
sees the relationship between language and context as a bi-directional one, which enables a
comprehensive modelling of meanings in texts as systems of choices. This theory of
language also provides tools for systematically analysing how language is used in a text at all
levels. Two main aspects within SFL constitute the core theoretical foundation for linguistic
analyses of the argumentative texts the students produced in the research intervention.
They are genre theory as a theorisation of meaning making at the level of context, and the
APPRAISAL1 system at the level of discourse semantics. From an SFL perspective, written

argumentation is only understandable through the study of text. This study, therefore,
begins the analyses at the level of genre as the most abstract realisation of meaning. Genre
analysis provides the basis for the subsequent analysis of the use of evaluative language

1

The use of SMALL CAPITALS indicates the technical term of a system within SFL
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resources at the level discourse semantics. The findings from the detailed linguistic analyses
are then drawn upon in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 for a fine-grained linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking in argumentative writing.

3.2 Different theorisations of written argumentation
Argumentation refers to the process of developing and communicating reasons for justifying
or disputing an idea, and drawing a conclusion, with the aim of influencing others (e.g.
Andrews, 2015; Halpern, 2013; Kuhn, 1991, 2005; Spector & Park, 2012; Toulmin, 2003). The
act of developing a sustained argument in writing, particularly in academic writing, is
fundamentally concerned with structuring its statements (Andrews, 2015; Spector & Park,
2012). Every statement in a written argumentative text should establish the extent of truth
of another statement, or the conclusion (Halpern, 2013; Toulmin, 2003). To provide
convincing support for the conclusion, these statements need to be structured coherently.

Academic argumentative texts may vary in structure according to purpose and audience
(Coffin, 2004; Connor, 1990; Martin & Rose, 2005). An argumentative text that persuades
people of one particular position, or Analytical Exposition, for instance, has a different
structure and purpose from writing that discusses two or more sides of the same issue, or
Discussion. The differences in structuring arguments in academic writing are subtle and can
be attributed to the dynamic interactions between the cultures of academic communities
and their discourses (Hyland, 2004a, 2004b). Hyland (2004a) argues that academic writing is
‘an outcome of a multitude of practices and strategies, where what counts as convincing
argument and appropriate tone is carefully managed for a particular audience’ (p. 3). The
anticipation of a putative reader contributes to the structuring of written argumentation
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according to its context with ‘staged, step-by-step organization of the genre’ to realise its
social purpose (Eggins, 2004, p. 59).

Studies into written argumentation are generally located within two fields: contrastive
rhetoric (Brooks & Warren, 1979; Connor, 1990, 1991, 2003; Connor et al., 1987) and
applied linguistics (Hyland, 2004b, 2007; Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012; Swales,
1990). Early Contrastive Rhetoric (henceforth CR) research is traditionally grounded on
Kaplan’s (1966) psycholinguistic oriented hypothesis on the interference of culturally
specific thought patterns in English language learners’ written texts. Researchers in CR claim
that cultural interference affects the students’ argument quality as their argumentative
writing is generally structured in an indirect and non-linear structure (Grabe & Kaplan, 1989;
Kaplan, 1966, 1988).

A new paradigm from within contrastive rhetoric, or New Rhetoric (NR), takes a more
extensive and more communicative view of rhetoric in the evaluation of argument (Connor,
2002, 2003). NR, rooted in Aristotle’s classical rhetorical approach, draws its theoretical
approach to argument largely from Toulmin’s (2003) philosophical model of inductive
reasoning. Toulmin (2003) suggested that the phases of developing an argument comprise
six functional and inter-related elements: ‘claim, sub-claim, data or evidence, warrant,
backing, qualifier, and rebuttal’ (pp. 90-94). NR to a large degree views argumentation as a
particular social practice rather than a structured text. It addresses the situational relativity
of argument that involves the rhetorical contexts of writer, reader, the subject and purpose
of communicative effectiveness and its interaction (Casanave, 2013; Connor, 1997, 2004;
Connor et al., 1987). NR’s view on argumentation as a social practice is principally based on
an understanding of context as an action outside of language (Martin, 2014). Martin (2014,
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2016) argues that such a perspective positions context as an extra-linguistic variable which
serves as the sensory or conceptual environment for language. This orientation of context
makes non-linguistic materials essential to comprehend argumentation rather than relying
only on the role of language (Martin, 2014).

Another prominent area of study into argumentation comes from the field of applied
linguistics. One of the traditions that emerges from this broader field is English for Specific
Purposes (ESP). In this tradition, Hyland (1990) proposed an explicit series of structured
rhetorical moves for an argument genre to achieve its social purpose. These moves consist
of obligatory stages of ‘Thesis, Argument and Conclusion’ (Thesis ^ Argument ^ Conclusion)
and a detailed set of moves, some of which are optional (Hyland, 1990, p. 69).
Hyland’s(1990) structural elements of the argument genre have framed it in terms of both
its formal properties and its purpose to “persuade the reader of the correctness of a central
statement” (p. 68). Hood (2011) argues that the ESP perspective on genres has a different
emphasis from that of NR, as it directs the focus more on language than that of the NR
perspective. ESP perspective understands genres to be ‘enacted in language’ rather than as
a ‘mode of action outside language’ as in the New Rhetoric account (Hood, 2011, p. 9). With
more emphasis on language, this perspective enables the study of language to be an
integral element in understanding written argumentation as a genre. The ESP perspective,
however, still posits that the social purpose of a genre shapes the language. This means an
ESP understanding of genre to a great extent only depends on the perspectives of ‘active
discourse community members’ (Swales, 1990, pp. 54-55) or ‘cultures’ (Hyland, 2004a)
rather than text or language. Such understanding therefore presupposes context as extra
linguistic environment to language (Martin, 2014).
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Both NR and ESP perspectives on the study of genres are principally built around the
understanding of context as circumvenient to language (Martin, 2014, 2016). This
circumvenient perspective as portrayed in Figure 3.1 below represents the embedding
relationship between extra-linguistic context and language.

Figure 3.1 A circumvenience modelling of language and context (Martin, 2014, p. 313)

Martin (2014, 2016) argues that as a circumveniential aspect of language, context is
considered as an extra linguistic environment located “above and beyond language as it
were” (Martin, 2014, p. 312). Positioning context as circumvenient to language requires an
exploration of extra-linguistic features in the identification of genre (Martin, 2014).
Information on these features is commonly obtained through the application of
ethnography, such as interviewing participants in genres, observing them with field notes,
or surveying texts (Martin, 2014). The ethnographic approach to the study of genre draws
the attention to the rhetorical action in recurrent situations instead of the nature of the
discourse to realize a genre (Miller, 1984). In such traditions, genre is understood to obtain
meaning from the situation where it is practiced (Freedman & Medway, 1994). From this
perspective, Swales (1990) also adds that the rhetorical and social purpose of a genre is
understood to shape language. This understanding makes both NR and ESP perspectives on
genres relatively fluid and obscure (Freedman & Medway, 1994), as they principally rely on
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the perspective of the active members of discourse communities or cultures (Hyland, 2004a;
Swales, 1990) to make interpretation an analysis of genres possible rather than on the
language itself.

Another tradition that emerges from the field of linguistics is Systemic Functional Linguistics
(SFL). An SFL perspective on genre foregrounds the relationship between context and
language as bi-directional (Martin & Rose, 2005). The theory offers a supervenient
perspective on context and language, as outlined graphically in Figure 3.2 below.

Figure 3.2 A supervenient perspective on language and context (Martin, 2014, p. 313)

The bi-directional relationship between context and language in this perspective is pictured
with the use of co-tangential circles. The co-tangential circles indicate the meta-redundant
relationship between social context as a more abstract level of meaning, and language as a
more concrete realisation of meaning (Martin, 2014). Based on the supervenient
perspective, SFL positions social context at a higher stratum of meaning. In Martin’s model,
context is stratified into two levels of abstraction – genre and register (Martin, 1992a,
2014). Genre is understood as ‘a staged goal-oriented social process’ that represents our
social culture (Martin, 1992a, p. 246). Positioned at the highest stratum, genre refers to a
system consisting of the configurations of particular register variables of field, tenor and
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mode (Martin, 1992a, p. 495). Where field deals with the discourse patterns realising what
happens in a social activity, tenor refers to the relationship between the communicative
participants; and mode concerns the role that language plays during the channelling of
communication (Martin, 1992a; Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin & White, 2005). These register
variables are realised through language, ‘which unfold in recurring stages of discourse’
(Martin & White, 2005, p. 32). They associate the use of language with the social practices in
one’s culture, serving as an intermediate stratum between language and genre.

An alternative perspective on context understands context as one single stratum instead of
two interconnected strata (Halliday & Hasan, 1989; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Hasan,
1999). Nevertheless, modelling context as genre that is expressed through field, tenor and
mode, which in turn through language in the form of instances of the language as texts
affords a productive means to establishing a linguistic description of social context. (Martin,
1991, 1992a, 2014; Martin & Rose, 2005). Martin (1991) explains:
“the advantage of the genre perspective is that it provides a more wholistic interpretation of
text type which in turn makes it possible to account for the fact that field, mode and tenor
variables are never randomly combined but rather settle into a number of relatively stable
combinations reflecting the system of social process engendering a speech community” (p.
131).

From an SFL perspective, written argumentation is only understandable through the study
of text. This study, therefore, begins the analyses at the level of genre as the most abstract
realisation of meaning.

A supervenient perspective theorises a systematic relationship between language and
context, which may be used to analyse argument genres instead of observing or
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interviewing the discourse participants. Based on this perspective, argument genres can
only be understood through the study of argumentative texts as instances of the potential
of the genre system. The perspective privileges a systematic relationship between the texts
and context. It positions genres at the highest level of context, treating genres as a more
abstract level of meaning realized through language. The relationship between language
and context affords a more definite modelling of argument genres and foregrounds the role
of language in learning argumentative writing. It can also describe how language is
systematically used in constructing and developing an argumentative text. The systematic
relationship serves as a foundation for an analysis of the text for a linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking in student writing. A fuller discussion on the key tenets of this theory is
presented in the following section.

3.3 A functional linguistic approach to theorising critical thinking in
argumentative writing
SFL understands language as a system of meaning making in particular social contexts
(Halliday, 1979a; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Halliday and Matthiessen (1999) further
explain that social context refers to the ‘the reality that we construe for ourselves by means
of language’(p. 3). This view signifies the association of language with the human mind, as
‘reality’ coexists with language. It further delineates knowing and cognition as
‘understanding something is transforming it into meaning, and to “know” is to have
performed that transformation’ (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999, p. x).

Halliday’s perspective on cognition as social semiosis makes room for a linguistic description
of critical thinking. It represents an understanding of critical thinking as a social,
intersubjective process rather than an individual aspect of the human mind (Kilpert, 2003).
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This view corresponds to Vygotsky’s perspective on the inseparable relationship between
language and thinking. Vygotsky (1986) explained that language facilitates thinking as
‘[t]hought is not merely expressed in words, [but] comes into existence through them’ (p.
125). Therefore, the process of thinking critically when expressing and explaining opinion in
constructing an argument, for instance, can be considered a process of construing one’s
experience of the world through language.

In other words, language is ‘the essential mode of higher-order human consciousness’
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 3). It functions as ‘systems of resources for meaning, that
speakers and writers choose from in the process of making meaning’ (Martin & Rose, 2005,
p. 6). Language is understood as being organised in terms of system and function (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992a). From an SFL perspective, system refers to the
paradigmatic axis of language, an understanding of language as systems of choices, which
may be modelled using system networks. The system networks model meaning choices in
relation to other possible choices, reflecting an understanding of language as meaning
potential. The system perspective on language that privileges paradigmatic relations
foregrounds the role of language in theorising critical thinking as the formation of ‘a system
of interconnected concepts’ (Bartlett & Chen, 2012, p. 3). It also demonstrates the value of
language learning in expanding students’ meaning potential for fostering their skills in
thinking critically when constructing written argumentation.

This study analyses language in student writing in order to build a linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking. The analysis aims to make visible the important elements of critical thinking
through the language features the students develop in writing argumentative text
throughout the differing intervention periods. Critical thinking essentially foregrounded
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upon argumentation (e.g. Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 2003) can be
discerned and understood through the linguistic study of the arguments the students
constructed and developed in texts. Language use in constructing written argumentation
relates to context, and vice versa. With genre as the most abstract level of context, the
analysis therefore begins with investigating the patterns of meaning at the level of genre. It
focuses on the developing control of the structuring of text as instances of argument genres.
The genre analysis serves as a foundation for the subsequent analysis of interpersonal
meaning choices at discourse semantic level of language.

Written argumentation involves negotiation of positions in public discourse to realise its
persuasive purpose (Martin, 1985; Martin & Rose, 2005). Such negotiation requires different
interpersonal strategies in managing evaluative language resources for appraising
competing perspectives on an issue (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose,
2013). The use of these interpersonal strategies can be analysed with tools from the
APPRAISAL system. The tools from this system enable a detailed and comprehensive analysis

of the role of a range of patterns and preferences of interpersonal meaning at discourse
semantic level of language (Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin & White, 2005). Findings from the
multiple layers of analysis are drawn upon for the linguistic theorisation of important
elements of critical thinking in writing from SFL perspective. The most pertinent aspects of
SFL for this study are introduced in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1 Language as a stratified social semiotic system
SFL understands language as a stratified semiotic system that is socially functional (Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2004; Martin & Rose, 2005). The system from which users choose language
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resources in a meaning making process is stratified in “three cycles of coding at different
levels of abstraction” (Martin & White, 2005, p. 8). The stratification hierarchy is
represented visually in Figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3 A stratified system of language and context (Martin, 1992a)

Just as Martin (2014) theorises a stratified context plane as discussed in section 3.2 above,
the language system is also stratified. Different language strata represent differing levels of
abstraction. These language strata are theorised as in a relationship of realisation of
meaning patterns, rather than of composition, as each stratum has its own compositional
hierarchies (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin & White, 2005). In this cline of
abstraction, the interpersonal meaning choices at the discourse semantic stratum of
language realise context and are concurrently realised by the different lexico-grammatical
systems. The stratification conveys a metaredundant relationship among the strata of the
language system as patterns of patterns. The relationship enables articulation of the
discourse semantic meaning patterns of interpersonal meaning students construe in
constructing written argumentation through lexicogrammatical patterns (Caffarel, Martin, &
Mathiessen, 2004, p. 36).
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In relation to the hierarchy of realisation, instantiation is a further complementary
hierarchy. While realisation is concerned with a hierarchy of abstraction, the hierarchy of
instantiation deals with a scale of generalisation (Martin, 2010). Martin (2010) explains that
instantiation ‘relates the systems of meanings as a whole to their specialization as registers
and genres; at the same time, it generalises recurring patterns of meaning across instances
as text types’ (p. 17). The complementarity of realisation and instantiation theorises that
every stratum along the hierarchy of realisation instantiates (Martin, 2009, 2010). It
demonstrates the relationship between the entire language system through generalisation
of recurring patterns of meaning and instances of language in use as texts (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004; Martin & White, 2005). The argumentative texts the students write can
be understood as a particular instantiation of the English language system, while the system
constitutes the whole meaning potential within the language. In other words, the students’
texts and the entire system of the language are perceived as ‘two poles of the cline’
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 27). This understanding of the relationship between
students’ texts and the whole system of the English language affords analysis of individual
texts to discover what the texts show about the language system from which the students
used to produce the argumentative texts, and vice versa.

The complementary relationship between realisation and instantiation is in line with
Halliday’s (1985) view on understanding system and text, and the comparison between
texts. He explains that:
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“Discourse analysis has to be founded on a study of the system of the language. At the same
time, the main reason for studying the system is to throw light on discourse – on what people
say and write and listen to and read. Both system and text have to be in focus of attention.
Otherwise, there is no way of comparing one text with another, or with what it might itself have
been but was not. And, perhaps most important of all, only by starting from the system can we
see the text in its aspect as a process” (Halliday, 1985, p. xxii).

Understanding the relationship between text and the system of language is central in
linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in student writing. Text as ‘a piece of language in
use’ (Butt, 2012, p. 3) is considered as a particular instance from the language system. The
language system constitutes all of the meaning potentials that are present in the language
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Such relationship demonstrates that text and the entire
language system are located at ‘two poles of the cline’ (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p.
27). In other words, the study of a text can make visible the language system from which the
text is produced, and vice versa. This study largely focuses on the use of evaluative meaning
resources in student writing. Changes in the writing from the beginning to the end of the
intervention relate to the expansion of students’ meaning potential. The changes represent
the students’ linguistic development, or ontogenesis that ‘provides resources for the
instantiation of unfolding texts’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 26). They reveal how the students
interact to learn the system and adapt to the language resources necessary for writing an
argumentative text.

The expansion in students’ evaluative language resources enables the specification of
meaning potential in terms of individuation (Martin, 2009). Where instantiation is
concerned with ‘the specialization of the meaning potential of a culture text by text’
(Martin, 2010, p. 22), individuation is oriented to the distribution of the meaning resources
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of a culture across social groups that include gender, generation and social class or users of
language (Martin, 2009, 2010). As with instantiation, every stratum along the hierarchy
individuates with regards to realisation (Martin, 2009). Hasan (2009) further explains that
individuation is concerned with the expansion of meaning potential – whether the
necessary meaning resources or the options are available to the users of language. The
available options then are employed in particular contexts of instantiation (Hasan, 1996,
2009), as reflected in the semiotic changes in the students’ argumentative texts during this
study. Bernstein’s (2000) notions of reservoir and repertoire in his exploration of everyday
discourse provides a useful way to articulate the availability of semiotic resources in a
culture and semiotic affordances that certain individuals can deploy. Put simply,
individuation deals with how semiotic resources are allocated among users, or allocation;
and how these resources are mobilised to affiliate with one another, or affiliation (Martin,
2009, p. 564).

The differing orientations to modelling meaning as conveyed by the hierarchy of
individuation in relation to realisation and instantiation provide a significant linguistic basis
for textual analyses in this study. They enable comprehensive analyses of a relatively small
corpus of students’ argumentative texts for a linguistic description of critical thinking. The
argumentative texts the students produced are interpreted as particular individuations of
semiotic resources from the English language system. They represent the developing
allocation of semiotic resources or the language repertoires mobilised by the students in the
research intervention to produce argumentative texts that are ‘legitimate’ in a particular
context of instantiation. The texts are analysed to determine what they can show about the
system of the English language from which the texts were created, and which choices were
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systematically made and more valued by the students than other choices from the overall
meaning-making potential in the English language. The analysis of the argumentative texts
principally focuses on text-level strategies to highlight how they are operating to realise the
social purpose, and how meaning is realised through various grammatical features (Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2004). The features resulting from the analyses in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are
drawn upon for a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in Chapter 8.

3.3.2 Language as a socially functional system
Another aspect of language critical for this study concerns the different kinds of meanings
language makes, referred to as ‘metafunctions’. SFL theorises that language simultaneously
performs three functions – making ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings in the act
of communicating. These metafunctions are correlated with register categories of field,
tenor and mode (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992a; Martin & White, 2005), as
outlined in Figure 3.4 below.

Figure 3.4 The metafunctional organisation of language in relation to social context (Martin, 1992a)
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Each metafunction at every stratum of language is organised along the realisation hierarchy
(Martin, 1992a). Ideational meaning resources are employed to construe one’s experience
of the world including the logical relation of one experience to another. Interpersonal
meaning enacts social relationships of power, status and solidarity as well as feelings
between people. Textual meaning weaves both ideational and interpersonal resources in
semiotic waves. Understanding students’ texts reflects not only an instantiation of language
in use from the whole language system and the meaning choices they made from within the
system across all language strata, along with the expansion of the meaning potential. It also
provides a further understanding of these choices they made across all metafunctions.

The metafunctions of language are also reflected in the different types of structure
(Halliday, 1979b). Drawing on Pike’s (1959) theorisation of linguistic resources as particle,
wave and field, Halliday (1979b) relates ideational meaning to particulate structure
(constituent meaning), interpersonal meaning to prosodic structure (radiating meaning) and
textual meaning to periodic structure (waves of meaning). The associations of
metafunctions with kinds of structure are exemplified at clause rank, as in the excerpt from
Student 17’s baseline data, in Figure 3.5 below:

Figure 3.5 Metafunctions in association with kinds of structure
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The prosody of interpersonal meaning that unfolds and accumulates throughout an
argumentative text can be systematically analysed with the APPRAISAL system. Martin and
White (2005) argue that the APPRAISAL system represents a systematic theorisation of
evaluative meaning that can be employed to describe and elucidate the differing
enactments of evaluative resources that occur in the prosody of interpersonal meaning over
the course of the whole argumentative text. The system can methodically explain the use of
language resources from the multiple lexico-grammatical systems in the text. In this light,
Halliday (1979b) explains that:
‘Interpersonal meanings cannot easily be expressed as configurations of discrete elements …
The essence of the meaning potential of this part of the semantic system is that most of the
options are associated with the act of meaning as a whole … this interpersonal meaning … is
strung throughout the clause as a continuous motif or colouring … the effect is cumulative …
since the meaning is distributed like a prosody throughout a continuous stretch of discourse’
(pp. 66-67).

The flexibility of APPRAISAL in being able to account for multiple grammatical realisations of
interpersonal meaning makes this system potent for the analyses of interpersonal meaning
in the students’ argumentative texts. The system is introduced in section 3.3.4 below and
further explanation on the tools from the APPRAISAL system that underpins the approach to
analysing the data is in chapter 4.

This study is built on an approach to language as an ordered system of meaning making.
Texts are understood to unfold in ‘the total environment’, which Halliday and Hasan
described as social context (1989, p. 5). Patterns of discourse in these texts simultaneously
realise patterns of social interaction in each variable of register, which in turn realise
patterns of social organisation in a culture, and vice versa (Rose, 2013). The bi-directional
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relationship between social context and language enables an understanding of how
language resources are used in constructing an argumentative text in a particular context,
and vice versa. It can shed light on critical thinking that is foregrounded on the principle of
argumentation. Changes in the texts throughout the interventions should result in
producing a ‘legitimate’ instance of ‘one recurrent sub-potentialisation of the linguistic
meaning potential’ of an argument genre (Martin, 2009, p. 560). The changes reflect the
expansion of students’ language resources as a sub-potential from within the whole
meaning potential of the English language system. The use and the expansion of resources
at discourse semantic level of language may then be drawn upon to contribute to the
theorisation of critical thinking in argumentative writing.

3.3.3 Genres for negotiating positions in public discourse
SFL understands genres as the enactment of semiotic resources in a particular social context
of situation to achieve a particular purpose within a culture (Martin, 1991, 1992a, 1992b;
Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). Understanding genres as context means there are
relationships among individual genres in terms of their recurrent global and local meaning
patterns (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). While the recurrent global patterns realise the
key social purposes of genres, the recurrent local patterns determine the particular
organisations of each genre to realise its more specific purpose. Detailed relationships
among individual genres are reported extensively in Martin and Rose (2005), Rose and
Martin (2012), and Rose (2013) as a system network of genres. In this system network,
genres are taxonomized in terms of the similarities and differences of their social purposes.
The taxonomy comprises four key families of schooling genres that are “organised by their
social purposes, and by contrasts in their features” (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 128). These
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genre families include engaging and entertaining, informing, establishing procedures, and
evaluating genres with over 20 more delicate or sub-genres being classified within each
family. The typological system networks of genres demonstrate the choices students could
make from the entire system and how choices at one level limit the choices potential in the
following level (Martin & Rose, 2005).

Classifying the schooling genres makes possible a significant step towards making the
requirements of writing explicit and accessible to students: a design of visible genre
pedagogy (Rose & Martin, 2012). The pedagogy scaffolds students’ learning as they
negotiate the demands of meaning making in writing a text. It enables modelling of an
argumentative text, for example, with an explicit focus on knowledge about language, or
metalanguage. The metalanguage is necessary for providing explicit and detailed
explanation of what makes a model argumentative text successful. Martin (1997) further
explains that an SFL understanding of the relationships of genres enables ‘the development
of learner pathways’ allowing students to ‘move smoothly from control of one genre to
another’ (p. 16), providing them with control of more delicate genres within the broader
argument genre family.

In SFL, argument genres are classified within evaluating genre families together with text
responses genres (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). Argument genres focus on the
negotiation of positions in public discourse, and they can be further distinguished into more
delicate genres in terms of their more delicate ways of evaluating the differing perspectives
or issues (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). These genres
include expositions; both analytical and hortatory, discussion, and challenge genres. Each
genre includes canonical structures in which the text as an instance of the genre unfolds
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through stages and phases to realise the purpose for its putative readers. Detailed
descriptions of the relationship of the argument genres with regard to their social purposes
with the stages and phases are presented in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1 Three common educational argument genres (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Rose, 2013; Rose & Martin, 2012)
Genres

Analytical exposition

Hortatory exposition

Discussion

Challenge

Purpose

To put forward and persuade
readers to a particular
perspective or argument

To put forward a particular
perspective and persuade readers
to act in a course of action

To discuss two or more points
of a view

To rebut a
position on an
issue

•

•

•

Issue

•

Position

•

Side A

•

Rebuttal

Statement of Position
-

Stages

•

•

Issue and background
information
Thesis or position
Preview of
arguments (optional).
Arguments

-

Point

-

Elaboration
Reiteration of thesis

Statement of Position
-

•

-

Arguments
-

•

Issue and background
information
Appeal
Preview of arguments
(optional).

Point
Elaboration.

•

(optional)
•

Side B
-

Reiteration of thesis

Reiteration of appeal
•

Points
Evidence
Identification and
rebuttal of opposing
positions.

Points
Evidence
Identification and
rebuttal of opposing
positions.
Resolution

The stages of each argument genre presented in Table 3.1 above represent the stable
components of its structure. They are pertinent to the majority of instances of texts. One of
the most prominent argument genres is exposition genres. The genres are concerned with
arguing for a single position and principally structured with prescribed stages of
Thesis^Arguments^Reiteration (Rose, 2013). Exposition genres vary in terms of the
formulation of the thesis related to their persuasive purposes (Martin, 1985). Martin used
the terms ‘analytical’ and ‘hortatory’ expositions to explain the fundamental distinctions
between the two genres (1985, p. 17). Analytical exposition deals with a thesis that is
formulated to serve as a basis to argue a particular perspective as truth. It emphasizes the
thesis trustworthiness resulting in an interpersonally distant relationship between the
writer and the readers. An analytical exposition does not include the recommendation for
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action, or reiteration of appeal as hortatory exposition does (Derewianka & Jones, 2016).
Hortatory exposition is concerned with constructing a thesis to extend recommendation for
readers to proceed in a particular line of action. It focuses on persuading readers to an
action, which affords a more interpersonally charged relationship between the writer and
the readers. Complementing the exposition genres is the challenge genre. The genre has a
similar structure to exposition genres, but it aims to dismantle an accepted position
(Position^Rebuttal), serving as ‘effectively an anti-exposition’ (Rose, 2013, p. 245).

While exposition genres argue for a particular stance, discussion genres primarily function
to evaluate contesting perspectives in public discourse (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013).
The genres typically conclude in support of one of the presented positions based on the
merits of the evidence, while the other position is undermined with counterarguments by
concession and negation (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). Discussion genres vary in terms
of the number of perspectives discussed and whether they constitute a simple issue or
complex discussions with a series of sub-issues, which results in slightly differing staging in
order to realise their social purposes (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). Nevertheless, the
genres are largely structured with the prescribed stages of Issue^Sides^Resolution (Rose,
2013). A more detailed description of a simple discussion genre, the focus of the present
study, is provided in Chapter 4.

In addition to structuring the discussion genre, it is also important to focus on language
resources necessary to construct a written argument. Schleppegrell (2006) points out the
importance of ‘identify[ing] the language resources that teachers and students can focus on
as they work on abstract and complex texts and tasks’ (p. 144). Constructing written
argumentation involves a sophisticated control over evaluative language resources to
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negotiate competing positions (Martin, 1985; Martin & Rose, 2005). In discussion texts, the
evaluative resources are employed to evaluate diverse perspectives on an issue, negotiate a
particular position and anticipate to project that position with regard to the differing
perspectives (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Rose, 2013; Rose & Martin, 2012). The use of
these resources can be analysed with the tools from the APPRAISAL system (Martin & White,
2005).

3.3.4 APPRAISAL as systems for evaluative meaning resources
The APPRAISAL systems are linguistically-based model within SFL for systemically theorising
the use of discourse semantic choices to realise interpersonal meanings (Martin & White,
2005). The system has previously been demonstrated as effective in explaining and
describing interpersonal meaning-making in academic writing (Hood, 2010). In her study,
Hood (2010) used APPRAISAL to examine different interpersonal strategies in positioning the
anticipated reader to take up a particular evaluative stance. Hood’s (2010) study reveals
how undergraduate students negotiate the demand of being objective while still
maintaining their criticality in writing an academic text. The APPRAISAL systems can be used to
analyse what kinds of attitudinal meanings are expressed in a text (ATTITUDE), how they are
graded (GRADUATION), and how these attitudes are used to create ‘solidarity’ with the
putative reader (ENGAGEMENT). The APPRAISAL systems are able to contribute to a more
theoretically motivated linguistic interpretation of critical thinking in argumentative writing.

In addition, APPRAISAL can explain whether the attitudinal meanings in texts are made
explicitly or implicitly. The system accounts for diverse interpersonal meaning realisations
from lexico-grammatical systems (Martin & White, 2005). Importantly, the system can also
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theorise the cumulative effects of interpersonal meanings that unfold over the course of the
entire text (Hood, 2006). The analysis of the prosodic nature of interpersonal meaningmaking makes visible indirect or ‘covert’ attitudinal meanings, which are frequently
extended over multiple lexical items (Hood, 2006; Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). Analysing
the indirect evaluation in text enables a thorough understanding of how these resources are
managed for more discernible or more covert assessments, and more impersonal and
subtler expressions of opinion, which is significant in managing the demand of seeming
‘objective’ in academic writing (Christie & Derewianka, 2008). Analysis of the prosodies of
APPRAISALS in the construction of an argument in the discussion text complement the findings

upon which the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in writing is made.

3.4 Conclusion
Studies into written argumentation, which foregrounds the conceptualisation of critical
thinking (e.g. Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 2003), have been explored from
a number of theoretical understandings. The theorisations of argumentation largely come
from the fields of contrastive rhetoric (e.g. Brooks & Warren, 1979; Connor, 1990, 2003) and
linguistics (e.g. Hyland, 2007; Martin & Rose, 2005; Swales, 1990). Each theoretical
approach to a high degree addresses the importance of structuring the written
argumentation in a text in terms of the social context around which the argument is built.

However, most of the theorisations understand context as an extra linguistic environment,
outside of language. SFL’s understanding of context as having a bi-directional relationship
with language enables a principled and theoretically based analyses of argumentation as a
genre and argumentative texts as particular instantiation of the language system used in the
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construction of a coherent argument (Martin, 2014). The theory’s metafunctional
perspective on language also provides a strong linguistic basis upon which a systematic
description of discourse semantic choices of interpersonal meanings, which are the
particular focus of this study, can be made using the tools from the APPRAISAL systems.
Findings from the systematic analyses of the meaning choices instantiated in the discussion
texts during the research intervention are used for re-interpreting and theorising important
elements of critical thinking in student writing from the perspective of linguistics.

The following chapter deals with the research design. I outline the processes involved in
collecting the students’ argumentative texts as the data for the present study. The data
collection occurred both before and after the enactment of SFL-informed genre-based
pedagogy in the regular program of Writing IV subject. I also explain the approach I
undertook in selecting and analysing the students’ discussion texts with more detailed
linguistic basis focusing on the discussion genre and the use of the tools from the APPRAISAL
system frameworks.
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology

4.1 Introduction
This study aims to provide a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in student
argumentative writing. The literature positioned argumentation as an underlying principle
of critical thinking (e.g. Beyer, 1990; Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 2003). The theoretical foundation
chapter argued for the significance of a social semiotic theory of language as meaning
making, or SFL, in understanding argumentation as genres instantiated in written texts
(Martin & Rose, 2005). The chapter also pointed out the importance of discourse semantic
choices of interpersonal meanings in constructing coherent argumentation. This chapter,
therefore, explains the methodology employed to investigate the affordance of the theory
to reconceptualise critical thinking in student writing from a linguistic perspective. It begins
with discussing the research questions together with the theoretical underpinnings and
research design to enable text collection for data analyses. Texts are initially analysed at the
whole-text level examining the structure of written argumentation as a genre. Then the
texts are subsequently analysed looking particularly at the way that patterns of
interpersonal meaning are construed at discourse semantic level in constructing a coherent
argumentation. It warrants the use of the APPRAISAL systems of SFL, a theoretically motivated
system of interpersonal meaning (Martin & White, 2005). Ethical protocols for text
collection, pedagogic intervention design and textual analysis procedures are discussed in
relation to the broad nature of the research.
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On the basis of the research purpose, this study addresses the following overarching
question and more specific research questions, rewritten from the Introduction chapter.
How does the enactment of argumentation in a discussion text demonstrate evidence of
critical thinking in student writing?
1. What does the profile of the discussion genre contribute to understanding the
important elements underpinning critical thinking in constructing argumentation?
2. How do the preferences of attitudinal values and intersubjective positioning in the
texts relate to an understanding of critical thinking?
a) What types of attitudinal preferences are used to display a critical orientation in
constructing a coherent argument and how are they expressed?
b) How is responsibility for the attitudinal meanings negotiated in the argument?
To answer these questions, each aspect pertinent to the design of this study is discussed
below.

4.2 Research design
This study adopted a qualitative approach to its design with an action-oriented case study
(Babbie, 2004; Burns, 2005; Creswell, 2013, 2014; Lapan, Quartaroli, & Riemer, 2012; Yin,
2014). The case study is informed by an action research and incorporating SFL theorisation
of genre into a regular academic writing course at an Indonesian university. The genre
theory was specifically drawn on within a five-sequence pedagogical framework designed to
scaffold students’ learning in writing argumentative texts in English. The framework makes
the requirements of writing argumentation explicit and accessible to the students. Key
elements of the research design are discussed in the following sections.
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4.2.1 A qualitative approach to designing the study
The approach adopted in this study is a qualitative, interpretive application of a social
semiotic theory of language, SFL (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992a; Martin &
White, 2005). The study involved detailed manual analyses of a relatively small corpus of
students’ texts to interpret the meaning choices the students made and expanded at the
level of discourse semantics (Martin & White, 2005). The analyses were undertaken
particularly to substantiate the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in student writing.
This study was not concerned with the students’ quantitative differences within the cohorts,
such as texts with high and low scores.

SFL understands text ‘as a piece of language in use’ (Butt, 2012, p. 3) that is related to the
entire language system. A text, as a particular instance of the system, can be understood to
reflect sections of the language system with the system as a whole constituting the entire
meaning-making potential of the language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The relationship
between language as system and texts is perceived as ‘two poles of the cline’ with the
language system located at the most generalised pole and the meaning potential being
instantiated as specific instances in the form of a text (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 27).
The present study is concerned with students’ increasing control of the demands of
argumentative writing within three different periods of data collection, that is how they
learn to make more appropriate and strategic selections from the system to fulfill a
particular communicative purpose. It takes account of the meaning resources necessary to
produce argumentative texts in English that are appropriate in a particular context of
instantiation. In other words, the process of constructing the texts is understood to also
involve particular individuations of meaning resources from the English language system.
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The texts then are analysed to determine what they show about the language system from
which the meaning resources have been mobilized to produce the argumentative texts with
regard to context-specific practices, and vice versa.

The relationship between language as systems of meaning potential and the argumentative
texts in general terms is concerned more with qualitative rather than quantitative research.
In this study, comprehensive textual analyses were conducted on eighteen texts to
determine how students’ meaning potential expanded during the course of the
intervention. Critical aspects of the analysis were the patterning of meaning at the wholetext level and the patterning of interpersonal language resources at discourse semantic level
for interpreting and theorising critical thinking. The textual analyses attended to the
interaction of multiple linguistic features, enabling a comprehensive and in-depth
description of language use in a selected set of students’ argumentative texts from the
research intervention periods at a particular Indonesian university. In line with the objective
of most qualitative studies, the analyses resulted in a rich understanding of the students’
developing control of these language resources to construct a written argument for a
linguistic theorisation of critical thinking rather than generalised findings (Creswell, 2014;
Hennink, Hutter, & Bailey, 2010; Merriam, 1998).

A focus on the development of students’ semiotic repertoires in writing the argumentative
texts, or their ontogenesis, was of significance. It provided both detailed description and
analysis of how the students expanded the meaning potential throughout the course of
unfolding texts to construct arguments in a text in English that is ‘legitimate’ in a particular
context of instantiation (Hood, 2006; Martin, 2010). The relationship between context and
text, and language as systems of meaning potential in SFL allowed for the study to establish
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an informing framework for a systematic linguistic interpretation for theorising critical
thinking in an educational setting, particularly where English is a foreign language to learn.

4.2.2 An action-oriented case study
This study employs an action-oriented single case approach, a more specific research
approach within the qualitative paradigm (Lapan et al., 2012; Yin, 2014). It qualifies as a
qualitative single case study approach, as it specifically investigated the research
participants’ performance in writing arguments in a discussion text. The participants
comprise a group of students taking a regular Writing IV course in an English Education
program of a state university in Indonesia. A single case study constitutes an intensive
account of research design or method that involves one incidence or phenomenon of the
case at a particular site in a certain time and activity (Lapan et al., 2012; Yin, 2014). It allows
a focus on a comprehensive investigation and descriptive explanation of the questions
‘what’ and ‘how’ with reference to the study (Yin, 2014). It also gives a more thorough
understanding of the phenomenon under scrutiny, in this case the students’ developing
control of the argumentative text structure and the expressions of interpersonal meaning
necessary in constructing a coherent argument through the implementation of SFLinformed genre pedagogy (Babbie, 2004; Creswell, 2013, 2014; Lapan et al., 2012).

The action in this single case study includes the researcher’s intervention in a regular course
program for the implementation of a genre-based pedagogy and data collection (Burns,
2005). The intervention drew on Rothery’s (1994) teaching-learning cycle (TLC) or genre
pedagogy (Rose & Martin, 2012). Genre-based pedagogy has been recognised in Indonesia
since the induction of SFL theory into the 2004 national curriculum for teaching English
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(Depdiknas, 2004, as cited in Emilia & Hamied, 2015, p. 156). The pedagogic intervention
aimed to equip the students with the necessary knowledge about language for managing
the demands of constructing a coherent argument in a written text, which served as a
means to develop their reasoning skills that shape the practice of critical thinking (Davies &
Barnett, 2015; Lipman, 2003). In addition, the enactment of the intervention allowed the
researcher to be involved in the study as a key instrument (Creswell, 2013).

4.3 Research context and participants
The research involved student participants at a university in Indonesia. The students were
enrolled in the regular Writing IV course. In this course, students are required to submit
their argumentative texts in two different periods for evaluation purposes. This section
discusses the nature of the research context and the initial selection of potential
participants for the purpose of this research.

4.3.1 Context
The research site is a government-owned university in Indonesia. One of the programs
offered in the university is the English Education program within the Faculty of Languages
and Arts. The program runs a pre-service teacher education course for secondary teachers
and offers a set of mandatory courses. The courses can be classified into two main
categories: skill and content knowledge. The English skill courses aim to improve the preservice teachers’ proficiency and fluency for effective English communication, while the
content knowledge courses are for acquiring professional knowledge including linguistics,
pedagogy and general studies. Most of the English skill courses occur in series to provide the
student teachers with opportunities to gradually develop their competencies in English.
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Academic writing, for instance, consists of a series of four courses with the earlier ones
serving as prerequisite for the next level in the following semester. Writing IV was selected
for enacting the SFL argument genre theory because argument genres are included in the
course outline. Writing IV is the final writing course, and as a part of the regular program it
is offered in the fourth semester for two credits. It was delivered over 16 weeks throughout
the semester in 90 minutes effective in duration for each lecture. Students were expected
to develop their understanding of argument genres, particularly a discussion genre. On
successful completion of this course, they were required to submit discussion texts on two
different occasions – midterm and final examinations for progress assessment.

The role of the researcher is also important in the research methodology. I have been
employed as one of the teaching staff members for English Education program since 2006
and have a professional relationship with the participating lecturer. The different roles I
have as a researcher and a lecturer are common within educational research. A researcher
in educational research frequently has a history of involvement with a different capacity
(Radnor, 2001, p. 30), which to a certain extent may have an impact on the level of
objectivity of the findings (Lapan et al., 2012). Nevertheless, my role as a lecturer has
provided contextual background of writing instructional practices in the English Education
program. It has also to a great extent enabled access to how social, educational life and
work are generally conducted in the program. These circumstances further serve as a
warrant to have a more natural interaction with participants under study (Greene, 2014).
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4.3.2 Participants
The participants in this study were student teachers undertaking the English Education
program. They were in the second year of their university study and had passed the
previous three writing courses to enrol in Writing IV. The students were distributed into
three parallel classes with each consisting of 28 to 35 students. Three different lecturers
were assigned to teach the subject in these classes. They were all given consent forms for
their participation in the research. Only one lecturer who was assigned to teach Class C
consented to be included in this project. All 29 students registered in this class were
presented with the consent forms. 24 students returned the forms and gave their consent
to be included in this study. All students regardless their consent had to attend and
participate in this subject as it was one of several other regular courses that they were
enrolled in. The non-consenting students were informed that their texts would only be
assessed by their lecturer for mid and final semester evaluations. However, their decision
for not providing consent for their texts to be analysed in this study would not affect their
marks.

The texts collected for diagnostic, mid-semester, and final semester tests constituted the
baseline, mid, and exit data sets respectively. Based on the number of consenting students,
the three data sets amounted to a total of 72 texts. The relatively large data sets
necessitated the selection of representative samples for a manageable text analysis. The
following section discusses the procedures in collecting and selecting a smaller corpus of
student texts representative of the cohort.
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4.4 The students’ texts
This section discusses the procedures in collecting students’ texts. It also explains the
strategies for ensuring the representative nature of the texts selected for analysis. The
strategies were necessary to keep the data sets for a manageable detailed manual coding of
the texts from several different perspectives.

4.4.1 Text collection procedure
The students’ texts as the data for this study were collected in a natural setting at three
different time points. The first data set representing baseline data was collected in Week 1
after the students had been introduced to the Writing IV outline. At this point in time, all
students were required to write their arguments on a given topic. A series of instructions
and tips for brainstorming ideas was provided for the students (see Appendix 8). The texts
principally served as a preliminary indication of their performance in argumentative writing.
The indication became a point of reference for classifying the students into two focus
groups. The classifications would afford an equal distribution between low and high
achieving students in group work. Students’ working in groups further supported ‘guidance
through interaction in the context of shared experience’ (Rose & Martin, 2012) during the
enactment of the pedagogic intervention.

The collection of the other two sets occurred with the implementation of the research
intervention. The intervention was enacted in two continuous cycles, which started in Week
2 and completed in Week 16. The enactment of this pedagogic intervention is explained in
more detail in the following section 4.4.2. The students’ texts collected in Weeks 8 and 16 at
the mid and final semester examinations represented mid and final data sets respectively.
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Student evaluation in terms of quantitative differences within the cohort, however, is not
the focus of this study. The study at hand focused on developing performance in writing
argumentative texts. The texts represented the manifestation of students’ developing
control in structuring their written argumentation and managing the necessary language
resources for arguing, particularly choices in interpersonal meaning. The study involved
manual coding of students’ texts and an in-depth interpretation of the texts from several
perspectives. Findings from the analyses of the texts provided evidence for a linguistic
theorisation of critical thinking as visible in student writing. For the viability of manual
coding in the text analyses, a relatively small corpus was necessary. Section 4.4.3 discusses
the procedures in selecting the corpus representing the cohort.

4.4.2 Pedagogic intervention design
The design of the pedagogic intervention is modelled upon Derewianka and Jones’ (2016)
Teaching and Learning Cycle (TLC) framework. The framework consists of five stages of
building knowledge of the field, supported reading, deconstruction, joint construction, and
independent construction. The five-stage framework, informed by the cyclical process of
action research (Burns, 2005; Johnson, 2012), was enacted in two cycles to systematically
scaffold students’ learning in constructing written argumentation in a discussion text.

Each stage in the TLC framework equipped the students with an explicit focus on language
for writing their arguments and improving their literacy skills. The stages emphasise a range
of different classroom student participations – individual, pair, and small-group work to
develop control of the demands of writing arguments in a text as an instance of a discussion
genre (Derewianka & Jones, 2016, p. 57). The two cyclical processes provided the researcher
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with opportunities to systematically plan, implement, observe and evaluate the enactment
of the pedagogy with the participating local lecturer (Castro Garcés & Granada, 2016; Hine,
2013; Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014). The cycles aimed to develop ‘new knowledge
and understanding…to improve educational practices… to see the world in a different way
and therefore do things differently’ (Stringer, 2008, p. 13) while the students were gradually
developing control of the genre (Derewianka & Jones, 2016; Rose & Martin, 2012).

The first cycle of the genre pedagogy occurred within the timeframe of 8 lessons between
Weeks 2 and 9. It began with a field building stage in Week 2 on the topic of ‘globalisation’,
as outlined in the course syllabus. This stage functioned to build the students’ knowledge on
the topic. To firmly establish the topic, the field building was subsequently followed by
supported reading, a distinctive feature of Derewianka and Jones’ (2016) Teaching and
Learning Cycle (TLC) framework. The supported reading stage helps the students improve
their shared understandings of the topic for constructing their arguments in discussion
texts. The stage is particularly significant in the context of learning English as a foreign
language. It provided the students with opportunities to expand their knowledge of the
curriculum topic by drawing on relevant reading texts (see Appendix 9). The texts were used
to progressively establish common ground with the students through teacher-led reading
activities focusing on each topic presented in each cycle. The activities afforded the sharing
and comparison of ideas among students. The ideas were noted down into two columns on
the whiteboard labelled ‘For’ and ‘Against’, which were used for the joint construction
stage. The supported reading activities also enabled the students to improve their reading
comprehension skills through practice in skills, such as skim-reading and scanning for
relevant information using the reading texts. The reading practice allowed the students to
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revisit and recycle the language resources from the texts including the necessary discourse
features for constructing the written argumentation.

The other three stages occurred from Weeks 3 to 9. Deconstruction stage in this cycle was
enacted in two separate lessons (see Appendix 9). Deconstructing a model text enabled the
students to identify the stages and phases as well as the language features required to write
arguments in a discussion genre. During the intervention, the deconstruction process
involved reading the whole text and unpacking its stages and phases to understand the
social purpose of the genre. It also included elaboration of the patterns of meaning in the
model text with a focus on language resources for enacting interpersonal meanings, such as
expressions for attitudes, grading these attitudes, and expanding or contracting the
arguments, using more common-sense terms. These processes provided the students with
necessary knowledge about language for constructing coherent written arguments in a
discussion genre. With the stages and the language patterns becoming more visible, the
students were prepared to jointly write a different discussion text.

Joint construction was the stage in which the students collaborated with the researcher in
writing a new discussion text. Three lessons of joint construction were enacted in this first
intervention cycle. Each lesson carefully scaffolded the students’ learning in writing their
arguments within the stages and phases of a discussion genre. The first lesson was allocated
for building up the field through the enactment of another supported reading. The lesson
was comprised of intensive reading of two new texts on a related topic to that in
deconstruction stage, i.e. the roles of genetically modified food in developing countries (see
Appendix 9). The reading texts expanded the students’ knowledge of the field, affording a
joint organisation of ideas for constructing a new discussion text. The joint construction
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process was enacted in the subsequent two lessons. The process began with jointly
constructing the Issue and Side A stages of the text in one lesson and the Side B and
Resolution stages in the other lesson. Each lesson guided the students writing the new text
through collaborative interactions that made explicit reference to knowledge about the
genre (Rose & Martin, 2012). The new discussion text represented the support critical for
the students to be able to independently construct their own texts.

Independent construction of a discussion text occurred in the last two lessons of the first
cycle. The construction began with re-establishing the field and discussion on its aspects
that had not been worked on for the jointly constructed text. The sequence allowed the
students to plan, draft, write and edit a new discussion text on another topic independently
using patterns that had been practised together (see Appendix 9). Their learning in writing
the discussion text was still scaffolded. The students who were in need of further support
were allowed to re-examine the discussion text produced in the joint construction stage.
The independently constructed discussion texts from the consenting students in this initial
cycle served as the mid data for this study. The texts were also used to evaluate the student
learning for mid semester assessments.

The second cycle of the pedagogy occurred within the timeframe of 7 lessons between
Weeks 10 and 16. This cycle followed a similar procedure saving the deconstruction of a
model text that was enacted in one lesson instead of two as in the first intervention cycle. It
was due to the time constraints within the semester and students’ growing familiarity with
the patterns of a discussion genre. In this second intervention cycle, a new topic ‘human
migration’ was introduced. The topic, which was still related to the universal topic in the
previous cycle, i.e., ‘globalization’, was foregrounded during field building and supported
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reading stages for both joint construction and independent constructions. The independently
constructed discussion texts from the consenting students in this second intervention cycle
represented the final data sets for the textual analysis. All of the students’ texts were used
for final semester assessments. More detailed explanation of the enactment of each
sequence along with the materials and the time spent can be found in Appendix 10.

4.4.3 Text selection procedure
Texts for this study were selected using a purposeful sampling approach (Creswell, 2013).
Apart from enabling the selection of a manageable data set, the approach allowed
identification of information-rich cases (Creswell, 2013, 2014; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007;
Patton, 2015). The student text selection process occurred in two steps, and every text in
each step was analysed by both the researcher and the participating local lecturer to
enhance rater reliability. In the first step, the baseline texts from the consenting students
were classified into two focus group texts – low and high achieving texts. The classification
was based on the diagnostic test that was performed largely to determine the coherence of
the written argumentation. In the final step, three students from the low achieving group
and another three from the high achieving group were purposely selected for a manageable
text analysis. To ensure the representativeness of the selected students to the cohort, a
theory-based purposeful sampling strategy was applied (Patton, 2015). The strategy enabled
the selection of student participants on the basis of potential manifestations of a theoretical
construct. The construct was based upon the emergence of the distinct stages and phases of
a discussion genre and the patterns of meanings enacted in the students’ discussion texts
using Rose and Martin’s (2012, p. 282) writing assessment criteria (See Appendix 11).
Findings from the analyses of these linguistic features became a basis for elaborating and
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examining the affordance of the theory in making critical thinking visible in student writing
(Patton, 2015). The selected students from both focus groups resulted in 18 argumentative
texts extending across baseline, mid and final data sets, as illustrated in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 The focus group students' texts
Data sets / Topics
Cycle 1

Student 1

LS1B

Mid data texts:
The roles of geneticallymodified crops/foods in
developing countries
LS1M

Student 8

LS2B

Student 10

Focus group students

Low
achieving
students
High
achieving
students

Baseline data texts:
Globalisation

Cycle 2
Final data texts:
Human migration

Sub-total
texts

LS1P

3

LS2M

LS2P

3

LS3B

LS3M

LS3P

3

Student 3

HS1B

HS1M

HS1P

3

Student 5

HS2B

HS2M

HS2P

3

Student 17

HS3B

HS3M

HS3P

3

Total texts

18

For the purposes of anonymity, all of the 18 argumentative texts were coded in terms of the
focus group category and the collection period. The coded texts afforded de-identification
of the students due to ethical consideration. For example, argumentative texts written by
low achieving student number 1 collected as baseline data was coded LS1B, as mid data
coded as LS1M, and as final data coded as LS1P. Meanwhile, the texts produced by a high
achieving student number 17 would be coded as HS3B, HS3M and HS3P for baseline, mid,
and final data texts respectively.

The relatively small corpus also enabled manual and multiple analyses of the students’ texts.
It afforded breadth of understanding of the patterns of meaning enacted in the texts that
were employed to interpret and understand critical thinking in the realm of linguistics. The
next section elaborates the underlying decision on the approach to the analyses of students’
argumentative texts with the use of robust theoretical tools from SFL.
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4.5 Approach to student text analyses
Linguistic analyses of students’ arguments written in discussion texts were conducted using
SFL, an expansive social theory of language. The theory offers multiple tools for analysing
language at different strata of language as a system, including culture, discourse semantics,
and lexico-grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992a; Martin & White, 2005;
Rose & Martin, 2012). The three strata of the language system require the researcher to be
selective in choosing which sections of the theory are most efficacious and productive to
answer the research questions. The analysis of the students’ discussion texts employed a
top-down approach drawing on two aspects of SFL – genre theory and APPRAISAL systems. It
began from the whole text level, or genre, drawing attention to a discussion genre as one of
the argument genres family (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). Martin and Rose
(2005) explain that understanding genres as the most abstract realization of context affords
a bi-directional perspective on culture and language. Such a perspective brings both culture
and language into a systematic and closer relationship. It enables analysis of genre to be
carried out through text. The bi-directional relationship between language and culture also
provides a basis for a systematic description of the meaning choices the students
manipulated in the construction of coherent written arguments.

The analysis proceeded to the language level with a focus on the discourse semantic choices
of interpersonal meaning, using the tools from the APPRAISAL systems (Martin & Rose, 2007;
Martin & White, 2005). A comprehensive rationale for using APPRAISAL to investigate critical
thinking, as manifested in argumentative writing, is outlined in Section 2.3.2 of this thesis.
This section argues that critical thinking implicates the ability to construct a coherent
argument, establish a clear position and use evidence and counterarguments. This ability
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emerges from the three research traditions on critical thinking – philosophy, cognitive
psychology, and education, as discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. APPRAISAL is the system
within SFL that is most pertinent for examining how the students employed interpersonal
meaning in constructing a coherent argument in a discussion text. Currently, analysis of the
students’ choices of interpersonal meaning at the tertiary level of education is still underresearched. This motivated the researcher to draw on the APPRAISAL systems in the students’
texts analysis. A detailed justification of the use of APPRAISAL is provided in Section 3.3.

In addition to genre and APPRAISAL analyses, this research employed an analysis of periodicity
to explore the types of ideational meanings that are made prominent. The periodicity
analysis investigated the textual patterning of meanings at the whole text level as waves of
information prominence, as reported in Chapter 5. This analysis is significant in
understanding how the students constructed their arguments across whole texts and
paragraphs. It serves as an effective bridge between genre as a theorisation of context
(Martin & Rose, 2005) and APPRAISAL as a theorisation of interpersonal meanings at the level
of discourse semantics (Martin & White, 2005). The periodicity analysis demonstrates how
the interpersonal meanings are woven together and how the flow of information is
organised in the students’ discussion texts as an instance of an argument genre.

Other systems of grammar in SFL can offer valuable tools to identify critical thinking
capacity. However, the analytic framework consisting of the analyses of genre, APPRAISAL and
periodicity affords comprehensive and robust analyses of the evidence of critical thinking in
students’ arguments, which is the primary focus of the study. These multidimensional
analyses aimed to reveal the students’ developing control of the genre and the meaning
choices they made at the discourse semantic level to produce ‘legitimate’ argumentative
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writing as realised in a discussion text that conveys its social purpose. Findings from these
analyses are employed to elucidate a systematic description of the important elements of
critical thinking for a linguistic theorisation.

4.5.1 Genre analysis
All of the texts were initially analysed in terms of how well the students approximated the
characteristic structure of a discussion genre. The analysis of the students’ texts as instances
of a discussion genre includes both the texts and the genre system. The analysis explored
the stages and phases the students realized in the texts, and how each one contributed to
accomplishing the social purpose of the genre. It specified the textual features that serve as
the foundation for categorizing the increasing levels of delicacy until the social purpose is
achieved. More detailed stages and phases in a discussion genre are modelled based on
Rose and Martin’s (2012, p. 272) application of argument phases, as in Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1 Stages and phases of a discussion genre

Phases occur within each stage of a genre as it realises its social purpose. While stages are a
requisite for a genre, the occurrences and sequences of phases may differ from those of
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stages (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). The specific phases within each stage of
a discussion genre as presented in Figure 4.1 above are instrumental in scaffolding students’
learning in constructing written argumentation coherently. Diverse competing perspectives
involved in the discussion on a number of topical issues, such as genetically modified foods
and human migration may present challenges for students in constructing a sustained
argument as more than one interpretation is considered. Recognising the functions of each
phase will support the students to foreground every point of their arguments.

The Issue stage, for instance, fundamentally consists of two different phases. The first phase
presents the background information relevant to the given issue, while the other phase
previews the sides to come while concurrently indicating a stance. Key arguments for each
competing position are elaborated with evidence, further explanation, and/or examples in
several Evidence and Rebuttal phases in the subsequent Sides stages. The phases in the
Sides stages are often more variable in terms of occurrences and sequences depending on
the ingenuity in refuting the opposing positions (Rose & Martin, 2012). The discussion
resolves in the final stage that begins with a review or a summary distilling all of the
arguments presented and concludes with a suggestion for a resolution with reference to the
position taken.

The analysis of students’ arguments at the whole-text level structure becomes a context for
a more detailed analysis of meanings at the discourse semantic level of language. In
addition to text organisation, argumentation requires control over language demands for
negotiating positions within a range of situations. Negotiation of positions in public
discourse involves persuasive language that is largely concerned with interpersonal
meanings. These meanings are used to express attitudes, grade the attitudes and explore
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alternative perspectives in constructing coherent argumentation. The discourse semantic
patterns of interpersonal meaning the students construed in the texts were examined using
the APPRAISAL systems. Separate analyses were carried out for inscribed and invoked
ATTITUDE, GRADUATION and ENGAGEMENT. The multiple analyses resulted in a systematic

description of how language resources were marshalled in the construction of written
argumentation, providing a robust linguistic basic upon which critical thinking was
interpreted and theorised in argumentative writing. The systematic description is also
pertinent in fostering critical thinking skills in students learning English as a foreign
language. The use of the three interacting tools from the APPRAISAL systems in analysing the
students’ argumentative texts are explained in the following sections.

4.5.2 Focus on the APPRAISAL system frameworks
The use of the APPRAISAL systems for analyzing the students’ texts involved four different
phases of manual coding analyses. First, analyses of ATTITUDE and GRADUATION resources were
conducted progressively in three steps. In the first step, the texts were examined for
patterns and preferences of inscribed ATTITUDE the students deployed across the data sets.
The fully coded texts for this analysis are found in Appendix 2. The second step of the text
analysis involved the use of GRADUATION resources for grading these inscribed ATTITUDES. The
data sets coded for both analyses of inscribed ATTITUDE and GRADUATION can be found in
Appendix 3. The third step of the text analysis was aimed to investigate the use of invoked
ATTITUDE in the same data sets. The analyses for the expressions of both inscribed and

invoked ATTITUDES and GRADUATION are the focus of Chapter 6, and the fully coded texts of
the same data sets can be found in Appendix 4.
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The last step of the textual analysis was conducted to investigate the use of ENGAGEMENT
resources in the texts. Results from the ENGAGEMENT analysis were reported in a separate
chapter, Chapter 7, as the three-phased manual coding of resources of ATTITUDES and
GRADUATION resulted in a significantly large amount of analysis. The multiple analyses built a

cumulative understanding of the discourse semantic patterns of interpersonal meaning the
students deployed in constructing coherent arguments. The analyses made important
elements of critical thinking become visible in student writing.

4.5.2.1 Separate analyses for inscribed and invoked ATTITUDE

For the reasons following, separate analyses were undertaken for the inscribed and invoked
ATTITUDE. One reason is concerned with examining how students manage subtle negotiations

of positions in discussion texts. Academic styles of writing require the students to maintain
the appearance of being objective. Maintaining objectivity in a contested nature of the
discussion texts involves a subtle management of the APPRAISAL resources and knowing
‘[w]hen to be circumspect and when to be more direct’ (Christie & Derewianka, 2008, p.
113). Conducting separate analyses for inscribed and invoked ATTITUDE makes visible the
differences between ‘direct’ and ‘circumspect’ evaluations. It also demonstrates an
understanding of how the students subtly manipulated the complex interpersonal resources
of meaning-making in constructing coherent arguments.

The directness of inscribed ATTITUDE affords a more delicate analysis of the choices made in
the texts. The delicate analysis can show the differing orientations to meaning within each
category of inscribed ATTITUDE. As this study aims to provide a linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking, it is important to explain the differences in using the interpersonal
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resources to the levels of sub-classifications of each type of ATTITUDE. They enable detailed
explanation of every possible critical orientation to evaluation in the construction of
coherent arguments, which would be unnoticeable if only taken to the main semantic
regions of AFFECT, APPRECIATION, and JUDGEMENT. Table 4.2 below outlines the subclassifications of inscribed ATTITUDE with reference to Martin & White (2005) and the colour
code for the process of manual coding. AFFECT, at the heart of institutionalized feelings
(Martin & White, 2005), was not analysed to the levels of sub-classifications, as its
occurrence in the data sets was scarce. The use of different colours for each type of attitude
– blue for JUDGEMENT, red for AFFECT, and green for APPRECIATION – is the accepted convention
within SFL, particularly the APPRAISAL community.
Table 4.2 Classifications and sub-classifications of ATTITUDE (Reproduced from Martin & White, 2005, pp. 52 - 56)
Sub-classifications of ATTITUDE (+/-)

ATTITUDE

Social Esteem
JUDGEMENT

Social Sanction
AFFECT

‘how special?’

Capacity

‘how capable?’

Tenacity

‘how dependable?’

Veracity [truth]

‘how honest?’

Propriety [ethics]

‘how far beyond reproach?’

Impact

‘did it grab me?’

Quality

‘did I like it?’

Balance

‘did it hang together?’

Complexity

‘was it hard to follow?’

Emotions
Reaction

APPRECIATION

Normality

Composition
Valuation

‘was it worthwhile?’

Attitudinal resources express feelings or AFFECTS. When these feelings are reworked as
proposals about people and their behaviour, they relate to JUDGEMENT in the discourse
semantic system. These proposals colour-coded in bold blue font can be oriented to shared
values in a culture; ‘social esteem’, or formalised rules and regulations, or ‘social sanction’.
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JUDGEMENTS of esteem, largely channelled through oral culture, such as chat or jokes, involve

evaluation of people and their behaviour in terms of their speciality (normality), capability
(capacity), and dependability (tenacity). JUDGEMENTS of sanction, often codified in written
rules or regulations, deal with how honest people are (veracity), and how ethical they are
(propriety). When feelings are reworked as propositions about the value or aesthetic of
things including semiotic and natural phenomena in a particular field, they are considered as
APPRECIATION in the system. APPRECIATIONS that are coded in bold green font are related to

expressing ‘reactions’ in evaluating the quality or impact of things, their ‘compositions’ in
terms of their balance and complexity, and their value or ‘valuation’. These three attitudinal
meanings can be realised through direct use of attitudinal lexis (inscribed) or indirect
realisations (invoked).

The subtlety and the indirectness of invoked ATTITUDE realizations, on the other hand, makes
detailed analyses to the precise levels of sub-classifications difficult to conduct. Invoked
ATTITUDES involve more sensitivity to reading positions that allow readers to have more

freedom in interpreting the possible orientations to meaning (Macken-Horarik & Isaac,
2014). Instances of invoked ATTITUDE are also recoded through a variety of realizations, as its
prosody tends to spread across larger stretches of a text than inscribed ATTITUDE (Hood,
2006; Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). This makes classifications of invoked ATTITUDE difficult
to pin down individually. On the basis of its sensitivity to interpretations, the analysis of
invoked ATTITUDE in this study was not conducted to the levels of the sub-categories of
JUDGEMENT or APPRECIATION. Instances of invoked ATTITUDE were coded in the same colour as

those of inscribed ATTITUDE but in light font style. Martin and White (2005) establish
strategies for coding invoked ATTITUDE in texts. A cline of options indicating the degree of
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freedom for readers to be “aligning with the values naturalised by the text”(Martin & White,
2005, p. 67) is presented in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2 A cline of options for inscribing and invoking ATTITUDES (Martin & White, 2005, p. 67)

The cline of options for invoking ATTITUDES developed by Martin and White (2005) is more
useful to be understood top-down. More direct encodings of evaluation are located at the
top of the cline, while less direct encodings that are more dependent on reading positions
are at the bottom. Classifying invoked ATTITUDES in this way provides an inclusive account of
more covert evaluation in students’ arguments. It enables an analysis that can identify
contextual triggers that assume shared cultural knowledge and values between the student
writer and the putative reader (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014, p. 76). Of the two categories
of invoked ATTITUDES, provoked ATTITUDE has a less indirect realization through the use of
lexical metaphor within the clause (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014). Invited ATTITUDE is largely
realised through the affordance of intrinsically non-evaluative choices surrounding the cotext; or even through the choices within GRADUATION, such as intensification, which flagged
the attitudinal meanings (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin & White, 2005).
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4.5.2.2 Analysis of GRADUATION

Resources of GRADUATION are critical in managing the persuasiveness and subtlety of the
argumentation (Hood, 2006; Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin & White, 2005).
Macken-Horarik and Isaac (2014) explain that the use of GRADUATION makes the authorial
stance towards the contested issue more or less salient, positioning the reader in more or
less subtle ways. Analysis of GRADUATION in students’ texts was undertaken with both
inscribed and invoked ATTITUDES. Grading inscribed ATTITUDE leads to stronger and more
discernible evaluations, while the use of GRADUATION to flag ATTITUDES prompts the opposite
effect as the evaluations become more covert (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin &
White, 2005). Choices of GRADUATION deployed in the argumentative texts for grading the
attitudinal meanings were coded in italics. The system network of GRADUATION choices with
reference to Hood (2006) is outlined in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3 GRADUATION choices in terms of their scalability (Reproduced from Hood, 2006, p. 39)
Sub-categories of choices in GRADUATION with examples

GRADUATION

Intensity (very significant)
Amount (a reasonably large sample)

FORCE

Quantity

Axes of
scalability

Scope
Extent
Distance

Time (for 3 years)
Space (a pervasive event)
Time (more recently)
Space (in Jakarta)

Enhancement (slightly disturbed him)

FOCUS

Valeur

Authenticity (in particular)
Specificity (real music)

Fulfilment (try to find; fail to achieve)

Specifically, the semantics of GRADUATION offer options for grading meanings – those for
grading the FORCE of the attitudinal meaning and those for adjusting the FOCUS (Hood, 2006;
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Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin & White, 2005). FORCE involves evaluations as to
degree of intensity, quantity and enhancement. The first semantic options as FORCE is
designated for intensifying the attitudinal meanings that may operate over qualities, such as
in very significant. Assessments of quantity apply to values represented as nominalised
entities for the imprecise measurement in terms of their amount and extent. Each of the
measurement of amount and extent may refer to time and space. Values operating over
processes, on the other hand, can be graded for enhancing the attitudinal meanings, as in
slightly disturbed him.

The other domain of GRADUATION for sharpening or softening meanings relates to FOCUS.
FOCUS operates based on the preciseness of category boundaries (Martin & White, 2005). It

applies to assessments to represent the boundaries of experiential meanings. In other
words, resources for focusing the attitudinal meanings deal with sharpening or softening
the categorical boundary of an abstract entity or a process, such as in real music or tried to
find. Hood (2006) further explains that grading experiential meanings enables a subjective
alignment, which requires attitudinal interpretation on behalf of the reader.

A more detailed explanation of both inscribed and invoked attitudinal resources and the
grading of these resources are also included in the analysis of patterns and preferences in
choices of ATTITUDES and GRADUATION in Chapter 6. The full manual coding analysis of
students’ texts in terms of inscribed ATTITUDE can be found in Appendix 2, while the analysis
of the students’ texts in terms of grading the inscribed ATTITUDE is found in Appendix 3. The
same texts coded in terms of the use of invoked ATTITUDE is in Appendix 4.
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4.5.2.3 Analysis of ENGAGEMENT

Analysis of ENGAGEMENT in this study focused on the degree of heteroglossia the students
deployed in their texts. The ENGAGEMENT system comprises meanings to construe a range of
dialogistic positionings with reference to “prior utterances, alternative viewpoints and
anticipated responses” (Martin & White, 2005, p. 97). Patterns and preferences in the
ENGAGEMENT choices that emerged and developed in the texts were fundamentally

investigated in terms of their intersubjective functionality to negotiate positioning with the
putative audience – whether they are dialogically contractive or dialogically expansive.

Table 4.4 below illustrates how the two broad categories of heteroglossic resources were
coded. The dialogically contractive choices were coded with the use of underline. Choices of
disclaim were double-underlined, while those of proclaim were single-underlined. The
dialogically expansive choices were coded in two different ways. Choices of entertain were
typed in bold, while attributes were coded in italics.
Table 4.4 The choices of ENGAGEMENT (Reproduced from Martin & White, 2005, p. 134)
The heteroglossia choices in ENGAGEMENT system
disclaim

deny (no, didn’t, never)
counter (yet, although, amazingly, but)
concur

contract
proclaim

affirm (naturally, of course, obviously)
concede (admittedly … [but]; sure … [however])

pronounce (I contend, the facts of the matter are …)
endorse (the report demonstrates/shows/proves that)

entertain (perhaps, it’s probable that, this may be, must, it seems to me, apparently)
expand

attribute

acknowledge (Halliday argues that, many Australians believe that)
distance (Chomsky claimed to have shown that)

The discourse semantic interpersonal meanings of contract reduce the dialogic space
instead of opening it up. According to Martin & White (2005), although the meanings
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provide a space for dialogic positionings of other voices or value positions, they aim to
dismiss or at least to refuse, dispute and/or limit the possibility of dialogically alternative
positions in the text as the text unfolds. Dialogically contractive resources can be deployed
to acknowledge the alternative position to finally deny it, as in the use of negation, or to
counter the current proposition with an invoked alternative proposition, typically with the
use of adversative conjunction or adjuncts. Alternatively, the meanings are reconstrued to
constrain the scope of the dialogic space by representing the shared value as universally
accepted (concur), emphasizing explicit authorial presence (pronounce), or construing the
external sources as maximally justified (endorse).

Expand, on the other hand, opens up the dialogic space for alternative positions and voices.
The interpersonal meanings of this dialogically expansive formulations actively make
allowances for other possibilities either through internalised or externalised proposition
(Martin & White, 2005). When the dialogistic expansion is realised through the text’s
internal authorial voice, the formulations of entertain open up dialogic space for other
potential alternatives. These formulations involve assessments through overt individual
subjectivity, modals of probability, and evidentiality. When the dialogistic expansion is
construed through some externally-sourced propositions, the formulations of attribute
frame the propositions by acknowledging the source largely through the domain of
reporting verbs, or by explicitly distancing the authorial voice from the responsibility for the
proposition with certain uses of ‘scare’ quotes, or the reporting verb ‘to claim’.

A more detailed explanation of dialogistic resources for both dialogic contraction and
dialogic expansion are also included in the analysis of patterns and preferences in choices of
ENGAGEMENT in Chapter 7. The fully coded student texts can be found in Appendix 5.
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4.6 Ethical considerations
This research addressed a number of ethical considerations before it was instigated.
Application to the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) of the University of
Wollongong was approved prior to the commencement of data collection processes that
occurred at a state-owned university in North Sumatra, Indonesia. Approval for the annual
renewal of the application and progress report was also obtained before the final report on
the research completion.

Consent forms from the gatekeepers and the research participants were distributed in order
of seniority. Invitation to the Dean of the faculty was sent via email prior to arrival at the
research site. Upon the researcher’s arrival at the site, a face-to-face meeting with the Dean
was held to explain the research. Detailed information that was written in the consent form,
such as the research protocol, objectives, duration and its potential benefits to the
participants, either as the participating lecturer or as the students, as well as the rights to
participate voluntarily was described (Creswell, 2013). A written permission from the Dean
allowed the researcher to send an invitation letter to the Head of the English Department.
This led to another meeting with the Head of the department and the Writing IV lecturers of
Classes A, B and C. The meeting provided an opportunity to distribute invitation letters,
participation information sheets and consent forms to the lecturers (See Appendix 12). The
lecturers were informed of their participation in some collaborative work upon their
consent. This was considered a form of reciprocal relationship for professional learning
pertinent to the development of both the individuals and the institution. The final consent
was from the student participants of Class C whose lecturer consented to participate in this
research (See Appendix 12).
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Finally, this research deals with a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in student writing.
Although it included examples of both low and high achieving student texts, the research
did not involve a study of remedial literacy or concern the quantitative differences for
student evaluation purpose. It was rather oriented towards an investigation of the students’
intake of the demands of an argumentative text. These demands involve the emergent
nature over control of the text structure as well as the patterns and preferences of
discourse semantic choices of interpersonal meaning. They were all analysed in an attempt
to provide a systematic description of the use of language in the construction of a coherent
written argument for reconceptualising critical thinking in writing. The research also did not
inflict an extra workload on the participating local lecturer and students. The researcher
enacted the teaching program and all argumentative texts were written in the regular
program of Writing IV course as a part of the assessment activities. The text production
therefore did not require additional time demands on the students. The student texts were
scanned for this research, and the original texts remained with the lecturer for evaluation
purpose.

4.7 Conclusion
The design of this research employed an action-oriented case study that fundamentally sits
within a qualitative paradigm. The case study investigated the affordance of a genre
pedagogy that is modelled upon Derewianka & Jones (2016) five-sequence TLC in
scaffolding students’ learning in constructing a written argument in a discussion text as an
instance of a discussion genre. The enactment of the pedagogy was in the form of an
intervention conducted by the researcher in the regular Writing IV course in an English
Education program of a university in Indonesia. The intervention was enacted in two cyclical
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processes for a gradual release of the control of the genre. The discussion texts the students
produced during the intervention periods were examined in an attempt to interpret and
reconceptualise critical thinking in argumentative writing.

The research intervention produced a substantial number of students’ argumentative texts.
The texts were collected in three different periods – before, during and after the enactment
of the pedagogy. A relatively small corpus was selected with purposeful sampling approach
to represent the cohort (Creswell, 2013). It also afforded a manageable manual coding for
the multiple layers of textual analysis. The analysis of the representative corpus was based
on a comprehensive theory of language and tools from SFL (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004;
Martin, 1992a; Martin & White, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). It was initiated from the level
of genre and continued to the language level focusing on the discourse semantic choices of
interpersonal meaning, using the tools from the APPRAISAL systems. The analysis of students’
texts from several perspectives provided multiple insights into the linguistic features
involved in constructing written argumentation. It provided a profound linguistic basis upon
which a theorisation of critical thinking in writing was made.

The following chapters deal with the multiple layers of analysis of students’ argumentative
texts. The textual analyses were undertaken with reference to multiple perspectives within
SFL, necessitating separate analysis chapters. The textual analysis in chapter 5 draws on SFL
theorisations of genre. It particularly focuses on a single-issue discussion genre as one of the
categories in the typological system of argument genres family. Genre analysis affords a
context for the subsequent analyses at the language level with APPRAISAL systems in the next
two chapters. Chapter 6 focuses on reporting the analysis of expressions of ATTITUDE and
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how these expressions are graded. Chapter 7 reports on the investigation of how multiple
voices are negotiated in the students’ texts through an analysis of ENGAGEMENT.
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Chapter 5: Crafting written argumentation in discussion genre

5.1 Introduction
This chapter, along with the other subsequent two findings chapters, focuses on SFL analysis
of students’ discussion texts, which provides the basis for the linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking to be discussed in the final chapter. The top-down approach to investigating
the students’ texts began from the level of whole-text structure. The chapter explores
findings from analysing the texts as instances of a discussion genre. The findings reported in
this chapter, however, draw on only two sample texts representing high and low achieving
texts for illustrative purposes. The genre analysis provides a context for situating the
APPRAISAL analyses in the subsequent two chapters.

This chapter particularly addresses the first research question:
What does the profile of the discussion genre contribute to understanding the important
elements underpinning critical thinking in constructing argumentation?
To address these questions, students’ emerging ability to structure their arguments in texts
as particular instances of argument genres are analysed. An SFL understanding of genres as
context means there are relationships among individual argument genres according to their
recurrent meaning patterns (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). In terms of recurrent global
patterns, argument genres together with text response genres may be classified as
evaluative genres. In terms of the recurrent local patterns, both argument and text
response genres have different structures to realise their specific social purposes. The
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specific persuasive purposes of argument genres determine the different stages and phases
of how the texts unfold to convey an argument. Where exposition genres are structured
around arguments for a single perspective on an issue, discussion genres are organised
around competing perspectives before resolving in one particular position (Martin & Rose,
2005; Rose, 2013). Discussion genre, as written in the first research question above, is the
focus of this study because the genre is included in the Writing IV subject outline, as
explained in Chapter 4. The genre also makes the students manage the appearance of
balance with regard to the competing perspectives and construct their stance.

The structuring of an argument in the texts is fundamental in demonstrating critical thinking
in writing. Argumentation has been identified as the underlying principle of critical thinking
(Andrews, 2015; Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn, 2005; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Lipman, 2003).
Arguments are developed with the use of a number of selected statements or premises to
establish the extent of truth in the conclusion (Halpern, 2013). The premises must be
structured in a way that the reasoning for the argument is presented logically (Spector &
Park, 2012). The logic or coherence of these premises reflects critical thinking, as the
coherence of the premises essentially entails the process of thinking critically when
constructing the written argumentation (Andrews, 2015; Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn &
Udell, 2003). Therefore, a whole-text genre analysis, which looks at the staging and specific
phasing of an argument provides a linguistic basis upon which structural elements of critical
thinking can be interpreted and theorised.

In addition to staging and phasing, this chapter also focuses on exploring the textual
patterning of meanings from the perspective of periodicity. Analysing periodicity as waves
of information salience is central to further understanding students’ developing control of
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the discussion genre. It reveals how the students organised and developed their arguments
across whole texts and paragraphs. An analysis of how periodicity operates in relation to
genre sets up a context in which the discourse semantic choices the students deployed and
expanded in the argumentative texts can be understood. The patterns and preferences from
the level of whole-text, or genre to the level of discourse semantics were drawn upon for a
more in-depth description for the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in writing.

5.2 Arguing within a simple issue discussion genre
Analysis of the students’ texts at the whole-text level revealed a developmental progression
towards an increasing control of the discussion genre. The control was reflected in the use
of more statements or premises that were purposely selected to extend the reasoning for
developing and sustaining an argument throughout the intervention periods. The argument
also became more logically structured in necessary stages and phases around two views
contesting the same issue. The logical structuring of the argument enabled the students to
progressively establish the resolution of the contested issue in the conclusion. The
resolution simultaneously indicated their salient position with regard to the differing views.
The analysis of the students’ texts throughout the differing intervention periods provided
insights into how the students negotiated with the demands of the genre in constructing,
developing and sustaining their written argumentation logically and coherently to realise
the specific persuasive purpose of the discussion genre.

Throughout the intervention periods the students were expected to write about three
different topical issues related to globalisation. The issues ranged from the effects of
globalisation on the world’s economies for the pre-intervention, and the use of genetically
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modified crops in developing countries for mid-intervention, to the effects of globalisation
on human migration for the post-intervention period. The pedagogic intervention model
deliberately built the students’ field knowledge together with key language resources for
developing their argument. Choices of the topics provided opportunities for them to engage
with knowledge from a number of related fields and to begin to build understanding of the
content knowledge to sustain the argument. The increasingly sophisticated and cumulative
understanding of each topic was essential for the students in the presentation of their
argument to demonstrate their critical thinking in the texts.

Eighteen discussion texts produced in three different intervention periods were purposely
selected for a manageable manual analysis. Nine texts were produced by the students
representing low achieving group while the other nine were high achieving. Textual analysis
showed that high achieving students’ texts displayed similar structural patterns, which
differed from those of low achieving texts. Therefore, only one sample text from each group
that was illustrative of the data as a whole was referred to in explaining the profiles of the
discussion genre in the following sections (the analysis of all representative texts from both
low and high achieving groups can be found in Appendix 1). The sections discussed a
detailed genre analysis of both high and low achieving exemplary texts. The analysis
revealed the profiles of discussion genre in the three different periods of intervention. It
included excerpts of the stages and phases identified in the texts. Periodicity analysis was
also discussed to make salient the kinds of ideational meanings constructed in the texts. It
shed light on how textual patterning of meanings as waves and troughs of information
prominence function in relation to discussion genre, particularly in terms of the structuring
of the discussion at the levels of whole text and paragraphs. The analysis of periodicity
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confirmed the genre analysis, and together they provided a basis for a comprehensive
examination of the discourse semantic choices and patterns of interpersonal meaning in the
subsequent two chapters (Martin & Rose, 2007).

5.2.1 Lack of clear social purpose in pre-intervention texts
The pre-intervention period required students to write argumentative texts that discussed
two competing positions on the issue of ‘globalisation’ from the course syllabus. As
explained in the text collection procedure in chapter 4 (section 4.4.1), the students were
provided with explicit instructions on the topic during the baseline data collection. The
instructions included strategies to generate ideas and the organisation of ideas in the text.

Analysis of texts from both high and low achieving groups showed some initial difficulties in
accomplishing the social purpose of the genre. The persuasive purpose of the discussion
genre required the argument to be organised in particular stages and phases around two
competing perspectives. Nevertheless, a great majority of the discussion texts in the preintervention period were largely unsuccessful in advancing the argument coherently. The
unfolding of the texts, or their logogenesis, largely occurred incoherently. This was
particularly evident in many low achieving texts which did not contain all the necessary
stages and phases to discuss the contested points of views. Some, for example, failed to
develop counterarguments in Side 2. The high achieving texts, on the other hand, tended to
unfold in stages necessary for the discussion genre. This was mostly salient in the
presentation of different views on the effects of globalisation on the world’s economies. As
each view was canvassed, the high achieving texts formed more distinct stages and phases
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compared to low achieving ones. They unfolded in stages typical of the argument following
the purpose of the genre.

While the high achieving texts unfolded in ways which were in line with the genre
expectations, the texts from both groups shared some problematic issues. Notably, both
groups showed a lack of ability to elaborate on their reasoning and/or exemplify evidence in
subsequent phases of the Sides stage, which are essential to extend and sustain the
argument. Moreover, while most of the texts made good use of periodicity to construct the
argument for both competing views, they did this with limited success. They contained
macroTheme and hyperThemes that attempted to preview the development of the
argument through the texts and the unfolding meanings in the subsequent paragraphs
respectively. However, the texts often failed to use appropriate linguistic resources for the
macroTheme and/or the hyperThemes. This resulted in a mismatch between the two, giving
an unclear signal of what is to come. It failed to alert the reader to the argument being
countered or supported in the texts, contributing to a potential sense of uncertainty as to
the writer’s stance on the issue. The problematic issues from the pre-intervention texts are
discussed in detail and exemplified from sections 5.2.1.1 to 5.2.1.3 below.

5.2.1.1 The Issue stage: sufficient introduction to issue with ineffective preview

From the outset, the Issue stages in both high and low achieving texts were effective in
terms of structuring the necessary phases. The stage began with an introduction to the
background of the issue to be discussed and a preview of the content of the body
paragraphs in the subsequent Sides stage. The preview, however, was predominantly a nonspecific text preview that failed to explicitly indicate how the two competing positions in the
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Sides stage were going to be developed. The structure of the Issue stage is illustrated in the
excerpt of an example from a high achieving text (HS1B) in Figure 5.1, while that of low
achieving text (LS1B) in Figure 5.2. The background is in bold while the preview or the
macroTheme is italicised with underlined conjunctions.
Stages/phases
Issue

Globalization is the global process from all of the things in this world without the
specific zone. From this globalization, the world will be change [sic], from the manual to

Preview

be used technology [sic]. But, the globalization process has several effects for the world’s
economies. There are the positive effects and the negative effects.

Figure 5.1 The Issue stage of the pre-intervention high achieving example text (HS1B)

The Issue stage in HS1B was structured in two main phases. The stage began with
presenting the background of the issue, ‘globalisation’ in the first two clauses. It proceeded
to define globalisation and narrowing the area of debate to its effect on people’s lives,
particularly from the perspective of the world’s economy. In this case, two sides of the
debate were introduced in the macroTheme, comprising the positive and the negative
effects of globalisation to set up the argument’s development for each side in the
subsequent Sides stage.

What is absent from the preview, however, was the specific mention of the arguments for
and against each side of the discussion. The preview also did not contain a very clear
positioning of the reader towards a particular view. Rose and Martin (2005; 2012) explain
that a preview in the macroTheme reflects the genre’s social purpose, determining the
unfolding of the arguments and the paragraph topics, or the hyperThemes in the Sides
stages. In the first stage of a discussion genre, it is critical for the macroTheme to employ a
linguistic resource that can counter one of the competing positions so that the preferred
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position is signalled (Rose & Martin, 2012). The appropriate resources of countering for the
macroTheme are realised by the use of external conjunctions of concession, such as
‘although’, ‘even though’, ‘but’, and ‘however’ (Martin & White, 2005). Although HS1B text
began the area of debate with an external concession ‘but’, the conjunction employed in the
macroTheme was an external addition ‘and’ (both are underlined in Figure 5.1 above)
suggesting that each side of the argument has equal weight. The use of an addition
conjunction diminished the quality of the text periodicity, as the conjunction did not present
the issue as contested. Although the macroTheme introduced the argument to be presented
in the Sides stages, the absence of an appropriate discourse semantic resource to signal
counter-expectancy makes the macroTheme largely ineffective to align the reader with one
of the two contested views.

A similar problem was also evident in the Issue stage of low achieving texts, as represented
in the example low achieving text (LS1B) in Figure 5.2 below.
Stages/phases
Issue

Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have
undergone something we call “Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction

Preview

among the countries of the world in order to develop the global economy. But, does
globalization affects [sic] the world’s economies in positive way?

Figure 5.2 The Issue stage of the pre-intervention low achieving example text (LS1B)

Just like HS1B, the Issue stage in LS1B began with presenting a brief sketch of the
background of the issue. A preview of the unfolding arguments in the subsequent main
body paragraphs was then provided. The preview attempted to outline the area of debate in
the macroTheme. However, it did not explicitly foreshadow the argument development for
both opposing views in the subsequent paragraphs. Although the macroTheme began with
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an external concessive conjunction ‘but’, indicating contestation, it employed a noninteractive ‘pseudo’ or expository question constructed as a means to address one
particular position (Martin & White, 2005, p. 110). The use of expository question as a
preview did not give an indication that two competing positions would be structured and
discussed through the text in the subsequent Sides stage. It could even go on to present just
one position.

Although the Issue stage of the pre-intervention texts was mostly structured in two phases,
which is typical in the discussion genre, the use of non-specific macroThemes missed the
opportunity to clearly indicate their persuasive purpose. This non-specificness was due to
inappropriate uses of linguistic resources or use of a non-interactive ‘pseudo’ question,
giving an unclear indication of how the discussion on the two competing views would
resolve. As a macroTheme functions as the text’s predictive periodicity, the non-specific
positioning contained in the macroThemes made it difficult to alert the reader to how the
argument for the two different points of view was organised through the text. It could
contribute to the incoherent argument structure in the Sides stage, unable to guide the
reader to one particular position. The following section explains in detail the structuring of
argument in the Sides stage.

5.2.1.2 Grappling with manipulation of the Sides stage

Analysis of the Sides stage in the pre-intervention texts showed little control of the
discussion genre structure in both groups. The Sides stage in HS1B text did reflect the nonspecific preview established in the macroTheme, while those in LS1B were problematic due
to the use of ‘pseudo’ question as a preview. The structure of the Sides stage from HS1B is
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exemplified in Figure 5.3, while that from LS1B in Figure 5.4. The hyperThemes in these
stages are italicised. In the samples, the linguistic resources for sequencing the phases are
underlined. Both the abstraction, which enables meaning to be condensed for the preview,
and the unpacked abstraction are in bold.
Stages/phases
Sides
hyperTheme
reasons

side 1 – positive
There are two positive effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The
first Positive effect is Especially for Indonesia, we can cooperate among the other country
in this world. From this cooperation, we can increase our economies. And the second
positive effect is we can do the import and export with another [sic] countries and we can
also transfer the Indonesian workers to abroad to get the job.
side 2 – negative

hyperTheme
reasons

There are two negative effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The
first negative effect is will be [sic] so many the import activities from another country that
comes in [sic] Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness with
products of another country that cheaper from products of Indonesia. The second negative
effect is will be [sic] so many foreign workers that come in Indonesia, and we are afraid if
they more professional from [sic] Indonesian workers.

Figure 5.3 The Sides Stage of HS1B

HS1B showed an argument organisation that was organised into discrete and separate
identifiable Sides stage. The arguments for both contesting positions began with
hyperThemes that reflected the orderly arranged presentation of the preview in the
macroTheme. The hyperThemes predicted the unfolding argument in the Sides stage of the
text in that ‘the hyperTheme is paraphrased by the body of the paragraph’ (Martin & Rose,
2007, p. 183). The argument in each side was organised in phases around a series of reasons
unpacking the summarised ideas, or the abstractions of both positive and negative effects of
globalisation. The series of reasons were also clearly signposted through the use of linguistic
resources that made their logical relations explicit. Internal conjunctions of successive time,
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such as ‘first’, and ‘secondly’ (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 278) were employed to signal the
development of the argument in sequence of reasons. The conjunctions directed an
identifiable sequencing of the presentation of the reasoning successively within each stage.
Their use clearly indicated a move to the following phase.

However, although the text unpacked the abstractions of both positive and negative effects
in the Sides stage, it did not extend or elaborate on the discussion through evidence,
exemplification or further reasoning to strengthen the argument. To a certain extent, it also
remained in a relatively everyday account of personal experience on the issue rather than
the less common-sense knowledge in academic context. This condition highlighted the need
for more scope in building field knowledge in the classroom (Martin, 2007) through
apprenticeship and field exploration, such as reading selected texts in the topic area
(Derewianka & Jones, 2016). The process of field building also contributes to an effective
use of metalanguage for an explicit talk about language and its resources. It enables the
students to engage with the academic discourse and accumulate understanding of the field
for developing and sustaining their arguments.

In addition to the difficulties in providing extended reasoning, a great majority of high
achieving students also showed little control over manipulating resources to flag the Sides
stage. This was particularly demonstrated in Side 2, where the argument to counter the
previous viewpoint was expected, as illustrated in HS1B above. Although the argument in
this Side 2 was also structured in phases to extend on the reasoning for the negative effects
of globalisation, the hyperTheme was not signposted. Signposting the unfolding counter
argument in the text requires linguistic resources of internal comparison, such as ‘on the
other hand’ or ‘conversely’ (Rose & Martin, 2012) to compare and contrast the two different
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positions in both sides. The absence of the counterargument could be attributed to the nonspecific preview in the macroTheme. It reduced the effectiveness of the quality of the text
periodicity, as it might lead to a potential disjunction for the reader, particularly in terms of
aligning the reader with one of the competing positions.

The Sides stage in LS1B was also organised around the positive and negative views on the
effects of globalisation on the world’s economies. However, the text’s organisation was
rather problematic as illustrated in Figure 5.4 below.
Stages/phases
Sides
hyperTheme
grounds

side 1 – positive
Actually, globalization plays the significant role of enhancing economic affluence
[sic] by offering new hope to developing countries. It can increase devisen [sic] of a country.
When the brand or products from outside local [sic] enter a country they will be taxed. The
more goods that enter the more tax money will be collected. Besides, it will allow society in
getting things they want or they need. When there is a thing need [sic] by society, but it
can be found in local products with globalization society can get it from outside local [sic]
side 2 – negative
However, globalization also can give negative impact. One of it is local products
will be defeated by foreign products. It will cause local employers less competitive

hyperTheme

entrepreneurs [sic] from the outside local. As the result local employers will get nothing in

reasons

his business.

Figure 5.4 The Sides stage of LS1B

From the outset, a tension between exposition and discussion occurred in the first side of
LS1B text. The side began with a hyperTheme that contained the characteristic of an
exposition. The hyperTheme presented an argument that directly expounded the positive
view towards the issue. HyperTheme for Side 1 in a discussion text should present the first
side of the discussion that contains supporting reasons (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose &
Martin, 2012, p. 174). This side, however, contained an argument that was developed
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through several phases with a particular focus on grounding a single reason presented in the
hyperTheme. This further reflected exposition rather than discussion, indicating students’
misunderstanding about the differences between the two genres, although instructions
about both genres were given to the students before writing the pre-intervention texts. A
description of the instructions can be found in Appendix 8. The use of an expository
question as a preview in the macroTheme could also have contributed to this tension. The
expository question introduced and pointed forward the position to Side 1 paragraph topic
in the main body of the text.

The problem in managing Side 1 was also reflected in Side 2. One noticeable problem was
concerned with advancing a counter argument to the previous side. Low achieving texts
mostly demonstrated the need for an ability to elaborate further reasoning to sustain the
counter argument presented in the hyperTheme. Side 2 in LS1B as illustrated above showed
that there was very little control of developing the counter argument in this stage through
evidence or exemplification. Like in Side 1, students drew predominantly on the features of
exposition, in which only a single position was expounded and grounded (Martin & Rose,
2005; Rose, 2013). In terms of periodicity, this side also began with an inappropriate
signpost ‘however’, underlined in the sample text above, to organise the counter argument
through the text. Although this linguistic resource can indicate contrasting positions, it
functions to connect a series of events rather than to organise a text (Martin & Rose, 2007,
p. 133; Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 278). Its use to a large degree was unable to demonstrate
the logical relation between the two opposing stages. It compromised the text periodicity as
it did not give a clear signal for the preferred position the discussion would resolve to.
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The lack of control over the Sides stage in the pre-intervention texts further led to the
ambiguity of the text regarding its persuasive purpose and its stance on the issue. It
contributed to a dwindling quality of the logical structuring of the reasoning for the
argument of each contesting view, a principle that underlies the skills in thinking critically
(e.g. Davies & Barnett, 2015; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Lipman, 2003). The following section
explains in detail how the competing positions resolve in the final paragraph of the text.

5.2.1.3 The Resolution stage: veering away from resolving the discussion

The Resolution stage in this pre-intervention stage also revealed students’ difficulty in
managing the argument’s final development. The Resolution stage is the closing paragraph
in which the author presents a review of both contesting positions that not only summarises
the key points discussed in the previous Sides stage but also demonstrates the writer’s
evaluative stance towards the issue (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). Many high
and low achieving texts, however, contained a summary that did not entirely capture the
key points discussed in the Sides stage and no explicit indication of to which position the
discussion resolved. The Resolution stage from LS1B, in particular, was absent and therefore
failed to resolve the discussion. The structure of this stage from HS1B is shown in Figure 5.5
below.
Stages/phases
Resolution
Review

In short, we can make cooperation with the other country but we can not [sic]
careless. We should do the best for the economies of Indonesia in this world.

Figure 5.5 The Resolution stage of HS1B

The Resolution stage in HS1B attempted to summarise the main points argued from each
contesting position. This was apparent from the use of an internal concluding conjunction,
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‘In short’. This conjunction functions to signal the expected conclusion based on the series
of evidence presented as grounds for the argument in an exposition genre (Rose & Martin,
2012, p. 281). When employed in a discussion text, it cannot capture both the competing
perspectives and the counterargument. Just as the macroTheme in previewing the
developing arguments through the text, the review in the Resolution stage of a discussion
text should also indicate a counter-argument as reflected in the macroTheme (Rose &
Martin, 2012). The additional use of the external conjunction ‘but’ in an attempt to counter
the first proposition ‘make cooperation with the other country’ did little to improve the
effectiveness of this stage. The stage did not overview the key arguments discussed in the
main body paragraphs. It therefore failed to conclude in a clear authorial stance regarding
the issue.

The occurrences of these problematic issues in organising and developing the argument in
the pre-intervention texts resonate with the assumption of students being unable to think
critically (e.g. Marzban & Ashraafi, 2016; Rear, 2017a). Reasoning and its coherent
structuring shape the process of thinking critically in the construction of written
argumentation (e.g. Davies & Barnett, 2015; Lipman, 2003). They are crucial in
demonstrating the extent of the truth, upon which a conclusion is drawn (e.g. Halpern,
2013). Despite this assumption, these issues also point the need for a pedagogic
intervention program with an emphasis on explicit talk about language and modelling of the
text structure. The program scaffolds students’ learning in constructing a written argument
to prepare them for their own writing tasks.

The following section discusses in detail the developing control of managing the argument
with the implementation of the first iteration of the pedagogic intervention, or the mid116

intervention period. As explained in chapter 4, the intervention enacted Derewianka and
Jones’ (2016) model of teaching and learning cycle (TLC). The pedagogy scaffolded the
students’ learning in structuring and developing written arguments in discussion texts. The
texts collected at the end of the cycle were analysed in terms of the developing control of
the discussion genre.

5.2.2 Developing control of the discussion genre in mid-intervention texts
The mid-intervention texts focused on discussing both the positive and negative roles of
genetically modified food in developing countries. The texts were written during the
Independent construction of the first iteration of the intervention program. Students were
given two lessons to work closely on structuring and developing their arguments in coherent
stages and phases.

Analysis of students’ texts in this period demonstrated a substantial progression towards
control of argument’s organisation within the discussion genre. The logogenesis of the texts
in both high and low achieving texts occurred more coherently. The texts advanced and
sustained the argument with more effective, extended reasonings, progressing in necessary
stages and phases. A salient evaluative stance towards the issue that was built up
cumulatively throughout the course of the unfolding texts was also more evident compared
to the texts from the previous period. The high achieving texts, in particular, became more
subtle in developing and organising the argument in discrete identifiable stages and phases
through the text.

From the perspective of periodicity, however, control of linguistic resources for organising
the argument varied in different stages. There were still a few problematic issues related to
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the deployment of more appropriate linguistic resources to organise the logical relations of
the unfolding of the argument in some stages. This was particularly reflected in the Issue
and the Resolution stages, in which external conjunctions of concession, such as ‘but’,
‘although’ and ‘while’ are critical in organising the multiple points of views contesting the
same issue. This phenomenon suggested the need to develop a greater control of using
these resources in different stages and phases of the genre to further improve the quality of
the text periodicity.

The following sections (5.2.2.1 to 5.2.2.3) provide more detailed examination of the midintervention argumentative texts from the same students. Each text represents high and
low achieving levels. The examination reveals the profile of the genre following the first
iteration of the intervention and compares the differing controls of the genre.

5.2.2.1 The Issue stage: providing a clear signal for the unfolding argument

Just like in the pre-intervention texts, the Issue stage from the mid-intervention texts
unfolded in discrete phases. The stage began with an introduction to the issue, specifically
the roles of genetically modified food in developing countries, and this set up the discussion
on the two competing views in the subsequent paragraphs. The macroTheme in this period
succeeded in previewing the argument’s development through the text in that it particularly
provided an indication of how the discussion would resolve. Figure 5.6 shows the
organisation of the Issue stage from HS1M, while Figure 5.7 is from LS1M. This stage
comprises the background of the issue in bold, the preview of the paragraph topics in the
main body of the text in italics and underlined linguistic resources for organising the logical
relations of the arguments.
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Stages/phases
Issue

The people who know and perhaps have some experiences of genetically modified crops

Preview

will have some arguments to perceive [sic] it. Nevertheless there are some people believe
that GM food take [sic] along so many profits in developing countries, but in the other side,
especially for farmers assume that GM food is not too useful for them and it will emerge
[sic] the monopoly system of one side.

Figure 5.6 The Issue stage of the mid-intervention high achieving example text (HS1M)

The opening paragraph of most high achieving texts set up the issue in two identifiable
phases, typical in the genre. In the sample HS1M text, the Issue stage maintained the overall
structure of phases of a discussion genre. The stage began by introducing the background of
the issue. It focused on a general presentation of the context in terms of people’s
experiences with genetically modified crops, leading up to the preview in the macroTheme.
MacroThemes in high achieving texts largely succeeded in establishing the expectation of
the unfolding opposing positions in the subsequent stages. The macroTheme in HS1M
previewed the subsequent sides with a summary of the argument for both sides at a more
generalised level. It predicted the progress of the argument through the text, pointing the
paragraph topics or the hyperThemes in the main body of the text.

Despite the success in setting up the issue and the expectation of the unfolding argument,
high achieving texts appeared to demonstrate some difficulties in managing the logical
relations of the two competing perspectives introduced in the macroThemes. MacroTheme
in discussion genre involves students countering one of the two opposing views while
foreshadowing the unfolding opposing arguments for both sides through the text (Rose &
Martin, 2012). However, the students’ use of the appropriate resource to manage these
contesting views was still problematic. The macroTheme in HS1M, for instance, employed
three different conjunctions – two external conjunctions of concession ‘nevertheless’, and
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‘but’; and one internal conjunction of comparison ‘in the other side’ (underlined in the
excerpt above) to realise the countering proposition. The use of these multiple conjunctions
may have indicated the students’ emerging skills in using diverse linguistic resources in the
macroTheme to set up the expectation of how the text unfolds. However, the high degree
of redundancy in the use of such linguistic resources in a single clause also had a high
potential to cause a sense of disjunction. It presented an unclear indication, making the
reader unable to discern to which position the discussion would finally resolve.

The unfolding of the Issue stage in low achieving texts, on the other hand, showed some
mixed success in its organisation compared to the pre-intervention period. The Issue stage
from the sample LS1M text is illustrated in Figure 5.7 below.
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world
economies. Those who pro with it argued that it brings benefits for farmer in developing
countries while the other argued it not only cause the using of chemicals increase but also
require big investment for farmers.

Figure 5.7 The Issue stage of the mid-intervention low achieving example text (LS1M)

The Issue stage in low achieving texts demonstrated some varied success in structuring the
argument. The Issue stage in LS1M, for example, immediately proceeded to narrowing the
area of debate in terms of the differing views people have on the use of genetically modified
crops. It did not contain the background of the issue and left out the introduction of the
field. The background of an issue provides students with an opportunity to draw on their
experience to develop and set up the issue into the new field. It also provides the reader
with a preliminary context upon which the issue is built upon through the text. The absence
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of such an introduction phase moved this Issue stage directly towards the debate, which to
an extent interrupted the information flow in the text.

With regard to periodicity, the stage was successful in organising the introduction of the
competing positions in the macroTheme. The macroTheme previewed the two competing
positions with a detailed summary of the argument. It set up the expectation of the
unfolding of the argument, predicting the hyperThemes in the next Sides stage. This
success, however, was not reflected in controlling the logical relations between the two
contesting views. In some cases, there remained a challenge in using an appropriate
linguistic resource for countering one of the two contesting viewpoints, or in arranging the
linguistic resource. In the case of LS1M text, the two different views in the macroTheme was
organised with an external conjunction ‘while’ to signal a counter argument. The
conjunction, however, was not positioned at the beginning of the clause as a point of
departure. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, p. 109) explain that ‘while’ is one of the
conjunctions that is inherently thematic in that it occurs naturally as the point of departure
to set them up for explicitly expressing the value contained in the clause. The inappropriate
placement of this linguistic resource gave an indistinct indication of the text’s evaluative
stance and what was to come in the Sides stage.

In summary, the Issue stage in this period largely succeeded in setting up the argument’s
development for the two contesting views through the text. The success was indicated
particularly in the introduction of both views in the macroTheme with a summary of key
arguments, previewing the hyperThemes in the subsequent Sides stage. The stage,
however, appeared to still share one obvious problem. Students needed to develop stronger
control over the deployment of the appropriate conjunctions to signpost a counter
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argument. Although the choice of conjunction was appropriate, in most cases there was a
high degree of redundancy or the conjunction was not placed accordingly. This resulted in a
potential sense of incoherence in the organisation of the argument. It gave an indiscernible
signal for how the discussion would resolve through the text. The following section details
how the argument for both competing positions progressed in the Sides stage in the midintervention texts.

5.2.2.2 The Sides stage: unfolding towards a position

The logogenesis of the Sides stage was more effective in mid-intervention texts from both
high and low achieving groups. The majority of the texts were structured in discrete stages
and phases that are typical in the discussion genre. From the aspect of periodicity, the
logical relation of both sides was organised more coherently using appropriate linguistic
resources not only for the hyperThemes but also for the unfolding meanings in the
subsequent paragraphs. Examples of the structure of the Sides stage from HS1M are
provided in Figure 5.8, while that from LS1M in Figure 5.9 below. The hyperThemes for both
sides are italicised, while the conjunctions to realise the countering proposition in Side 2 are
underlined. In addition, linguistic resources for logically relating the phases are also
underlined, while both the abstraction and the unpacked abstraction are in bold.
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Stages/phases
Sides

side 1 – positive

hyperTheme

The genetically modified food has two profits for the developing countries. Firstly, they

reasons

trust that from GM crops they don’t need deplete their savings money to buy a number of
kinds the chemical every planting season. GM good can oppose the pest and plant disease
without require a lot of pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the farmers just use
a particular type of chemical pesticides. So the farmers is [sic] not necessary to use the
other pesticides which enable consuming so much money and consuming so many time.
side 2 – negative

hyperTheme

On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits for farmer, but also have the

reasons

bad effect. the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds, so it is not
too useful for them. Because the farmers have to buy the seeds every planting season. For
the GM crops will appear the market domination of it. For example is the Monsanto as a
multinational company. The farmers should buy the seeds every years [sic] and also the
pesticides from Monsanto. Consequently, it can damage the other companies.

Figure 5.8 The Sides stage of HS1M

The Sides stage in HS1M text demonstrated an increasing control of the text’s logogenesis.
Both sides started with hyperThemes that addressed the expectation set up in the
macroTheme and effectively predicted the unfolding meanings in each paragraph. The
unfolding of the contesting positions in both sides was organised in phases around a
number of sequential reasons. The phases began with unpacking the abstraction of both the
‘profits’ and the ‘drawbacks’ of using genetically modified crops in developing countries,
which were set up in the hyperThemes of Sides 1 and 2 respectively. In unpacking the
abstraction, the text provided further reasoning, extending the discussion through
exemplification and evidence in the subsequent phases to sustain and justify the argument
to a certain degree. The extended reasoning also indicated a significant shift towards less
common-sense knowledge about the field. They were largely engaged with referenced
information from selected texts in the topic area rather than an account of personal
everyday experience on the issue.
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The Sides stage in HS1M text also made good use of periodicity to establish a coherent
argument. The hyperThemes were clearly signposted to indicate that the discussion would
resolve in favour of one of the competing positions presented (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose,
2013). This was particularly demonstrated in the hyperTheme for Side 2, in which the
unfolding counter argument was realised through the use of a linguistic resource, an
internal comparison conjunction of ‘on the other hand’, to compare the opposing positions
between the two sides and most importantly to counter the previous position in Side 1.
Although the hyperTheme contained a redundancy in using another external concession
conjunction of ‘but’, it still gave a clearer sense that the writer would resolve the discussion
in favour of the argument presented in Side 2. The relations between phases within each
side were also organised logically. The logical relations were made explicit with internal
conjunctions of successive time, such as ‘firstly’ and ‘secondly’, to sequence the
presentation of each phase. The exemplification phase was signalled with an internal
conjunction for similar comparison, ‘for example’, while in-text citation was given for
incorporating evidence that was sourced from a publication. The use of these linguistic
resources signalled the sequence of the reasoning for the argument in the phases in a way
that was clear and logical to the reader. The resources improved the quality of the text
periodicity with the unfolding arguments being coherently organised in both sides,
highlighting the direction in which the discussion would resolve.
An increasing control of the unfolding of the text was also displayed in low achieving texts’
Sides stages. The stage showed identifiable organisation of the hyperThemes and the
unfolding arguments in phases for each viewpoint. There were also some successful
attempts to employ explicit signposts to organise the logical relations of the argument,
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resulting in an improved quality of text periodicity in the Sides stage. The structure of the
Sides stage from LS1M text is exemplified in Figure 5.9 below. Linguistic resources for
organising the logical relations of the arguments are underlined, while the unpacked
abstractions are in bold.
Stages/phases
Sides
hyperTheme
reasons

side 1 – positive
That’s true that GM crops benefits to farmers. The first, because it resistant to pets.
It has been suggested in (Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew [sic] the using of
chemical pesticides. The next is because it resistant to disease. As we know, plan diseases
can caused by viruses, fungi and bacteria and it can cause death of plant but farmers do not
need to be worry because GM crops has been created to be strong of diseases attack. Of
course this makes farmers get a health plant. A health plant can increase farmers income.
side 2 – negative

hyperTheme
reasons

Unfortunately, there are some evidence [sic] that shows it even give drawback not
only to farmers but also to people as consumers of GM crops. The first is it require big
investments to farmers. As we know, farmers need chemical pesticides for saving their
plants. Herbicide is actually pesticide that used. It has been suggested that farmer who use
GM food seed like Roundup ready should buy only Roundup herbicide that produce by
Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000). It means they have to be ready to out much money in
buying expensive chemicals. The second is, it makes the plant be unhealth to be consumed.
It has been suggested that each year, farmer use more than one tons chemical pesticides to
save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course, it will endanger consumer health because, the
use of chemicals leave poison in the plants.

Figure 5.9 The Sides stage of LS1M

Similar to HS1M, the Sides stage in LS1M was also organised in clear discrete phases. Both
sides began with hyperThemes that were structured around the two competing views. Each
hyperTheme comprised a summary point of these two different views – the benefits and the
drawbacks of genetically modified crops to farmers that were unpacked into activities.
These activities involved a series of reasons developed in the following phases to sustain the
argument for each point of view. There were also some successful attempts to extend the
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reasoning through elaboration of reasons and evidence with in-text citation. These attempts
indicated a shift towards less personal orientation to knowledge about the field, just as the
high achieving texts did in this period. They highlighted the significance of the pedagogic
intervention in scaffolding students’ understanding of the field and their learning in
argumentative writing.
The text periodicity also improved substantially. The structuring of hyperThemes in both
sides was consistent with the preview in the macroTheme while foreshadowing the points
of reasoning to be discussed in the subsequent phases. The logical relations of the
hyperThemes and the phases were managed effectively with appropriate linguistic
resources. The phases were organised coherently using internal conjunctions of successive
time including ‘first’, ‘second’, and ‘next’, while the hyperTheme of Side 2 in particular
succeeded in signalling the direction in which the discussion would resolve. The
hyperTheme of LS1M Side 2, however, was interestingly signposted with the use of a
comment adjunct ‘unfortunately’ rather than an internal comparison conjunction for
organising text, such as ‘conversely’. Its use can be understood as a means to suggest the
different positioning taken, but rather unsuccessfully to counter the argument presented in
Side 1. Comment adjuncts are less integrated into the structure of the clause as they are
principally used to comment on the entire proposition, which in this case to convey an
undesirable turn of an event (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 190). This indicates the need
to further control the linguistic resources that are more appropriate in managing the
unfolding of the counter argument in Side 2.
The coherent organisation of the unfolding arguments in the Sides stage demonstrated a
developmental progression towards the control of the genre. The coherence of the
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reasoning that unfolded through stages and phases enabled the reader to see how the
discussion would resolve in the Resolution stage. The structure of the Resolution stage from
both high and low achieving texts is explained in the following section.

5.2.2.3 The Resolution stage: attempting to resolve the discussion

The success in managing the Sides stage was to a large extent not reflected in the
Resolution stage. This stage appeared to be least developed, suggesting a need for further
improvement in bringing forward the perspectives that were at stake in the process of
resolving the discussion. A great majority of the texts from both groups neither contained
the necessary phases nor did they deploy the appropriate linguistic resources to conclude
the discussion in one of the competing positions. The Resolution stage from HS1M text is
shown in Figure 5.10 while that from LS1M in Figure 5.11. The conjunctions are underlined,
and the review is italicised.
Stages/phases
Resolution

To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some benefits for people, and also

Review

GM crops have the bad impacts that maybe more many than the benefits of GM food.

Figure 5.10 The Resolution stage of HS1M

HS1M still lacked the control over manipulating the Resolution stage to conclude the
discussion towards one particular position. The stage contained only a single phase that
reviewed the key arguments discussed in the Sides stage. The review, however, was unable
to resolve the competing points of views in the direction indicated in the macroTheme. This
was attributed to signposting the review phase with an internal concluding conjunction ‘to
sum up’, instead of an external concessive conjunction, such as ‘although’, or ‘however’. The
use of another conjunction ‘and’ to organise the review further suggested that the
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summarised key arguments were just a sequence of events, which conflicted with the
purpose of the discussion genre in aligning the reader with one of the competing views
(Rose & Martin, 2012). The single-phase review with a concluding signpost made the
Resolution stage unable to reinforce the acceptability of the favoured position. The review
functioned merely as a summary of the main points, leaving the reader with an unmet
expectation.

On the other hand, the presence of the Resolution stage in LS1M indicated a substantial
progress towards the control of the stage compared to that in LS1B. However, just as in
HS1M, this stage also revealed the need for further development. The structure of the
Resolution stage from LS1M text is illustrated in Figure 5.11 below.
Stages/phases
Resolution
Preview

In short, GM crops give benefits to farmers in developing countries. However,
evidence show [sic] it has drawback and it can’t be ignored.

Figure 5.11 The Resolution stage of LS1M

LS1M managed the Resolution stage to settle the two contesting standpoints. This stage,
also contained a single-phase review, summarised the points discussed in the Sides stage.
The summarised points were organised in a way that it reinforced the favoured position
indicated in Side 2, making it clear to the reader the authorial stance taken up by the writer.
There was, however, a need for further control in deploying the linguistic resource to
organise it more coherently. Similar to HS1M, the Resolution stage began with an internal
conjunction of concluding, ‘In short’, indicating the expected conclusion for an exposition
genre (Rose & Martin, 2012). The use of this linguistic resource may have initially created a
tension between discussion and exposition. Nevertheless, the deployment of an appropriate
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external concession, ‘however’, explicitly indicated a counter argument for the former
proposition. Had the student removed the conclusion conjunction ‘in short’, the text would
avoid the initial tension, giving a much clearer evaluative stance to which the text would
resolve. An additional phase indicating the writer’s recommendation would also reinforce
the acceptability of the favoured position further.

The discussion texts in this period to a large extent demonstrated a successful manipulation
of the genre’s structure to construct a coherent argument around two competing
viewpoints. The argument was introduced and scaffolded progressively in stages and phases
typical in the discussion genre. The unfolding of the texts, or their logogenesis, was
organised towards one particular position. The argument also became more developed,
which was particularly salient in the Sides stage, by means of a number of supporting
statements or premises including extended reasoning, evidence, and exemplification in
order to justify and sustain the acceptability of the views that were at stake. The majority of
these premises were organised coherently with the use of appropriate linguistic resources
at particular stages and phases through the text. The coherence in the argument’s
organisation and development to align the putative reader with one of the competing views
in the discussion foregrounds the role of language, in particular the explicit knowledge
about language, or the metalanguage, in learning and fostering critical thinking in writing.

The subsequent section examines how the students maintained control over argumentation
in the post-intervention texts. The texts were produced with the implementation of the
second iteration of the pedagogic intervention using the same TLC five-stage framework
model of Derewianka and Jones (2016). This iteration was also the final intervention as the
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students had to sit the final semester examinations by the last stage of the TLC
implementation.

5.2.3 Sustaining control of discussion genre in post-intervention texts
During the second iteration of the pedagogic intervention, the students were required to
write a discussion text arguing whether sending or receiving countries benefit more from
human migration. As explained in chapter 4, the enactment of the final stage of the TLC, i.e.
the Independent construction stage occurred in the same week as the administration of the
final semester examinations at the research site. Therefore, the texts the students produced
during the final examination for Writing IV were used as the final writing samples. The
students undertaking the final examination were provided with no further support to
comply with examination rules.

The post-intervention texts maintained control of the construction of argumentation in the
discussion genre. The overall presentation of the argument was adhered to the generic
structure, unfolding in typical stages of the genre. The reasonings for the argument were
extended in phases but included less evidence through referenced information and
exemplification. When extended to further strengthen the argument, the reasoning was
largely based on a relatively everyday account of personal experience. This was apparent in
both high and low achieving texts. Control of the logical relations between stages to a large
extent was preserved in that a clear symptom of the unfolding meanings towards a
particular position was created. It was particularly reflected in the use of appropriate
conjunctions to signpost the Sides stages. However, there was still room for improvement
for managing the development of the argument within phases. Some of the phases were
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not explicitly or appropriately signposted to make their relations more coherent. The
occurrence of these issues could possibly be attributed to the timed writing process under
examination conditions. The timed writing may have inhibited the process of student
thinking critically in constructing and developing clear and powerful arguments.

A detailed analysis of the post-intervention texts is provided in the following sections
(5.2.3.1 to 5.2.3.3). The analysis showed how the students maintained the control of the
discussion genre as instantiated in the texts and how the uptake of knowledge was
sustained in this final iteration. It is subsequently followed by the final section of this
chapter to conclude the genre analysis.

5.2.3.1 The Issue stage: maintaining the coherence of background and preview

The Issue stage from both high and low achieving texts maintained the coherent
organisation of its phases. The stage unfolded in phases that presented the background of
the issue and established the macroTheme for previewing the unfolding of the argument for
each competing position in the main body paragraphs. The organisation of the Issue stage
from HS1P text is illustrated in Figure 5.12 while that from LS1P in Figure 5.13. In these
samples, the background of the issue is in bold, the preview is italicised, and the
conjunctions are underlined.
Stages/phases
Issue

The human migration commonly happen [sic] from developing countries to
developed countries to get better thing from all aspects of people’s life. The movement
of people from one country to another country bring [sic] some benefit for both of

Preview

sending countries and receiving countries. Although the receiving countries have some
benefit, but sending countries have benefit more [sic] for the citizen and its nation.

Figure 5.12 The Issue stage of the post-intervention high achieving example text (HS1P)
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The unfolding of the Issue stage from high achieving texts largely resembled that of midintervention texts. This was shown in the coherent structuring of phases in HS1P Issue
stage. It began with establishing the context of human migration upon which the issue was
built. This included the introduction to the background of the issue with a brief sketch of the
main reason why people migrated from developing to developed countries. The following
phase narrowed down the area of debate with a focus on the benefits the countries might
receive from the migration. In this regard, the text successfully presented two competing
perspectives on which countries benefited more in the macroTheme. It set up the
paragraph topics or the hyperThemes for each side.

Students’ uptake of the appropriate linguistic resources to manage the logical relation of the
two competing perspectives was also sustained. The macroTheme in HS1P predicted the
argument’s development with the deployment of an appropriate external concessive
conjunction ‘although’. Deploying the conjunction to begin the macroTheme gave an initial
signal of the favoured position to which the discussion would resolve. The use of another
concessive conjunction ‘but’ in the macroTheme could lead to an underlying semantic
conflict. However, it still demonstrated some improvement in selecting and deploying the
conjunction that worked to signpost the unfolding of a counter argument. Had the students
removed one of these conjunctions, the organisation of the macroTheme would be more
effective. This is of significance particularly if compared to that of HS1M macroTheme in
which multiple conjunctions were employed to manage the logical relations of the two
contested views.

The effective structuring of the Issue stage was also evident in LS1P as shown in Figure 5.13.
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Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

There is different opinion about which countries benefit the most from human
migration which is globalization result. Some people believed that poor sending countries
gets [sic] more benefit in the National economy development and unemployment
decreasing. On the other hand, there is opinion that receiving countries benefit more
because of income and service they get.

Figure 5.13 The Issue stage of the post-intervention low achieving example text (LS1P)

The Issue stage in LS1P unfolded in identifiable phases around the background of the issue
and the preview of the argument’s development. The stage did not provide a context
through more general information on human migration to build on the issue, similar to
LS1M. It began by directly presenting the differing perspectives on the benefits of human
migration. The presentation of these differing perspectives was followed by previewing the
unfolding argument through the text in the macroTheme.

The preview in the macroTheme was effective as the text’s predictive periodicity for the
paragraph topics or the hyperThemes in the subsequent Sides stages. It did this by
summarising key arguments for both opposing positions at a more abstract level. These
abstractions contained more detailed aspects of the issue that would be discussed in the
main body paragraphs. They suggested a developing level of sophistication in manipulating
the preview. The aspects were concerned with economic development for sending
countries; and generating income sources and services for receiving countries. The
countering proposition for the two competing positions was realised through an internal
comparison conjunction ‘on the other hand’, a linguistic resource that functions more
appropriately to signal the opposing Side 2 (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 282). Nevertheless, the
logical relation between the two competing positions was still discernible in indicating which
position was favoured and which was countered.
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The majority of the texts in this period effectively manipulated the Issue stage and its
phases. They established the context upon which the discussion was drawn and previewed
the unfolding of the argument. Several texts included more detailed aspects in the
summarised key points in the presentation of the preview, forming an even clearer
indication of the unfolding meanings in each body paragraph. They also attempted to
indicate a discernible favoured position over the other by means of a concessive
conjunction to realise a countering proposition. There were still issues concerning the
deployment of more appropriate linguistic resources for managing the logical relation of the
two competing positions, which leaves room for further improvement.

The subsequent section explains how the students maintained control of the argument’s
progress in the Sides stage. It focuses on what development was sustained or further made
in the discussion on the different perspectives contesting the issue of human migration.

5.2.3.2 The Sides stage: different levels of sophistication in coherence

While high and low achieving texts demonstrate a similar control of manipulating the Issue
stage, analysis of the Sides stage from both groups showed differing levels of sophistication
in the structuring of the argument coherently. Despite this, a great majority of the postintervention texts managed to sustain control over the argument for the two contesting
positions in this stage. The argument unfolded in typical phases of the discussion genre,
reflecting the preview established in the macroTheme. The texts made use of the phases to
extend the discussion, which was mainly through further reasoning. They also sustained the
logical relations between the two sides and of the phases within each stage. The structure
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of the Sides stage from HS1P is illustrated in Figure 5.14, while LS1P in Figure 5.15. The
linguistic resources for organising the logical relations of the argument are underlined.
Stages/phases
Sides
hyperTheme

side 1 – benefits to receiving countries
The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get
more income from the human who move from their country for working overseas, because

reasons

they obtain the visa and tax of it [sic]. And then, receiving countries will be sufficient what
the professional workers need during in that countries [sic], because they appreciate it and
they should complete the professional workers’ necessary that want to serve their country
for pressing it.
side 2 – benefits to sending countries

hyperTheme
reasons

However sending countries also bring the advantages, especially for the countries
and the people. The people who can not get the job from their countries, they can move to
the other countries to get the job or the best job. So, it can decrease unemployment from
that countries [sic]. For the country that send the people to another countries will get the
additional income, and consequently, it can increase the national income from the
remittance.

Figure 5.14 The Sides stage of HS1P

The HS1P text maintained the effective structuring of the argument’s progress in the main
body paragraphs. The argument for the benefits of human migration to both receiving and
sending countries unfolded in the subsequent phases of each side and was largely organised
around reasons. Its great dependence on reasons resulted in fewer phases manipulated to
extend on the discussion, highlighting the need for further elaboration through evidence
and exemplification. Another noticeable feature related to how Side 1 directly set off with
an argument expounding the reasoning for the initial benefit the receiving countries might
obtain from the migration. This feature reflected more of an exposition text, in which each
body paragraph presents one argument to be expounded instead of a side as the
hyperTheme (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose & Martin, 2012). However, mid-way through the
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paragraph the stage came up with another phase that extended the reasoning for the
second benefit, which was concerned with the influx of skilled workers to the countries. The
presence of this extended reasoning in the same paragraph indicated an attempt to
reconcile the tension, bringing the focus of this paragraph back to presenting two contesting
viewpoints on the issue of human migration. A hyperTheme that predicted the unfolding of
these reasonings could have reduced the tension and made Side 1 have a more coherent
organisation.

The text’s periodicity in the Sides stage was also sustained to a certain extent. The
hyperThemes for both sides reflected the prediction previewed in the macroTheme. Side 1
began with advancing the argument for the receiving countries, while Side 2 countered it by
presenting the benefits the sending countries gained from human migration in subsequent
phases. The logical relation of these phases, however, needed to be organised more
coherently. Had the phases employed internal successive conjunctions, such as ‘firstly’, or
‘secondly’, the sequences of the reasoning extended in each phase would have been more
explicit. The counter argument presented in Side 2, however, was successfully indicated
explicitly by means of an external concession conjunction ‘however’. The use of this
conjunction enabled the text to explicitly indicate that the discussion would resolve in
favour of the argument presented in this side, aligning the reader with the sending
countries. Nevertheless, a more appropriate internal comparison conjunction, such as ‘on
the other hand’, would have made the organisation of this opposing side more coherent.

The majority of low achieving texts, on the other hand, demonstrated a different level of
sophistication in the construction of the argument in the Sides stage. The Sides stage in LS1P
in particular was mostly successful in manipulating the phases for the argument’s
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development and particularly in organising the logical relation between the two opposing
Sides. Figure 5.15 below illustrates the structure of the Sides stage from LS1P text.
Stages/phases
Sides
hyperTheme
reasons

side 1 – benefits to sending countries
There is a statement which said that labor that send [sic] abroad is heroes of the
country’s exchange because they give help in country economy [sic]. When worker get
their salary to their hometown, they will put tax by country. Then the tax will be used to
build public infrastruktur and facilities that need a lot of fund. They also can help in
reducing country debt. Furthermore, unemployment will be reduce [sic]. In sending
countries, there is no job vacancy enough. It bring [sic] about enemploy exist. by sending
the unemployment, country can reduce the number of unemployment.
side 2 – benefits to receiving countries

hyperTheme
reasons

On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration. The
income they get can be from fee that pay [sic] by professional worker, from the tax they
put in remittance and from the visa which have to taken care of worker. More high salary
that professional worker get [sic], more high the tax that they have to pay. Besides,
receiving countries get benefit not only the service of people from sending countries but
also from the product they produce. Housemaid job is very needed in developing
countries so, with the human migration they can get worker which can pay cheap [sic].

Figure 5.15 The Sides stage of LS1P

LS1P upheld its effective manipulation of the Sides stage for structuring the development of
the argument. Both sides began with a hyperTheme that determined the unfolding of the
argument within each stage. The management of the hyperThemes was also maintained in
that each one contained summarised key points of the benefits for sending countries, which
was rather implicitly stated, – ‘helping the country’s economy’, and for receiving countries –
‘income’. These key points were unpacked and extended in phases that were organised
around a series of reasonings, which remained in a primarily everyday account of personal
experience. Similar to HS1P, this phenomenon left room for improvement and suggested
the importance of extended reasonings by means of relevant evidence and exemplification.
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They enabled the text to engage with more impersonal orientation to knowledge about the
field to further reinforce the extent of truth of the argument while maintaining the
appearance of objectivity.

LS1P also kept the quality of the text periodicity in this stage to the extent that the authorial
stance towards the issue was made salient. Both sides began with a hyperTheme that was
coherently organised with reference to the previewed two competing positions in the
macroTheme. The coherent organisation was particularly apparent in the hyperTheme of
Side 2 that was signposted with an appropriate internal comparison conjunction ‘on the
other hand’. The deployment of this conjunction to begin the hyperTheme realised the
unfolding of the countering argument in this stage as indicated in the preview. It succeeded
in positioning the reader towards the argument for the host countries that gained more
benefits from human migration than the sending countries did.

The hyperThemes, however, did not overtly reflect or only partially contain the key
arguments summarised in the macroTheme. As previously explained, LS1P macroTheme
involved a preview of detailed aspects of the opposing points of view on the benefits of
human migration – ‘economic development’ for the sending countries, and ‘income sources’
and ‘services’ for the host countries. The hyperTheme of Side 1 contained rather obscure
information that implicitly discussed the contribution of the migrants towards the economy
of the sending countries. It made the hyperTheme unable to readily reflect the preview. The
hyperTheme of Side 2 only introduced ‘income’ as the sole benefit of human migration for
the host countries to be discussed in the subsequent phases. It left out the ‘service sector’
that was also presented in the macroTheme. This incomplete presentation of the benefits
had the potential to disrupt the text periodicity, as it might lead the reader to assume that
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the argument would be organised around that one particular benefit only. Nevertheless, the
overall points discussed in the phases were largely consistent with the detailed aspects
established in the macroTheme.

The post-intervention texts essentially retained control over the overall organisation of the
argument’s development through the Sides stages. The texts particularly succeeded in
constructing a particular reading position which the reader was expected to align with. The
timed writing process had a significant impact on students’ ability to advance the discussion
by means of less personal knowledge about the field. The students relied on their own
personal experience to reason as an attempt to further strengthen the extent of truth of the
argument, which potentially compromised the apparent objectivity of their written
argument. The following section elucidates the structure of the Resolution stage from both
high and low achieving texts.

5.2.3.3 The Resolution stage: the challenge of putting it all together

The success in constructing a particular reading position in the previous stage was also
apparent in the Resolution stage. Both high and low achieving texts kept the structuring of
the stage in phases that reflected the constructed reading position in the Issue and Sides
stages, leading to the resolution of the discussion. The texts also demonstrated a different
level of sophistication in organising the resolution in coherent phases. This was largely
related to the use of appropriate linguistic resources to manage the counter-expectancy
relation of the two competing positions that concluded towards a position with which the
reader is anticipated to align. The organisation of the Resolution stage from HS1P is
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exemplified in Figure 5.16 and that from LS1P in Figure 5.17. The review is italicised and
conjunctions for signposting are underlined.
Stages/phases
Resolution
Review

All in all, developing countries and developed countries is [sic] related each other
and we can make the cooperation from all sides of that countries. Because both of them is
beneficial for all. And sending countries give more advantages than receiving countries.

Figure 5.16 The Resolution stage of HS1P

HS1P manipulated the Resolution stage more successfully than HS1M did. In this final
reiteration of the intervention, the resolution managed to conclude the discussion towards
a particular position. This position was in line with what had been constructed in both Issue
and Sides stages, in that the sending countries gained more benefits from human migration.
The stage, however, began with what seemed to be summarised information that was
largely irrelevant to the presented discussion in the Sides stage. This gave the text plenty of
room for improvement in this stage. The deployment of an internal concluding conjunction
‘All in all’ at the beginning of the stage clearly indicated that the discussion on the two
competing views reached to its final conclusion. The organisation of these views, however,
did not demonstrate their counter-expectancy relation explicitly, as they were signposted
with an external addition conjunction ‘and’ rather than a concessive conjunction ‘although’
or ‘however’, for instance. However, despite the need to be more precise in the review and
to employ an appropriate conjunction, the closing statement of this paragraph indicated the
text’s resolution towards the issue. It constructed a clear reading position towards the
sending countries solely with the use of an APPRAISAL resource ‘more’, which will be reported
in detail in Chapter 6 on ATTITUDE and GRADUATION, and thus to a particular extent realising
the social purpose of the discussion genre.
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LS1P succeeded in maintaining the presence of the Resolution stage in this final intervention
period. The stage unfolded in clear phases with an attempt to signpost it with an accurate
conjunction, as shown in the following Figure 5.17.
Stages/phases
Resolution
Review

In short, human migration bring [sic] benefits to both sending and receiving
countries. But, in writer opinion, sending countries get more benefit as long as the money
sending can be used as well as possible.

Figure 5.17 The Resolution Stage of LS1P.

The effectiveness of LS1P to resolve the discussion largely remained the same as that in
LS1M. The stage provided a review of the two contesting perspectives on human migration.
Although the review did not contain the summary of the key points discussed in the Sides
stage, it was essentially effective as a final assessment with a simple reference of the
benefits of human migration to both sending and receiving countries. The review of these
differing views was flagged with an internal conjunction of conclusion, ‘In short’, which was
effective in signalling a text’s conclusion but unable to realise their counter-expectancy
organisation. However, the deployment of an appropriate external conjunction of
concession ‘but’ in the subsequent phase succeeded in realising the countering proposition,
establishing a clear stance to which the text resolves. The stance became more salient as it
was completed with the student’s personal recommendation, which further reinforced the
resolution.

The stress of the examination had a significant impact on students’ ability to develop and
organise the argument. The overall presentation of the argument in the majority of the
post-intervention texts was largely sustained, adhering to the typical structure of the
discussion genre. The timed writing process, however, potentially contributed to insufficient
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time to extend and organise the argument in coherent phases. The occurrence of these
problematic issues after a substantial progression in the mid-intervention period showed
the importance of continuous support from the experienced others and from other
resources in scaffolding students’ learning in writing. Writing under time constraints forced
the students think on their feet to compose a written text on the spot, which is challenging
mentally for many students. It did not allow a necessary planning whether collaboratively or
individually to write and develop a coherent argument within the complex stages and
phases of a discussion text. In other words, the timed writing under examination condition
provided the students with little room for demonstrating their critical thinking in the
construction of coherent arguments.

5.3 Conclusion
Analysis of students’ texts revealed how students manipulated the structure of the
discussion genre to construct and develop written argumentation. As argumentation is
deemed to foreground an underlying principle of critical thinking, the process involved in
the construction and development of the argument coherently can provide insights into the
role of language in demonstrating critical thinking in writing. Patternings of meanings in the
texts were investigated at the levels of whole-text or genre and discourse semantics from
the perspective of periodicity. The investigation revealed a developmental progression
towards control over the argumentative text as an instance of discussion genre in the
research intervention. This included the unfolding of the arguments and the management of
the logical relations of the arguments through the text. The emergent nature of control over
the genre was used to understand students’ critical thinking in structuring the written
argumentation.
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The overall presentation of the argumentation at the whole-text level adhered more to the
generic structure of the discussion genre. During the study, the argument for both
competing positions unfolded in typical stages of the genre, which were then organised in
subsequent phases. The phases contained supporting statements or premises for extending
the argument not only through reasoning but also through providing evidence and
exemplification. The organisation of the stages and phases also became more coherent with
the use of appropriate conjunctions. They functioned to manage the logical relations of the
arguments as the text unfolded, leading to an increase in the quality of the text periodicity.
The text’s coherence provided the reader with a resolution in the final paragraph that
reinforced the unfolding of the argument in the previous stages. The success in
manipulating the written argumentation was particularly more evident in the midintervention texts compared to the post-intervention texts. The writing process under time
constraints during the examination substantially impacted the unfolding of the arguments in
the post-intervention texts.

The subsequent chapter expands on the emerging linguistic description of critical thinking in
writing from the whole-text level analysis. The chapter continues to investigate language
use in constructing written argumentation with a particular focus on discourse semantics of
interpersonal meanings. Such focus brings the analysis to the realm of APPRAISAL systems, in
particular to the sub-systems of ATTITUDE and GRADUATION to analyse the interpersonal
orientations of the texts. Patterns of the attitudinal meanings and how these meanings are
graded in the texts are investigated to determine the kinds of authorial stance the students
undertake throughout the three intervention periods. The investigation also provides a
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complementary basis for the linguistic understanding of critical thinking in argumentative
writing.
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Chapter 6: Weaving and grading evaluative meanings in written
argumentation

6.1 Introduction
The preceding chapter explained how students’ progress in structuring argumentation
contributed to an understanding of the process of thinking critically in writing. A pedagogy
with an emphasis on explicit talk about language and modelling of text was implemented to
mediate students’ learning in organising their argument. The pedagogy enabled the
students to improve control of patternings of meanings at the whole-text level. It also
strengthened students’ control over the quality of the text periodicity. This was evident in
the management of the unfolding of the arguments and their logical relations through
coherent stages and phases in the text. By the end of the intervention, the organisation of
the written arguments adhered more to the prototypical structure of a discussion genre to
realise the social purpose of persuasion in discussing two competing perspectives on an
issue and aligning the reader to one of them. The closer approximation of the genre’s
structure reflects students’ developing critical thinking skills in building coherent written
arguments.

This chapter moves from genre analysis to the analysis of discourse semantic choices and
patterns of interpersonal meaning. Similar to the previous finding chapter, the chapter
emphasises on the linguistic analysis of students’ discussion texts, whilst the linking
between critical thinking and written argumentation will be examined in the Discussion and
Conclusion chapter. It reports on the analysis of the language resources used to express and
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elaborate reasoning in constructing an argument. The chapter particularly tracks students’
developing control of ATTITUDE to construe an evaluative stance. The types of authorial
stance taken up by the students in evaluating different issues are examined to continue to
build upon a linguistic conception of critical thinking. In order to do this, the chapter
addresses the second research question: How do the preferences of attitudinal values and
intersubjective positioning in the text relate to an understanding of critical thinking? It
particularly responds to the first sub-question: What types of attitudinal preferences are
used to display a critical orientation in constructing a coherent argumentation and how are
they expressed? In this chapter analysis of stance-taking is reported from three focus points.
First, analysis of students’ texts in terms of patterns of inscribed ATTITUDE is presented in
section 6.2, which encode the polarity of the ATTITUDE value. Next, it explains how the
ATTITUDES are graded in section 6.3. Finally, it investigates the contribution that invoked
ATTITUDE makes to the overall profile of patterns and preferences of ATTITUDE resources in the

students’ arguments in section 6.4. The chapter concludes with the implications of making
visible the appropriate evaluative meanings in constructing an argument for elucidating and
fostering critical thinking in section 6.5.

6.2 Explicit evaluations in the construction of argumentation
Analysis revealed a developing control of inscribed ATTITUDE to construct an argument during
the study. The emergence of this control was reflected in the different preferences for
explicit evaluative expressions in the different intervention cycles. Higher concentrations of
evaluative resources were also evident towards the final iteration of the intervention. While
evaluations of globalisation and genetically modified crops were present at the beginning
and at the initial iteration of the intervention, evaluative resources were predominantly
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from APPRECIATION. There was a concentration of JUDGEMENT in the final intervention texts
when the evaluation focused on human migration.

Explicit expressions of APPRECIATION in the students’ texts involved propositions that were
largely about economic changes, properties of genetically modified crops with the
consequences of planting them, and employment. Martin and White (2005, p. 45) explain
that APPRECIATION of the social aspects of the field ‘reworks feelings as propositions about
the value of things’ directing the evaluation of ‘everyday common sense world into the
uncommon sense worlds of shared community values’. The propositions the students
constructed in developing the argument were valued in terms of their positive or negative
impact on the people and the economy of the country. Such expressions have the potential
to make the argument more impersonal and objective by removing people from the
reasoning.

In addition to the preference for appreciating abstract issues in the field, an amount of
JUDGEMENT was also used, particularly in the post intervention texts to evaluate important

individuals and their generic roles in the field. JUDGEMENT reworks feelings in the realm of
proposals about behaviour’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 45). The reworking of emotions in
judging these individuals maintained the ‘objectivity’ of the evaluations construed as the
JUDGEMENTS picked up on the positive APPRECIATION inscribed in the text. The particular

choices of JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION built up prosodies of evaluation, which will be
discussed in more detail in section 6.2.3, in the construction of coherent argumentation for
a salient authorial stance in the texts.
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Evaluative resources of AFFECT were almost completely absent in the students’ writings.
Although AFFECT is at the core of attitudinal meanings in that it is concerned with emotions
that underlie all our attitudes to the everyday common sense world (Martin & White, 2005,
p. 45), its infrequent use reflected students’ less reliance on emotions in constructing and
developing their arguments.

The students’ choices of inscribed ATTITUDE in their texts are discussed in more detailed in
the following sub-sections. The analysis of inscribed ATTITUDE in all representative texts from
both low and high achieving groups can be found in Appendix 2. A table summarising the
developing use of the ATTITUDE resources throughout the three different periods of data
collection can be found in Appendix 6. Instances of inscribed ATTITUDE are analysed in terms
of their patterns in the texts with an increasing level of delicacy to enhance possible
distinctions. The explicit expressions can be valued positively and/or negatively, and have
the potential to be graded up or down (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin & White,
2005). The grading of these inscribed ATTITUDES will be discussed in the separate section 6.3.
Choices of APPRECIATION are explored first as they are predominant in the texts. This is
followed with reporting on the investigation of JUDGEMENT as there appears to be a
concentration of the resources in the post-intervention texts. As expressions of inscribed
AFFECT are very infrequent, they are not discussed in this section.

6.2.1 Sparse explicit evaluations in pre-intervention texts
Patterns in explicit expressions of ATTITUDE shared some similarities in both high and low
achieving pre-intervention texts. The most noticeable similarity was that there was a sparse
use of explicit ATTITUDES in the texts. It was most obvious in the low achieving texts, many of
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which were either under length or incomplete. The sparse use of explicit ATTITUDE reflected
students’ inability to advance their reasoning in phases of elaboration in order to strengthen
the argument. Another similarity was that the majority of the explicit ATTITUDES were based
on choices of APPRECIATION from the category of valuation. Of all choices of APPRECIATION,
valuation is the most sensitive to field (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014; Martin & White,
2005). It enabled the students to evaluate the worthiness of the specific aspects of
‘globalisation’, either positively or negatively, for what they revealed about the field topic in
terms of its implications for the world economy.

Explicit expressions of ATTITUDES in the high achieving texts focused solely on appreciating
the socio-economic aspects of the topic, ‘globalisation’. These aspects ranged from
international economic cooperation, international trade to the changing patterns of labour.
They were largely valued in terms of their impact on people and economy, and for what the
impact added to their value as evidence of the economic significance of globalisation.
International economic cooperation, for instance, largely received positive valuation for
supporting future economic growth. The positive valuations of this aspect were deployed in
one particular Side stage, as in bold green in the following example:
HS3B: The first effect of globalization to the world’s economy is to increase the income a country. a
country will grow rapidly if there is others country support its economy. If the cooperation going well,
it is also will make the income grow up instantly.

Meanwhile, other aspects, such as international trade and labours were valued negatively,
and the negative valuations were deployed in the separate Side. International trade was
evaluated with negative valuation due to its impact to the domestic industries. Similarly, the
economic impact of the incoming foreign workers on local communities was assessed with
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negative valuation as they might cause domestic workers to miss out on jobs. The following
examples show how these economic factors are valued in bold green:
HS1B: The first negative effect is will be so many the import activities from another country that
comes in Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness with products of
another country that cheaper from products of Indonesia.
HS2B: The second disadvantage is make Indonesian labor is not too be assessed. In this globalization
not only about the product but also about the labour. National labor will lose job, and make a decrese
income to them.

There were several expressions of reaction and composition in the students’ texts, but they
were far less frequent. Just like valuation, these expressions were also used to appreciate
the economic consequences of globalisation. They largely evaluated the positive quality of a
particular evidence of global trading, such as imported products, as in the case below:
HS2B: There are so many product from foregin country make people choose them to make their life
easy. gadget, fashion, transportation from foreign county have a good quality and high quality.
HS3B: The first negative effect of globalization to the world’s economies is domestic economy will ran
down because of the product of foreign is looking so incredible.

Valuation also formed the main bulk of the choices of APPRECIATION in the low achieving
texts. There were also expressions of composition and reaction, but just like the high
achieving texts their use was very infrequent. One noticeable difference was the
significantly low overall concentration of attitudinal meanings in low achieving texts
compared to that of high achieving texts. This was attributed to less diverse features of the
economic influence of globalisation involved in the assessments of the field topic, which
made the argument less effective to persuade the reader. The assessments only mainly
focused on the economic cooperation between countries and the international trade, which
received positive and negative valuations respectively, as the excerpts below show:
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LS1B: Actually, globalization plays the significant role of enhancing economic affluence by offering new
hope to developing countries.
LS1B: However, globalization also can give negative impact. One of it is local products will be defeated by
foreign products.

In addition to evaluating less diverse economic features, there was also insufficient
elaboration of reasoning. As explained in Chapter 5, most low achieving texts failed to
extend on the discussion to sustain their arguments in the pre-intervention period. When
this occurred particularly in developing a counter argument in the Side 2 stage, it gave very
little room for any explicit evaluations as in the case below.
LS2B: On the other side, globalization also has negative effect on world’s economies. The first is
competition between developing country and super power country. And the second is, international
company in developing co. (unfinished)

Explicit expressions of JUDGEMENT were very scarce in both high and low achieving texts in
this period. The expressions were deployed largely for evaluating the capacity of individuals,
such as domestic workers and their roles in supporting their country’s economy. The
evaluations were apparent particularly in high achieving texts, but they were not used as
frequently as APPRECIATIONS.

Although sparse, the evaluations presented in both high and low achieving texts showed a
preference for APPRECIATION choices of valuation. As Eggins (2004, as cited in Martin &
White, 2005, p. 57) suggested, grammatically, when viewed with regard to mental
processes, valuation relates to cognition in that it expresses one’s considered opinions, as
reaction to affection (emotive) and composition to perception (one’s perspective about
order). The main bulk of valuation in the pre-intervention texts demonstrated students’
initial pathway towards institutionalised feeling that relied on cognition in construing their
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evaluation. The valuation enables the students to express their considered opinion on the
social significance of the field in sustaining the argument (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014;
Martin & White, 2005). The evaluations, however, focused on one particular aspect, which
was the economic consequences of globalisation, and discussion was not extended to other
aspects of globalisation. Such constrained elaboration resulted in sparse evaluations in the
students’ texts in this period. It suggested students’ need for a scaffolded learning to write
phases of elaboration, in which they are explicitly taught to evaluate the propositions they
are construing, and which resources are appropriate for evaluating the propositions. In that
way, the texts would not have contained many bare assertions which did not function well
to persuade.

The following section explains the students’ developing control of inscribed ATTITUDES
following the enactment of the first iteration of the pedagogic intervention. As explained in
Chapter 4, the pedagogic intervention was modelled after Derewianka and Jones’ (2016)
scaffolded teaching and learning cycle. A pedagogy with this orientation improved their
knowledge of the field, preparing them for their own independent writing.

6.2.2 Expanding explicit evaluations in mid-intervention texts
For mid-intervention texts, the focus of the field shifted from the global theme of
‘globalisation’ to ‘the use of genetically modified crops in developing countries’. Analysis
revealed similar preferences for the explicit expressions of ATTITUDE to those in the preintervention texts, but with significantly higher concentration. APPRECIATION choices of
valuation still formed the majority of expressions of ATTITUDE in evaluating the qualities of
genetically modified crops and the possible consequences of planting the crops. In addition
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to APPRECIATION, a small number of explicit expressions of JUDGEMENT were also evident in the
texts, particularly in low achieving texts. The expressions of JUDGEMENT were employed
largely to evaluate farmers’ capacity.

The predominant resources of APPRECIATION in high achieving texts focused on valuing the
social significance of using genetically modified crops. The valuations involved propositions
about the crops’ properties and the costs of planting them for farmers. Certain features of
the crops’ properties and elaboration of the consequences of planting the crops became the
exclusive targets of valuation to sustain arguments throughout the essay. The crops’
properties including their resistance to pests and disease, and nutritional content were all
given positive valuation. This is shown in the following excerpts from the data in bold green:
HS2M: GM crops also can kill the trouble from the plant, like virus, fungi, and bacteria. As the result,
farmers can produce more harvest without spend much money and long time, because GM crops
protect the plant (Whitman, 2000).
HS3M: By his statement, we can conclude that genetically-modified crops contain a lot of nutrition
that is why it can oppose disease in our body.
HS1M: GM good can oppose the pest and plant disease without require a lot of pesticides as usual
(Whitman, 2000).

In contrast, the consequences of planting the crops were all assessed with negative
valuation in the texts. These consequences included an increase in the use of chemicals, the
need for machinery and characteristics of the crops’ seeds. The following samples illustrate
the negative assessments of planting the genetically modified crops in bold green.
HS1M: The farmers should buy the seeds every years and also the pesticides from Monsanto.
Consequently, it can damage the other companies.
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HS2M: First, when we use GM crops which is also using chemicals to make the plant resistant to pests
and herbicide, it can destroy or damage our environment especially water ecosystem under the
ground, because ground provides the water and aslo the chemicals, gradually water will blanded with
hazardous essence from chemicals that can ill our health.

Aside from the dominant expressions of valuation in the students’ texts, there was also a
concentration of reaction. The expressions of reaction were employed to positively evaluate
the quality of the properties of the crops. They were also employed to negatively assess the
consequences of planting them for farmers. The following excerpts show the positive
reaction in bold green while the negative reaction in bold italics:
HS3M: And the second advantage that we will get if we use such crops is we can create plants with
specific desired trait very rapidly.
HS1M: On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits to farmer, but also have the bad
effect. the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds, so it is not too useful for
them.

The deployment of these choices of APPRECIATION – valuation and reaction – formed different
prosodies of evaluation of things in the different Sides of the texts. Positive valuations and
reactions were largely deployed in the stage where the students acknowledged the merits
of the genetically modified crops. The students recognised several qualities of the crops that
may have benefited the farmers from planting them. Negative valuations and reactions, on
the other hand, were construed in the other stage in which the students presented the
drawbacks of planting the crops. Planting the crops was considered to be costly and brought
a number of potential adverse effects on the environment. These prosodies of evaluations
of things in each Side demonstrated the students’ emerging control of polarity of their
evaluative language. The more varied polarity of ATTITUDE in the mid-intervention discussion
texts enabled the students to make a more strongly persuasive and consistent argument,
successfully leading the reader to one side of the two competing viewpoints.
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The implementation of the scaffolded teaching and learning also enabled the low achieving
students to employ a significantly higher concentration of ATTITUDES in the texts, which was
more than double the pre-intervention texts. Main features of genetically modified crops
including the qualities of the crops and the consequences of planting the crops were
evaluated largely with resources of APPRECIATIONS with almost all of them from the category
of valuation. The crops’ resistances, herbicide and salinity tolerance, nutritional content and
short harvest period were the qualities that were valued in terms of their positive impact to
the farmers and people in developing countries. This impact added to their value as
elaboration and evidence to sustain their arguments. In the following extracts, the
expressions in bold green are interpreted as positive valuations of the qualities of
genetically modified crops:
LS1M: GM crops has been created to be strong of diseases attack. Of course this makes farmers get a
health plant. A health plant can increase farmers income.
LS2M: The other benefit of using the GM food, is the nutritions of GM food may be as a solutions to
prevent the starvation in developing countries. All of the benefits above is very helpful for human
life.
LS3M: Second, GM crops help the farmers be able plant in any kinds of soil. Whitman (2000) said that
the GM crops can be plant in land dry in high salinity soils. So, it make the farmers can plan not in the
fertile land only.

The consequences of planting genetically modified crops, on the other hand, were mainly
appreciated with negative valuations. These consequences included the controversy over
the production and the consumption of genetically modified crops, and high chemical use in
planting them. The negative valuations of these aspects followed the same pattern as in the
high achieving texts, that was to identify the downsides to planting the crops. The following
excerpts in bold green illustrate the negative valuing of the costs in planting the crops.
LS1M: The second is, it makes the plant be unhealth to be consumbed. It has been suggested that
each year, farmer use more than one tons chemical pesticides to save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of
course, it will endanger consumer health because, the use of chemicals leave poison in the plants.
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LS2M: If the ecosystem receives too much Roundup, of couse if will lead to damage of environment.
Because Durrant (2000) had argued that if the resistance of GM crops had pass these chemicals, the
resistence will become useless.
LS3M: On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers on the way they get the seeds.
Because the seeds of GM crops can get only from the one of multinational companies, and the seed
was sterile and use in one period only.

In addition to valuing the features of genetically modified crops, students in this period,
particularly those from low achieving group, construed a few expressions of JUDGEMENT in
the texts. The explicit JUDGEMENTS were concerned mainly with the assessments of capacity
of farmers in developing countries. They focused on their abilities in planting and harvesting
with the use of genetically modified crops. In the following excerpt, farmers’ capacity was
given positive assessments, which are realised by the use of modulation of ability ‘can’ or
‘able to’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 54) in bold blue.
LS3M: There are two signifant aspects of the advantages by planting GM crops. First, farmers can
harvest more than usual when they are planting manual. It can be happen because GM crops has
been engineered to be harvested in a sort time period…. Second, GM crops help the farmers be able
plant in any kinds of soil… So, it make the farmers can plan not in the fertile land only.

The use of explicit expressions of JUDGEMENT indicated the students’ initial attempt to push
the evaluation towards other aspects of the field topic, such as the farmers’ capability in
having a higher yield. Although much less frequent than APPRECIATIONS, which was almost
one seventh of the expressions, expressions of JUDGEMENT in LS3M text above led the reader
towards a positive ATTITUDE toward the farmers’ capacity. The use of positive JUDGEMENTS
built up prosodies of evaluative meanings with the positive APPRECIATIONS construed in the
hyperTheme of this Side, which were ‘significant’ and ‘advantages’, to evaluate the qualities
of the crops. The prosodies of both APPRECIATION and JUDGEMENT in the Side 1 of LS3M text
strengthened the argument for the benefits of planting the genetically modified crops.
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Students’ uptake of field knowledge and evaluative language resources was evident in the
mid-intervention texts. The scaffolded teaching and learning inherent in the genre-based
teaching and learning cycle provided the students with opportunities to build shared
understanding of the field through a carefully designed interaction around the topic. Their
cumulative understanding enabled them to assess multiple aspects of the field (as opposed
to just one in the pre-intervention period) in extending on the argument through
elaboration of evidence or reasoning. The differing assessments of multiple aspects of the
topic resulted in a higher concentration of evaluative resources in the texts, which showed
more discernible patterns and preferences for inscribed APPRECIATIONS and to a lesser extent
JUDGEMENTS. The choices for particular evaluative resources revealed the students’ emerging

awareness of which aspects of the field were significant to be assessed and how they were
assessed. Their deployment in the texts maintained the appearance of objectivity in
developing the argument, as they institutionalised feelings or emotions as more impersonal
opinions in construing the assessments. Patterns of these choices also built up prosodies of
evaluations throughout the texts, establishing a clear and powerful argument for a
particular point of view.

The subsequent section reports on how the students sustain control of these evaluative
resources in the post-intervention texts.

6.2.3 Sustaining control of explicit evaluations in post-intervention texts
The post-intervention period began with the enactment of the second iteration of the
pedagogic intervention. In this intervention, the topic focused on a more specific theme of
‘human migration and its impact on both sending and receiving countries’. The shift of focus
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in the field had an impact on the choices of inscribed ATTITUDES taken up by the students in
the texts.

Analysis of post-intervention texts revealed that choices of APPRECIATION were still the
predominant evaluative resources for the assessments of the field. Most choices of
APPRECIATION also stemmed from the category of valuation with some infrequent choices of

reaction (around eight times greater). These choices of APPRECIATION were employed to
appraise two aspects associated with human migration: employment opportunities and the
impact of migrants’ earnings. There was, however, a higher concentration of JUDGEMENT
than that in the mid-intervention texts (almost four times higher). While this at first seemed
counter-intuitive, it was due to the shift in the targets of evaluation, as the topic put the
emphasis on assessing the impact of human migration on both sending and receiving
countries. These JUDGEMENTS were deployed largely to evaluate migrants’ tenacity and
capacity for their contribution to home country and their skills respectively. Just like the
mid-intervention texts, the deployment of both APPRECIATION and JUDGEMENT built up
particular prosodies of evaluation for a more persuasive argument in each Side. The strategy
allowed the evaluation to rely on institutionalised feelings associated with the field in order
to maintain the appearance of ‘objectivity’ in the texts. It also indicated the students’
emerging ability to think critically in deploying particular choices of ATTITUDE for evaluating
particular aspects of the field.

Evaluations in the high achieving texts focused mainly on appreciating the socio-economic
significance of human migration. Valuation formed the greater part of the evaluations in
this period but with a slightly lower concentration than the other sub-categories of
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APPRECIATION. The evaluations involved factors leading people to migrate, such as

employment opportunities and the income migrants earned. The factors were valued in
terms of their impact on the human welfare either in the host or home countries. For
instance, the availability of employment opportunities in the host countries received
positive valuation, as in HS3P below. The available job vacancies led to the departures of
professionals from many sectors in search of better opportunities there. The lack of
employment opportunities in the home countries, on the other hand, was appraised with
negative valuation to indicate the poor working conditions, as in HS1P and HS2P below. The
following examples illustrate the students’ evaluations regarding employment opportunities
in bold green.
HS3P: The benefits that will receiving countries get is professional skills and the National income
from the VISA.
HS1P: The people who can not get the job from their countries, they can move to the other countries
to get the job or the best job.
HS2P: Professional workers who can’t get opportunity in sending countries can improve their skill in
receiving countries… .

In addition to employment opportunities, the migrants’ income was appreciated with
positive valuation in terms of its impact to the home or sending countries. The remittance
payments migrants sent were considered to contribute to the prosperity of their families in
their home countries. The payments were also key to the economic development of the
sending countries, added as justification of evidence to sustain the argument in the texts, as
illustrated below in bold green.
HS2P: Furthermore, human migration can make a significant progress in increasing their income.
HS3P: Most people believe that migration will bring them to prosperity.
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A shift of focus in the field to ‘human migration’ also presented opportunities to evaluate
different aspects of the field other than the evaluation of things. These aspects included
explicit JUDGEMENTS of migrants as a group of individuals involved in human migration. The
explicit JUDGEMENTS were mostly concerned with positive assessments of the migrants’
persistence in improving their lives financially and their commitment in supporting their
family still residing in their home countries. In the following examples, the tenacity of
migrants, in bold blue, was judged positively for their determination and dedication.
HS1P: The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get more income
from the human who move from their country for working overseas.
HS2P: Based on research of BN2PTKI said that ‘Pahlawan devisa’ (workers who work abroad) give
Indonesia 3.5% profit or income from their remittance in 2013.

The other common choice of JUDGEMENT in the post-intervention texts dealt with the
capacity of migrant workers. This JUDGEMENT was concerned with the workers’ competence
and skills, which were significant factors affecting the types of employment opportunities
available in the receiving countries. The migrant workers were assessed positively for their
competence and negatively for their lack of it, as in the example below in bold blue.
HS2P: In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds profesional workers and labour. Professional
workers who can’t get opportunity in sending countries can improve their skill in receiving countries,
and the labour who only have ability or don’t have skill also can get a job in receiving countries.

Explicit expressions of JUDGEMENT in the high achieving texts extended the discussion on the
issue of the benefits of human migration. The ways the migrants were judged in terms of
their tenacity and capacity established the extent of truth of the argument in the Sides stage
with the use of statistical evidence and elaboration of reasoning. The deployment of these
JUDGEMENTS also maintained the prosodies of evaluation already set up by APPRECIATIONS in

the texts. This is illustrated in the following Side 2 from HS3P.
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HS3P: However, sending countries will also get the benefit of the migration itself. Most people
believe that migration will bring them prosperity. Some benefits that sending countries get from the
migration is the name of that country will rised or known and the one who go abroad can fulfil the
necessary of his family member. The people who go to another country whether for job or study,
will surely promote the name of his country. Same as to the people who go for job, it will help his
family members.

The interplay between APPRECIATIONS and JUDGEMENTS in the text above enabled students to
rework their emotions to construe their ATTITUDES towards the topic without being too
subjective. Both APPRECIATIONS and JUDGEMENTS built on each other creating prosodies of
positive evaluations of the socio-economic impact of human migration on home countries.
Positive valuations were construed to present and extend the benefits of migration in the
hyperTheme and in the subsequent phases of the text. These positive APPRECIATIONS were
picked up by positive JUDGEMENTS in the other phases. They were construed to positively
judge the tenacity of the migrants for their determination to improve their lives and
dedication to support their family. The prosodies of positive valuations and tenacities
succeeded in strengthening the argument for the home countries while still remaining more
impersonal and objective.

The low achieving texts also demonstrated similar patterns and preferences for inscribed
ATTITUDES. Assessments in the texts appeared to centre around the APPRECIATION category of

valuation. Positive valuation was given for the impact of incomes sourced from migrants’
earnings and taxes on the people in sending countries. These incomes were essential to the
development of the sending countries’ economy, particularly in reducing the unemployment
rate, and in building infrastructure and public facilities for their economy to function. The
following extract highlights the positive valuations of such incomes from human migration.
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LS3P: There are evidences that showing sending countries benefit the most, like increasing of the
countries income, getting higher tax, devisa, and also it can reducing unemployment in sending
countries itself. If the countries income, tax and devisa getting higher, it will be useful for sending
countries to use it to build infrastructure and public facilities.

In terms of its impact to the receiving countries, the taxes imposed on the migrants’
earnings also received positive valuation. The positive valuation of taxes retained from
remittances were added as justification of the argument, as these taxes contributed to an
increase in national income, which is illustrated in the following excerpt.
LS2P: In addition, the benefit of remittance to the receiving countries is extra income. Depending on
transfer of remittance from one country to another country, the extra income will increased also. The
paying of taxes also make the receiving countries getting extra income.

A substantial concentration of explicit expressions of JUDGEMENT also appeared in the low
achieving texts. Similar to high performing students’ texts, the expressions were construed
to evaluate the role of migrants in the field. Unlike the high performing texts in which
JUDGEMENTS of tenacity and capacity were frequently construed, the evaluations, however,

largely focused on how capable the migrants were either in the home countries or in the
host countries. Focusing on the migrants’ capacity indicated the students’ careful
negotiation of interpersonal meaning to evaluate the topic. The focus enabled them to
deploy other resources that were more appropriate and not overtly judgemental to keep
the appearance of the argument more impersonal and ‘objective’. The following extract
illustrates the ways the migrants’ capacity being judged negatively because they were
unemployed in their home countries of origin, leading them to migrate to the receiving
countries.
LS3P: Besides it, by doing migration sending countries will reducing their unemployed people.
Because citizens who has not a job in their country because there is no more job vacancy there, they
can go abroad to get a job for themself.
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LS2P: Firstly, human migration can decrease unemployment workers. by sending people to develop
countries, the number of unemployment workers in developing countries could increase
(=decrease?).

However, in terms of their competence when being employed in the receiving countries, the
migrants’ capacity was appraised positively with the expression ‘professional’. The following
example illustrates the migrants’ positive capacity.
LS1P: On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration. The income they
get can be from fee that pay by professional worker, from the tax they put in remittance and from
the visa which have to taken care of worker. More high salary that professional [+cap] worker get,
more high the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving countries get benefit [+val] not only the
service of people from sending countries but also from the product they produce.
LS3P: One example of benefits [+val] that obtained receiving countries is they can get much
professional workers.

Assessments of the migrants’ capacity in the low achieving texts also functioned to extend
discussion on the issue. The assessments occurred mostly in the Sides stage to justify the
argument for a particular point of view with reasoning elaboration and exemplification in
the subsequent phases. The differing assessments of capacity according to countries also
sustained the prosodies of evaluation that had been established by valuation with the
expression ‘benefit’ in the text above, for instance. That is, they were manipulating the
polarity skilfully to paint a negative picture in the country of origin but positive in the
receiving countries. The prosodies of these resources made a coherent argument for a
salient stance.

Increasing control of inscribed ATTITUDES was more evident in the post intervention texts.
Although the use of evaluative resources in the texts was comparatively sparse, patterns of
evaluative resources assessing particular aspects of the field became more discernible. The
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topic of ‘human migration’ made JUDGEMENT of individuals and their roles in the field almost
equally as important as APPRECIATION of the value of things. Their interplay built particular
prosodies through the texts reinforcing the argument while maintaining the appearance of
objectivity. The comparable distribution of these evaluative resources showcased students’
improved awareness of the topic. They deployed choices of APPRECIATION that were picked
up by choices of JUDGEMENT to evaluate important aspects of the field. The choices enabled
clear phases in the Sides stage from positive to negative evaluation so that they presented
both sides of the argument. They created particular prosodies of evaluation for each side of
the perspective that spread through the texts to make the argument appear balanced, while
at the same time aligning the reader with a particular position.

The emerging control of inscribed ATTITUDES indicated what kinds of evaluations were
considered appropriate in constructing a clear and powerful argument. The results from the
textual analysis demonstrated that only some choices of evaluative meanings, such as
APPRECIATIONS of valuation as well as JUDGEMENTS of capacity and tenacity to a lesser extent,

were consistently employed and enhanced in the texts, while some other meanings (such as
JUDGEMENTS of social sanction or choices of AFFECT) were not deployed in any. The analysis

also revealed that students became more aware of what kinds of evaluations were
appropriate with the variations of topic within the different periods of intervention. It
showed the pathways taken up by the students in extending their evaluations in
institutionalised and more impersonal ways; thus, managed the demand of seeming
objective in their argument.

Managing the demand of seeming objective evaluations while keeping the impression of
balance is critical in constructing an argument in a discussion text (Matruglio, 2016). It
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involves deploying appropriate choices of explicit ATTITUDES that institutionalise feelings to
construe the evaluations. The choices work together to build up prosodies of evaluation
throughout the text, manipulating the polarity of evaluations in clear phases from positive
to negative, particularly in the Sides stage. The polarity of these evaluative meanings not
only enables impersonal opinions in construing the evaluations, thus, maintaining a sense of
objectivity, but also makes the argument for both viewpoints appear balanced. The
interplay of the inscribed ATTITUDES also further reinforces the effectiveness of the argument
to align and/or dis-align the putative reader with a particular viewpoint in the contestation
of meaning. Such skills in recognising, examining and deploying appropriate evaluations in
formulating a coherent argument is also perceived to lay the general foundation of critical
thinking (e.g. Beyer, 1990; Kuhn, 2005; Lipman, 2003). Therefore, an understanding of what
types of evaluative meanings are more valued and implicated, including how they are
deployed, provides a strong basis for a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking, making
some of its elements visible in writing.

The following section reports on the grading of inscribed ATTITUDES to adjust the strength of
the evaluations made. The particular evaluative meanings construed in the texts were also
intensified or downplayed with the use of GRADUATION resources. That is to say, the
resources managed the volume and the precision of the explicitly stated ATTITUDES, which is
crucial in constructing a salient authorial stance. Analysis of the grading of evaluative
meanings in the students’ texts responds to the research question on how the critical
orientation to evaluation is expressed in constructing coherent arguments.
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6.3 Strengthening evaluative meanings with GRADUATION
GRADUATION resources can be employed to grade either inscribed or invoked ATTITUDE

(Martin & White, 2005). This section focuses on the gradable meanings of inscribed
ATTITUDES, while the subsequent section 6.4 discusses the use of GRADUATION to invoke

attitudinal meanings. The different functions of GRADUATION resources are analysed and
reported separately because of their differing effects. Grading explicitly stated ATTITUDE
functions to manage the volume and the precision of the evaluative meanings, making the
evaluations become more or less overt and straightforward. Grading to invoke ATTITUDE, on
the other hand, makes the attitudinal meanings become more covert and indirect. As this
study examines the possibility of making critical thinking in writing visible through the
appropriate uses of language, the degree and the type of GRADUATION resources employed
for making evaluations are of particular relevance.

The deployment of GRADUATION in the texts shared similar patterns between students at
different iterations of the intervention with only a few minor differences. The most
apparent pattern was that there was an increasing concentration of GRADUATION resources
during the study. The pre-intervention texts contained sparse GRADUATION of explicit
ATTITUDES, which was particularly apparent in low achieving texts. The sparse grading of

evaluative meanings corresponded with the infrequent use of attitudinal meanings in the
texts. As control of inscribed ATTITUDES and awareness of the variations of topics began to
develop in the subsequent research intervention, the concentration of GRADUATION
resources in the texts also increased approximately 10%. A table summarising the
developing use of the GRADUATION resources throughout the three different periods of data
collection can be found in Appendix 7. Regardless of the increase, the use of GRADUATION in
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the texts demonstrated a tendency towards the upscaling of attitudinal assessments. This
was largely realised through an upscaling of quantity within the system of FORCE. The
analysis of GRADUATION of inscribed ATTITUDE in all representative texts from both low and
high achieving groups can be found in Appendix 3.

Quantification was the most common resource of GRADUATION for upscaling assessments in
the texts. It construed assessments in terms of imprecise estimations of amount including
number and mass; and of extent including the scope and distance of time and space (Hood,
2012; Martin & White, 2005, p. 151). The excerpts from the differing intervention texts
below, both high and low achieving texts, show instances of amount. They are indicated in
bold italics while those of extent are in italics and are coded in brackets after each instance.
LS2M: On the contrary, GM food also has some [+force: quantity: amount] bad [-reac] impacts,
especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in
developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
LS3P: One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the world [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. Nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time] some [+force:
quantity: amount] people doing migration is not always [+force: intensifying] by legal process but also
in illegal [-reac] process.
HS1B: There are two negative [-val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. The first negative [-val] effect is will be so [+force: intensifying] many
[+force: quantity: amount] the import activities from another country [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] that comes in Indonesia [+force: quantity: extent; distance: space].
HS2M: Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
time] actually have influence the desire [+reac] traits of people in developing countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance].

The preference for quantification showed that issues discussed in the texts were considered
important in terms of the amount and the extent of their social effects rather than explicitly
intensifying their particular qualities. The quantification resources employed in the
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students’ texts were predominantly realised via an isolated modifier of the quantified entity
either concrete or abstract. The resources, such as ‘some’ and ‘many’, often served to frame
the amount of social impact or people affected by the issues. They were also construed to
establish the relative scope of the social significance of the issue for particular individuals,
for example ‘for human life’ and therefore larger, or ‘for farmers’ and therefore smaller, or
for countries, such as ‘in developing countries’ more general or ‘in Indonesia’ more definite.
Adding these quantifications resulted in less overt assessments than using the explicitly upscaling intensity expressions, such as ‘poorly educated farmers’. Therefore, the use of
quantification maintained a sense of objectivity and ‘academic’ in style in developing the
argument.

Intensification was another sub-category of FORCE that also formed a noticeable pattern in
the constructions of argumentation. Unlike quantification, the number of intensification
resources gradually decreased with the enactment of the pedagogic interventions. Some
instances of intensification from the differing intervention cycles are illustrated in the
excerpts below in italics and are coded between brackets.
LS1P: More high [+force: intensifying] salary that professional [+cap] worker get, more high [+force:
intensifying] the tax that they have to pay.
LS2M: All of the benefits [+val] above is very [+force: intensifying] helpful [+val] for human life
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
HS2P: The fact so that developed countries need more [+force: intensifying] professional [+cap]
workers to work and improve their countries…
HS3B: If the cooperation going well [+val], it is also will make the income grow up instantly [+force:
intensifying]. And surely [+force: intensifying], with globalization, it will ease [+comp] the
communities to look for the necessity that they need in daily life [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space].
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Intensifying assessments were mainly realised by isolated, individual lexical items rather
than being infused. They intensify the scalable assessments of quality, process, and modality
(Martin & White, 2005, p. 141). Most of these assessments, however, were achieved
through intensifying a quality, such as ‘very helpful’, ‘more professional’, serving as a premodification, or localised intensity through comparative, such as ‘(more) higher’. Several
intensifications were also applied to process, such as ‘grow up instantly’ and ‘surely ease’,
but they were far less frequent than intensifications of quality. Such intensification that
privileges quality over the others was attributed to the tendency of construing many of the
inscribed ATTITUDES adjectivally. Their infrequent use also showed that, when necessary,
students relied more on intensifying a quality over process to sustain the objectivity of their
argument.

Analysing GRADUATIONS of inscribed ATTITUDES contributes to a complementary understanding
of how different types of evaluations work in developing coherent argumentation. The
analysis revealed discernible patterns in the use of GRADUATIONS in the texts, marshalling
preferences for quantification and, to a lesser extent, intensification in upscaling evaluative
meanings. The preferences for these particular categories of FORCE underlined the ability to
distinguish between which types of grading were used and when it was appropriate to
emphasise, either to quantify or to intensify, evaluations that were already present. The
varying concentrations of GRADUATIONS also represented the subtle negotiation for grading
evaluative meanings ‘appropriately’. Particularly, the resources for intensifying the
evaluations in the texts became more sparse throughout the intervention periods. Most of
the explicit evaluations were quantified to emphasise their amount and extent, or construed
by inscribed ATTITUDES resources only. This indicates how limiting the amount of
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intensifications can maintain a level of apparent objectivity in constructing a clear and
powerful argument.

Another noticeable pattern related to the categories of GRADUATION that were rarely
construed in the texts. Across the differing intervention periods, the resources of
GRADUATION were predominantly from within the system of FORCE with few resources for

grading the FOCUS of evaluations. The sparse occurrence of FOCUS suggested that experiential
categories of meanings were not as important as attitudinal meanings in argumentative
writing. In other words, constructing a powerful argument requires evaluations of the
effects or the significance of the topics through mostly degrees of quantification of both
amount and extent; and, to a lesser extent, of intensification.

Although almost all GRADUATIONS in the texts upscaled the evaluative meanings, there was
one particular intensification construed to downscale the evaluation. The downscaling of
the evaluative meaning was achieved through the use of pre-modifier ‘less’ for negatively
intensifying a quality ‘competitive’. The excerpt below illustrates this.
LS1B: It will cause local employers less [-force: intensifying] competitive [-cap] entrepreneurs from
the outside local [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space].

The intensification ‘less’ turns the positive evaluative nature of ‘competitive’ into a
measured negative evaluation. It downscaled the capacity of the local employers, which
refers to the local businesses. The excerpt argued that their decreasing competitiveness was
due to the existence of multinational corporations, which the student termed ‘the outside
local’. The interplay between such GRADUATION and ATTITUDE carries an implicit evaluation,
invoking different types of attitudinal meanings. While this section focuses on GRADUATION
for up/down-scaling inscribed ATTITUDES, a significant amount of grading resources is not
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covered in this particular analysis. These resources do not grade explicit expressions of
ATTITUDES, but rather they are construed to invoke the evaluative meanings. Such use of

these grading resources is examined in the following section 6.4 below.

6.4 An interplay between explicit and implicit evaluative meanings
This section explains the use of invoked ATTITUDES in written argumentation. As explained in
Chapter 4, the indirectness and the sensitivity of invoked ATTITUDES to interpretations mean I
have limited the delicacy of the analysis to the broad categories of AFFECT, JUDGEMENT, or
APPRECIATION only. The analysis first explores what types of indirect ATTITUDES are evident and

how they are construed across the differing intervention periods. The effects of these
indirect expressions to the prosody of evaluative meanings are also examined. In other
words, they are analysed to identify whether they sustain or change the prosody of
attitudinal meanings that are already established by the direct expressions in the texts. The
analysis also includes the use of particular patternings of invoked ATTITUDES to build up an
authorial stance towards an issue while maintaining a level of apparent objectivity. The
analysis of GRADUATION to invoke ATTITUDE in all representative texts from both low and high
achieving groups can be found in Appendix 4. The interplay between invoked and inscribed
ATTITUDES builds a fuller picture of how interpersonal meanings are constructed in written

argumentation. The understanding of what evaluative meanings are appropriate and how
they are construed will be used to complement the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking.

Analysis of inscribed ATTITUDES in section 6.2 revealed that constructing argumentation
predominantly involved APPRECIATIONS of the social and economic significance of the topics.
This overall ATTITUDE profile remained the same when indirectly stated evaluations in the
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texts were accounted for. A great majority of the indirect evaluations invoked APPRECIATIONS
in both high and low achieving texts. They were largely achieved through uses of GRADUATION
that FLAG the ATTITUDE and the co-text that AFFORDS an evaluation. Despite the overall
preference, few expressions of invoked JUDGEMENTS were also apparent in the postintervention texts as the topic shifted to human migration.

In the pre-intervention texts, the sparse inscribed ATTITUDES appeared to be complemented
with invoked ATTITUDES. The majority of texts from this period, particularly low achieving
texts, contained few directly stated evaluations. However, when the indirect expressions of
ATTITUDE, which formed the main bulk of evaluative meanings, were considered alongside

the inscriptions, evaluations became less sparse. All the indirect expressions of ATTITUDE in
the pre-intervention texts invoked APPRECIATION. The deployment of the INVOKED APPRECIATION
also maintained the overall prosody of evaluative meanings shaped by inscriptions. This is
exemplified in the excerpt from LS2B with reference to intensifying the impact of
globalisation on a country’s economy. Examples of GRADUATION are italicised. APPRECIATION is
in bold green and FLAGGED APPRECIATION is in green italics. They are coded between brackets.
LS2B: The development of the growth [+force: intensifying flagging +app] economy also can increase
[+force: intensifying flagging +app] through the tourism sector [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Developing the quality [+force: intensifying flagging +app] of tourism will make people more
[+force: intensifying] attract [+reac] to visit your country.

The excerpt above exemplified the way that INVOKED evaluations were constructed in the
pre-intervention texts. The invocations of ATTITUDES were often achieved with the use of
infused GRADUATION of intensity. An infused intensification conveys the sense of upscaling or
downscaling meanings of the lexical form itself (Martin & White, 2005, p. 143). In the
excerpt above, intensification was infused in the verbal processes ‘increase’, ‘grow’ and
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‘developing’. It upscaled their meanings, drawing attention to the significance of the topic,
globalisation. The intensified meanings of the verbal processes flagged positive
APPRECIATIONS of the economic impact of globalisation on sectors such as tourism, in terms of

the economic benefits to the country. They positively appreciated its economic significance
covertly, as it revamped the country’s economic growth. The use of these FLAGGED positive
APPRECIATIONS also outweighed the less frequent evaluations in this paragraph.

In addition to flagging ATTITUDES through infused intensification, INVOKED attitudinal
meanings were also realised through affordances. AFFORDED ATTITUDES were constructed with
reference to ‘the evaluative meanings in the surrounding co-text’ that invited ‘an evaluative
response by the reader’ (Macken-Horarik & Isaac, 2014, p. 75). During the pre-intervention,
examples of AFFORDED ATTITUDES were evident particularly in the high achieving texts. Just
like the FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS, the INVOKED ATTITUDES also afforded an APPRECIATION of the
economic importance of globalisation. The following excerpt is indicative examples of
AFFORDED APPRECIATIONS that demonstrate how they are often deployed in the texts.
APPRECIATION is in bold green; GRADUATION is italicised, and AFFORDED APPRECIATION is in green.
HS2B: Eventhough globalization has so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount]
advantage [+val], it is also has disadvantage [+val], the first dis advantages [-val] is make our country
forget our national [afford +app] product. Every [+force: amount] people in Indonesian [force:
quantity: extent: distance: space] now adays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time] always [+force:
intensifying] choose the foreign [afford -app] product because they think and feel [+force:
intensifying] that foreign [afford -app] product better [+force: intensifying] than national [afford +app]
product.

In the above excerpt, APPRECIATION was afforded through field association, particularly with
reference to the perceived importance of a product’s country of manufacture. This excerpt
was taken from the Side 2 paragraph, in which an argument to counter the positive impact
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of globalisation on the economy was presented. The argument set up a clear distinction
between imported or ‘foreign’, and domestically manufactured or ‘national’ products. Both
‘national’ and ‘foreign’ products were not explicitly evaluated. However, the interpretation
of ‘make our country forget our national product’ afforded negative APPRECIATION to foreign
products even if the products were of significantly superior quality. The co-text surrounding
the preferences for foreign products, an inscription of negative APPRECIATION ‘disadvantages’,
confirmed this. A similar interpretation could also be drawn upon in that reliance on
imported products was counterintuitive to one’s sense of being and national pride. In
contrast, the same interpretations painted an AFFORDED positive APPRECIATION to national
product.

Invocations succeeded in maintaining the prosody of the expanding evaluations inscribed in
the mid intervention texts. Just as in the pre-intervention texts, all the implicit evaluations
invoked APPRECIATION in constructing the argument. A great majority of the INVOKED
APPRECIATIONS were still realised through affordances and the use of infused intensity. There

were, however, several examples of GRADUATION of quantity that flagged ATTITUDE in some of
the texts. The following excerpt illustrated examples of AFFORDED APPRECIATION that now
formed the main bulk of implicit evaluations in the texts. In this excerpt, APPRECIATION is in
bold green; GRADUATION is italicised; and AFFORDED APPRECIATION is in green.
LS2M: As we know, genetically modified crops are strong [+comp] enough [+force: intensifying] to
resist [afford +app] with using of pesticide or herbicide. Although the farmers use many [+force:
quantity: amount] tons chemical pesticides every [+force: amount] year, GM crops designed to not
influence [afford +app] by chemical pesticides. It could be say that gm food are tolerant [afford +app]
to herbicide, so it will not harm the environment [+val]. Whitman (2000) give one case example, she
claimed that Bt. corn can help eliminate the impact of chemical pesticides [+val]. The other benefit
[+val] of using the GM food, is the nutritions [afford +app] of GM food may be as a solutions to
prevent the starvation [+val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. All of
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the benefits [+val] above is very [+force: intensifying] helpful [+val] for human life [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space].
AFFORDED APPRECIATIONS in the mid intervention texts were mainly realised through field

association, particularly in terms of the interpretation of evidence in the surrounding cotext. The evidence in these texts was concerned with substantiating or countering the
specific claims made about the benefits and risks of planting genetically modified crops. The
excerpt above was from the Side 1 paragraph that advanced an argument for substantiating
the premise about the crops’ benefits. All potential traits of the crops were explicitly
positively appreciated. The explicit APPRECIATION began with construing ‘strong’ for assessing
the crops’ first trait. From this point on, references to the crops’ benefits, such as ‘resist’,
‘tolerant’ and ‘nutritions’, were interpreted as an affordance of positive APPRECIATIONS. The
invocations also picked up on the APPRECIATIONS inscribed in the text, disseminating the
evaluations of positive APPRECIATION throughout the paragraph.

Examples of FLAGGED APPRECIATION were less frequent or even absent in some of the mid
intervention texts. However, when they occurred, they contributed greatly to maintaining
the prosody of evaluative meanings, picking up on the evaluations inscribed in the texts.
FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS were still largely realised through the use of infused GRADUATION of

intensity as illustrated in the excerpt below. There were also few examples constructed with
GRADUATION of quantity in amount, such as ‘more harvest’ in some texts. The amount of

‘more’ drew attention to one significant trait of the crop due to its ability to produce harvest
in a large quantity. The excerpt below, however, featured how INVOKED APPRECIATIONS were
frequently flagged through the use of infused intensity in the mid-intervention texts. All the
evaluations are coded between brackets.
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HS3M: On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some [+force: quantity: amount]
disadvantage [-val]. And they are to increase of chemicals [+force: intensifying: flagging -app] used on
crops can lead to development of resistance [+force: intensifying: flagging -app] in insect pests and it
can pass on effects to the wider ecosystem [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. Geneticallymodified crops will increase chemicals use [+force: intensifying: flagging -app], and it will influence
[afford -app] or even broke [afford -app] ecosystem.
FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS in the excerpt made evaluations of the crops’ specific traits clearer.

This paragraph expanded on the risks of planting the crops as a counter argument. All of the
possible risks were negatively evaluated with a single explicit APPRECIATION of ‘disadvantage’.
However, the intensification infused in the verbal processes ‘increase’ and ‘develop’
enabled several other negative FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS of the crops’ traits. When considered
with the negative AFFORDED APPRECIATIONS as in ‘influence’ and ‘broke’ that were also present,
it had the effect of further reinforcing the efficacy of the argument. The increasing amount
of APPRECIATION provided a more apparent negative evaluation of the risks. The overall
prosody of negative APPRECIATION was such that it sustained the argument for countering the
claim presented in the previous stage.

Invocations in the post-intervention texts were not exclusively focused on appreciating the
socio-economic significance of the topics. Examples of INVOKED JUDGEMENT were present
occasionally in some texts. The emphasis on the impact of human migration allowed the
AFFORDED evaluations of behaviour to be made. The affordances were usually construed to

strengthen inscribed JUDGEMENT, as shown in the following excerpt with the AFFORDED
JUDGEMENTS in blue. All the other types of evaluations are coded between brackets.
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LS3P: One example of benefits [+val] that obtained receiving countries is they can get much [+force:
quantity: amount] professional [+cap] workers. And workers who come from sending countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will share their knowledge [afford +judge] to another
workers who are the native inhabitants [afford -judge] there [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space].

The AFFORDED JUDGEMENTS sustained the appearance of being objective in the argument. The
affordances shaped the putative reader’s point of view to agree with the evaluation of the
workers as ‘professionals’. They were afforded through field associations that invited the
reader to construct their own evaluation toward the workers. This strategy built up
prosodies of JUDGEMENT without seemingly being subjective, picking up on the positive
APPRECIATION inscribed initially in the text.

A great majority of the invocations, however, still invited APPRECIATIONS in constructing the
written argumentation. FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS formed the main bulk of invocations, while
examples of AFFORDED APPRECIATIONS were also frequently evident. The Side 2 paragraph
below demonstrated how APPRECIATIONS were INVOKED in advancing the positive impact of
human migration on sending countries as a counterargument to those on receiving
countries. As before, all evaluations are color-coded with details between brackets.
HS1P: However sending countries also bring the advantages [+val], especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for the countries and the people [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The people who
can not get the job from their countries [-val], they can move to the other countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space] to get the job or the best job [+force: intensifying flagging +app]. So, it can
decrease unemployment [-force: intensifying flagging +app] from that countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space]. For the country that send the people to another countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space] will get the additional income [+force: quantity: amount flagging +app], and
consequently, it can increase [+force: intensifying flagging +app] the national income from the
remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space; afford +app].
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INVOKED APPRECIATIONS in the paragraph contributed to clearer positive evaluations of the

impact of migration on sending countries. The invocations, which were largely flagged
through the use of GRADUATION, reinforced the APPRECIATION inscribed by the expression
‘advantages’ in the hyperTheme. FLAGGED APPRECIATIONS constructed with intensification
infused in verbal processes, such as ‘increase’ and ‘decrease’; or scaled via superlative ‘best’
drew attention to the substantial economic gains, particularly in terms of employment
generation and human capital accumulation. This was strengthened with the APPRECIATION
flagged with quantification that functioned to validate the economic gain through the
construction ‘additional income’. An AFFORDED APPRECIATION ‘remittance’ further exemplified
this economic benefit to the sending countries. All of these invocations built up the prosody
of positive APPRECIATION in the paragraph, resulting in more powerful and effective
arguments that unfolded in phases of inscribed and INVOKED APPRECIATIONS.

Across the three intervention periods, INVOKED ATTITUDE had a considerable role to play in
constructing a written argument. This implicit ATTITUDE relied largely on the resources of
GRADUATION within the system of FORCE to flag evaluation and affordances of evaluation

through the surrounding co-text. These ‘covert’ evaluations compensated for the sparse
evaluations inscribed in the pre-intervention texts. They proliferated evaluations
throughout the texts, crafting clearer pattern of ATTITUDES, as the texts leaned towards
APPRECIATIONS overall. The invocations also maintained the prosody of the increasing amount

of inscribed evaluations in the mid- and post-intervention texts. They picked up on the
predominant inscribed APPRECIATIONS and further strengthened the effectiveness of the
argument. The preferred evaluative meanings of APPRECIATION indicated the significance of
valuing the evidence from the field in constructing an argument. The role the INVOKED
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APPRECIATION played in the evaluative colouring of an argument demonstrated its importance

in maintaining the appearance of being objective in writing. It provided an understanding of
the more subtle ways in evaluating the significance of the field topics and the weight of
evidence to construct an ‘appropriate’ stance on an issue (Christie & Derewianka, 2008).

6.5 Conclusion
The deployment of ATTITUDE during the study provides robust insights into ways in which
evaluative meanings are construed and graded in writing a coherent argument. Analysis of
evaluative meanings inscribed in the texts demonstrated preferences for choices of
APPRECIATION. Such preferences reflected the significance of valuing events and validity of

evidence in maintaining the perceived ‘objectivity’ of an argument. The volume of these
valuations was managed to render the argument more persuasive with resources of
GRADUATION. Their volume was largely raised with the FORCE of quantification, positioning the

reader in more subtle ways. The argument became even clearer when implicit evaluations
were considered alongside the inscriptions. They sustained the prosody of evaluations in the
texts through FORCE GRADUATION and affordances through field association to invite the
evaluations. The interplay of these evaluative meanings complements the understanding of
the way the argument is structured at the level of whole-text organisation. They build a
fuller picture of how interpersonal meanings and text organisation are implicated to
demonstrate critical thinking in written argumentation.

This understanding of which evaluative meanings are more valued and how they can be
constructed has important implications in fostering students’ critical thinking. This study
contributes to establishing a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in writing so as to
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identify ways in which it can be fostered. In order to do this, language resources that are
implicated in the construction of an argument, an underlying principle of critical thinking,
should be made obvious. Although the particular organisation of argumentative writing took
account of its social purpose as shown in Chapter 5, that understanding alone would not be
sufficient for teaching the different values of evaluative meanings crucial to constructing an
argument. Examining their use during the study makes the ‘appropriate’ evaluative
meanings visible, presenting a possible pathway to be understood from more personal
expressions of feelings to more institutionalised and impersonal expressions of evaluations
(Martin & White, 2005). This can lead to a pedagogy with an explicit focus not only on
modelling of text but also on how to express and grade these evaluative meanings in
writing.

The next chapter presents the analysis of ENGAGEMENT. The chapter concludes the analysis of
APPRAISAL resources. It deals with the dialogic nature of student argumentative writing

during the study. It focuses on examining patterns of choices in using ENGAGEMENT
resources. The particular choices that students take up in constructing an argument in
different stages of the text reveal the valued strategies in developing the argument,
anticipating the alternative viewpoints and positioning the putative reader.
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Chapter 7: Engaging with multiple perspectives in developing
written argumentation

7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter is concerned with how critical thinking can be interpreted through the
analyses of ATTITUDE resources in students’ texts. The findings revealed preferences for
APPRECIATION and to a lesser extent for JUDGEMENT in the research intervention. Almost all

texts showed a strong preference for APPRECIATION with varying concentration in each
period. The pre-intervention texts contained a low concentration of APPRECIATION to evaluate
a single aspect of ‘globalisation’. The mid-intervention texts were highly associated with
APPRECIATION of valuation to assess several aspects of the roles of genetically modified food

in developing countries. The post-intervention texts largely comprised APPRECIATION and a
fair amount of JUDGEMENT to assess the benefits both sending and developing countries
receive from human migration. These differences indicated students’ developing control in
deploying appropriate kinds of attitudinal values in line with the demands of discussing
different issues and events in constructing coherent argumentation. They could also
indicate the students’ developing skills in thinking critically in recognising and evaluating the
differing demands of developing and sustaining the written argumentation.

As in the previous two finding chapters, this chapter also concentrates on SFL analysis of the
students’ texts, and the subsequent final chapter establishes the theorisation of critical
thinking from a linguistic perspective. The chapter responds to the second research
question: How do the preferences of attitudinal values and intersubjective positioning in the
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text relate to understanding of critical thinking? However, it specifically addresses the
second sub-question: How is responsibility for the attitudinal meanings negotiated in the
argument? This sub-question deals with the dialogic nature of student writing. It requires an
analysis of the degrees and types of heteroglossia in the texts and how students utilise the
resources of the ENGAGEMENT system throughout the different iterations of intervention. The
analysis is concerned with how the students negotiate their positioning in relation to
anticipated contesting perspectives. It also examines the extent to which the students open
up or close down the dialogic space for these perspectives to clearly signal for the reader
which perspective to align with.

7.2 Dialogistic positioning and aligning in arguing within a discussion genre
ENGAGEMENT resources were analysed to complement the previous analyses of genre and
ATTITUDE. The analysis revealed how students explored the competing perspectives in

developing an argument within the structure of a discussion genre. It described the
particular patterns and combinations of ENGAGEMENT resources and their positions in the
texts. The patterns were not only concerned with the quantities or the preferred categories
of heteroglossic resources deployed; they were also explained in terms of where and how
they were employed to build a salient evaluative stance towards the issue presented in the
text. The ENGAGEMENT analysis made visible the language resources implicated for
introducing the perspectives of others and varying the dialogic space for negotiating these
perspectives, while attempting to present the students’ own stance. This analysis
demonstrating students’ anticipation and management of other voices complements the
previous accounts on the argument structure and the attitudinal preferences. Together they
will produce robust linguist evidence for theorising students’ critical thinking in
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argumentative writing. The ENGAGEMENT analysis clearly demonstrating the management of
dialogic space in all representative texts from both groups can be found in Appendix 5.

7.2.1 Striving to manage multiple perspectives in pre-intervention texts
The pre-intervention argumentative texts contained a high concentration of monoglossic
propositions and several patterns in choices of heteroglossia. The monoglossic propositions
represented the students’ ‘un-dialogised’ perspectives on the issue, as they were not
explicitly referenced to or recognising other alternative viewpoints (Martin & White, 2005,
p. 99). They presented a single voice with no dialogistic alternatives. Large stretches of
monoglossia were frequently prominent in the high achieving texts in various stages and
phases throughout the texts, particularly in the macroTheme and the hyperThemes. The
following extracts exemplify the monoglossic framing of macroThemes in bold and of the
hyperThemes in italic from both Sides stages.
HS1B:
But, the globalization process has several effects for the world’s economies. There are positive
effects and the negative effects.
There are two positive effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. …
There are two negative effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. …
HS2B:
In this case, Globalization has advantage and disadvantage.
The first advantage is to increase National Income. …
The second advantage is to increase standard of living of people and reduce poverty. …
HS3B:
Globalization has many possitive and negative sides to the world’s economies.
It is exactly right, that globalization has many positive effects, that is why the government expands
international economy. …
Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very positive ways, its negative sides
should not be forgotten. …
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The occurrences of monoglossic macroThemes and hyperThemes failed to raise a reader’s
awareness of potential alternative perspectives on the issue. Both macroTheme and
hyperThemes of an argumentative text function to preview for the debate on the issue in
the subsequent paragraphs. In a discussion text particularly, macroTheme establishes the
expectation of contesting viewpoints in the Sides stage to follow (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose
& Martin, 2012). The preview typically requires a heteroglossic proposition, particularly
through the use of ENGAGEMENT resources of countering. The use of these resources
contributes to the persuasive purpose of the discussion genre as they signal an alternative
viewpoint which may not be held universally in order to replace or counter it. In this way, a
writer may not only preview the content of the body paragraphs but also construct an initial
evaluative stance with regard to the competing views. A similar heteroglossic framing is also
expected in the hyperThemes and in the subsequent phases, in which heteroglossic
propositions are necessary for arguing and engaging with the contested interpretations of
the issue.

The pre-intervention texts also revealed how the students negotiated a path between
monoglossia and heteroglossia in their written argumentation. Both high and low achieving
texts involved occasional heteroglossic propositions. The texts demonstrated the students’
preferences for dialogic contraction although there were a few examples of opening up the
dialogic space. They reflected the students’ initial developmental stage in managing the
differing relationships of alignment or dis-alignment with other voices in the field.

Many of the contractive propositions in the pre-intervention texts, however, had the
potential to become problematic. The contraction was often constructed with the use of
particular pronouns ‘we’ and ‘you’ that are typical resources for pronouncement realisations
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(Martin & White, 2005, p. 131). They indicated an overt subjective authorial interpolation,
contracting the dialogic space for the other perspectives. A significant concentration of
these pronouns was also realised with particular modal auxiliaries such as ‘can’, ‘will’ and
‘should’ throughout the texts. This was particularly noticeable in high achieving texts,
approximately ten times more than that in low achieving texts (See Appendix 5). The use of
these modal auxiliaries was in conflict with the contractive nature of pronouncement, as the
modal auxiliaries are usually located within the ENGAGEMENT category of entertain, which
functions to expand the dialogic space for other alternatives. The combination of the two
different resources in nature often led to a point of difficulty in analysis, as it did not seem
to sit clearly in the ENGAGEMENT system. The following excerpts illustrate students’
deployment of ‘we’ in italic and a modal verb in bold in an attempt to construct dialogically
contractive arguments.
HS1B:
The first Positive effect is Especially for Indonesia, we can cooperate among the other country in this
world. From this cooperation, we can increase our economies. And the second positive effect is we
can do the import and export with another countries and we can also transfer the Indonesian workers
to abroad to get the job.
HS2B:
We can do export and import in this relationship. When we export our product we can get profit, and
so are when we import foreign import we will receive an profit through custom taxes.
Conclusion from this discussionis we can follow the globalization but we should remember the
improvement with the citizen in our country.
LS2B:
As we know, globalization makes every countries connect each other easily. You can buy any products
that you want from the other country just by order online.

In the excerpts above, the particular construction of ‘we/you’ and a modal auxiliary was
coded as pronouncement given its dialogically contractive nature. In the construction, the
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students did not seem to actively open up dialogic space for other perspectives and
construe a similar dialogically expansive meaning as in modal adjuncts, such as perhaps or
probably. The use of ‘we’ and ‘you’ in the construction made the students’ locution tend to
contract the dialogic space. It carried a meaning indicating that the students too overtly
interpolated themselves into the argument in order to include the putative reader. Such
authorial interpolation attempted to build up solidarity with the reader for a mutual
agreement in term of the warrantability value of the proposition presented in the argument.
It substantially reduced dialogic space for other alternatives, ‘vouchsafeing’ any challenges
against the current proposition in which the writer put his/her maximal investment (Martin
& White, 2005, p. 128).

Although the heteroglossic nature of the pre-intervention texts was dialogically contractive,
the texts also demonstrated a less frequent but distinct pattern of dialogic expansion. This
pattern was particularly prominent in low achieving texts. While the contractive nature of
the texts was largely achieved through pronouncement, the expansiveness of the argument
relied heavily on entertainment. The most preferred resources to entertain in the texts were
modal auxiliaries, as exemplified below in bold.
LS1B:
It (=globalization) can increase devisen (=foreign exchange income) of a country. When the brand or
products from outside local enter a country they will be taxed. The more goods that enter the more
tax money will be collected. Besides, it will allow society in getting things they want, or they need.
LS2B:
Globalization can increase the development of the growth economic in a country through the
cooperation between countries.
From the export process, one country can sell their local products to another. Beside it will increase
the income, it also introduce the local product as identity of a country itself.
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HS1B:
The first negative effect is (there) will be so many the import activities from another country that
comes in Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness with products of
another country that cheaper from products of Indonesia.
HS3B:
The first effect of globalization to the world’s economy is to increase the income (of) a country. A
country will grow rapidly if there is others country support its economy. If the cooperation going well,
it is also will make the income grow up instantly.

The use of modal auxiliaries over other resources to entertain were noticeable across the
pre-intervention texts. The students in many cases relied on the same actual modal
auxiliaries ‘will’ and ‘can’ in different constructions as shown in the excerpts above, which
do not involve the ‘we/you’ pronouns, to extend their argument in subsequent phases. With
the absence of these pronouns, the modality resources effectively made space for other
perspectives around the students’ arguments. Modal auxiliaries are one of the many
ENGAGEMENT resources that function to make an assessment of a proposition as but one of a

number of potential dialogistic alternatives (Martin & White, 2005). In particular, they allow
the different voices which particularly share their views but which slightly raise their
objections on the issue rather than dismiss the overall propositions (Martin & White, 2005,
p. 106).

The pre-intervention texts demonstrated how students struggled to manage the complexity
of ENGAGEMENT resources in constructing their written argumentation. This was apparent in
the occurrence of large stretches of monoglossia throughout the stages and phases in the
texts when the students presented their arguments and elaborated reasoning for
developing them. A persuasive argument requires engagement with different perspectives
on the same issue. Acknowledging the contested nature of the issue is critical in
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constructing a discussion text in which an argument is negotiated between two opposing
positions (Martin & Rose, 2005). Monoglossic propositions are unable to recognise and
evaluate contributions from differing perspectives to strengthen the arguments.

When the students attempted to negotiate dialogism, acknowledging the multiple
alternative perspectives on the issue, they relied exclusively on modal auxiliaries. Modal
auxiliaries are effective resources to expand dialogic space for other perspectives (Martin &
White, 2005). However, the students were recruiting not only the same grammatical
resource, but in many cases the same actual modality resources to construct both
expansion and contraction. The difference was only in the use of a first- or second-person
pronoun as the subject of the clause in which the modal auxiliary was also employed. The
pronoun rendered an assumption of mutual agreement through inclusion of the reader, as it
was realised as an overt authorial intervention into the argument, contracting the dialogic
space. Meanwhile, when the subject was an abstract noun, such as ‘globalisation’ or the
pronoun ‘it’, the modal auxiliary in the clause expanded the dialogic space for other voices
effectively. This indicated the students’ underdeveloped ability to deploy and combine
various resources to achieve the desired persuasive effects of the argument.

An effective heteroglossic argument necessitates proficiency in managing alternative
perspectives with diverse ENGAGEMENT resources. The persuasive purpose of an argument
encompasses recognition of alternative perspectives, which may or may not be universally
supported. It requires certain resources to engage with other voices and a combination of
different resources in managing the positioning of the reader, as there are different sides to
an argument. The ability to use these resources involves an understanding of when it is
appropriate to negate or limit and/or expand the possibility of alternative voices in the field.
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It includes when it is acceptable to lend authority to the argument through reference to,
and to what degree dialogic space should be made for these important alternative
perspectives to further strengthen the effectiveness of the argument. The negotiation of
these complex multiple voices drawn into particular stages and phases of the text indicates
not only a sophisticated control of diverse ENGAGEMENT resources. Such negotiation also
demonstrates proficiency in the process of thinking critically in managing the ‘rules’ for
engaging with the contested nature of an issue.
To demonstrate such proficiency, students require explicit teaching of even the simple
differences between monoglossia and heteroglossia, and the most important resources for
constructing heteroglossic propositions. Explicit teaching would help the students succeed
in dealing with the complex task of organising alignment and dis-alignment when extending
their evaluations in particular stages and phases of the texts. It makes the language
resources required for this task explicitly visible. Understanding the use of these resources
enables the students to alternately foreground and background different interpretations of
the issue and subsequently demonstrate their salient evaluative stance.
7.2.2 Developing control of managing multiple perspectives in mid-intervention texts
The writing from both high and low achieving texts following the first iteration of
intervention was considerably heteroglossic. A great majority of the arguments were
strengthened through the use of diverse ENGAGEMENT resources to foreground the existence
of different perspectives in the field. Significantly, the texts contained heteroglossic
propositions that were frequently prominent in the macroThemes and hyperThemes to
preview the subsequent sections or paragraphs of the texts. The extracts below illustrate
the heteroglossic macroThemes from both high and low achieving texts.
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HS1M:
Nevertheless [counter] there are some people believe [acknowledge] that GM food take along so
many profits in developing countries, but in the other side [counter], especially for farmers assume
[acknowledge] that GM food is not [deny] too useful for them and it will [entertain] emerge the
monopoly system of one side.
HS3M:
Although [counter] genetically-modified crops are claimed [distance] to have a lot of benefits, the risk
of using such crops also still exist.
LS1M:
Those who pro with it argued that [acknowledge] it brings benefits for farmer in developing countries
while [counter] the other argued [acknowledge] it not [deny] only [counter] cause the using of
chemicals increase but [counter] also require big investment for farmers.
LS3M:
GM crops indeed [pronounce] give some advantages for farmers in planting, nevertheless [counter]
there are also some disadvantages appears [entertain] with GM crops planting.

The heteroglossic propositions in the macroThemes foregrounded dialogism and
emphasised the competing perspectives on the issue, better establishing the expectation for
the subsequent stages than did the pre-intervention texts. In particular, the heteroglossic
macroThemes in the mid-intervention texts predominantly contained contractive strategies
of countering to recognise differing orientations towards the issue in the field. They were
deployed via several resources, such as ‘although’, ‘nevertheless’, ‘but’, and ‘while’. The use
of these various resources in the macroThemes reflected the students’ developing
proficiency with formulations for introducing and considering other perspectives into the
text. The countering strategy is important in argument writing, as it enables the students to
explicitly signal the unfolding of the arguments for both contesting perspectives in the
subsequent Sides stage. The strategy also emphasises a change in orientation from the first
Side to the second Side by limiting the anticipated perspectives that conflict with the
intended argument. In this way, the reader can see the position the text supports
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throughout the text. The use of countering strategy in the macroThemes provides a salient
indication of the text’s evaluative stance, which is necessary for the effective construction of
the text’s thesis.

The macroTheme in HS3M excerpted above, for instance, established a salient evaluative
stance with an effective use of countering resource. The countering resource ‘although’ is
appropriately positioned in the macroTheme. It was strategically used with an expansive
resource of distance ‘claim’ in ‘Although genetically-modified crops are claimed to have a lot
of benefits, the risk of using such crops also still exist’. The deployment of ‘are claimed’ in
the construction opened up the dialogic space, indicating the student’s explicit acceptance
of ‘the many benefits of planting genetically modified crops’. However, the student at the
same time separated or distanced him/herself from taking responsibility for the proposition
being claimed (Martin & White, 2005, p. 113). The formulation of a contraction ‘although’
and an expansion ‘claimed’ in the macroTheme enabled an effective negotiation of the two
differing perspectives on the issue. It resulted in a more salient stance, giving weight to the
risks rather than the benefits of using the genetically modified crops. In this way, the
macroTheme established an effective pathway for constructing a coherent argument in the
following stages.

Although the students were starting to individuate countering resources to engage with
alternative perspectives contesting the same issue, the management of these resources was
sometimes still problematic. The interplay of alternative perspectives and the complexity of
resources of counter could be challenging for students. The macroTheme in HS1M
exemplified above, for instance, used three different countering resources to indicate the
unfolding arguments for both competing perspectives: ‘nevertheless’, ‘but’, ‘in the other
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side’. Such excessive use of these countering resources in a single clause, which was
grammatically incorrect, had the potential to make the position be too strongly presented.
Discussion texts should give the appearance of being balanced in addressing the two
differing perspectives on an issue (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2013). Martin and Rose
(2005) further explain that despite the balanced approach to addressing the issue, the texts
are designed to conclude in one particular position. They require a subtle management of
the ENGAGEMENT interplay so that the writers can gradually lead the putative reader to one
of the positions they are presenting.

The overall heteroglossic orientation of the macroThemes was also reflected in the Sides
stage from high and low achieving texts. Both Sides 1 and 2 contained frequent uses of
heteroglossic propositions in sustaining the arguments. There were, however, still points of
difficulty in managing the complexity of the heteroglossic resources. These difficulties
largely related to a clear positioning of the reader to take up a particular evaluative stance
regarding the issue. The excerpt below illustrates instances of heteroglossic resources in
Side 1 from HS3M.
HS3M:
It has been recommended that [acknowledge] using genetically-modified crops will [entertain] create
some advantages. The first is, if we are using genetically-modified crops, it means we will improving
[pronounce] the nutritional content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued [acknowledge] that
genetically-modified crops are created to be resistant to disease. By his statement [acknowledge], we
can conclude [pronounce] that genetically-modified crops contain a lot of nutrition that is why it can
[entertain] oppose disease in our body. And the second advantage that we will get if we use such
crops is we can create [pronounce] plants with specific desired trait very rapidly. We can take an
example from Whitman’s theory [pronounce], he said that [acknowledge] plant geneticists can
[entertain] isolate a gene responsible for drought tolerance and insert that gene into a different plant.
It means genetically-modified crops will [entertain] ease us to reach exact desire traits.
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The diverse instances of heteroglossic resources in HS3M Side 1 above indicated the
emerging control of dialogistic positioning in constructing a written argument. The side
began with a dialogically expansive hyperTheme that demonstrated an explicit
acknowledgement and evaluation of the competing nature of the issue. It recognised the
advantages of using genetically modified crops for farmers in developing countries, and at
the same time entertained the proposition that the benefits were among a number of other
possibilities, opening a dialogic space for an alternative perspective through a modal
auxiliary ‘will’. The heteroglossic positioning in this hyperTheme was maintained throughout
the subsequent phases to sustain the argument. The phases contained relatively balanced
accounts of dialogic expansion and contraction to engage with the same important voice in
the field that was admitting the crops’ benefits. However, the deployment of the two
strategies in this Side 1 could also demonstrate the need to further control the resources to
engage with and evaluate other voices, as it indicated an unclear alignment of the text.

The indecisiveness in engaging with other voices as in the back-and-forth movement
between dialogic contraction and expansion in HS3M caused confusion for the reader. Table
7.1 below demonstrates the student’s indecisiveness. The text initially seemed to strongly
align with the perspective on the first benefit of planting genetically modified crops through
an overt authorial pronouncement ‘we will improving the nutritional content’. This use
contracted the dialogic space but was at odds with the hyperTheme, which was dialogically
expansive. Had the student used expansive resources of entertain, such as ‘may’ to
construct ‘the nutritional content may improve’ in order to recognise this benefit was but
one among many alternatives; it would have improved the ENGAGEMENT prosodies, making
the argument stronger. It also would have made it clearer to the reader to which position
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they should align with. The text then again expanded the dialogic space by engaging with a
reference to an important voice in the field through ‘Whitman (2000) argued’. It
Table 7.1 Back-and-forth movement between dialogic contraction and expansion

acknowledged Whitman’s perspective on one benefit of genetically modified crops in its
attempt to strengthen the argument. The explicit acknowledgement worked to open up the
dialogic space by evading full responsibility for the proposition construed. Nevertheless, it
only closed it off through inserting another explicit authorial pronouncement ‘we can
conclude’. These indecisive movements continued to occur in the following phases on the
second benefit, leading to a sense of disjunction as to whether the reader was supposed to
align or dis-align with Whitman’s view in the contested nature of the issue.

Despite the relatively sophisticated ability to employ diverse dialogic resources, those
disjunctive moments revealed that constructing coherent written argumentation requires
understanding of the differences in ENGAGEMENT prosodies in the different stages of the text.
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Discussion texts are organised around a number of contesting perspectives, which are dealt
within sequences of stages and phases and which typically resolve in the direction of the
perspective being promoted in the final stage of the text (Martin & Rose, 2005, p. 119). The
macroTheme of HS3M established a preview that directed the unfolding of each perspective
of the arguments. The preview indicated that Side 1 provided the argument for recognising
the benefits of planting genetically modified crops, so as to counter them by presenting the
argument for the risks of planting the crops in the subsequent Side 2. This necessitates
particular patterns that largely expand dialogic space for recognising these benefits
throughout the phases in Side 1 rather than moving back and forth between expansion and
contraction. In this way, the text could establish a clearer and more powerful argument for
downplaying the possible benefits of the crops, giving way to the alternative viewpoints in
Side 2.

Side 2 from both high and low achieving discussion texts to a great extent demonstrated a
more successful management of ENGAGEMENT prosodies. It was particularly evident in the
extract of Side 2 from LS1M below. The stage showed instances of various heteroglossic
resources that effectively construed a salient evaluative stance of supporting the risks of
planting the crops. Dialogically contractive resources were used to anticipate the putative
reader and were frequently deployed to restrict the perspectives on the benefits of planting
genetically modified crops which were presented in the previous Side 1. These previously
explored viewpoints were anticipated to be in conflict with the intended argument in this
stage, which was to promote the downsides of using the crops.
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LS1M:
Unfortunately [counter], there are some evidence that shows [endorsement] it even give drawback
not [deny] only [counter] to farmers but [counter] also to people as consumers of GM crops. The first
is it require big investments to farmers. As we know [pronounce], farmers need chemical pesticides
for saving their plants. Herbicide is actually [pronounce] pesticide that used. It has been suggested
[acknowledge] that farmer who use GM food seed like Roundup ready should [entertain] buy only
[counter] Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000). It means they
have to [entertain] be ready to out much money in buying expensive chemicals. The second is, it
makes the plant be unhealth to be consumed. It has been suggested [acknowledge] that each year,
farmer use more than one tons chemical pesticides to save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course
[affirm], it will [entertain] endanger consumer health because, the use of chemicals leave poison in
the plants.

The hyperTheme in LS1M Side 2 was introduced with a countering resource of
‘unfortunately’. Although the use of this resource was less integrated into the structure of
the clause, as discussed in 5.2.2.2, it sufficiently limited the overall significance of the crops’
benefits which previously suggested. Countering resources are critical to begin stages
containing the alternative perspectives in a discussion text. They enabled a temporary
opening of a dialogic space for arguing the alternative views of using genetically modified
crops, as the text moved from the benefits to the risks and contracted the dialogic space for
these negative aspects. In this way, the text maintained the appearance of objectivity
through a subtle negotiation between the two competing perspectives in the construction
of a thesis or a salient evaluative stance.

Resources of counter were also employed in tandem with other contractive resources to
further strengthen the argument in this stage. The hyperTheme, for instance, made
considerable uses of several other contractive resources including endorsement, countering
and denial. In addition to ‘unfortunately’, a contractive resource of endorsement was also
deployed in the hyperTheme through the reporting verb ‘shows’. The resource endorsed an
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external voice as a reference to validate the proposition presented. It closed off the dialogic
space, providing a clearer signal for the reader that this was the perspective presented in
this Side they should align with. The other contractive resources in this hyperTheme
included more resources of countering that were used with denial through the formulations
of ‘not only … but also’. Together they functioned to extend two propositions that were
considered as equally significant in terms of the downsides of the issue, strengthening the
dialogic contraction around the propositions. The rather intricate formulations of the
heteroglossic hyperTheme demonstrated an emerging control over critical resources not
only for constructing a coherent argument but also for effectively indicating what was to
come in the subsequent phases.

The inclination towards dialogic contraction continued in the subsequent phases of this text.
Just like the hyperTheme, the propositions construed in these phases were intended to
advance the arguments against using the crops. Contractive resources, such as counter,
pronouncement, affirm, were deployed throughout the phases. Expansive resources
occasionally occurred, but they were often formulated together with the dialogic
contraction. This was shown in the following excerpt taken from the Side 2 stage above: ‘It
has been suggested that farmer who use GM food seed like Roundup ready should buy only
Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000)’. In this excerpt,
when dialogic expansion of acknowledging and entertaining other voices via ‘It has been
suggested’ and ‘should’ were used, the dialogic space was contracted immediately with the
counter-expectational adjunct ‘only’. The use of such formulation that combined dialogic
expansion with contractive resources, particularly with counter, is critical in constructing an
argument in a discussion text that is organised around multiple competing perspectives on a
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particular issue. The combination enabled negotiating shifts between the differing views,
establishing a coherent argument in the direction of one particular position, which was
against the use of such crops. Such position would be drawn upon as a resolution for the
discussion in the final stage of the text.

The attempt to resolve the diverse perspectives on the issue was to an extent effective in
both high and low achieving discussion texts. Appropriate ENGAGEMENT resources, such as
‘although’ to counter, ‘actually’ to pronounce, negation and modalities to expand were used
in an attempt to frame the opposing sides of the arguments towards a single position as
previewed in the macroTheme. The following extracts exemplify the management of
heteroglossia in the Resolution stages from both high and low achieving student texts.
HS1M:
To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually [pronounce] have some benefits for people, and
also GM crops have the bad impacts that maybe [entertain] more many than the benefits of GM food.
HS3M:
In summary, some facts can claim [distance] that genetically-modified crops have negative sides but
[counter] it doesn’t [deny] mean such crops don’t [deny] have benefits because actually [pronounce]
it has a number of advantages.
LS1M:
In short, GM crops give benefits to farmers in developing countries. However [counter], evidence
show [endorse] it has drawback and it can’t [entertain] [deny] be ignored.
LS3M:

In conclusion, although [counter] the evidence shows [endorse] that GM crops has some
advantage, there is also appeared [entertain] the disadvantages of it. So the disadvantages
of GM crops can [entertain] become a consideration for us in using it.

Many of the Resolution stages from the students’ texts were effective in using the resources
for managing dialogic positioning of the putative reader. Just as in the macroTheme,
resources of counter played a critical function not only to summarise the complex interplay
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of multiple perspectives discussed in the Sides stages, but also to establish a coherent
evaluative stance. Resources of counter ‘however’, ‘although’ and ‘but’ were deployed
consistently to manage the competing perspectives on the issue in this final stage. They
were also used in conjunction with other contractive and expansive dialogic resources. The
Resolution stage in LS1M, for instance, was initiated with a monoglossic claim about the
benefits of genetically modified crops, which was to a certain degree unsuccessful to
indicate the dialogistic basis for recognising the alternative view. However, a contractive
resource of counter ‘however’ began the following proposition to undermine the overall
significance of the crops. The argument construed through the proposition was further
strengthened with the use of other dialogic contractions such as, endorsement ‘evidence
show’ and denial ‘not’. The combination of these dialogically contractive resources resulted
in a more critical stance towards the issue.

The discussion texts from the first iteration of the pedagogic intervention illustrated how
the students individuated the resources for engaging with other voices. Diverse ENGAGEMENT
resources were used for different purposes throughout the texts, indicating an apparent
push towards heteroglossia in the construction of clearer and more powerful arguments.
However, the resources were not always maintained consistently over whole stages and
phases of the texts, which, in some cases, led to a sense of confusion for the reader whether
to align or dis-align with other voices in the texts. This was evident particularly in the Sides
stage from high achieving texts, in which negotiation of other voices was to a certain extent
unsuccessful in the construction of a salient stance. An effective heteroglossic argument in a
discussion text involves a subtle negotiation of alignment and dis-alignment to position the
putative reader. Such anticipation of the reader is a challenging task for the students as
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English language learners (Chen & Rutherford Vale, 2020). They need to utilise this
sophisticated skill in manipulating the diverse dialogic resources in constructing an
argument that engages successfully with these competing perspectives. The success in
positioning the reader to realise the text’s persuasive purpose may also reflect one’s
developing critical thinking skills both in anticipating the putative reader and in evaluating
and sorting out which resources from the complex ENGAGEMENT system are appropriate in
which stages and phases. In the light of the complexity of the demands in writing the
discussion text, further opportunities for understanding and practising the complex
resources of ENGAGEMENT are deemed necessary.

7.2.3 Maintaining degrees of heteroglossia in post-intervention texts
The independent writing stage in the post-intervention period occurred during the final
semester examination. The nature of the examination required the students to complete
the writing in one hour. In addition to the time constraint, it also removed necessary
planning and the support from the teacher as the experienced other, which Painter (2015)
believes to be of importance in learning to write through guidance and interaction in the
context of shared experience. The contexts in which the examination was administered to a
great extent contributed to the mixed successes the students had in constructing a coherent
and sustained argument in the post-intervention texts. In addition, the complexities of the
ENGAGEMENT system also presented considerable challenges for the students to negotiate

responsibility for the evaluations construed in the argument through the resources of
ATTITUDE during the examination. The examination conditions to a great extent affected their

proficiency in managing degrees of heteroglossia throughout the texts.
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One particularly crucial location for heteroglossia in a discussion text is in the macroTheme.
Attempts to construct heteroglossic macroThemes were still evident in the postintervention period. Resources of counter, such as ‘although’, ‘but’, ‘however’, and ‘on the
other hand’, were deployed to construe heteroglossic propositions for establishing the
expectation of the unfolding of the argument in the subsequent stages. The following
extracts exemplify the use of heteroglossic propositions in the macroThemes from both high
and low achieving texts.
HS1P:
Although [counter] the receiving countries have some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val], but
[counter] sending countries have benefit [+val] more [+force: quantity: amount] for the citizen and its
nation.
HS2P:
Although [counter] human migration brings benefits to receiving countries, but on the other fact
[counter] human migration also make advantages to sending countries.
LS1P:
Some people believed [acknowledge] that poor sending countries gets more benefit in the National
economy development and unemployment decreasing. On the other hand [counter] there is opinion
that receiving countries benefit more because of income and service they get.
LS3P:
But however [counter] it brings Benefits for both sending and receiving countries.

The use of countering resources in the post-intervention texts’ macroThemes indicated that
dialogism with other voices was maintained. A great majority of the macroThemes
previewed the content of the text through a generalised summary of the unfolding of the
argument for the two viewpoints contesting the same issue: the beneficial impacts of
human migration on both sending and receiving countries. Manipulating the countering
resources, however, still presented challenges to the students. Just like in the midintervention period, many students found it difficult to manage the complex interplay of
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other voices with these countering resources. Instances of the mismanagement of this
strategy were particularly noticeable in the high achieving texts’ macroThemes. In HS1P
macroTheme, for instance, ‘although’ was deployed together with ‘but’ in a single clause
complex construction, as the following: ‘Although the receiving countries have some benefit,
but sending countries have benefit more for the citizen and its nation’. The existence of an
extra countering resource in the macroTheme had the potential to make it ineffective in
orientating the reader to one side of the argument. However, the ineffectiveness was
compensated with the use of GRADUATION resources that quantify the valuation of the
explicitly stated APPRECIATION ‘benefits’ both receiving and sending countries obtain with
‘some’ and ‘more’ respectively. In this way, the macroTheme still succeeded in managing
the positioning of the putative reader in that the text was in favour of sending countries in
terms of the issue presented.

Dialogism was also manifested and preserved in the Sides stage of high and low achieving
texts. In terms of degrees of heteroglossia, however, the texts from this period markedly
differed from the mid-intervention texts. The post-intervention Sides stage involved
infrequent use of ENGAGEMENT resources in constructing heteroglossic arguments.
Nevertheless, they contained shorter stretches of monogloss than the pre-intervention texts
did, indicating an existing control of dialogic resources. The dialogic resources deployed in
these Sides stages functioned effectively to engage with other alternative perspectives in
the anticipation of the putative reader. The following excerpt exemplifies instances of
resources for construing heteroglossic propositions in the Side 1 from LS1P.
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LS1P:
There is a statement which said [acknowledge] that labor that send abroad is heroes of the country’s
exchange because they give help in country economy. When worker get their salary to their
hometown, they will put tax by country. Then the tax will [entertain] be used to build public
infrastruktur [sic] and facilities that need a lot of fund. They also can help in reducing country debt.
Furthermore, unemployment will [entertain] be reduce. In sending countries, there is no [deny] job
vacancy enough. It bring about enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment, country can
[entertain] reduce the number of unemployment.

The construction of heteroglossic argument in the LS1P Side 1 involved only instances of
expansive resources. With the text’s macroTheme signalling the disputed benefits of human
migration to sending countries, opening up spaces for other voices in this stage succeeded
in confirming with the reader that there was an alternative view of the issue. The stage
began with a hyperTheme employing a resource of acknowledgement, a projecting process
‘said’, to report that the issue was contested. Acknowledgements enable the appearance of
being balanced in that they adopt a neutral stance with respect to other views in the field,
leaving the dialogic space open (Martin & White, 2005, p. 112). The subsequent phases in
this Side further opened up the dialogic space as a result from entertaining the views on the
benefits of human migration to sending countries as but one of several other alternatives.
The entertainment was constructed predominantly with the use of modal auxiliaries, ‘will’
and ‘can’, as in ‘unemployment will be reduce’ and ‘country can reduce the number of
unemployment’. The reliance on dialogic expansion and the absence of dialogic contraction
in this first stage of the discussion provided an overt indication that in the final Resolution
stage the authorial voice stood against the view presented here, disregarding the
proposition that human migration benefits sending countries the most. This strategy also
managed the positioning of the reader in this stage as the expansion suggested that an
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alternative view to the argument, its benefits to receiving countries, was discussed in the
subsequent Side 2.

The argument in Side 2 from both high and low achieving texts largely involved contractive
resources to limit the possibilities of the conflicting viewpoints. The following Side 2 from
HS2P demonstrated the use of a variety of contractive resources to discredit the overall
benefits of human migration to receiving countries. Unlike LS1P that led the reader to the
standpoint of the receiving countries, the macroTheme of HS2P that was previously
illustrated indicated a leaning towards the sending countries. This indication was realised in
the following Side 2.
HS2P:
On the contrary [counter] some people believes [acknowledge] that Human migration also give a great
influence to sending countries. We can see [pronounce] the influence of Human migration itself from
the Increasing of National income and the decreasing of Unemployment in this countries. Human
migration can [entertain] give more income because the workers who working abroad will send the
remittance that produce the tax for countries. Based on research of BN2PTKI said that [endorse]
“Pahlawan devisa (workers who work abroad give Indonesia 3.5% profit or income from their
remittance in 2013”. This fund can [entertain] government use to provide modal to build public
fasilities. Not [deny] only [counter] for increasing the national income but [counter] also to decrease
the unemployment. In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds profesional workers and
labour. Professional workers who can’t [deny] get opportunity in sending countries can improve their
skill in receiving countries, and the labour who only have ability or don’t [deny] have skill also can get
a job in receiving countries.

The heteroglossic hyperTheme of the HS2P Side 2 positioned the putative reader towards
the alternative view in that sending countries benefit the most from human migration. The
hyperTheme began with a dialogically contractive resource of counter ‘On the contrary’ that
was employed in conjunction with a dialogically expansive acknowledgment ‘some people
believes’. Syndromes of contraction and expansion are critical to writing the hyperTheme
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for Side2 of a discussion text, where multiple viewpoints are contested. They manage the
differing viewpoints in the field. The use of the countering resource that began the
hyperTheme established a counter-expectancy relationship with the previous point of view
in Side 1. It demonstrated an anticipation of the former viewpoint before contracting it and
turning to the other side of the argument presented here. The acknowledgement presented
the authorial voice as engaging interactively with what other external voices reported on
the benefits of migration for sending countries. It enhanced the perceived objectivity of the
argument as it enabled the reader to initially adopt a neutral position towards the issue.

The subsequent phases of this HS2P Side 2 succeeded in maintaining the positioning of the
reader as aligned to the argument for the sending countries. Dialogic contractive
formulations were deployed more frequently to limit the anticipated perspectives that had
the potential to conflict with the argument in this Side. The contractive formulations
involved resources of proclamation and disclaim to significantly constrain the extent of the
dialogistic alternative perspectives. The proclamations included a resource of
pronouncement ‘We can see’ to indicate the student’s overt intervention to assert the
benefits of human migration to sending countries. The interpolation of the student’s
authorial voice into the text for upholding the argument was further reinforced through the
deployment of endorsement resource ‘Based on research of BN2PTKI (The National Agency
for Placement and Protection of Indonesian Workers) said that’. This attempt to engage with
a certain evidence through an external source functioned to present the student’s argument
as well-founded. It signifies ‘the authorial voice as correct, valid, undeniable or otherwise
maximally warrantable’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 126); therefore, it excludes the other
conflicting perspectives. Disclaims were also often used to further strengthen the dialogic
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contraction around the intended argument. They were particularly apparent in the
syndromes that counter formed with denial ‘not only … but also’. The formulations
positioned the two propositions ‘the increase of the national income’ and ‘the decrease of
the unemployment’ as the significant benefits of human migration to sending countries.
They enabled a construction of a coherent and sustained argument for the sending
countries in the final Resolution stage.

The subtle management of ENGAGEMENT resources in the Sides stage was to an extent upheld
in the construction of a conclusion in the Resolution stage. A great majority of the texts
negotiated dialogism in attempting to resolve the discussion towards one particular reading
position. Some of these texts, however, still revealed the need to have more control over
how dialogism should function in drawing the conclusion so that it not only indicated a
salient evaluative stance with which the reader was anticipated to align but also it reflected
the reading position initially made in the macroTheme. The following excerpts from LS1P
illustrate a mismatch between the preview in the macroTheme and the conclusion in the
Resolution stage.
LS1P MacroTheme
Some people believed [acknowledge] that poor sending countries gets more benefit in the National
economy development and unemployment decreasing. On the other hand [counter] there is opinion
that receiving countries benefit more because of income and service they get.
LS1P Resolution stage
In short, human migration bring benefits to both sending and receiving countries. But, in writer
opinion, sending countries get more benefit as long as the money sending can be used as well as
possible.

LS1P demonstrated successful attempts to contend with alternative voices both in the
macroTheme and in the Resolution stage. The heteroglossic proposition in the macroTheme
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previewed the discussion in the Sides stages while at the same time set up the expectation
how the discussion should resolve with an effective use of a countering strategy ‘on the
other hand’. The heteroglossic proposition in the Resolution stage resolved the discussion
towards one side of the contesting views. It also effectively deployed a countering resource
‘but’, which was followed by pronouncement ‘in writer opinion’, further strengthening the
dialogic contraction around the proposition. The interaction between the two heteroglossic
propositions in both macroTheme and Resolution stage, however, was inharmonious, as
each proposition indicated a differing positioning of the reader. The expectation initiated in
the preview in that ‘human migration benefits the host countries more’ was not in line with
the resolution stating the sending countries obtain more benefit. This contributed to the
diminishing quality of the text’s coherence due to the unmet expectation. The incongruous
syndrome of ENGAGEMENT also indicated the complexities students had to deal with in
summarising the interplay of competing views discussed in the Sides stage, which should
both reflect the preview in the macroTheme and exhibit a coherent evaluative stance.

The administration of the examination had a substantial impact on the construction of an
effective heteroglossic argument in the post-intervention texts. The examination conditions
affected students’ perceived abilities to engage in evaluation with multiple views, one of the
key aspects of critical thinking (e.g. Facione, 1990; Sternberg, 1986; Willingham, 2008a).
While the students largely succeeded in maintaining the objectivity of their evaluations
through the deployment of particular choices of ATTITUDE, they encountered considerable
challenges in negotiating shared responsibility for the evaluations, which may be contested,
to the alternative viewpoints. A subtle negotiation of these differing viewpoints requires a
sophisticated control of resources from the ENGAGEMENT system. The removal of support
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from the experienced other during the examination significantly contributed to the
challenges in managing the complexity of the system in order to demonstrate their
awareness of the different perspectives. These challenges were particularly apparent in
manipulating the countering resources in the macroTheme to initiate heteroglossia, which is
critical in a discussion text.

The Sides stage of the texts, however, to an extent revealed mixed successes. Although this
stage employed less diverse heteroglossic resources than it did in the previous iteration of
the intervention, the resources were largely effectively mobilised in addressing the two
viewpoints of the issue. The placement and interaction of dialogically expansive resources in
the first side, such as those of entertain, were effective in enabling an opening of dialogic
space for the consideration of alternative views. The use of other expansive resources,
particularly those of acknowledgement, maintained the impression of being objective or
balanced, while successively indicating to the putative reader that there was an alternative
point of view to be presented in the subsequent side. The predominant contractive
resources in the second side succeeded in ruling out the other disputing views presented in
the previous stage. Their formulations, which involved resources of disclaim and
proclamations, significantly constrained the extent of the dialogistic alternative and
positioned the reader to take up an evaluative stance that gave weight to the argument
presented in this stage. The ability to create a particular syndrome of ENGAGEMENT resources
in the Sides stage can be associated with students’ critical thinking. It determines the degree
to which space for alternative views is opened up or closed down in the construction of
clear and powerful written argumentation. The careful negotiation with the competing
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views warrants the discussion texts to coherently resolve towards a certain position in the
anticipation of the putative reader.

7.3 Conclusion
An ENGAGEMENT analysis of students’ argumentative texts revealed their developmental
pathway between monoglossia and heteroglossia. It complemented the findings from the
analyses of the texts as instances of discussion genre and of attitudinal meanings, as
reported in chapters 5 and 6 respectively, to provide a fuller picture of how interpersonal
meanings were deployed in constructing an argument for a theorisation of critical thinking.
Although the examination conditions presented challenges for the students to manage
degrees of heteroglossia, there was an apparent push towards heteroglossic arguments.
There were still issues in manipulating ENGAGEMENT resources in particular stages and/or
phases of the text, such as difficulties in employing appropriate countering resources in the
macroTheme or managing appropriate syndromes of ENGAGEMENT in the hyperThemes of
the Sides stage. These difficulties reflected the complex nature of the ENGAGEMENT system to
negotiate the construction of a stance and the complexity of interpersonal resources the
students had to manage in constructing an argument. They suggested the importance of
writing instruction that can make these resources accessible to all students.

As the intervention progressed, however, the students became more proficient in deploying
important resources of heteroglossia. They were able to vary degrees of alignment and disalignment for a subtle negotiation with the competing perspectives over the whole stages
and phases of the texts. In the Issue stage, the use of countering resources in the
macroTheme became more effective to maintain dialogism with other voices. It to a large
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extent succeeded in setting up a preview of the unfolding of the arguments for the complex
discussion in the subsequent Sides stage. Dialogism was also sustained in the Sides stage.
More diverse resources to either expand or contract dialogic space were deployed in the
construction of heteroglossic propositions. They strengthened the arguments for each
competing perspective, as they positioned the putative reader to one of the perspectives
presented in the text. They gradually led to a resolution in the final stage of the text with a
more proficient use of a countering strategy. The strategy, useful in summarising the
complex interplay of multiple perspectives in the previous Sides stages, was critical to
establish a salient evaluative stance as initially signalled in the macroTheme.

The subsequent chapter is the final chapter of this thesis that draws analyses from this
chapter and results of analysis from chapters 5 and 6 to theorise critical thinking. Emerging
patterns of meaning at whole text-level complement the patterns of interpersonal meanings
at discourse semantic level. These patterns that involve in the evaluation of the contested
views in constructing coherent arguments are drawn upon to build a complete linguistic
profile of critical thinking in student writing. The chapter also brings in the pedagogic
implications and recommendations for potential future research resulting from this study.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and conclusion

8.1. Introduction
The previous chapter analysed heteroglossia in the discussion texts. It examined the extent
to which dialogic space was expanded and/or contracted for anticipating and negotiating
the competing viewpoints drawn into the texts. Together with findings from the analysis of
ATTITUDE in Chapter 6, findings from the ENGAGEMENT analysis provided a comprehensive

understanding of the deployment of interpersonal meanings in developing coherent written
argumentation. Choices and patterns of the interpersonal meanings contributed critically to
the coherent structuring of the written argumentation as an instance of discussion genre,
which was analysed in Chapter 5. They delineated how the prosodies of these language
resources unfolding throughout the texts to realise the social purpose of the genre to align
the reader with one of the competing views.

This chapter will discuss multiple interrelated meaning patterns from systems of genre and
interpersonal meaning. These patterns contribute to a systematic linguistic theorisation of
critical thinking in writing as a major theoretical contribution of this study. The chapter will
first provide a brief overview of the most important findings of the study. It will then discuss
the main contribution of the study as providing a linguistic lens through which to interpret
and theorise critical thinking in writing. This chapter will end with the consideration of the
pedagogical implications of the research findings and suggest avenues for future research
arising from this study.
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8.2 Overview of research findings
This study analysed student writing with tools from SFL to make visible how the language
used in constructing an argument can provide a linguistic description of critical thinking. The
analysis began with an examination of meaning patterns at the level of whole text, or genre.
It found that the stages and phases of the text were skilfully manipulated to structure the
textual patternings of meanings in developing argumentation. In addition, the analysis of
periodicity demonstrated logical relations of the unfolding of the argument over the course
of a whole text. The logical relations were principally determined by the text’s macroTheme
and hyperThemes, which also became effectively signposted with the use of appropriate
conjunctions.
The analysis then proceeded to a more detailed examination of discourse semantic patterns
of interpersonal meaning at broad distinctions of ATTITUDES, GRADUATIONS and ENGAGEMENTS
using the APPRAISAL systems (Martin & White, 2005). Findings from the analysis revealed how
evaluative meanings were deployed in negotiating positions with respect to two views
contesting an issue. In particular, the findings showed the language resources implicated in
evaluating the competing viewpoints. They included particular choices of APPRECIATION,
GRADUATION of quantifications, and ENGAGEMENT resources for countering, endorsing,

entertaining, and acknowledging other voices in negotiating the competing views for
anticipating the putative reader. The analysis enabled a comprehensive account of the way
patterns of these interpersonal meanings interacted in particular stages and phases of the
text.
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The following table 8.1 shows a linguistic description of critical thinking skills in student
argumentative writing. The linguistic description draws upon the main findings of the
textual analyses reported in the previous Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Table 8.1 Linguistic description of critical thinking skills in argumentative writing

The findings are canvassed in the following sub-sections to address the research questions
identified in Chapter 4. Each one of the findings will be interpreted in the subsequent
section to establish a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in writing in the subsequent
section 8.3.

8.2.1 Structuring argumentation in discussion text
The genre analyses are undertaken to provide a linguistic description of critical thinking in
terms of how the students stage their reasoning while discussing two contesting viewpoints
of an issue. Previous literature has conceptualised critical thinking as fundamentally
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involving constructing coherent reasoning in arguing for and articulating a standpoint to
achieve a particular purpose (Paul, 1992a). This theorisation, therefore, focuses on the
coherent structuring of students’ arguments with the enactment of a discussion genre. It is
based on findings reported in Chapter 5, which answer the first research question.
What does the profile of the discussion genre contribute to understanding the
important elements underpinning critical thinking in constructing argumentation?
From the perspective of genre, the linguistic realisation of critical thinking draws upon the
logical structuring of an argument formulated in a discussion text. As discussed in Chapter 2,
writing is instrumental in the development of students’ critical thinking. It not only
promotes learning but also provides the students with opportunities to reflect on their
thinking (e.g. Mehta & Al-Mahrooqi, 2015; Preiss et al., 2013; Wade, 1995). If
argumentation is perceived as an underlying principle of critical thinking (e.g. Duffy et al.,
1998; Kuhn, 2005; Kuhn & Udell, 2003), the ability to write an argument that stages its
reasoning coherently provides evidence of the students’ thinking critically (e.g. Davies &
Barnett, 2015; Halpern, 2013; Lipman, 2003; Paul, 1992a; Spector & Park, 2012).

The findings from the genre analyses demonstrated students’ developing critical thinking
skills in constructing a coherent argument in the discussion text. As the intervention
progressed, the students were increasingly able to stage their argument as discussion about
two views contesting the same issue. They manipulated discrete identifiable stages in the
text to scaffold the argument for the reader. The stages were constructed in a coherent
manner in that they involved phases typical of the discussion genre. The opening stage in
most texts succeeded in establishing the context, upon which an issue was introduced. The
stage marshalled a summarised and generalised macroTheme that contained differing
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perspectives contesting the issue. Although the control of linguistic resources for logically
organising the competing perspectives needs further development, the macroTheme
managed to initiate waves of information salience in the text. This information peak was
crucial for clear signposting and writing organisation throughout the text. It pointed forward
to the paragraph topics, or the hyperThemes, in the subsequent Sides stage.

The majority of the hyperThemes were executed to increasingly correspond to the
macroTheme, making waves of prominence in the Sides stage as the intervention
progressed. They became more logically organised as many of the Side 2 hyperThemes were
skilfully manipulated with a proficient usage of an internal conjunction indicating a
comparison of the two competing perspectives. The conjunction gave a clearer sense of
which position the discussion would resolve. The hyperThemes also became clearer in
predicting the unfolding meanings that extended the argument in discrete phases. The
relations between these phases were made more coherent with time conjunctions to
sequence their presentation successively as they unpacked the abstraction set up in the
hyperThemes. The phases were able to incorporate elaboration of reasoning and
exemplification of evidence as supporting statements or premises to justify and warrant the
acceptability of the argument. The premises indicated a move from a relatively everyday
account of personal experience to less common-sense knowledge in academic context.
These multiple premises were inferred to establish a resolution in the closing paragraph.

The closing paragraph or the final stage in some of the students’ texts gradually managed to
draw the resolution of the discussion. Some texts were able to structure the resolution in
distinct phases to conclude the discussion towards one of the two competing positions. The
execution of these phases became well-structured towards the final iteration of the
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intervention as they began to include an overview of the main points discussed in the Sides
stage. The phases also attempted to reflect the constructed reading position in the Issue
and the Sides stages on the overview with a concessive conjunction. The use of this
conjunction succeeded to realise a counter-expectancy organisation of the resolution,
typical of a discussion text’s final stage. It reinforced the favoured position that was
signalled in the previous Sides stage, which manifested in an explicit authorial stance to
which the discussion resolved.

The unfolding of the discussion text, or the logogenesis, that occurred in waves of
prominence indicated the students’ abilities to think critically. Duffy et al. (1998, p. 6)
suggest that critical thinking is evidenced in the process of building an argument for a
position with regard to the weight of evidence and counter argument. The increased
coherence demonstrated in the structuring of the reasoning indicated to a certain extent
the students’ ‘disciplined, self-directed [critical] thinking’ (Paul, 1992a, p. 9) when
presenting their arguments in the discussion text. Throughout the course of the unfolding
text, the reader was led to one of the competing viewpoints over the other. This favoured
viewpoint was made salient as an authorial stance towards the issue as the discussion
resolved. The text unfolding in coherent stages and phases reflected how the students
maintained their line of thinking and reasoning to accomplish the social purpose of the
genre. The coherent argument structure provided an initial linguistic basis upon which to
make sense of critical thinking.

The coherent structuring of the discussion text alone, however, is not sufficient for making
sense of critical thinking. Evaluative language resources are also implicated in constructing
argumentation. In particular, patterns of discourse semantic choices interact in certain
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stages and phases of the texts to build an interpersonal stance with regard to the competing
views in the argumentation. The next section details major findings of the analysis of these
patterns contributing to answer the second research question.

8.2.2 Construing evaluations for taking a stance in developing argumentation
From the perspective of discourse semantics, the theorisation of critical thinking draws
upon the patternings of interpersonal meanings in construing an evaluative stance. These
evaluative patternings involved particular choices of ATTITUDE and their GRADUATION, and
negotiations of responsibility for these choices of ATTITUDE, or ENGAGEMENT. Analyses of the
discourse semantic choices and patterns of interpersonal meanings in the students’ texts
were carried out to answer the second research question:
How do the preferences of attitudinal values and intersubjective positionings in the
texts relate to understanding critical thinking?
This section elucidates the particular patternings of the attitudinal meanings, including how
these meanings were graded whether to strengthen them or to invoke them, in constructing
argumentation in discussion texts. Findings from the analyses reported in Chapter 6 focus
on addressing the first research sub-question:
a) What types of attitudinal preferences are used to display a critical orientation in
constructing coherent argumentation and how are they expressed?
Skills in thinking critically are indicated in strategic choices of attitudinal meanings by
students to construe their evaluations towards an issue. The skills fundamentally involve
recognising and examining appropriate evaluations in developing argumentation coherently
in a written text (e.g. Kuhn, 2005; Spector & Park, 2012). In the educational literature, for
instance, evaluation skills together with analysis and synthesis are also prescribed as higher
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order thinking skills, which cumulatively build critical thinking (e.g. Anderson et al., 2001;
Bloom, 1956). Construing such evaluations implicate particular language resources from the
discourse semantic system of APPRAISAL, notably from the system of ATTITUDE (Martin &
White, 2005). The deployment of these resources throughout the course of the unfolding
text formed different prosodies for the evaluative colouring of the argument. The prosodies
of choices of APPRECIATION created polar alignment of evaluative meanings. They painted
differing evaluations for each one of the competing viewpoints in different stages of the
text.

The different colouring of evaluations was evident particularly in the Sides stage. The stage
contained evaluations that shifted between positive and negative APPRECIATIONS or vice versa
to indicate the different sides of the argument. The polar alignment of these APPRECIATIONS
also interplays with particular types of GRADUATION to sustain the persuasiveness of each
competing side of the argument. They made the argument appear balanced while
successively setting up an evaluative stance to the issue presented in the discussion. When
inscribed in the text, valuations that formed most of the APPRECIATIONS were effectively
quantified to accentuate the importance of the amount or the extent of the evaluations in
appreciating aspects of the field. The interplay of these valuations and GRADUATION of
quantifications not only maintained the level of apparent objectivity by validating and
framing the relative scope of the evaluations but also strengthened the effectiveness of the
argument to position the reader. When implicitly stated, in addition to being afforded
through the co-text, the APPRECIATIONS were typically flagged with GRADUATION of
intensifications. The interplay between these invoked APPRECIATIONS and intensifications
maintained the overall prosody of evaluations shaped by inscriptions. They proliferated
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institutionalised feelings as expressions of evaluation in the texts. The expressions enabled
impersonal opinions in construing and extending the evaluations, thus enhancing the
perceived objectivity of the argument throughout the paragraph. The polarity and the
proliferation of APPRECIATIONS reinforced the realisation of the social purpose of the genre in
aligning the reader with a particular position in the contestation of meaning.

Patterns of these attitudinal meanings indicated collections of valued phenomena. The
patterns demonstrated that evaluative meanings of APPRECIATION, in particular valuations,
and FORCE GRADUATION of quantifications and intensifications were more valued and
implicated. These patterns also revealed how they were deployed in developing a coherent
argument. They complemented the understanding of critical thinking in the logical
structuring of an argument, making the language resources necessary for evaluations that
demonstrate the skills in thinking critically visible and accessible. The next section addresses
the second research sub-question with a focus on how responsibility for the evaluations was
taken up or ascribed to other voices.

8.2.3 Engaging with other voices for the evaluations construed
The final layer of analysis, reported in Chapter 7, examined how students employed the
ENGAGEMENT resources to demonstrate their consideration of the different perspectives in

their evaluation. The manner in which the students examine and negotiate the differing
viewpoints is also perceived in the literature as fundamental to a display of their quality of
thinking critically (e.g. Facione, 1990; Sternberg, 1986). Findings on the negotiation of these
views in developing a coherent argument respond to the second research sub-question:
b) How is responsibility for the attitudinal meanings negotiated in the argument?
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Negotiations of shared responsibility for evaluation further improved the understanding of
students’ critical thinking in constructing coherent argumentation. The negotiations
anticipated and managed dialogism with multiple alternative perspectives to build a
persuasive argument. They varied degrees of dialogic positioning for these perspectives
with diverse ENGAGEMENT resources to contract and/or expand their possibility in the field.
The use of these resources in the texts formed prominent syndromes of ENGAGEMENT that
spread over the whole stages and phases of the texts to position the reader to one side of
the argument.

Syndromes of dialogic contraction set up a critical heteroglossic orientation to evaluations in
the texts. The syndromes anticipated perspectives that had the potential to conflict with the
intended argument in initiating the discussions about the issue. The contractive resources of
countering, in particular, foregrounded the negotiations of the competing perspectives in
the macroTheme. The use of countering enabled consideration of evaluation of other voices
while providing a salient indication of the text’s evaluative stance in discussing the issue.
The strategy established the prosodies of ENGAGEMENT throughout the course of the texts. It
determined how the argument for both competing perspectives unfolded in that it
particularly emphasised a change in orientation to meaning in the hyperThemes of the Sides
stages.

The discussions on the contested nature of the issue in the Sides stage drew upon diverse
heteroglossic resources. The heteroglossic resources created different syndromes of
ENGAGEMENT in addressing the differing perspectives on the issue. Syndromes of dialogic

expansion made space for anticipated alternative viewpoints to invest in the evaluations
construed. The expansive resources of entertainment played critical roles in indicating to
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the reader that the viewpoints being presented were but one of several other potential
alternatives, and discussions about which would subsequently be presented.
Responsibilities for the values of the evaluations were also progressively attributed to other
voices outside the texts through acknowledgment to adopt a neutral stance. The expansive
syndromes maintained the impression of objectivity or balance in the discussions through a
subtle negotiation of the differing views. Syndromes of dialogic contraction strengthened
the persuasiveness of the argument for the anticipated alternatives. Formulations of
contractive resources, such as countering, denial and endorsement, constrained the extent
of the dialogistic space, ruling out the other disputing views. These resources enabled high
investment in the values of the evaluations, thus positioning the reader as thoroughly in
alignment with the argument being advanced. Sourcing external voices with endorsement to
validate the values contained in the evaluations further strengthened the argument. The
complex syndromes of ENGAGEMENT provided a clearer signal for the reader which
perspective to align with and how the discussion would resolve.

The subtle negotiations of these complex multiple voices drawn into particular stages and
phases of the text denotes not only a sophisticated control of diverse ENGAGEMENT
resources. They also demonstrate a greater level of proficiency in the process of thinking
critically in managing the ‘rules’ for engaging with the contested nature of an issue to make
the argument persuasive. The differing prosodies of ENGAGEMENT built a fuller picture of how
interpersonal meanings were implicated in construing evaluations for the development of a
coherent written argumentation.
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8.3 Critical thinking as a process of meaning making in argumentation
This section establishes a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking manifested in writing. The
theorisation is particularly based on the systemic functional linguistic perspective. It draws
upon the findings canvassed in the previous section to address the overarching research
question:
How does the enactment of argumentation in a discussion text demonstrate the evidence
of critical thinking in student writing?
The literature of critical thinking, as discussed in Chapter 2, has principally conceived
argumentation as fundamental (e.g. Duffy et al., 1998; Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Nesi & Gardner,
2006; Spector & Park, 2012). Argumentation includes skills in constructing a coherent line of
reasoning in arguing for an issue and examining the differing perspectives or evidence on
the issue in order to draw a conclusion for articulating a stance (Davies & Barnett, 2015;
Lipman, 2003; Paul, 1992a; Sternberg, 1986). These argumentation skills form the
foundation for critical thinking, representing qualities of one’s careful and purposeful
thinking (Bailin et al., 1999; Bloom, 1956; Dewey, 1933; Ennis, 1962; Nickerson et al., 2014).
Such a conception of argumentation as an underlying principle of critical thinking skills
provides a basis for a linguistic focus on the signals of critical thinking in writing.

Based on the findings from my study, critical thinking linguistically involves students’
understanding of a complex yet distinct interplay of meaning patterns to position the
putative reader in a written argument. The interplay of these meaning patterns, instantiated
in a discussion text, simultaneously generalises systemic potential from the linguistic system
of genre and implicates the meanings across the strata of language. From the genre system,
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it includes the students’ ability to coherently structure their reasoning for the argument as a
written text. Reasoning, regarded as one of the eight critical elements of ‘the perfections of
thinking’ (Paul, 1992a, p. 9), principally shapes the process of thinking critically in
constructing an argument (Davies & Barnett, 2015). It contains statements or premises that
are intentionally selected to establish a stance to conclude the argument (Halpern, 2013).
The coherence of these premises organised in stages and phases of the discussion text,
therefore, contributes importantly to demonstrating critical thinking. The stages and phases
create waves of information prominence in the text, particularly through a macroTheme in
the Issue stage and hyperThemes in the Sides stage, which marshal summarised key
information on the topic. They preview the text’s organisation, unpacking the key
information coherently into supporting statements or premises that assert the
warrantability of the argument. These premises are negotiated to establish a resolution that
concludes the argument towards a particular position in the final stage of the text.
Insufficient control of the genre system results in incoherent and unsustained
argumentation that is unable to construct a salient positioning of the reader regarding the
issue at stake.

The ability to structure a coherent argument also factors in the deployment of certain
language resources from the system of discourse semantics, notably from the systems of
interpersonal meaning or the APPRAISAL systems. The students’ skills in thinking critically are
reflected in their ability to recognise, examine and execute strategic choices from the
ATTITUDE system to construe appropriate evaluations in developing the argument as

discussion about two contested views. Linguistically, the skills are manifested particularly in
their ability to combine the interpersonal resources of meaning-making that interact in
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accordance with the stages and phases of the genre in which the argument is instantiated as
a discussion text. The interplay of these resources enables them to construe institutionally
valued evaluations and their negotiations in developing the argument. Inscribed
APPRECIATION of valuations is predominantly employed to proliferate distinct prosodies of the

students’ impersonal opinions as their evaluations about the field. These particular choices
of valuations are skilfully deployed to create polar alignment of the evaluations in the
discussion, shifting from positive to negative valuations or vice versa. To underline the
critical importance of the opinions, their use of GRADUATION of quantification validates the
evaluations with a focus on increasing the FORCE of their amount and extent. The
quantification makes the evaluations read as ‘facts’ and ‘statistics’ that bolsters the
objectivity of the opinions. The students’ implicitly stated APPRECIATIONS further permeate
the institutionally valued evaluations to build up a clear authorial stance for the argument.

In addition to the ability to construe appropriate evaluations through the use of strategic
resources from the ATTITUDE and GRADUATION systems, critical thinking can also be
manifested in how the students negotiate responsibility for such evaluations with other
alternative viewpoints to establish solidarity with the reader. An ability to examine differing
perspectives on an issue in an argument has been perceived as a key principle underlying
critical thinking (e.g. Facione, 1990; Sternberg, 1987). From a functional linguistic
perspective, this ability can be indicated in the skilful deployment of different syndromes of
ENGAGEMENT. The syndromes interacting with APPRECIATION of valuation and its GRADUATION in

the text enable the students to demonstrate their anticipation of the alternatives to their
position. Their use of syndromes of ‘entertained acknowledgement’ shows evidence of how
they recognise other potential voices outside the text. With these syndromes, they attribute
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the responsibilities to these voices to maintain the sense of balance in the evaluations.
Syndromes of ‘countered denial and endorsement’ signal how the students explicitly align
the reader with the evaluations construed in the argument. The syndromes limit the
possibility of the anticipated alternative voices to the author’s position. The deployment of
the complex syndromes of ENGAGEMENT in all stages of the text indicates students’ critical
thinking skills in subtly negotiating with the contested nature of the argument. They enable
the students to align and/or dis-align the reader with the values naturalised in the text,
which in turn strengthen the efficacy of the evaluations for the argument.

A linguistic theorisation of critical thinking makes the language resources implicated in
demonstrating critical thinking explicit and available to be taught. Accessible resources are
fundamental in developing students’ critical thinking. They equip the students with the skills
that have been widely accepted as an education goal, particularly for those learning English
as a foreign language, but which never before have been able to be as clearly articulated for
students.

8.4 Pedagogical implications of research findings
The research conducted for this thesis arose from experiences in responding to the complex
nature of helping students develop critical thinking in writing. The complexity is of particular
concern in contexts where students are learning to write academic discourse in English as a
foreign language. The student writing was examined with the tools from SFL to make a
detailed theorisation of aspects of critical thinking visible through the use of language in
constructing argumentation. Making features of language visible, and therefore accessible
for all students has been a common objective in all linguistic studies using SFL theory (Rose
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& Martin, 2012), including this one. In this way, these language features are open to
discussion and reflection between linguists and literacy teachers in order to teach them to
the students. The contributions of this study to the linguistic theorisation of critical thinking
advance significant pedagogical implications. This section discusses two aspects of pedagogy
that can be impacted by the findings resulting from this study: the need for explicit writing
pedagogy and planning for explicit literacy teaching to foster critical thinking in tertiary
education.

8.4.1 Explicit writing pedagogy for fostering critical thinking
This study proceeds from a belief that access to critical thinking skills should be made
available to all students to succeed in education and life beyond school. This goal can be
accomplished through the implementation of explicit pedagogy that makes language
resources implicated in demonstrating critical thinking visible. The pedagogy includes a
more explicit focus on talk about the language resources necessary in constructing an
argument and modelling of the different structures of ‘types’ of argumentative texts, and
how they function within a range of situations across the curriculum areas. The pedagogy
with this orientation not only helps manage the specific demands of the distinct ‘types’ of
argumentative texts in order to assist the students’ learning to write in English as a foreign
language (e.g. Adoniou & Macken-Horarik, 2007; Hammond & Gibbons, 2005; Hammond &
Macken-Horarik, 1999).

During the implementation of the intervention pedagogic program, however, the researcher
should have applied a more intense bilingual pedagogic practice for the teaching of the
argumentative writing. During the intervention, English was determined as the primary
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instructional language with very occasional use of Bahasa Indonesia. The researcher and the
participating lecturer believed it would correspond to a great extent to the vision and
missions of the English education program, one of which is producing English proficient
graduates. The pedagogic intervention should have planned and established more
deliberate use of Bahasa Indonesia, to enable students to learn to write an argument in
English more steadily and confidently. Harni (2015), in her study on bilingual genre-based
pedagogic practice in teaching writing in English in Indonesia, stated that using students’
language should assist their learning of English. Its more deliberate use would have helped
the students traverse the path between Bahasa Indonesia and English in learning the
language resources implicated to signal aspects of critical thinking in English systematically.
It also would have made the resources much more transparent and more accessible for the
students and for the teachers so that they could be effectively taught and learnt to foster
critical thinking in writing an argument.

In a very general term, however, this study makes a significant contribution to the research
site by making the language resources more visible so that they can be included in curricula
for teaching, discussion, and reflection. In addition, the study creates opportunities for more
effective teaching of critical thinking to students majoring in the English Education at the
university. It does this by revealing what many lecturers teaching academic writing already
understand instinctively about critical thinking but have not yet been able to explain
explicitly.

Literature has indicated that much of the information on fostering students’ critical thinking
focuses on theoretical concepts that tend to be abstract and relatively inaccessible to both
teachers and students. These concepts do not offer a systematic and detailed account of
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how the process of thinking critically implicates the use of language in writing. The emphasis
on interpersonal meanings in this study provides a language focus for developing the critical
thinking skills in the construction of argumentation. My experience as one of the academic
writing teachers in a tertiary institution in Indonesia suggests that the teaching of
argumentative writing always requires the students to demonstrate their critical thinking.
However, existing popular pedagogy does not provide the students with resources from the
language system which are needed to be able to do so. The pedagogy largely focuses on the
textual metafunction, or the text’s generic structure and the ideational metafunction, or
content. While text structure and content are important in crafting written discourse in the
academic mode, attention to how interpersonal meanings are constructed in argumentation
is critical. Nevertheless, this interpersonal metafunction is usually paid the least attention
and is the least well understood. I do not suggest that teachers are not aware of the
interpersonal orientations of the argumentative text, in which different values of evaluative
meanings are interacting to construe an ‘appropriate’ interpersonal stance. Many of these
teachers possibly simply do not have the right tools that enable them to make these
meanings visible and accessible for the students (See Macken-Horarik, Love, & Unsworth,
2011). The students are instructed to demonstrate their critical thinking in an argument that
is logically organised, to be ‘objective’ and ‘balanced’ in construing their evaluations, but an
explicit writing instruction on how to realise these ‘qualities’ is very often unavailable.

This study contributes to providing a linguistic theorisation of critical thinking in
argumentative writing. It makes multiple interrelated patterns from the entire meaning
potential in the system of argument genre and the discourse semantics of interpersonal
meaning, which are implicated in demonstrating aspects of critical thinking, ‘concrete’ for
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both teachers and students in teaching and learning to write an argument. The study with
the use of the analytical SFL tools showed that these patternings of meanings interact
intricately to coherently structure the reasoning for the argument, to disseminate different
prosodies of evaluation and to negotiate responsibility for the evaluation through the text.
As argumentation shapes the process of thinking critically (e.g. Duffy et al., 1998; Kuhn,
2005; Kuhn & Udell, 2003), the specific patterns of meanings enacted in particular stages
and phases of the text can provide a linguistically motivated understanding of critical
thinking. Their enactment in the construction of written argumentation can help make
critical thinking visible in educational contexts. SFL has been utilised to assist teachers in
improving their understanding of the metafunctional perspective of language through
reference books and grammar aids for various education levels (e.g. Derewianka & Jones,
2016; Dreyfus et al., 2015; Humphrey, Droga, Feez, & Derewianka, 2012). Debates are still
punctuated with how much and what grammar is appropriate for teachers (Macken-Horarik
et al., 2011). This study, however, forwards an understanding of how the different interplays
of choices of APPRECIATION, GRADUATION of quantification, and particular syndromes of
ENGAGEMENT would evidence critical thinking in argumentation. This understanding would

enable teachers to provide students with a clear explicit instruction for writing an
argumentative text in English that demonstrates critical thinking. In that way, all students
will have equal access to learn writing an argument and developing their skills in thinking
critically.

8.4.2 Planning for explicit writing pedagogy in tertiary education
This study also has educational implications in the tertiary sector. In addition to the
mechanics of writing and grammar, the most common complaints heard from my colleagues
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about the students’ writing is the inability to display critical thinking in their argument. My
study has demonstrated that these issues are very often linked to an under-developed
control of the linguistic repertoire necessary to construe an evaluation and an incoherent
text structure, resulting in ineffective alignment of the reader with a particular reading
position. The implication is that students are not unable to think critically. Rather, they are
yet to develop advanced skills in managing the demand of writing critically. The students
need to know what kinds of evaluations should be construed and how these evaluations
should be graded and negotiated with other alternative viewpoints. This situation signifies
the importance of learning support material for writing in academic English at the tertiary
level of education, which helps elucidate the appropriate resources for making such
meanings to both teachers and students.

Teaching resources that focus on developing the complex meaning patterns involved in
constructing an argument would improve the situation. The implementation of the
pedagogic intervention in this study extends the significance of the design principles, which
are modelled upon Derewianka and Jones’ (2016) Teaching and Learning Cycle framework.
This intervention design enacted in two iterations assisted teachers to scaffold students’
learning in structuring and developing written argumentation in a discussion text. The
design placed an initial emphasis on building students’ shared understanding of the field
through class discussion and/or through supported reading relevant texts. Such emphasis
was of great significance for the students learning English as a foreign language, as it gave
them opportunities to build their knowledge of the curriculum topic in English. The
supported reading enabled the students to examine and recycle the important language
resources and the discourse features from the reading texts. The pedagogical design also
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progressively built an explicit focus on how to manipulate these resources when
constructing the argument in the text. This included managing the specific structuring of a
certain ‘type’ of argumentative text.

The variety of argument genres, accordingly, implicates the implementation of explicit
writing pedagogy for English language learners at the tertiary level. In addition to the need
for control over the appropriate language resources, there was also concern about students
being unable to structure and develop their argument coherently. Many of the students
were not previously taught about the relationships among the different argument genres in
terms of their recurrent meaning patterns at the whole text level. They need to be taught
the difference between an exposition as advancing a singular viewpoint, a discussion as two
or more viewpoints, and a challenge as refuting one. These differences should be made
explicit through modelling the distinct text structures to realise the particular social purpose
of the argument genres. An explicit understanding of such differences has a significant
effect on writing the argumentation ‘properly’ that critically aligns and/or dis-aligns the
reader with regard to the specific persuasive purpose of the genre. This understanding
would certainly help the students demonstrate their critical thinking in writing. Provided
they had the tools to understand the different social purposes of argument genres, they
would be more able to construct their argumentative texts coherently and ‘properly’ as are
required in tertiary learning. Likewise, this study presents a potential resource for educators
teaching academic writing at the tertiary level in designing lesson plans that implement
effective strategies to help the students foster critical thinking and succeed in their tertiary
studies.
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Findings from my study also revealed that ENGAGEMENT resources were particularly the least
well-managed category from the APPRAISAL systems, as reported in Chapter 7. There were a
number of instances in the texts from the different iterations of the pedagogic intervention
that caused a sense of disjunctions and confusion for the reader. They occurred when
students carried out the complex challenging interpersonal task of managing multiple
alternative voices in constructing an appropriate authorial stance. This study proposes the
importance of a focus on managing the resources of dialogism for the students as they
commence the writing course in their first semester. These resources also include the
mechanics of referencing to reinforce authority of an argument, which the students will
have to employ in writing their final writing task (thesis) by the conclusion of their university
study.

8.5 Future directions
This thesis points forward to a number of potentials for future research. This study provides
a linguistic perspective on critical thinking in three sets of data collected in three different
intervention periods, each of which consists of six student argumentative texts. It has begun
to add a detailed theorisation of aspects of critical thinking through several layers of
students’ writing analysis from an interpersonal perspective with APPRAISAL system (Martin &
White, 2005) within the context of an argument genre analysis (Martin & Rose, 2005). It
focuses on the interplay of the evaluative meanings in a coherent structuring of the
argument through a comprehensive examination of the discourse semantics of the
students’ texts. The theorisation of critical thinking from this perspective enables multiple
linguistic features to be consolidated into a coherent and systematic description. These
features include patterns of preferences for explicit attitudinal expressions of APPRECIATION,
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and the strengthening of the expressions with GRADUATION, implicit APPRECIATION encoded
through the resources of GRADUATION and with AFFORDED evaluations, and the dialogistic
relation of the texts with other voices through the resources of ENGAGEMENT. The analyses
over the intervention periods indicate an overall progression towards the control of the
argument organisation. One of the main contributions of this study relates to making visible
the interpersonal resources of meaning-making for students to subtly negotiate their
evaluations in an argument, which is fundamental in demonstrating critical thinking.

This thesis highlights the need for further research into the linguistic theorisation of critical
thinking in writing. The significant prominence of critical thinking in education policy and
curricula worldwide has contributed to its numerous theorisations based on differing
epistemological positions and disciplines. These theorisations, while often contested, come
with numerous concepts, leading to imprecise definitions of critical thinking which are often
difficult to implement in education settings. A focus on capturing the necessary language
resources for demonstrating critical thinking provides students with explicit support to
manage the demands of indicating critical thinking in constructing argumentation. The
detailed and manual, multi-layered linguistic analyses in this study only allowed a limited
corpus of texts to be examined from each iteration of the pedagogic intervention. Although
corpora-based studies involve very large numbers of texts in order to ‘draw much more
subtle relations between the various linguistic features’ (Myers, 1999, p. 59), such studies
may only result in general relationships between meanings. They are typically unable to
provide an understanding of how an interplay of particular kinds of meanings operates in
the unfolding of texts, or their logogenesis (Hood, 2004, p. 248). The interplay of evaluative
meanings identified in individual texts during the study indicates specific interpersonal
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strategies the students used in constructing argumentation. It is currently still
unmanageable to include very large corpora for discourse analytic studies to display the
prosodies of the evaluative meanings and their interplay, including the delicate subcategories of APPRAISAL, in order to understand the complexities of constructing
argumentation. Martin (2000, p. 164), however, argues that ‘filling in the middle ground
between text and clause through intensive corpus-based work on discourse semantics and
register represents the challenge for future work’. Future similar discourse analytic studies
could enhance the findings resulting from this study.

Another significant future avenue facilitated by the findings of this study relates to
implementing an explicit writing pedagogy. This pedagogy will equip students with not only
resources for coherently structuring their reasoning for an argument from the system of
genres, but also necessary language resources from the discourse semantic system of
APPRAISAL (Martin & Rose, 2005; Martin & White, 2005) to construe and negotiate their

evaluations for developing the argument. The prominence of argumentation in thinking
critically (e.g. Duffy et al., 1998; Kuhn, 2005; Kuhn & Udell, 2003) makes an explicit focus on
those resources from both systems of genre and discourse semantics help elucidate
precisely the requirements for demonstrating and fostering aspects of critical thinking in
writing. The implementation of a writing pedagogy with this orientation requires
collaboration between linguists and literacy teachers to investigate how to teach to the
students in an accessible manner in a context where English is learned as a foreign
language. It can create an opportunity that could possibly be utilised for a positive change in
writing pedagogy.
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The contributions of this study provide key understandings of how critical thinking can be
evidenced in writing through the construal of particular ATTITUDES including their grading and
sourcing. Training the teachers in the distinct ways that particular prosodies of interpersonal
meaning interact in the construction of written argumentation is therefore fundamental.
SFL-informed writing pedagogy has already been the subject of some significant research
and developed for training English-as-a-foreign-language teachers in Indonesia (See
Damayanti, 2017; Emilia & Hamied, 2015; Kartika Ningsih & Gunawan, 2019; Kartika Ningsih
& Rose, 2018). This study highlights the importance of these understandings and argues for
more explicit knowledge about language, making it more accessible to both teachers and
students so that they can foster critical thinking in writing. Such knowledge would make
some important elements of critical thinking, which could possibly contribute to its
contested definition, visible. It equips the students not only with the skills to learn to ‘write
it right’ but also nurture their critical thinking that surely helps them attain the objective
widely instituted in contemporary education.
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Appendix 1 – Genre analysis
A. Low achieving texts
Student 1 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have undergone
something we call “Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction among the countries of

Preview

the world in order to develop the global economy. But, does globalization affects the world’s
economies in positive way?

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – positive
Actually, globalization plays the significant role of enhancing economic affluence by offering
new hope to developing countries. It can increase devisen of a country. When the brand or products
from outside local enter a country they will be taxed. The more goods that enter the more tax money
will be collected. Besides, it will allow society in getting things they want or they need. When there is
a thing need by society, but it can be found in local products with globalization society can get it from
outside local
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

However, globalization also can give negative impact. One of it is local products will be
defeated by foreign products. It will cause local employers less competitive entrepreneurs from the
outside local. As the result local employers will get nothing in his business.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world
economies. Those who pro with it argued that it brings benefits for farmer in developing countries
while the other argued it not only cause the using of chemicals increase but also require big
investment for farmers.
side 1 – positive

Sides

That’s true that GM crops benefits to farmers. The first, because it resistant to pets. It has

topic

been suggested in (Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew the using of chemical pesticides.

reasons

The next is because it resistant to disease. As we know, plan diseases can caused by viruses, fungi and
bacteria and it can cause death of plant but farmers do not need to be worry because GM crops has
been created to be strong of diseases attack. Of course this makes farmers get a health plant. A
health plant can increase farmers income.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

Unfortunately, there are some evidence that shows it even give drawback not only to
farmers but also to people as consumers of GM crops. The first is it require big investments to
farmers. As we know, farmers need chemical pesticides for saving their plants. Herbicide is actually
pesticide that used. It has been suggested that farmer who use GM food seed like Roundup ready
should buy only Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000). It means
they have to be ready to out much money in buying expensive chemicals. The second is, it makes the
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plant be unhealth to be consumed. It has been suggested that each year, farmer use more than one
tons chemical pesticides to save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course, it will endanger consumer
health because, the use of chemicals leave poison in the plants.
Resolution
Review

In short, GM crops give benefits to farmers in developing countries. However, evidence
show it has drawback and it can’t be ignored.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

There is different opinion about which countries benefit the most from human migration
which is globalization result. Some people believed that poor sending countries gets more benefit in
the National economy development and unemployment decreasing. On the other hand, there is
opinion that receiving countries benefit more because of income and service they get.
side 1 – benefits to sending countries

Sides

There is a statement which said that labor that send abroad is heroes of the country’s

topic

exchange because they give help in country economy. When worker get their salary to their

reasons

hometown, they will put tax by country. Then the tax will be used to build public infrastruktur and
facilities that need a lot of fund. They also can help in reducing country debt. Furthermore,
unemployment will be reduce. In sending countries, there is no job vacancy enough. It bring about
enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment, country can reduce the number of unemployment.
side 2 – benefits to receiving countries

topic
reasons

On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration. The income they
get can be from fee that pay by professional worker, from the tax they put in remittance and from
the visa which have to taken care of worker. More high salary that professional worker get, more
high the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving countries get benefit not only the service of
people from sending countries but also from the product they produce. Housemaid job is very
needed in developing countries so, with the human migration they can get worker which can pay
cheap.

Resolution
Review

In short, human migration bring benefits to both sending and receiving countries. But, in
writer opinion, sending countries get more benefit as long as the money sending can be used as well
as possible.
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Student 8 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Nowadays, globalization has spread all around the world. Certainly, it effects almost on
each sectors of live of the human. Such as culture, fashion, language, ideology, education,

Preview

entertainment, and of course, economy. These all influence how the way of people live. The effects of
globalization to the world’s economy can be positive and negative.

Sides

side 1 – positive

topic
reasons

Globalization can increase the development of the growth economic in a country through
the cooperation between countries. As we know, globalization makes every countries connect each
other easily. You can buy any products that you want from the other country just by order online.
From the export process, one country can sell their local products to another. Beside it will increase
the income, it also introduce the local product as identity of a country itself. The development of the
growth economy also can increase through the tourism sector. Developing the quality of tourism will
make people more attract to visit your country.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

On the other side, globalization also has negative effect on world’s economies. The first is
competition between developing country and super power country.
And the second is, international company in developing co.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

The different perspectives about the using of Genetically modified food are exist among
people in developing countries. However, GM food has some good results to human life, especially on
biotechnology. GM food also brings several risks. The using of GM food can not be avoided from
increasing the use of chemicals and the nutritions of it is more suitable for meat animal than to
human.

Sides

side 1 – positive

reasons

As we know, genetically modified crops are strong enough to resist with using of pesticide
or herbicide. Although the farmers use many tons chemical pesticides every year, GM crops designed
to not influence by chemical pesticides. It could be say that gm food are tolerant to herbicide, so it
will not harm the environment. Whitman (2000) give one case example, she claimed that Bt. corn can
help eliminate the impact of chemical pesticides. The other benefit of using the GM food, is the

topic

nutritions of GM good may be as a solutions to prevent the starvation in developing countries. All of
the benefits above is very helpful for human life.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

On the contrary, GM food also has some bad impacts, especially for farmers in developing
countries. In fact, not all the using of chemical pesticides are save to environment. If the ecosystem
receives too much Roundup, of couse if will lead to damage of environment. Because Durant (2000)
had argued that if the resistance of GM crops had pass these chemicals, the resistence will become
useless.
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Resolution
Review

Furthermore, there is evidence has been found that nutritions of GM food actually is not
for human, but is more appropriate for meat animal. Therefore, GM food is not really give
contribution to solve the starvation or malnutritions in developing countries.
In short, GM food brings some benefit for human, especially in biotechnology. On the other
hand, we can not close our eyes from the bad impacts of GM food. Because GM food can cause the
damaging of environment and not solve the starvations in developing countries.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

Human migration as one of the effect of globalization brings impacts. Both of receiving
countries and sending countries get advantages from human migration process. The receiving
countries obtain some benefit of remittances and brain drain. And the sending countries also get
advantages from the two aspects.

Sides

side 1 – benefits to receiving countries

topic
reasons

Although, the receiving countries get more service and products. The immigrants people
from sending countries have a purpose to enhance their carrier and jobs. So, the service and products
in receiving countries will be increased. In addition, the benefit of remmittance to the receiving
countries is extra income. Depending on transfers of remittance from one country to another
country, the extra income will increased also. The paying of taxes also make the receiving countries
getting extra income.
side 2 – benefits to sending countries

topic
reasons

In spite of the benefit that receiving countries get, the sending countries also receive two
advantages. Firstly, human migration can decrease unemployment workers. By sending people to
develop countries, the number of unemployment workers in developing countries could increase.
Because, the field of job in developed countries usually more wide. Secondly, it will decrease the
population. This point is still related to the first one. The movement of the people to other countries
absolutely will decrease the population. Thus, the system of developing countries become easier to
regulate.

Resolution
Review

All in all, both of receiving countries and sending countries get advantages from human
migration. Nonetheless, the receiving countries get more benefits than sending countries based on
the evidences.

Student 10 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Globalization is the process of international integration that occurs due to the exchange of
views the world, product, ideas and other cultural aspects. This happens because of interactions
made by people all around the world. On progress, globalization has affected people’s lives many

Preview

factors, one of it is the impact in the world economy. However, the development process of
globalization has positive and negative sides in its influence in the world economy.

Sides

side 1 – positive
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topic
reasons

Here I write down 2 positive sides of globalization. First, globalization triggers the rapid
economic growth that resulted in many emerging companies engaged in various fields, which serve
to meet the needs of community are increasing. The emergence of this company automatically be
jobs for the community at large. And it is certainly very good for reducing unemployment. Second,
technological developments make it easier for people to manage their agricultural products. It
certainly helps people in achieving a prosperous standard of living.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Nowadays, genetically modified crops considered as one of the solution to resolve the food
crisis in developing countries, but in real it is not always running smoothly according hope. GM crops

Preview

indeed give some advantages for farmers in planting, nevertheless there are also some disadvantages
appears with GM crops planting.

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – positive
There are two signifant aspects of the advantages by planting GM crops. First, farmers can
harvest more than usual when they are planting manual. It can be happen because GM crops has
been engineered to be harvested in a short time period. Second, GM crops help the farmers be able
plant in any kinds of soil. Whitman (2000) said that the GM crops can be plant in land dry in high
salinity soils. So, it make the farmers can plan not in the fertile land only.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers on the way they get the seeds.
Because the seeds of GM crops can get only from the one of multinational companies, and the seed
was sterile and use in one period only. Durant (2000) argued that the monopolization will affect the
farmers live, especially poor farmer in developing countries. In addition, the farmers also getting
difficulties in threatmen GM crops. Although in Whitman (2000) told that GM food are resistant to
pests. In fact, farmers still have to buy much herbicide to protect the plant.

Resolution
Review

In conclusion, although the evidence shows that GM crops has some advantages, there is
also appeared the disadvantages of it. So the disadvantages of GM crops can become a consideration
for us in using it.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue

One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the world.
Nowadays some people doing migration is not always by legal process but also in illegal process.

Preview

But however it brings Benefit for both sending and receiving countries.

Sides

side 1 – benefits to sending countries

topic
reasons

The fact that sending countries is get more profits by people movement. There are
evidences that showing sending countries benefit the most, like increasing of the countries income,
getting higher tax, devisa, and also it can reducing unemployment in sending countries itself. If the
countries income, tax and devisa getting higher, it will be useful for sending countries to use it to
build infrastructure and public facilities. Besides it, by doing migration sending countries will
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reducing their unemployed people. Because citizens who has not a job in their country because
there is no more job vacancy there, they can go abroad to get a job for themself.
side 2 – benefits to receiving countries
topic

However, not only sending countries who get benefits from human migration process, but
it is also bring profits for receiving countries. One example of benefits that obtained receiving

reasons

countries is they can get much professional workers. And workers who come from sending
countries will share their knowledge to another workers who are the native inhabitants there.
Furthermore, that knowledge will help that countries to produce more professional workers and
then automatically it is also useful to build that countries better than before.

Resolution
Review

In short, human migration as a result of the process of globalization brings benefits for
both sending and receiving countries. As long as the government can manage the income well, the
sending countries will benefits more than receiving countries.

B. High achieving texts
Student 3 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Globalization is the global process from all of the things in this world without the specific
zone. From this globalization, the world will be change, from the manual to be used technology.

Preview

But, the globalization process has several effects for the world’s economies. There are the positive
effects and the negative effects.

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – positive
There are two positive effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The first
Positive effect is Especially for Indonesia, we can cooperate among the other country in this world.
From this cooperation, we can increase our economies. And the second positive effect is we can do
the import and export with another countries and we can also transfer the Indonesian workers to
abroad to get the job.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

There are two negative effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The first
negative effect is will be so many the import activities from another country that comes in
Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness with products of another
country that cheaper from products of Indonesia. The second negative effect is will be so many
foreign workers that come in Indonesia, and we are afraid if they more professional from
Indonesian workers.

Resolution
Review

In short, we can make cooperation with the other country but we can not careless. We
should do the best for the economies of Indonesia in this world.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue

The people who know and perhaps have some experiences of genetically modified crops will have

Preview

some arguments to perceive it. Nevertheless there are some people believe that GM food take
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along so many profits in developing countries, but in the other side, especially for farmers assume
that GM food is not too useful for them and it will emerge the monopoly system of one side.
Sides

side 1 – positive

topic

The genetically modified food has two profits for the developing countries. Firstly, they trust that

reasons

from GM crops they don’t need deplete their savings money to buy a number of kinds the chemical
every planting season. GM good can oppose the pest and plant disease without require a lot of
pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the farmers just use a particular type of chemical
pesticides. So the farmers is not necessary to use the other pesticides which enable consuming so
much money and consuming so many time.
side 2 – negative

topic

On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits for farmer, but also have the bad

reasons

effect. the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds, so it is not too useful for
them. Because the farmers have to buy the seeds every planting season. For the GM crops will
appear the market domination of it. For example is the Monsanto as a multinational company. The
farmers should buy the seeds every years and also the pesticides from Monsanto. Consequently, it
can damage the other companies.

Resolution
Review

To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some benefits for people, and
also GM crops have the bad impacts that maybe more many than the benefits of GM food.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue

The human migration commonly happen from developing countries to developed
countries to get better thing from all aspects of people’s life. The movement of people from one

Preview

country to another country bring some benefit for both of sending countries and receiving countries.
Although the receiving countries have some benefit, but sending countries have benefit more for the
citizen and its nation.

Sides
topic

side 1 – benefits to receiving countries
The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get more
income from the human who move from their country for working overseas, because they obtain

reasons

the visa and tax of it. And then, receiving countries will be sufficient what the professional workers
need during in that countries, because they appreciate it and they should complete the
professional workers’ necessary that want to serve their country for pressing it.
side 2 – benefits to sending countries

topic
reasons

However sending countries also bring the advantages, especially for the countries and
the people. The people who can not get the job from their countries, they can move to the other
countries to get the job or the best job. So, it can decrease unemployment from that countries. For
the country that send the people to another countries will get the additional income, and
consequently, it can increase the national income from the remittance.

Resolution
Review

All in all, developing countries and developed countries is related each other and we can
make the cooperation from all sides of that countries. Because both of them is beneficial for all.
And sending countries give more advantages than receiving countries.
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Student 5 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Globalization is integration of societies, economies, cultures, of worldwide through a
process of technology, politic and trade. Globalization has influence to all of part of our lives. Every

Preview

countries in this world affected by globalization include the economies side. In this case,
Globalization has advantage and disadvantage. So, we should considerate both sides.
side 1 – positive

Sides
reasons

The first advantage is to increase National Income. Globalization opens or give so many
opportunities to develop a working relationship with another country. We can do export and
import in this relationship. When we export our product we can get profit, and so are when we
import foreign import we will receive an profit through customs taxes. Furthermore, every product
that we have bought its have a tax that make our National Income Increase. The second advantage
is to increase standard of living of people and reduce poverty. There are so many product from
foreign country make people choose them to make their life easy. gadget, fashion, transportation
from foreign county have a good quality and high quality. This case make their economies thinking
more increase.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

Eventhough globalization has so many advantage, it is also has disadvantage, the first dis
advantages is make our country forget our national product. Every people in Indonesian now days
always choose the foreign product because they think and feel that foreign product better than
national product. Consequently, they more comfortable with foreign product, how ever the cost is
more expensive. The second dis advantage is make Indonesian labor is not too be assessed. In this
globalization not only about the product but also about the labour. National labor will lose job, and
make a decrese income to them.

Resolution
Review

Conclusion from this discussion is we can follow the globalization but we should
remember the improvement with the citizen in our country. So, be wise to face globalization.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays actually have influence the
desire traits of people in developing countries. Some argue that it is evident that GM crops are
resistant to pest, disease and type of herbicide. So it can make easier to fulfill people want. On the
other hand, There are some of people that think of the drawback from this GM crops. If we use to
much chemicals, it can harm ecosystem and decrease the occupation for employee, and hurt our
health.

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – positive
As we know that society growth in the third countries has been increased, because of
that the people needed of food also increase. With using GM Crops the farmers can get more
harvest because their planting with GM crops which is resistant to pests and herbicide. Not only for
pests and type of particular herbicide, GM crops also can kill the trouble from the plant, like virus,
fungi, and bacteria. As the result, farmers can produce more harvest without spend much money
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and long time, because GM crops protect the plant (Whitman, 2000). Accordingly, the farmers in
the third world countries never feel difficult to removeng the people want.
side 2 – negative
topic
reasons

On the contrary of positive sides, there are some people agree that GM crops brings
negative sides mostly. There are two negative aspects from using GM crops. First, When we use GM
crops which is also using chemicals to make the plant resistant to pests and herbicide, it can
destroy or damage our environment especially water ecosystem under the ground, because ground
provides the water and aslo the chemicals, graduallywater will blanded with hazardous essence
from chemicals that can ill our health. Not only harm our health, If GM crops resistant to pest and
herbicide it can take all of the occupation of worker who has a job to handle it. Second, GM crops
resistant to disease, it doesn’t fact that GM crops are save for people. In my experience, my father
have used the GM crops to avoid disease, but when my father spray the liquid it make his hand
irritation and the other plant also die because of the liquid. It just like Durant (2000) said that GM
crops raised hormone levels in people. Using GM crops can harm all the aspects of people live.

Resolution
Review

Finally, GM crops prove that it has negative and positive impact of our live, especially for
farmers that use it in developing countries to supply the people want, but if the farmers or the
people used GM crop to much and without a good way or step the negative aspect will cover up
the positive impact.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Human migration, both legal and illegal, is argued to be an inevitable effect of the process
of globalization. Human migration is a movement of human usually from developing countries to

Preview

developed countries. Although human migration brings benefits to receiving countries, but on the
other fact human migration also make advantages to sending countries.

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – benefits to receiving countries
Most people said that human migration can fulfill the demanding of professional workers
and increase the income of receiving country. The fact so that developed countries need more
professional workers to work and improve their countries so, when professional workers move to
developed countries their can get a job which suitable with their ability and necessity of receiving
countries will be completed. this condition can make their countries have significant progress.
Furthermore, human migration can make a significant progress in increasing their income, because
there will be more countries want to make more partners in all the aspect that can give their
countries a big profit.
side 2 – benefits to sending countries

topic
reasons

On the contrary, some people believes that Human migration also give a great influence
to sending countries. We can see the influence of Human migration itself from the Increasing of
National income and the decreasing of Unemployment in this countries. Human migration can give
more income because the workers who working abroad will send the remittance that produce the
tax for countries. Based on research of BN2PTKI said that “Pahlawan devisa (workers who work
abroad give Indonesia 3.5% profit or income from their remittance in 2013”. This fund can
government use to provide modal to build public fasilities. Not only for increasing the national
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income but also to decrease the unemployment. In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds
profesional workers and labour. Professional workers who can’t get opportunity in sending
countries can improve their skill in receiving countries, and the labour who only have ability or
don’t have skill also can get a job in receiving countries.
Resolution
Review

Finally, Human Migration brings benefits to both of the countries. But, officially it more
give benefits to receiving countries depending on the system of they arrange their countries and
the policy.

Student 17 – Baseline Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Globalization has an important role in international world. It very influence many field,
including economy field. In the world’s economies, Globalization can create good relation between
a country and another. When globalization happens, domestic economy will be left behind and

Preview

foreign economy will grow rapidly. Globalization itself has possitive and negative sides to the
world’s economies.

Sides
topic
reasons

side 1 – positive
It is exactly right, that globalization has many possitive effects, that is why the
government expands international economy. The first effect of globalization to the world’s
economy is to increase the income a country. a country will grow rapidly if there is others country
support its economy. If the cooperation going well, it is also will make the income grow up
instantly. And surely, with globalization, it will ease the communities to look for the necessity that
they need in daily life. for example in this case about online shops. In Internet world, world’s
economies seems so clear. We can buy anything that we want to buy in which country we want.
Just need to know the methods and that isn’t a hard thing for anyone nowadays.
side 2 – negative

topic
reasons

Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very possitive ways, its
negative sides should not be forgotten. The first negative effect of globalization to the world’s
economies is domestic economy will ran down because of the product of foreign is looking so
incredible. And the other negative side is the European country will be a role model in the Asian
country because of the wonderful product of them.

Resolution/Review

So, the conclusion is, start to love your own country and try to appreciate of the product.

Mid Data
Stages/phases
Issue
Preview

Using of genetically-modified crops was creating pro and contra in the agriculture’s
environment. Although genetically-modified crops are claimed to have a lot of benefits, the risk of
using such crops also still exist.

Sides

side 1 – positive

topic

It has been recommended that using genetically-modified crops will create

reasons

some advantages. The first is, if we are using genetically-modified crops, it means we will improving
the nutritional content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued that genetically-modified crops are
created to be resistant to disease. By his statement, we can conclude that genetically-modified
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crops contain a lot of nutrition that is why it can oppose disease in our body. And the second
advantage that we will get if we use such crops is we can create plants with specific desired trait
very rapidly. We can take an example from Whitman’s theory, he said that plant geneticists can
isolate a gene responsible for drought tolerance and insert that gene into a different plant. It
means genetically-modified crops will ease us to reach exact desire traits.
side 2 – negative
topic

On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some

reasons

disadvantage. And they are to increase of chemicals used on crops can lead to development of
resistance in insect pests and it can pass on effects to the wider ecosystem. Genetically-modified
crops will increase chemicals use, and it will influence or even broke ecosystem. Both of the
disadvantages are actually related. And that is why the statement said that using geneticallymodified crops will pass on effect or give bad impacts to the wider ecosystem.

Resolution
Review

In summary, some facts can claim that genetically-modified crops have negative sides but
it doesn’t mean such crops don’t have benefits because actually it has a number of advantages.

Exit Data
Stages/phases
Issue

Human migration is the movement of one country to another with certain purpose. Some
people believe that it usually occurs in developing countries to develop countries. Perhaps, it can

Preview

be a result in a more equal distribution of wealth between the developed countries or receiving and
developing countries or sending countries. In this case, it will bring benefit more to receiving
countries than the sending countries.

Sides

side 1 – benefits to receiving countries

topic
reasons

Receiving countries will get more benefits in the case of migration. Because some people
said that the countries will provide the public facilities. The benefits that will receiving countries get
is professional skills and the National Income from the VISA. Receiving countries have worth and
enough facilities to build the one who want to learn and if the people go abroad to receiving
countries to study or to get job, it will promote the name of receiving countries itself. Besides,
National Income from VISA also will be increased because the people who migrate must pay the
VISA and the tax. and receiving countries will get it as long as the one who migrate is living in the
country.
side 2 – benefits to sending countries

topic
reasons

However, sending countries will also get the benefit of the migration itself. Most people
believe that migration will bring them to prosperity. Some benefits that sending countries get from
the migration is the name of that country will rised or known and the one who go abroad can fulfill
the necessary of his family member. The people who go to another country whether for job or
study, will surely promote the name of his country. Same as to the people who go for job, it will
help his family members.

Resolution
Review

As a result, both of those country will get the benefits. Receiving country will get the
benefits, the sending countries are also. But, Receiving countries will get more benefits because the
evidence stated, most people go abroad to receiving countries and do not back to the original
countries.
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Appendix 2 – Inscribed ATTITUDE analysis
A. Low achieving texts
Student 1 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have undergone something we call
“Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction among the countries of the world in order to develop the global
economy. But, does globalization affects the world’s economies in positive [+val] way?
Actually, globalization plays the significant [+val] role of enhancing economic affluence [+val] by offering new
[+reac] hope to developing countries. It can increase devisen of a country. When the brand or products from outside local
enter a country they will be taxed. The more goods that enter the more tax money will be collected. Besides, it will allow
society in getting things they want or they need [+comp}. When there is a thing need by society, but it can be found in local
products with globalization society can get it from outside local
However, globalization also can give negative [-val] impact. One of it is local products will be defeated by foreign
products [-val]. It will cause local employers less competitive [-cap] entrepreneurs from the outside local. As the result local
employers will get nothing in his business.

Mid Data
There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world economies. Those who pro with it
argued that it brings benefits [+val] for farmer in developing countries while the other argued it not only cause the using of
chemicals increase but also require big investment for farmers.
That’s true that GM crops benefits [+val] to farmers. The first, because it resistant to pets. It has been suggested in
(Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew [+val] the using of chemical pesticides. The next is because it resistant to
disease. As we know, plan diseases can caused by viruses, fungi and bacteria and it can cause death of plant but farmers do
not need to be worry [-sec] because GM crops has been created to be strong [+val] of diseases attack. Of course this makes
farmers get a health [+val] plant. A health [+val] plant can increase farmers income.
Unfortunately, there are some evidence that shows it even give drawback [-val] not only to farmers but also to
people as consumers of GM crops. The first is it require big investments to farmers. As we know, farmers need chemical
pesticides for saving their plants. Herbicide is actually pesticide that used. It has been suggested that farmer who use GM food
seed like Roundup ready should [+prop] buy only Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000). It
means they have to be ready [+ten] to out much money in buying expensive chemicals. The second is, it makes the plant be
unhealth [-val] to be consumed. It has been suggested that each year, farmer use more than one tons chemical pesticides to
save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course, it will endanger [-val] consumer health because, the use of chemicals leave poison
[-val] in the plants.
In short, GM crops give benefits [+val] to farmers in developing countries. However, evidence show it has drawback
[-val] and it can’t be ignored.

Exit Data
There is different opinion about which countries benefit [+val] the most from human migration which is globalization
result. Some people believed that poor [-val] sending countries gets more benefit [+val] in the National economy development
and unemployment decreasing. On the other hand, there is opinion that receiving countries benefit [+val] more because of
income and service they get.
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There is a statement which said that labor that send abroad is heroes [+ten] of the country’s exchange because they
give help [+ten] in country economy. When worker get their salary to their hometown, they will put tax by country. Then the
tax will be used to build public infrastruktur and facilities that need a lot of fund. They also can [+cap] help in reducing country
debt. Furthermore, unemployment will be reduce. In sending countries, there is no job vacancy enough. It bring about
enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment [-cap], country can reduce the number of unemployment [-cap].
On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration. The income they get can be from fee
that pay by professional [+cap] worker, from the tax they put in remittance and from the visa which have to taken care of
worker. More high salary that professional [+cap] worker get, more high the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving
countries get benefit [+val] not only the service of people from sending countries but also from the product they produce.
Housemaid job is very needed in developing countries so, with the human migration they can get worker which can pay cheap.
In short, human migration bring benefits [+val] to both sending and receiving countries. But, in writer opinion,
sending countries get more benefit [+val] as long as the money sending can be used as well as possible.

Student 8 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, globalization has spread all around the world. Certainly, it effects almost on each sectors of live of the
human. Such as culture, fashion, language, ideology, education, entertainment, and of course, economy. These all influence
how the way of people live. The effects of globalization to the world’s economy can be positive [+val] and negative [-val].
Globalization can increase the development of the growth economic in a country through the cooperation between
countries. As we know, globalization makes every countries connect each other easily. You can buy any products that you
want from the other country just by order online. From the export process, one country can sell their local products to
another. Beside it will increase the income, it also introduce the local product as identity of a country itself. The development
of the growth economy also can increase through the tourism sector. Developing the quality of tourism will make people more
attract [+reac] to visit your country.
On the other side, globalization also has negative [-val] effect on world’s economies. The first is competition
between developing country and super power country.
And the second is, international company in developing co.

Mid Data
The different perspectives about the using of Genetically modified food are exist among people in developing
countries. However, GM food has some good [+val] results to human life, especially on biotechnology. GM food also brings
several risks [-val]. The using of GM food can not be avoided from increasing the use of chemicals and the nutritions of it is
more suitable for meat animal than to human.
As we know, genetically modified crops are strong [+val] enough to resist with using of pesticide or herbicide.
Although the farmers use many tons chemical pesticides every year, GM crops designed to not influence by chemical
pesticides. It could be say that gm food are tolerant to herbicide, so it will not harm the environment [+val]. Whitman (2000)
give one case example, she claimed that Bt. corn can help eliminate the impact of chemical pesticides [+val]. The other
benefit [+val] of using the GM food, is the nutritions of GM food may be as a solutions to prevent the starvation [+val] in
developing countries. All of the benefits [+val] above is very helpful [+val] for human life.
On the contrary, GM food also has some bad [-val] impacts, especially for farmers in developing countries. In fact,
not all the using of chemical pesticides are save to environment. If the ecosystem receives too much Roundup, of couse if will
lead to damage [-val] of environment. Because Durant (2000) had argued that if the resistance of GM crops had pass these
chemicals, the resistence will become useless [-val].
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Furthermore, there is evidence has been found that nutritions of GM food actually is not for human, but is more
appropriate for meat animal. Therefore, GM food is not really give contribution to solve the starvation or malnutritions in
developing countries.
In short, GM food brings some benefit [+val] for human, especially in biotechnology. On the other hand, we can not
close our eyes from the bad [-val] impacts of GM food. Because GM food can cause the damaging [-val] of environment and
not solve the starvations in developing countries.

Exit Data
Human migration as one of the effect of globalization brings impacts. Both of receiving countries and sending
countries get advantages [+val] from human migration process. The receiving countries obtain some benefit [+val] of
remittances and brain drain. And the sending countries also get advantages [+val] from the two aspects.
Although, the receiving countries get more service and products. The immigrants people from sending countries
have a purpose to enhance their carrier and jobs [+ten]. So, the service and products in receiving countries will be increased.
In addition, the benefit [+val] of remmittance to the receiving countries is extra income. Depending on transfers of remittance
from one country to another country, the extra income will increased also. The paying of taxes also make the receiving
countries getting extra income.
In spite of the benefit [+val] that receiving countries get, the sending countries also receive two advantages [+val].
Firstly, human migration can decrease unemployment workers [-cap]. By sending people to develop countries, the number of
unemployment workers [-cap] in developing countries could increase (= decrease?). Because, the field of job in developed
countries usually more wide. Secondly, it will decrease the population. This point is still related to the first one. The movement
of the people to other countries absolutely will decrease the population. Thus, the system of developing countries become
easier [+comp] to regulate.
All in all, both of receiving countries and sending countries get advantages [+val] from human migration.
Nonetheless, the receiving countries get more benefits [+val] than sending countries based on the evidences.

Student 10 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the process of international integration [+comp] that occurs due to the exchange of views the world,
product, ideas and other cultural aspects. This happens because of interactions made by people all around the world. On
progress, globalization has affected people’s lives many factors, one of it is the impact in the world economy. However, the
development process of globalization has positive [+val] and negative [-val] sides in its influence in the world economy.
Here I write down 2 positive [+val] sides of globalization. First, globalization triggers the rapid economic growth that
resulted in many emerging companies engaged in various fields, which serve to meet the needs of community are increasing.
The emergence of this company automatically be jobs for the community at large. And it is certainly very good [+reac] for
reducing unemployment. Second, technological developments make it easier [+comp] for people to manage their agricultural
products. It certainly helps people in achieving a prosperous [+reac] standard of living.
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Mid Data
Nowadays, genetically modified crops considered as one of the solution to resolve the food crisis [-val] in developing
countries, but in real it is not always running smoothly [-reac] according hope. GM crops indeed give some advantages [+val]
for farmers in planting, nevertheless there are also some disadvantages [-val] appears with GM crops planting.
There are two signifant [+val] aspects of the advantages [+val] by planting GM crops. First, farmers can [+cap]
harvest more than usual when they are planting manual. It can be happen because GM crops has been engineered to be
harvested in a short time period. Second, GM crops help the farmers be able [+cap] plant in any kinds of soil. Whitman (2000)
said that the GM crops can [+cap] be plant in land dry in high salinity [-val] soils. So, it make the farmers can [+cap] plan not in
the fertile [+val] land only.
On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers on the way they get the seeds. Because the seeds of
GM crops can get only from the one of multinational companies, and the seed was sterile [-val] and use in one period only.
Durant (2000) argued that the monopolization will affect the farmers live, especially poor [-cap] farmer in developing
countries. In addition, the farmers also getting difficulties [-val] in threatmen (= treatment) GM crops. Although in Whitman
(2000) told that GM food are resistant to pests. In fact, farmers still have to buy much herbicide to protect the plant.
In conclusion, although the evidence shows that GM crops has some advantages [+val], there is also appeared the
disadvantages [-val] of it. So the disadvantages [-val] of GM crops can become a consideration for us in using it.

Exit Data
One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the world. Nowadays some people doing
migration is not always by legal process but also in illegal [-reac] process. But however it brings Benefit [+val] for both sending
and receiving countries.
The fact that sending countries is get more profits [+val] by people movement. There are evidences that showing
sending countries benefit [+val] the most, like increasing of the countries income, getting higher tax, devisa, and also it can
reducing unemployment in sending countries itself. If the countries income, tax and devisa getting higher, it will be useful
[+val] for sending countries to use it to build infrastructure and public facilities. Besides it, by doing migration sending
countries will reducing their unemployed [-cap] people. Because citizens who has not a job in their country [-cap] because
there is no more job vacancy there, they can go abroad to get a job for themselves [+ten].
However, not only sending countries who get benefits [+val] from human migration process, but it is also bring
profits [+val] for receiving countries. One example of benefits [+val] that obtained receiving countries is they can get much
professional [+cap] workers. And workers who come from sending countries will share their knowledge to another workers
who are the native inhabitants there. Furthermore, that knowledge will help that countries to produce more professional
[+cap] workers and then automatically it is also useful [+val] to build that countries better [+reac] than before.
In short, human migration as a result of the process of globalization brings benefits [+val] for both sending and
receiving countries. As long as the government can manage the income well, the sending countries will benefits [+val] more
than receiving countries.
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B. High achieving texts
Student 3 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the global process from all of the things in this world without the specific zone. From this
globalization, the world will be change, from the manual to be used technology. But, the globalization process has several
effects for the world’s economies. There are the positive [+val] effects and the negative [-val] effects.
There are two positive [+val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The first Positive [+val] effect is
Especially for Indonesia, we can cooperate among the other country in this world. From this cooperation, we can increase our
economies. And the second positive [+val] effect is we can do the import and export with another countries and we can also
transfer the Indonesian workers to abroad to get the job [+ten]
There are two negative [-val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies. The first negative [-val] effect is
will be so many the import activities from another country that comes in Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will
lose competitiveness [-val] with products of another country that cheaper from products of Indonesia. The second negative [val] effect is will be so many foreign workers that come in Indonesia, and we are afraid [-sec] if they more professional [+cap]
from Indonesian workers.
In short, we can make cooperation with the other country but we can not careless [-cap] We should do the best for
the economies of Indonesia in this world.

Mid Data
The people who know and perhaps have some experiences of genetically modified crops will have some arguments to
perceive it. Nevertheless there are some people believe that GM food take along so many profits [+val] in developing
countries, but in the other side, especially for farmers assume that GM food is not too useful [+val] for them and it will emerge
the monopoly system of one side.
The genetically modified food has two profits [+val] for the developing countries. Firstly, they trust that from GM
crops they don’t need deplete their savings money [-val] to buy a number of kinds the chemical every planting season. GM
good can oppose the pest and plant disease [+val] without require a lot of pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the
farmers just use a particular type of chemical pesticides. So the farmers is not necessary to use the other pesticides which
enable consuming so much money and consuming so many time.
On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits [+val] for farmer, but also have the bad [-reac] effect.
the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds, so it is not too useful [+val] for them. Because the farmers
have to buy the seeds every planting season. For the GM crops will appear the market domination of it. For example is the
Monsanto as a multinational company. The farmers should buy the seeds every years and also the pesticides from Monsanto.
Consequently, it can damage [-val] the other companies.
To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some benefits [+val] for people, and also GM crops have the
bad [-reac] impacts that maybe more many than the benefits [+val] of GM food.
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Exit Data
The human migration commonly happen from developing countries to developed countries to get better thing from all aspects of
people’s life. The movement of people from one country to another country bring some benefit [+val] for both of sending countries and
receiving countries. Although the receiving countries have some benefit [+val], but sending countries have benefit [+val] more for the citizen
and its nation.
The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get more income from the human who move from their
country for working overseas [+ten], because they obtain the visa and tax of it. And then, receiving countries will be sufficient [+val] what the
professional [+cap] workers need during in that countries, because they appreciate [+reac] it and they should complete [+val] the professional
[+cap] workers’ necessary that want to serve their country for pressing it.
However sending countries also bring the advantages [+val], especially for the countries and the people. The people who can not
get the job from their countries [-val], they can move to the other countries to get the job or the best job. So, it can decrease unemployment
from that countries. For the country that send the people to another countries will get the additional income, and consequently, it can
increase the national income from the remittance.
All in all, developing countries and developed countries is related each other and we can make the cooperation from all sides of
that countries. Because both of them is beneficial [+val] for all. And sending countries give more advantages [+val] than receiving countries.

Student 5 – Baseline Data
Globalization is integration [+comp] of societies, economies, cultures, of worldwide through a process of technology,
politic and trade. Globalization has influence to all of part of our lives. Every countries in this world affected by globalization
include the economies side. In this case, Globalization has advantage [+val] and disadvantage [+val]. So, we should
considerate both sides.
The first advantage is to increase National Income. Globalization opens or give so many opportunities to develop a
working relationship with another country. We can do export and import in this relationship. When we export our product we
can get profit [+val], and so are when we import foreign import we will receive an profit [+val] through customs taxes.
Furthermore, every product that we have bought its have a tax that make our National Income Increase. The second
advantage [+val] is to increase standard of living of people and reduce poverty. There are so many product from foreign
country make people choose them to make their life easy [+comp]. gadget, fashion, transportation from foreign county have a
good [+reac] quality and high [+reac] quality. This case make their economies thinking more increase.
Eventhough globalization has so many advantage [+val], it is also has disadvantage [+val], the first dis advantages [val] is make our country forget our national product. Every people in Indonesian now days always choose the foreign product
because they think and feel that foreign product better than national product. Consequently, they more comfortable [+hap]
with foreign product, how ever the cost is more expensive. The second dis advantages [-val] is make Indonesian labor is not
too be assessed. In this globalization not only about the product but also about the labour. National labor will lose job, and
make a decrese income to them.

Conclusion from this discussion is we can follow the globalization but we should
remember the improvement [+val] with the citizen in our country. So, be wise [+cap] to face
globalization.
Mid Data
Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays actually have influence the desire [+reac] traits of people
in developing countries. Some argue that it is evident that GM crops are resistant to pest, disease and type of herbicide. So it
can make easier to fulfill [+val] people want. On the other hand, There are some of people that think of the drawback [-val]
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from this GM crops. If we use to much chemicals, it can harm [-val] ecosystem and decrease the occupation for employee, and
hurt [-val] our health.
As we know that society growth in the third countries has been increased, because of that the people needed of
food also increase. With using GM Crops the farmers can get more harvest because their planting with GM crops which is
resistant to pests and herbicide. Not only for pests and type of particular herbicide, GM crops also can kill the trouble [+val]
from the plant, like virus, fungi, and bacteria. As the result, farmers can produce more harvest without spend much money and
long time, because GM crops protect the plant [+val] (Whitman, 2000). Accordingly, the farmers in the third world countries
never feel difficult [-sec] to removeng the people want.
On the contrary of positive [+val] sides, there are some people agree that GM crops brings negative [-val] sides
mostly. There are two negative [-val] aspects from using GM crops. First, When we use GM crops which is also using chemicals
to make the plant resistant to pests and herbicide, it can destroy [-val] or damage [-val] our environment especially water
ecosystem under the ground, because ground provides the water and aslo the chemicals, gradually water will blanded with
hazardous [-val] essence from chemicals that can ill [-val] our health. Not only harm [-val] our health, If GM crops resistant to
pest and herbicide it can take all of the occupation of worker who has a job to handle it. Second, GM crops resistant to
disease, it doesn’t fact that GM crops are save [+val] for people. In my experience, my father have used the GM crops to avoid
disease, but when my father spray the liquid it make his hand irritation and the other plant also die [-val] because of the
liquid. It just like Durant (2000) said that GM crops raised hormone levels in people. Using GM crops can harm [-val] all the
aspects of people live.
Finally, GM crops prove that it has negative [-val] and positive [+val] impact of our live, especially for farmers that
use it in developing countries to supply the people want, but if the farmers or the people used GM crop to much and without a
good [+val] way or step the negative [-val] aspect will cover up the positive [+val] impact.

Exit Data
Human migration, both legal [-val] and illegal [-val], is argued to be an inevitable effect of the process of
globalization. Human migration is a movement of human usually from developing countries to developed countries. Although
human migration brings benefits [+val] to receiving countries, but on the other fact human migration also make advantages
[+val] to sending countries.
Most people said that human migration can fulfill [+val] the demanding of professional [+cap] workers and increase
the income of receiving country. The fact so that developed countries need more professional [+cap] workers to work and
improve their countries so, when professional [+cap] workers move to developed countries their can get a job which suitable
[+reac] with their ability and necessity of receiving countries will be completed [+val]. this condition can make their countries
have significant [+val] progress. Furthermore, human migration can make a significant [+val] progress in increasing their
income, because there will be more countries want to make more partners in all the aspect that can give their countries a big
[+reac] profit.
On the contrary, some people believes that Human migration also give a great [+val] influence to sending countries.
We can see the influence of Human migration itself from the Increasing of National income and the decreasing of
Unemployment in this countries. Human migration can give more income because the workers who working abroad [+ten] will
send the remittance that produce the tax for countries. Based on research of BN2PTKI said that “Pahlawan devisa [+ten]
(workers who work abroad [+ten] give Indonesia 3.5% profit or income from their remittance in 2013”. This fund can
government use to provide modal to build public fasilities. Not only for increasing the national income but also to decrease the
unemployment. In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds profesional [+cap] workers and labour. Professional [+cap]
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workers who can’t get opportunity [-val] in sending countries can improve their skill in receiving countries, and the labour who
only have ability or don’t have skill [-cap] also can get a job in receiving countries.
Finally, Human Migration brings benefits [+val] to both of the countries. But, officially it more give benefits [+val] to
receiving countries depending on the system of they arrange their countries and the policy.

Student 17 – Baseline Data
Globalization has an important [+val] role in international world. It very influence many field, including economy
field. In the world’s economies, Globalization can create good [+reac] relation between a country and another. When
globalization happens, domestic economy will be left behind [-val] and foreign economy will grow rapidly. Globalization itself
has possitive [+val] and negative [-val] sides to the world’s economies.
It is exactly right [+reac], that globalization has many possitive [+val] effects, that is why the government expands
international economy. The first effect of globalization to the world’s economy is to increase the income a country. a country
will grow rapidly if there is others country support [+val] its economy. If the cooperation going well [+val], it is also will make
the income grow up instantly. And surely, with globalization, it will ease [+val] the communities to look for the necessity that
they need in daily life. for example in this case about online shops. In Internet world, world’s economies seems so clear
[+comp]. We can buy anything that we want to buy in which country we want. Just need to know the methods and that isn’t a
hard [-comp] thing for anyone nowadays.
Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very possitive [+val] ways, its negative [-val] sides
should not be forgotten. The first negative [-val] effect of globalization to the world’s economies is domestic economy will ran
down because of the product of foreign is looking so incredible [+reac]. And the other negative [-val] side is the European
country will be a role model [+val] in the Asian country because of the wonderful [+reac] product of them.
So, the conclusion is, start to love [+hap] your own country and try to appreciate [+reac] of the product.

Mid Data
Using of genetically-modified crops was creating pro [+val] and contra [-val] in the agriculture’s environment. Although geneticallymodified crops are claimed to have a lot of benefits [+val], the risk [-val] of using such crops also still exist.
It has been recommended that using genetically-modified crops will create some advantages [+val]. The first is, if we are using
genetically-modified crops, it means we will improving [+val] the nutritional content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued that geneticallymodified crops are created to be resistant to disease. By his statement, we can conclude that genetically-modified crops contain a lot of
nutrition [+val] that is why it can oppose disease [+val] in our body. And the second advantage [+val] that we will get if we use such crops is
we can create plants with specific desired [+reac] trait very rapidly. We can take an example from Whitman’s theory, he said that plant
geneticists can isolate a gene [+cap] responsible for drought tolerance and insert that gene [+cap] into a different plant. It means geneticallymodified crops will ease [+comp] us to reach exact desire [+reac] traits.
On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some disadvantage [-val]. And they are to increase of chemicals used on
crops can lead to development of resistance in insect pests and it can pass on effects to the wider ecosystem. Genetically-modified crops will
increase chemicals use, and it will influence or even broke ecosystem. Both of the disadvantages [-val] are actually related. And that is why
the statement said that using genetically-modified crops will pass on effect or give bad [-reac] impacts to the wider ecosystem.
In summary, some facts can claim that genetically-modified crops have negative [-val] sides but it doesn’t mean such crops don’t
have benefits [+val] because actually it has a number of advantages [+val].
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Exit Data
Human migration is the movement of one country to another with certain purpose. Some people believe that it
usually occurs in developing countries to develop countries. Perhaps, it can be a result in a more equal [+val] distribution of
wealth between the developed countries or receiving and developing countries or sending countries. In this case, it will bring
benefit [+val] more to receiving countries than the sending countries.
Receiving countries will get more benefits [+val] in the case of migration. Because some people said that the
countries will provide the public facilities. The benefits [+val] that will receiving countries get is professional skills [+val] and
the National Income from the VISA. Receiving countries have worth [+val] and enough facilities to build the one who want to
learn [+ten] and if the people go abroad to receiving countries to study or to get job [+ten], it will promote the name of
receiving countries itself. Besides, National Income from VISA also will be increased because the people who migrate must pay
the VISA and the tax. and receiving countries will get it as long as the one who migrate is living in the country.
However, sending countries will also get the benefit [+val] of the migration itself. Most people believe that migration
will bring them to prosperity [+val]. Some benefits [+val] that sending countries get from the migration is the name of that
country will rised [+reac] or known [+reac] and the one who go abroad can fulfill the necessary of his family member [+ten].
The people who go to another country whether for job or study [+ten], will surely promote the name of his country. Same as
to the people who go for job [+ten], it will help [+ten] his family members.
As a result, both of those country will get the benefits [+val]. Receiving country will get the benefits [+val], the
sending countries are also. But, Receiving countries will get more benefits [+val] because the evidence stated, most people go
abroad to receiving countries and do not back to the original countries.
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Appendix 3 – Inscribed ATTITUDE analysis with GRADUATION
A. Low achieving texts
Student 1 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have undergone something we call
“Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction among the countries of the world [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] in order to develop the global economy. But, does globalization affects the world’s economies in positive [+val] way?
Actually, globalization plays the significant [+val] role of enhancing [+force: enhancement] economic affluence [+val]
by offering new [+reac] hope to developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. It can increase devisen of a
country. When the brand or products from outside local [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space] enter a country they will be
taxed. The more [+force: quantity: amount] goods that enter the more [+force: quantity: amount] tax money will be collected.
Besides, it will allow society in getting things they want or they need [+comp}. When there is a thing need by society, but it
can be found in local products [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] with globalization society can get it from outside local
[+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space]
However, globalization also can give negative [-val] impact. One of it is local products will be defeated by foreign
products [-val]. It will cause local employers less [-force: intensifying] competitive [-cap] entrepreneurs from the outside local
[+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space]. As the result local employers will get nothing in his business [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space].

Mid Data
There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world economies [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space]. Those who pro with it argued that it brings benefits [+val] for farmer in developing countries [+focus:
quantity: extent: distance: space] while the other argued it not only cause the using of chemicals increase but also require big
investment for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
That’s true [+focus: valeur: authenticity] that GM crops benefits [+val] to farmers. The first, because it resistant to
pets. It has been suggested in (Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew [+val] the using of chemical pesticides. The
next is because it resistant to disease. As we know, plan diseases can caused by viruses, fungi and bacteria and it can cause
death of plant but farmers do not need to be worry [-sec] because GM crops has been created to be strong [+val] of diseases
attack. Of course this makes farmers get a health [+val] plant. A health [+val] plant can increase farmers income.
Unfortunately, there are some [+force: quantity: amount] evidence that shows it even give drawback [-val] not only
to farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] but also to people as consumers of GM crops [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. The first is it require big investments to farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. As we know, farmers
need chemical pesticides for saving their plants. Herbicide is actually pesticide that used. It has been suggested that farmer
who use GM food seed like Roundup ready should [+prop] buy only Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto Companies
(Durant: 2000). It means they have to be ready [+ten] to out much [+force: quantity: amount] money in buying expensive
chemicals. The second is, it makes the plant be unhealth [-val] to be consumed. It has been suggested that each [+force:
intensifying] year, farmer use more [force: quantity: amount] than one tons chemical pesticides to save the crops (Whitman:
2000). Of course, it will endanger [-val] consumer health because, the use of chemicals leave poison [-val] in the plants.
In short, GM crops give benefits [+val] to farmers in developing countries [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space].
However, evidence show it has drawback [-val] and it can’t be ignored.
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Exit Data
There is different opinion about which countries benefit [+val] the most [+force: intensifying] from human migration
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] which is globalization result. Some [+force: quantity: amount] people believed that
poor [-val] sending countries gets more [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] in the National economy development and
unemployment decreasing. On the other hand, there is opinion that receiving countries benefit [+val] more [+force: quantity:
amount] because of income and service they get.
There is a statement which said that labor that send abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] is heroes
[+ten] of the country’s exchange because they give help [+ten] in country economy. When worker get their salary to their
hometown [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], they will put tax by country. Then the tax will be used to build public
infrastruktur and facilities that need a lot of [+force: quantity: amount] fund. They also can [+cap] help in reducing country
debt. Furthermore, unemployment will be reduce. In sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], there is no
job vacancy enough [+force: quantity: amount]. It bring about enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment [-cap], country
can reduce the number of unemployment [-cap].
On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. The income they get can be from fee [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] that pay by professional [+cap] worker,
from the tax they put in remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and from the visa [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] which have to taken care of worker. More high [+force: intensifying] salary that professional [+cap] worker get, more
high [+force: intensifying] the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving countries get benefit [+val] not only the service of
people from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] but also from the product they produce [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Housemaid job is very [+force: intensifying] needed in developing countries [+focus: quantity:
extent: distance: space] so, with the human migration they can get worker which can pay cheap.
In short, human migration bring benefits [+val] to both sending and receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. But, in writer opinion, sending countries get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] as long as the money
sending can be used as well as possible.

Student 8 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, globalization has spread all around the world [+focus: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Certainly, it effects almost on
each [+force: intensifying] sectors of live of the human. Such as culture, fashion, language, ideology, education, entertainment, and of course,
economy. These all influence how the way of people live. The effects of globalization to the world’s economy [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] can be positive [+val] and negative [-val].
Globalization can increase the development of the growth economic in a country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] through
the cooperation between countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. As we know, globalization makes every [+force: amount] countries
connect each other [+force: intensifying] easily [+force: intensifying]. You can buy any [+force: quantity: amount] products that you want from
the other country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] just by order online [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. From the export
process [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], one country can sell their local products to another [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
Beside it will increase the income, it also introduce the local product as identity of a country itself. The development of the growth economy
also can increase through the tourism sector [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Developing the quality of tourism will make people more
[+force: intensifying] attract [+reac] to visit your country.
On the other side, globalization also has negative [-val] effect on world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The
first is competition between developing country and super power country [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
And the second is, international company in developing co [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
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Mid Data
The different perspectives about the using of Genetically modified food are exist among people [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. However, GM food has some [+force:
quantity: amount] good [+val] results to human life [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] on biotechnology. GM food also brings several [+force: quantity: amount] risks [-val]. The using of GM food can not
be avoided from increasing the use of chemicals and the nutritions of it is more [+force: intensifying] suitable for meat animal
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] than to human [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
As we know, genetically modified crops are strong [+comp] enough [+force: intensifying] to resist with using of
pesticide or herbicide. Although the farmers use many [+force: quantity: amount] tons chemical pesticides every [+force:
amount] year, GM crops designed to not influence by chemical pesticides. It could be say that gm food are tolerant to
herbicide, so it will not harm the environment [+val]. Whitman (2000) give one case example, she claimed that Bt. corn can
help eliminate the impact of chemical pesticides [+val]. The other benefit [+val] of using the GM food, is the nutritions of GM
food may be as a solutions to prevent the starvation [+val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
All of the benefits [+val] above is very [+force: intensifying] helpful [+val] for human life [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space].
On the contrary, GM food also has some [+force: quantity: amount] bad [-reac] impacts, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. In fact, not all the using of chemical pesticides are save to environment [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. If the
ecosystem receives too [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity: amount] Roundup, of couse if will lead to damage [-val]
of environment. Because Durant (2000) had argued that if the resistance of GM crops had pass these chemicals, the resistence
will become useless [-val].
Furthermore, there is evidence has been found that nutritions of GM food actually is not for human [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space], but is more [+force: intensifying] appropriate for meat animal [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Therefore, GM food is not really give contribution to solve the starvation or malnutritions in developing countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
In short, GM food brings some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] for human [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] in biotechnology. On the other hand, we can not close our eyes from the bad [reac] impacts of GM food. Because GM food can cause the damaging [-val] of environment and not solve the starvations in
developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].

Exit Data
Human migration as one of the effect of globalization brings impacts. Both of receiving countries and sending
countries get advantages [+val] from human migration process [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The receiving
countries obtain some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] of remittances and brain drain. And the sending countries also
get advantages [+val] from the two aspects [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
Although, the receiving countries get more [+force: quantity: amount] service and products. The immigrants people
from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] have a purpose to enhance their carrier and jobs [+ten]. So,
the service and products in receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will be increased. In addition, the
benefit [+val] of remmittance to the receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] is extra [+force: quantity:
amount] income. Depending on transfers of remittance from one country to another country [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space], the extra [+force: quantity: amount] income will increased also. The paying of taxes also make the receiving
countries getting extra [+force: quantity: amount] income.
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In spite of the benefit [+val] that receiving countries get, the sending countries also receive two advantages [+val].
Firstly, human migration can decrease unemployment workers [-cap]. By sending people to develop countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space], the number of unemployment workers [-cap] in developing countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space] could in/decrease. Because, the field of job in developed countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space] usually [+force: intensifying] more [+force: intensifying] wide. Secondly, it will decrease the population. This point is still
related to the first one. The movement of the people to other countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] absolutely
will decrease the population. Thus, the system of developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] become
easier [+comp] to regulate.
All in all, both of receiving countries and sending countries get advantages [+val] from human migration [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Nonetheless, the receiving countries get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] than
sending countries based on the evidences.

Student 10 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the process of international integration [+comp] that occurs due to the exchange of views the world,
product, ideas and other cultural aspects. This happens because of interactions made by people all around the world [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. On progress, globalization has affected people’s lives many [+force: quantity: amount]
factors, one of it is the impact in the world economy [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. However, the development
process of globalization has positive [+val] and negative [-val] sides in its influence in the world economy [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space].
Here I write down 2 positive [+val] sides of globalization. First, globalization triggers the rapid economic growth that
resulted in many [+force: quantity: amount] emerging companies engaged in various fields [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], which serve to meet the needs of community are increasing. The emergence of this company automatically be jobs for
the community [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] at large [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. And it is certainly very
[+force: intensifying] good [+reac] for reducing unemployment. Second, technological developments make it easier [+comp]
for people to manage their agricultural products. It certainly helps people in achieving a prosperous [+reac] standard of living.

Mid Data
Nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time], genetically modified crops considered as one of the solution to
resolve the food crisis [-val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], but in real it is not always
[+force: intensifying] running smoothly [-reac] according hope. GM crops indeed give some [+force: quantity: amount]
advantages [+val] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in planting, nevertheless there are also some [+force:
quantity: amount] disadvantages [-val] appears with GM crops planting.
There are two signifant [+val] aspects of the advantages [+val] by planting GM crops. First, farmers can [+cap]
harvest more [+force: quantity: amount] than usual when they are planting manual [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time]. It
can be happen because GM crops has been engineered to be harvested in a short time period [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
time]. Second, GM crops help the farmers be able [+cap] plant in any kinds of soil [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
Whitman (2000) said that the GM crops can [+cap] be plant in land dry [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] in high
salinity soils [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space; -val]. So, it make the farmers can [+cap] plan not in the fertile land
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space; +val] only.
On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] on the way they
get the seeds. Because the seeds of GM crops can get only from the one of multinational companies [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space], and the seed was sterile [-val] and use in one period [+force: quantity: extent: scope: time] only. Durant (2000)
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argued that the monopolization will affect the farmers live, especially poor [-cap] farmer in developing countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. In addition, the farmers also getting difficulties [-val] in threatmen (= treatment) GM crops.
Although in Whitman (2000) told that GM food are resistant to pests. In fact, farmers still have to buy much [-force: quantity:
amount] herbicide to protect the plant.
In conclusion, although the evidence shows that GM crops has some [+force: quantity: amount] advantages [+val],
there is also appeared the disadvantages [-val] of it. So the disadvantages [-val] of GM crops can become a consideration for
us [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].

Exit Data
One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the world [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. Nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time] some [+force: quantity: amount] people doing migration is not
always [+force: intensifying] by legal process but also in illegal [-reac] process. But however it brings Benefit [+val] for both
sending and receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
The fact that sending countries is get more [+force: intensifying + quantity: amount] profits [+val] by people
movement. There are evidences that showing sending countries benefit [+val] the most [+force: intensifying], like increasing of
the countries income, getting higher [+force: intensifying] tax, devisa, and also it can reducing unemployment in sending
countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] itself [+force: intensifying]. If the countries income, tax and devisa getting
higher [+force: intensifying], it will be useful [+val] for sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] to use it to
build infrastructure and public facilities. Besides it, by doing migration sending countries will reducing their unemployed [-cap]
people. Because citizens who has not a job in their country [-cap] because there is no more [+force: quantity: amount] job
vacancy there [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], they can go abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to get
a job for themselves [+ten].
However, not only sending countries who get benefits [+val] from human migration process [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space], but it is also bring profits [+val] for receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. One
example of benefits [+val] that obtained receiving countries is they can get much [+force: quantity: amount] professional
[+cap] workers. And workers who come from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will share their
knowledge to another workers who are the native inhabitants there [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. Furthermore,
that knowledge will help that countries to produce more [+force: intensifying] professional [+cap] workers and then
automatically it is also useful [+val] to build that countries better [+reac] than before [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time].
In short, human migration as a result of the process of globalization brings benefits [+val] for both sending and
receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. As long as the government can manage the income well, the
sending countries will benefits [+val] more [+force: quantity: amount] than receiving countries.

B. High achieving texts
Student 3 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the global process from all of [+force: amount] the things in this world [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] without the specific [+focus: specificity] zone. From this globalization [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space],
the world will be change, from the manual to be used technology. But, the globalization process has several [+force: amount]
effects for the world’s economies [+force: extent: scope: space]. There are the positive [+val] effects and the negative [-val]
effects.
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There are two positive [+val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. The first Positive [+val] effect is Especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] for Indonesia [+focus: quantity: extent: scope:
space] we can cooperate among the other country in this world [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. From this
cooperation [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], we can increase our economies. And the second positive [+val] effect is
we can do the import and export with another countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and we can also transfer the
Indonesian workers to abroad [+force: extent: distance: space] to get the job [+ten].
There are two negative [-val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. The first negative [-val] effect is will be so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] the import activities
from another country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] that comes in Indonesia [+force: quantity: extent; distance:
space], and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness [-val] with products of another country that cheaper
[+force: intensifying] from products of Indonesia. The second negative [-val] effect is will be so [+force: intensifying] many
[+force: quantity: amount] foreign workers that come in Indonesia [+force: quantity: extent; distance: space], and we are
afraid [-sec] if they more [+force: intensifying] professional [+cap] from Indonesian workers.
In short, we can make cooperation with the other country [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] but we can not
careless [-cap] We should do the best [+force: intensifying] for the economies of Indonesia in this world [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space].

Mid Data
The people who know and perhaps [+force: intensifying] have some [+force: quantity: amount] experiences of genetically
modified crops will have some [+force: quantity: amount] arguments to perceive it. Nevertheless there are some [+force:
quantity: amount] people believe that GM food take along so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] profits
[+val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], but in the other side, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] assume that GM food is not too [+force: intensifying] useful
[+val] for them [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and it will emerge the monopoly system of one side.
The genetically modified food has two profits [+val] for the developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Firstly, they trust that from GM crops they deplete their savings money [-val] to buy a number of kinds [+force:
quantity: amount] the chemical every [+force: amount] planting season. GM good oppose the pest and plant disease [+val]
without require a lot of [+force: quantity: amount] pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the farmers just use a
particular [+focus: valeur: specificity] type of chemical pesticides. So the farmers is not necessary to use the other pesticides
which enable consuming so [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity: amount] money and consuming so [+force:
intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] time.
On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits [+val] for farmer [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], but also have the bad [-reac] effect. the farmers need so [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity: amount] money
to machinery and for the seeds, so it is not too [+force: intensifying] useful [+val] for them [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Because the farmers have to buy the seeds every [+force: amount] planting season. For the GM crops will appear the
market domination of it. For example is the Monsanto as a multinational company. The farmers should buy the seeds every
[+force: amount] years and also the pesticides from Monsanto [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. Consequently, it can
damage [-val] the other companies.
To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] for people
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], and also GM crops have the bad [-reac] impacts that maybe more many [+force:
intensifying] than the benefits [+val] of GM food.
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Exit Data
The human migration commonly [+force: intensifying] happen from developing countries to developed countries
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] to get better [+force: intensifying] thing from all aspects of people’s life. The movement
of people from one country to another country [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] bring some [+force: quantity: amount]
benefit [+val] for both of sending countries and receiving countries. Although the receiving countries have some [+force:
quantity: amount] benefit [+val], but sending countries have benefit [+val] more [+force: quantity: amount] for the citizen and
its nation [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get more [+force: quantity: amount]
income from the human who move from their country for working overseas [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space; +ten],
because they obtain the visa and tax of it. And then, receiving countries will be sufficient [+val] what the professional [+cap]
workers need during in that countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], because they appreciate [+reac] it and they
should complete [+val] the professional [+cap] workers’ necessary that want to serve their country for pressing it.
However sending countries also bring the advantages [+val], especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] for the countries
and the people [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The people who can not get the job from their countries [-val], they
can move to the other countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to get the job or the best [+force: intensifying] job.
So, it can decrease unemployment from that countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. For the country that send the
people to another countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will get the additional [+force: quantity] income, and
consequently, it can increase the national income from the remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
All in all, developing countries and developed countries is related each other and we can make the cooperation from
all sides of that countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope]. Because both of them is beneficial [+val] for all. And sending
countries give more [+force: quantity: amount] advantages [+val] than receiving countries.

Student 5 – Baseline Data
Globalization is integration [+comp] of societies, economies, cultures, of worldwide [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] through a process of technology, politic and trade. Globalization has influence to all of part of our lives. Every [+force:
amount] countries in this world [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] affected by globalization include the economies
side. In this case, Globalization has advantage [+val] and disadvantage [+val]. So, we should considerate both sides.
The first advantage is to increase National Income. Globalization opens or give so [+force: intensifying] many [+force:
quantity: amount] opportunities to develop a working relationship with another country [+force: quantity: extent: space]. We
can do export and import in this relationship [+force: quantity: scope: space]. When we export our product we can get profit
[+val], and so are when we import foreign import we will receive an profit [+val] through customs taxes. Furthermore, every
[+force: amount] product that we have bought its have a tax that make our National Income Increase. The second advantage
[+val] is to increase standard of living of people and reduce poverty. There are so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity:
amount] product from foreign country make people choose them to make their life easy [+comp]. gadget, fashion,
transportation from foreign county [+force: quantity: distance: space] have a good [+reac] quality and high [+reac] quality. This
case make their economies thinking more [+force: intensifying] increase.
Eventhough globalization has so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] advantage [+val], it is also
has disadvantage [+val], the first dis advantages [-val] is make our country forget our national product. Every [+force: amount]
people in Indonesian now days [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time] always [+force: intensifying] choose the foreign
product because they think and feel [+force: intensifying] that foreign product better [+force: intensifying] than national
product. Consequently, they more [+force: intensifying] comfortable [+hap] with foreign product, how ever the cost is more
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[+force: intensifying] expensive. The second dis advantages [-val] is make Indonesian labor is not too be assessed. In this
globalization not only about the product but also about the labour. National labor will lose job, and make a decrese income to
them.
Conclusion from this discussion is we can follow the globalization but we should remember the improvement [+val]
with the citizen in our country [+force: quantity: distance: space]. So, be wise [+cap] to face globalization.

Mid Data
Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: scope: time] actually have
influence the desire [+reac] traits of people in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance]. Some [+force:
quantity: amount] argue that it is evident that GM crops are resistant to pest, disease and type of herbicide. So it can make
easier [+force: intensifying] to fulfill [+val] people want. On the other hand, There are some [+force: quantity: amount] of
people that think of the drawback [-val] from this GM crops. If we use to [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity:
amount] chemicals, it can harm [-val] ecosystem and decrease the occupation for employee [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], and hurt [-val] our health.
As we know that society growth in the third countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance] has been increased,
because of that the people needed of food also increase. With using GM Crops the farmers can get more [+force: quantity:
amount] harvest because their planting with GM crops which is resistant to pests and herbicide. Not only for pests and type of
particular herbicide, GM crops also can kill the trouble [+val] from the plant, like virus, fungi, and bacteria. As the result,
farmers can produce more [+force: quantity: amount] harvest without spend much [+force: quantity: amount] money and long
[+force: quantity: amount] time, because GM crops protect the plant [+val] (Whitman, 2000). Accordingly, the farmers in the
third world countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] never [-force: intensifying] feel difficult [-sec] to removeng the
people want.
On the contrary of positive [+val] sides, there are some [+force: quantity: amount] people agree that GM crops
brings negative [-val] sides mostly [+force: intensifying]. There are two negative [-val] aspects from using GM crops. First,
When we use GM crops which is also using chemicals to make the plant resistant to pests and herbicide, it can destroy [-val] or
damage [-val] our environment especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] water ecosystem under the ground [+force: quantity:
extent: distance], because ground provides the water and aslo the chemicals, gradually [+force: intensifying] water will
blanded with hazardous [-val] essence from chemicals that can ill [-val] our health. Not only harm [-val] our health, If GM
crops resistant to pest and herbicide it can take all of [+force: quantity: amount] the occupation of worker who has a job to
handle it. Second, GM crops resistant to disease, it doesn’t fact that GM crops are save [+val] for people. In my experience
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], my father have used the GM crops to avoid disease, but when my father spray the
liquid it make his hand irritation and the other plant also die [afford -val] because of the liquid. It just like Durant (2000) said
that GM crops raised hormone levels in people [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Using GM crops can harm [-val] all
[+force: quantity: amount] the aspects of people live.
Finally, GM crops prove that it has negative [-val] and positive [+val] impact of our live, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers that use it in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to supply the people want,
but if the farmers or the people used GM crop to [-force: intensifying] much [-force: quantity: amount] and without a good
[+val] way or step the negative [-val] aspect will cover up the positive [+val] impact.

Exit Data
Human migration, both legal [-val] and illegal [-val], is argued to be an inevitable effect of the process of
globalization. Human migration is a movement of human usually [+force: intensifying] from developing countries to developed
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countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Although human migration brings benefits [+val] to receiving countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance], but on the other fact human migration also make advantages [+val] to sending countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance].
Most [+force: quantity: amount] people said that human migration can fulfill [+val] the demanding of professional
[+cap] workers and increase the income of receiving country. The fact so that developed countries need more [+force:
intensifying] professional [+cap] workers to work and improve their countries so, when professional [+cap] workers move to
developed countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance] their can get a job which suitable [+reac] with their ability and
necessity of receiving countries will be completed [+val]. this condition can make their countries have significant [+val]
progress. Furthermore, human migration can make a significant [+val] progress in increasing their income, because there will
be more [+force: quantity: amount] countries want to make more [+force: quantity: amount] partners in all the aspect that can
give their countries a big [+reac] profit.
On the contrary, some [+force: quantity: amount] people believes that Human migration also give a great [+val]
influence to sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. We can see the influence of Human migration itself
[+force: intensifying] from the Increasing of National income and the decreasing of Unemployment [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space] in this countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance]. Human migration can give more [+force: quantity: amount]
income because the workers who working abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] [+ten] will send the remittance
that produce the tax for countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Based on research of BN2PTKI said that “Pahlawan
devisa [+ten] (workers who working abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] [+ten] give Indonesia 3.5% profit or
income from their remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in 2013”[+force: quantity: extent: distance: time]. This
fund can government use to provide modal to build public fasilities. Not only for increasing the national income but also to
decrease the unemployment. In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds profesional [+cap] workers and labour.
Professional [+cap] workers can’t get opportunity [-val] in sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] can
improve their skill in receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], and the labour who only have ability or
don’t have skill [-cap] also can get a job in receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
Finally, Human Migration brings benefits [+val] to both of the countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. But,
officially [+focus: valeur: specificity] it more [+force: quantity: amount] give benefits [+val] to receiving countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space] depending on the system of they arrange their countries and the policy.

Student 17 – Baseline Data
Globalization has an important [+val] role in international world [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] It very
[+force: intensifying] influence many [+force: quantity: amount] field, including economy field [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. In the world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], Globalization can create good [+reac] relation
between a country and another [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. When globalization happens, domestic economy will
be left behind [-val] and foreign economy will grow rapidly [+force: intensifying]. Globalization itself has possitive [+val] and
negative [-val] sides to the world’s economies [+force: extent: scope: space].
It is exactly [+force: intensifying] right [+reac], that globalization has many [+force: quantity: amount] possitive [+val]
effects, that is why the government expands international economy. The first effect of globalization to the world’s economy
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] is to increase the income a country. a country will grow rapidly [+force: intensifying] if
there is others country support [+val] its economy. If the cooperation going well [+val], it is also will make the income grow up
instantly [+force: intensifying]. And surely [+force: intensifying], with globalization, it will ease [+comp] the communities to
look for the necessity that they need in daily life [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. for example in this case about online
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shops. In Internet world [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], world’s economies seems so [+force: intensifying] clear
[+comp]. We can buy anything that we want to buy in which country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] we want. Just
need to know the methods and that isn’t a hard [-comp] thing for anyone nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time].
Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very [+force: intensifying] possitive [+val] ways, its
negative [-val] sides should not be forgotten. The first negative [-val] effect of globalization to the world’s economies [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space] is domestic economy will ran down because of the product of foreign is looking so [+focus:
intensifying] incredible [+reac]. And the other negative [-val] side is the European country will be a role model [+val] in the
Asian country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] because of the wonderful [+reac] product of them.
So, the conclusion is, start to love [+hap] your own country and try to appreciate [+reac] of the product.

Mid Data
Using of genetically-modified crops was creating pro [+val] and contra [-val] in the agriculture’s environment [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. Although genetically-modified crops are claimed to have a lot of [+force: quantity: amount]
benefits [+val], the risk [-val] of using such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops also still exist.
It has been recommended that using genetically-modified crops will create some [+force: quantity: amount]
advantages [+val]. The first is, if we are using genetically-modified crops, it means we will improving [+val] the nutritional
content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued that genetically-modified crops are created to be resistant to disease. By his
statement [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], we can conclude that genetically-modified crops contain a lot of [+force:
quantity: amount] nutrition that is why it can oppose disease [+val] in our body [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. And
the second advantage [+val] that we will get if we use such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops is we can create plants with
specific [+focus: valeur: specificity] desired [+reac] trait very [+force: intensifying] rapidly [+force: intensifying]. We can take an
example from Whitman’s theory, he said that plant geneticists can isolate a gene [+cap] responsible for drought tolerance and
insert that gene [+cap] into a different plant [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. It means genetically-modified crops
will ease [+comp] us to reach exact [+focus: valeur: specificity] desire [+reac] traits.
On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some [+force: quantity: amount] disadvantage [-val]. And
they are to increase of chemicals used on crops can lead to development of resistance in insect pests and it can pass on effects
to the wider ecosystem [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. Genetically-modified crops will increase chemicals use, and
it will influence or even broke ecosystem. Both of the disadvantages [-val] are actually related. And that is why the statement
said that using genetically-modified crops will pass on effect or give bad [-reac] impacts to the wider ecosystem [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space].
In summary, some [+force: quantity: amount] facts can claim that genetically-modified crops have negative [-val]
sides but it doesn’t mean such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops don’t have benefits [+val] because actually it has a number of
[+focus: quantity: amount] advantages [+val].

Exit Data
Human migration is the movement of one country to another [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] with certain
[+focus: valeur: specificity] purpose. Some [+force: quantity: amount] people believe that it usually [+force: intensifying]
occurs in developing countries to develop countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Perhaps [+force: intensifying], it
can be a result in a more [+force: intensifying] equal [+val] distribution of wealth between the developed countries or receiving
and developing countries or sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. In this case, it will bring benefit [+val]
more [+force: quantity: amount] to receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance] than the sending countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance].
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Receiving countries will get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] in the case of migration [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Because some [+force: quantity: amount] people said that the countries will provide the public
facilities. The benefits [+val] that will receiving countries get is professional skills [+val] and the National Income from the VISA
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Receiving countries have worth [+val] and enough [+force: quantity: amount] facilities
to build the one who want to learn [+ten] and if the people go abroad to receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] to study or to get job [+ten], it will promote the name of receiving countries itself. Besides, National Income
from VISA also will be increased because the people who migrate must pay the VISA and the tax. and receiving countries will
get it as long as the one who migrate is living in the country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
However, sending countries will also get the benefit [+val] of the migration itself. Most [+force: quantity: amount]
people believe that migration will bring them to prosperity [+val]. Some [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] that
sending countries get from the migration is the name of that country will rised [+reac] or known [+reac] and the one who go
abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] can fulfill the necessary of his family member [+ten]. The people who go to
another country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] whether for job or study [+ten], will surely [+force: intensifying]
promote the name of his country. Same as to the people who go for job [+ten], it will help [+ten] his family members.
As a result, both of those country will get the benefits [+val]. Receiving country will get the benefits [+val], the
sending countries are also. But, Receiving countries will get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] because the
evidence stated, most [+force: quantity: amount] people go abroad to receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space] and do not back to the original countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
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Appendix 4 – Inscribed ATTITUDE analysis with GRADUATION and
invocations
A. Low achieving texts
Student 1 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have undergone something we call
“Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction among the countries of the world [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] in order to develop the global economy [afford +app]. But, does globalization affects the world’s economies in positive
[+val] way?
Actually, globalization plays the significant [+val] role of enhancing [+force: enhancement] economic affluence [+val]
by offering new [+reac] hope to developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. It can increase devisen [+force:
intensifying flagging +app] of a country. When the brand or products from outside local [+focus: quantity: extent: distance:
space] enter a country they will be taxed. The more [+force: quantity: amount] goods that enter the more tax money will be
collected [+force: quantity: amount flagging +app]. Besides, it will allow society in getting things they want or they need
[+comp}. When there is a thing need by society, but it can be found in local products [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]
with globalization society can get it from outside local [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space]
However, globalization also can give negative [-val] impact. One of it is local products will be defeated by foreign
products [-val]. It will cause local employers less [-force: intensifying] competitive [-cap] entrepreneurs from the outside local
[+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space]. As the result local employers will get nothing in his business [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space flagging -app].

Mid Data
There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world economies [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space flagging -app]. Those who pro with it argued that it brings benefits [+val] for farmer in developing
countries [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space] while the other argued it not only cause the using of chemicals increase
[+force: intensifying flagging -app] but also require big [afford -app] investment for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space].
That’s true [+focus: valeur: authenticity] that GM crops benefits [+val] to farmers. The first, because it resistant
[afford +app] to pets. It has been suggested in (Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew [+val] the using of chemical
pesticides. The next is because it resistant [afford +app] to disease. As we know, plan diseases can caused by viruses, fungi and
bacteria and it can cause death of plant but farmers do not need to be worry [-sec] because GM crops has been created to be
strong [+val] of diseases attack. Of course this makes farmers get a health [+val] plant. A health [+val] plant can increase
farmers income [+force: intensifying flagging +app].
Unfortunately, there are some [+force: quantity: amount] evidence that shows it even give drawback [-val] not only
to farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] but also to people as consumers of GM crops [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. The first is it require big investments [afford -app] to farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. As we
know, farmers need chemical pesticides for saving their plants. Herbicide is actually pesticide that used. It has been suggested
that farmer who use GM food seed like Roundup ready should [+prop] buy only Roundup herbicide that produce by Monsanto
Companies (Durant: 2000). It means they have to be ready [+ten] to out much [+force: quantity: amount] money in buying
expensive chemicals [afford -app]. The second is, it makes the plant be unhealth [-val] to be consumed. It has been suggested
that each [+force: intensifying] year, farmer use more than one tons [+force: quantity: amount flagging -app] chemical
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pesticides to save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course, it will endanger [-val] consumer health because, the use of chemicals
leave poison [-val] in the plants.
In short, GM crops give benefits [+val] to farmers in developing countries [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space].
However, evidence show it has drawback [-val] and it can’t be ignored.

Exit Data
There is different opinion about which countries benefit [+val] the most [+force: intensifying] from human migration
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] which is globalization result. Some [+force: quantity: amount] people believed that
poor [-val] sending countries gets more [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] in the National economy development
[afford +app] and unemployment decreasing [-force: intensifying flagging +app]. On the other hand, there is opinion that
receiving countries benefit [+val] more [+force: quantity: amount] because of income and service they get.
There is a statement which said that labor that send abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] is heroes
[+ten] of the country’s exchange because they give help [+ten] in country economy. When worker get their salary to their
hometown [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], they will put tax by country. Then the tax will be used to build public
infrastruktur and facilities [afford +app] that need a lot of [+force: quantity: amount] fund. They also can [+cap] help in
reducing [-force: intensifying flagging +app] country debt. Furthermore, unemployment will be reduce [-force: intensifying
flagging +app]. In sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], there is no job vacancy enough [+force:
quantity: amount]. It bring about enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment [-cap], country can reduce [-force:
intensifying flagging +app] the number of unemployment [-cap].
On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space, flagging +app]. The income they get can be from fee [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] that pay by professional
[+cap] worker, from the tax they put in remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and from the visa [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space] which have to taken care of worker. More high [+force: intensifying flagging +app] salary that
professional worker get, more high [+force: intensifying flagging +app] the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving
countries get benefit [+val] not only the service of people from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]
but also from the product they produce [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Housemaid job is very [+force: intensifying]
needed in developing countries [+focus: quantity: extent: distance: space] so, with the human migration they can get worker
which can pay cheap [afford -judge].
In short, human migration bring benefits [+val] to both sending and receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. But, in writer opinion, sending countries get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] as long as the
money sending can be used as well as possible.
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Student 8 – Baseline Data
Nowadays, globalization has spread all around the world [+focus: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Certainly, it effects
almost on each [+force: intensifying] sectors of live of the human. Such as culture, fashion, language, ideology, education,
entertainment, and of course, economy. These all influence how the way of people live. The effects of globalization to the
world’s economy [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] can be positive [+val] and negative [-val].
Globalization can increase the development of the growth [+force: intensifying flagging +app] economic in a country
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] through the cooperation [afford +app] between countries [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. As we know, globalization makes every [+force: amount] countries connect each [+force: intensifying] other
easily [+force: intensifying]. You can buy any [+force: quantity: amount] products that you want from the other country
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] just by order online [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. From the export process
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], one country can sell their local products to another [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. Beside it will increase [+force: intensifying flagging +app] the income, it also introduce the local product as identity of a
country itself [afford +app]. The development of the growth [+force: intensifying flagging +app] economy also can increase
[+force: intensifying flagging +app] through the tourism sector [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Developing the quality
[+force: intensifying flagging +app] of tourism will make people more [+force: intensifying] attract [+reac] to visit your country.
On the other side, globalization also has negative [-val] effect on world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. The first is competition [afford -app] between developing country and super power country [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space].
And the second is, international company in developing co [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].

Mid Data
The different perspectives about the using of Genetically modified food are exist among people [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. However, GM food has some [+force:
quantity: amount] good [+val] results to human life [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] on biotechnology. GM food also brings several [+force: quantity: amount] risks [-val]. The using of GM food can not
be avoided from increasing the use [+force: intensifying flagging -app] of chemicals and the nutritions of it is more suitable
[+force: intensifying flagging -app] for meat animal [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] than to human [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space].
As we know, genetically modified crops are strong [+comp] enough [+force: intensifying] to resist [afford +app] with
using of pesticide or herbicide. Although the farmers use many [+force: quantity: amount] tons chemical pesticides every
[+force: amount] year, GM crops designed to not influence [afford +app] by chemical pesticides. It could be say that gm food
are tolerant [afford +app] to herbicide, so it will not harm the environment [+val]. Whitman (2000) give one case example, she
claimed that Bt. corn can help eliminate the impact of chemical pesticides [+val]. The other benefit [+val] of using the GM
food, is the nutritions [afford +app] of GM food may be as a solutions to prevent the starvation [+val] in developing countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. All of the benefits [+val] above is very [+force: intensifying] helpful [+val] for human
life [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
On the contrary, GM food also has some [+force: quantity: amount] bad [-reac] impacts, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. In fact, not all the using of chemical pesticides [afford -app] are save to environment [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. If the ecosystem receives too [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity: amount] Roundup, of couse if will lead to
damage [-val] of environment. Because Durant (2000) had argued that if the resistance [afford +app] of GM crops had pass
these chemicals [afford -app], the resistence [afford +app] will become useless [-val].
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Furthermore, there is evidence has been found that nutritions of GM food [afford -app] actually is not for human
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], but is more appropriate [+force: intensifying flagging -app] for meat animal [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Therefore, GM food is not really give contribution to solve the starvation or malnutritions
[+intensifying flagging -app] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
In short, GM food brings some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] for human [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] in biotechnology. On the other hand, we can not close our eyes from the bad [reac] impacts of GM food. Because GM food can cause the damaging [-val] of environment and not solve the starvations
[afford -app] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].

Exit Data
Human migration as one of the effect of globalization brings impacts. Both of receiving countries and sending
countries get advantages [+val] from human migration process [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The receiving
countries obtain some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] of remittances and brain drain. And the sending countries also
get advantages [+val] from the two aspects [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
Although, the receiving countries get more service and products [+force: intensifying: flagging +app]. The immigrants
people from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] have a purpose to enhance their carrier and jobs
[+ten]. So, the service and products in receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will be increased [+force:
intensifying flagging +app]. In addition, the benefit [+val] of remmittance to the receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space] is extra [+force: quantity: amount; afford +app] income. Depending on transfers of remittance from one country
to another country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], the extra [+force: quantity: amount; flagging +app] income will
increased [+force: intensifying flagging +app] also. The paying of taxes also make the receiving countries getting extra [+force:
quantity: amount; flagging +app] income.
In spite of the benefit [+val] that receiving countries get, the sending countries also receive two advantages [+val].
Firstly, human migration can decrease [-force: intensifying flagging +app] unemployment workers [-cap]. By sending people to
develop countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], the number of unemployment workers [-cap] in developing
countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] could in/decrease [-force: intensifying flagging +app]. Because, the field of
job in developed countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] usually [+force: intensifying] more wide [+force:
intensifying flagging +app]. Secondly, it will decrease [-force: intensifying flagging +app] the population. This point is still
related to the first one. The movement of the people to other countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] absolutely
will decrease [-force: intensifying flagging +app] the population. Thus, the system of developing countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space] become easier [+comp] to regulate.
All in all, both of receiving countries and sending countries get advantages [+val] from human migration [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Nonetheless, the receiving countries get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] than
sending countries based on the evidences.

Student 10 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the process of international integration [+comp] that occurs due to the exchange of views the world,
product, ideas and other cultural aspects. This happens because of interactions made by people all around the world [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. On progress, globalization has affected people’s lives many [+force: quantity: amount]
factors, one of it is the impact in the world economy [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. However, the development
[afford +app] process of globalization has positive [+val] and negative [-val] sides in its influence in the world economy [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space].
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Here I write down 2 positive [+val] sides of globalization. First, globalization triggers the rapid economic growth
[+force: intensifying flagging +app] that resulted in many [+force: quantity: amount] emerging [afford +app] companies
engaged in various fields [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], which serve to meet the needs of community are increasing
[+force: intensifying flagging +app]. The emergence [afford +app] of this company automatically be jobs for the community
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] at large [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. And it is certainly very [+force:
intensifying] good [+reac] for reducing [+force: intensifying flagging +app] unemployment. Second, technological
developments [afford +app] make it easier [+comp] for people to manage their agricultural products. It certainly helps people
in achieving a prosperous [+reac] standard of living.

Mid Data
Nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time], genetically modified crops considered as one of the solution to
resolve the food crisis [-val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], but in real it is not always
[+force: intensifying] running smoothly [-reac] according hope. GM crops indeed give some [+force: quantity: amount]
advantages [+val] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] in planting, nevertheless there are also some [+force:
quantity: amount] disadvantages [-val] appears with GM crops planting.
There are two signifant [+val] aspects of the advantages [+val] by planting GM crops. First, farmers can [+cap]
harvest more than usual [+force: quantity: amount afford +app] when they are planting manual [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: time]. It can be happen because GM crops has been engineered to be harvested in a short time period [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: time flagging +app]. Second, GM crops help the farmers be able [+cap] plant in any kinds of soil
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space flagging +app]. Whitman (2000) said that the GM crops can [+cap] be plant in land
dry [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] in high salinity soils [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space; -val]. So, it make
the farmers can [+cap] plan not in the fertile land [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space; +val] only.
On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] on the way they
get the seeds [afford -app]. Because the seeds of GM crops [afford -app] can get only from the one of multinational companies
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], and the seed was sterile [-val] and use in one period [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
time] only. Durant (2000) argued that the monopolization [afford -app] will affect the farmers live, especially poor [-cap]
farmer in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. In addition, the farmers also getting difficulties [-val]
in threatmen (= treatment) GM crops. Although in Whitman (2000) told that GM food are resistant to pests [afford +app]. In
fact, farmers still have to buy much [-force: quantity: amount] herbicide to protect the plant [afford -app].
In conclusion, although the evidence shows that GM crops has some [+force: quantity: amount] advantages [+val],
there is also appeared the disadvantages [-val] of it. So the disadvantages [-val] of GM crops can become a consideration for
us [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].

Exit Data
One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the world [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. Nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: distance: time] some [+force: quantity: amount] people doing migration is not
always [+force: intensifying] by legal process but also in illegal [-reac] process. But however it brings Benefit [+val] for both
sending and receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
The fact that sending countries is get more [+force: quantity: amount] profits [+val] by people movement. There are
evidences that showing sending countries benefit [+val] the most [+force: intensifying], like increasing [+force: intensifying
flagging +app] of the countries income, getting higher [+force: intensifying flagging +app] tax, devisa, and also it can reducing [force: intensifying flagging +app] unemployment in sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] itself [+force:
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intensifying]. If the countries income, tax and devisa getting higher [+force: intensifying flagging +app], it will be useful [+val]
for sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] to use it to build infrastructure and public facilities [afford +app].
Besides it, by doing migration sending countries will reducing [-force: intensifying flagging +app] their unemployed [-cap]
people. Because citizens who has not a job in their country [-cap] because there is no more [-force: quantity: amount] job
vacancy there [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], they can go abroad [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to get
a job for themselves [+ten].
However, not only sending countries who get benefits [+val] from human migration process [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space], but it is also bring profits [+val] for receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. One
example of benefits [+val] that obtained receiving countries is they can get much [+force: quantity: amount] professional
[+cap] workers. And workers who come from sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] will share their
knowledge [afford +judge] to another workers who are the native inhabitants [afford -judge] there [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space]. Furthermore, that knowledge [afford +app] will help that countries to produce more [+force: intensifying]
professional [+cap] workers and then automatically it is also useful [+val] to build that countries better [+reac] than before
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: time].
In short, human migration as a result of the process of globalization brings benefits [+val] for both sending and
receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. As long as the government can manage the income well, the
sending countries will benefits [+val] more [+force: quantity: amount] than receiving countries.

B. High achieving texts
Student 3 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the global process from all of [+force: amount] the things in this world [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] without the specific [+focus: specificity] zone. From this globalization [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space],
the world will be change [afford +app], from the manual to be used technology. But, the globalization process has several
[+force: amount] effects for the world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. There are the positive [+val]
effects and the negative [-val] effects.
There are two] positive [+val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies [+force: extent: scope: space].
The first Positive [+val] effect is Especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] for Indonesia [+focus: quantity: extent: scope: space], we
can cooperate among the other country in this world [+force: extent: distance: space]. From this cooperation [+force: quantity:
extent: scope: space: afford +app], we can increase [+force: intensifying: flagging +app] our economies. And the second
positive [+val] effect is we can do the import and export with another countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and we
can also transfer the Indonesian workers to abroad [+force: extent: distance: space] to get the job [+ten].
There are two negative [-val] effects of the globalization to the world’s economies [+force: extent: scope: space]. The
first negative [-val] effect is will be so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] the import activities from another
country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] that comes in Indonesia [+force: quantity: extent; distance: space], and it
makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness [-val] with products of another country that cheaper [+force:
intensifying flagging +app] from products of Indonesia. The second negative [-val] effect is will be so [+force: intensifying]
many [+force: quantity: amount] foreign [afford: -app] workers that come in Indonesia [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space], and we are afraid [-sec] if they more [+force: intensifying] professional [+cap] from Indonesian workers.
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In short, we can make cooperation [afford +app] with the other country [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] but
we can not careless [-cap] We should do the best [+force: intensifying] for the economies of Indonesia in this world [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space].

Mid Data
The people who know and perhaps [+force: intensifying] have some [+force: quantity: amount] experiences of genetically
modified crops will have some [+force: quantity: amount] arguments to perceive it. Nevertheless there are some [+force:
quantity: amount] people believe that GM food take along so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] profits
[+val] in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], but in the other side, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] assume that GM food is not too [+force: intensifying] useful
[+val] for them [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] and it will emerge the monopoly [afford -app] system of one side.
The genetically modified food has two profits [+val] for the developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Firstly, they trust that from GM crops they don’t need deplete their savings money [-val] to buy a number of kinds
[+force: quantity: amount] the chemical every [+force: amount] planting season. GM good can oppose the pest and plant
disease [+val] without require a lot of [+force: quantity: amount] pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the farmers
just use a particular [+focus: valeur: specificity] type of chemical pesticides. So the farmers is not necessary to use the other
pesticides which enable consuming so much money [+force: quantity: amount flagging -app] and consuming so many time
[+force: quantity: amount flagging -app].
On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits [+val] for farmer [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space], but also have the bad [-reac] effect. the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds [+force:
quantity: amount flagging -app], so it is not too [+force: intensifying] useful [+val] for them [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. Because the farmers have to buy the seeds every [+force: amount] planting season. For the GM crops will appear the
market domination [afford -app] of it. For example is the Monsanto as a multinational [afford -app] company. The farmers
should buy the seeds every [+force: amount] years and also the pesticides from Monsanto [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
space]. Consequently, it can damage [-val] the other companies.
To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] for people
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], and also GM crops have the bad [-reac] impacts that maybe more many [+force:
intensifying] than the benefits [+val] of GM food.

Exit Data
The human migration commonly [+force: intensifying] happen from developing countries to developed countries
[+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] to get better [+force: intensifying] thing from all [+force: quantity: amount] aspects of
people’s life. The movement of people from one country to another country [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] bring some
[+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val] for both of sending countries and receiving countries. Although the receiving
countries have some [+force: quantity: amount] benefit [+val], but sending countries have benefit [+val] more [+force:
quantity: amount] for the citizen and its nation [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space].
The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get more income [+force: quantity:
amount flagging +app] income from the human who move from their country for working overseas [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space; +ten], because they obtain the visa and tax of it [afford +app]. And then, receiving countries will be sufficient
[+val] what the professional [+cap] workers need during in that countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space], because
they appreciate [+reac] it and they should complete [+val] the professional [+cap] workers’ necessary that want to serve their
country for pressing it.
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However sending countries also bring the advantages [+val], especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] for the countries
and the people [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. The people who can not get the job from their countries [-val], they
can move to the other countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to get the job or the best job [+force: intensifying
flagging +app]. So, it can decrease unemployment [-force: intensifying flagging +app] from that countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space]. For the country that send the people to another countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]
will get the additional income [+force: quantity: amount flagging +app], and consequently, it can increase [+force: intensifying
flagging +app] the national income from the remittance [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space; afford +app].
All in all, developing countries and developed countries is related each other and we can make the cooperation
[afford +app] from all sides of that countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope]. Because both of them is beneficial [+val] for all.
And sending countries give more [+force: quantity: amount] advantages [+val] than receiving countries.

Student 5 – Baseline Data
Globalization is integration [+comp] of societies, economies, cultures, of worldwide [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space] through a process of technology, politic and trade. Globalization has influence to all of part [+force: quantity: amount]
of our lives. Every [+force: amount] countries in this world [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] affected by globalization
include the economies side. In this case, Globalization has advantage [+val] and disadvantage [+val]. So, we should
considerate both sides.
The first advantage is to increase [+force: intensifying flagging +app] National Income. Globalization opens or give so
[+force: intensifying] many [force: quantity: amount] opportunities to develop a working [afford +app] relationship with
another country [force: quantity: extent: space]. We can do export and import in this relationship [+force: quantity: scope:
space]. When we export our product we can get profit [+val], and so are when we import foreign import we will receive an
profit [+val] through customs taxes. Furthermore, every [+force: amount] product that we have bought its have a tax that
make our National Income Increase [+force: intensifying flagging +app]. The second advantage [+val] is to increase [+force:
intensifying flagging +app] standard of living of people and reduce [-force: intensifying flagging +app] poverty. There are so
[+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] product from foreign country make people choose them to make their
life easy [+comp]. gadget, fashion, transportation from foreign county [force: quantity: extent: distance: space] have a good
[+reac] quality and high [+reac] quality. This case make their economies thinking more [+force: intensifying] increase [+force:
intensifying flagging +app].
Eventhough globalization has so [+force: intensifying] many [+force: quantity: amount] advantage [+val], it is also
has disadvantage [+val], the first dis advantages [-val] is make our country forget our national [afford +app] product. Every
[+force: amount] people in Indonesian [force: quantity: extent: distance: space] now adays [+force: quantity: extent: distance:
time] always [+force: intensifying] choose the foreign [afford -app] product because they think and feel [+force: intensifying]
that foreign [afford -app] product better [+force: intensifying] than national [afford +app] product. Consequently, they more
[+force: intensifying] comfortable [+hap] with foreign [afford -app] product, how ever the cost is more [+force: intensifying]
expensive [afford -val]. The second dis advantages [-val] is make Indonesian labor is not too be assessed [afford -app]. In this
globalization not only about the product but also about the labour. National [afford +app] labor will lose job, and make a
decrese [-force: intensifying flagging -app] income to them.
Conclusion from this discussion is we can follow the globalization but we should [+prop] remember the
improvement [+val] with the citizen in our country [+force: quantity: distance: space]. So, be wise [+cap] to face globalization.
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Mid Data
Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays [+force: quantity: extent: scope: time] actually have
influence the desire [+reac] traits of people in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance]. Some [+force:
quantity: amount] argue that it is evident that GM crops are resistant [afford +val] to pest, disease and type of herbicide. So it
can make make easier [+force: intensifying flagging +app] to fulfill [+val] people want. On the other hand, There are some
[+force: quantity: amount] of people that think of the drawback [-val] from this GM crops. If we use to [+force: intensifying]
much [-force: quantity: amount] chemicals, it can harm [-val] ecosystem and decrease [-force: intensifying: flagging -app] the
occupation for employee [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], and hurt [-val] our health.
As we know that society growth in the third countries [afford -app] has been increased [+force: intensifying flagging app], because of that the people needed of food also increase [+force: intensifying flagging -app]. With using GM Crops the
farmers can get more harvest [+force: quantity: amount flagging +app] because their planting with GM crops which is resistant
[afford +app] to pests and herbicide. Not only for pests and type of particular herbicide, GM crops also can kill the trouble
[+val] from the plant, like virus, fungi, and bacteria. As the result, farmers can produce more harvest [+force: quantity: amount
flagging +app] without spend much [+force: quantity: amount] money and long [+force: quantity: amount] time, because GM
crops protect the plant [+val] (Whitman, 2000). Accordingly, the farmers in the third world countries [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space afford -app] never [-force: intensifying] feel difficult [-sec] to removeng the people want.
On the contrary of positive [+val] sides, there are some [+force: quantity: amount] people agree that GM crops
brings negative [-val] sides mostly [+force: intensifying]. There are two negative [-val] aspects from using GM crops. First,
When we use GM crops which is also using chemicals to make the plant resistant [afford +app] to pests and herbicide, it can
destroy [-val] or damage [-val] our environment especially [+focus: valeur: specificity] water ecosystem under the ground
[+force: quantity: extent: distance], because ground provides the water and aslo [+force: quantifying] the chemicals, gradually
[+force: intensifying] water will blanded with hazardous [-val] essence from chemicals that can ill [-val] our health. Not only
harm [-val] our health, If GM crops resistant [afford +app] to pest and herbicide it can take all of the occupation [+force:
quantity: amount flagging -app] of worker who has a job to handle it. Second, GM crops resistant [afford +app] to disease, it
doesn’t fact that GM crops are save [+val] for people. In my experience [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], my father have
used the GM crops to avoid disease, but when my father spray the liquid it make his hand irritation and the other plant also
die [afford -val] because of the liquid. It just like Durant (2000) said that GM crops raised hormone levels [+force: intensifying app] in people [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Using GM crops can harm [-val] all [+force: quantity: amount] the
aspects of people live.
Finally, GM crops prove that it has negative [-val] and positive [+val] impact of our live, especially [+focus: valeur:
specificity] for farmers that use it in developing countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to supply the people want,
but if the farmers or the people used GM crop to [+force: intensifying] much [+force: quantity: amount] and without a good
[+val] way or step the negative [-val] aspect will cover up the positive [+val] impact.

Exit Data
Human migration, both legal [-val] and illegal [-val], is argued to be an inevitable effect of the process of
globalization. Human migration is a movement of human usually [+force: intensifying] from developing countries to developed
countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Although human migration brings benefits [+val] to receiving countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance], but on the other fact human migration also make advantages [+val] to sending countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance].
Most [+force: quantity: amount] people said that human migration can fulfill [+val] the demanding of professional
[+cap] workers and increase [+force: intensifying flagging +app] the income of receiving country. The fact so that developed
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countries need more [+force: intensifying] professional [+cap] workers to work and improve [+force: intensifying flagging +app]
their countries so, when professional [+cap] workers move to developed countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance] their can
get a job which suitable [+reac] with their ability and necessity of receiving countries will be completed [+val]. this condition
can make their countries have significant [+val] progress. Furthermore, human migration can make a significant [+val] progress
in increasing [+force: intensifying flagging +app] their income, because there will be more [+force: quantity: amount] countries
want to make more partners [+force: quantity: amount afford +app] in all the aspect that can give their countries a big [+reac]
profit.
On the contrary, some [+force: quantity: amount] people believes that Human migration also give a great [+val]
influence to sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. We can see the influence of Human migration [afford
+app] itself [+force: intensifying] from the Increasing [+force: intensifying flagging +app] of National income and the decreasing
of Unemployment [-force: intensifying flagging +app] in this countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance]. Human migration can
give more income [+force: quantity: amount afford +app] because the workers who working abroad [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] [+ten] will send the remittance [afford +app] that produce the tax for countries [+force: quantity: extent:
scope: space]. Based on research of BN2PTKI said that “Pahlawan devisa [+ten] (workers who working abroad [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space] [+ten] give Indonesia 3.5% profit or income [afford +app] from their remittance [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space flagging +app] in 2013”[+force: quantity: extent: distance: time]. This fund can government use
to provide modal to build public fasilities [afford +app]. Not only for increasing [+force: intensifying flagging +app] the national
income but also to decrease the unemployment [-force: intensifying flagging +app]. In this case unemployment is consist of two
kinds profesional [+cap] workers and labour. Professional [+cap] workers who can’t get opportunity [-val] in sending countries
[+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]s can improve [+val] their skill in receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space], and the labour who only have ability or don’t have skill [-cap] also can get a job [afford +app] in receiving
countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance].
Finally, Human Migration brings benefits [+val] to both of the countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. But,
officially [+focus: valeur: specificity] it more [+force: quantity: amount] give benefits [+val] to receiving countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space] depending on the system of they arrange their countries and the policy.

Student 17 – Baseline Data
Globalization has an important [+val] role in international world [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. It very
[+force: intensifying] influence many [+force: quantity: amount] field, including economy field [+force: quantity: extent: scope:
space]. In the world’s economies [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], Globalization can create good [+reac] relation
between a country and another [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. When globalization happens, domestic economy will
be left behind [-val] and foreign economy will grow [+force: intensifying: flagging +app] rapidly [+force: intensifying].
Globalization itself [+force: intensifying] has possitive [+val] and negative [-val] sides to the world’s economies [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space].
It is exactly [+force: intensifying] right [+reac], that globalization has many [+force: quantity: amount] possitive [+val]
effects, that is why the government expands [+force: intensifying: flagging +app] international economy. The first effect of
globalization to the world’s economy [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] is to increase [+force: intensifying: flagging +app]
the income a country. a country will grow [+force: intensifying: flagging +app] rapidly [+force: intensifying] if there is others
country support [+val] its economy. If the cooperation [afford +app] going well [+val], it is also will make the income grow up
[+force: intensifying: flagging +app] instantly [+force: intensifying]. And surely [+force: intensifying], with globalization, it will
ease [+comp] the communities to look for the necessity that they need in daily life [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. for
example in this case about online shops. In Internet world [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], world’s economies seems so
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[+force: intensifying] clear [+comp]. We can buy anything that we want to buy in which country [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space] we want. Just need to know the methods and that isn’t a hard [-comp] thing for anyone nowadays [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: time].
Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very [+force: intensifying] possitive [+val] ways, its
negative [-val] sides should not be forgotten. The first negative [-val] effect of globalization to the world’s economies [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space] is domestic economy will ran down [-force: intensifying: flagging -app] because of the product
of foreign [afford -app] is looking so [+focus: intensifying] incredible [+reac]. And the other negative [-val] side is the European
country will be a role model [+val] in the Asian country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] because of the wonderful
[+reac] product of them.
So, the conclusion is, start to love [+hap] your own country and try to appreciate [+reac] of the product.

Mid Data
Using of genetically-modified crops was creating pro [+val] and contra [-val] in the agriculture’s environment [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space]. Although genetically-modified crops are claimed to have a lot of [+force: quantity: amount]
benefits [+val], the risk [-val] of using such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops also still exist.
It has been recommended that using genetically-modified crops will create some [+force: quantity: amount]
advantages [+val]. The first is, if we are using genetically-modified crops, it means we will improving [+val] the nutritional
content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued that genetically-modified crops are created to be resistant [afford +val] to
disease. By his statement [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space], we can conclude that genetically-modified crops contain a
lot of nutrition [+val] that is why it can oppose disease [+val] in our body [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. And the
second advantage [+val] that we will get if we use such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops is we can create plants with specific
[+focus: valeur: specificity] desired [+reac] trait very rapidly [+force: intensifying: flagging +app]. We can take an example from
Whitman’s theory, he said that plant geneticists can isolate a gene [+cap] responsible for drought tolerance [afford +app] and
insert that gene [+cap] into a different plant [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space]. It means genetically-modified crops
will ease [+comp] us to reach exact [+focus: valeur: specificity] desire [+reac] traits.
On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some [+force: quantity: amount] disadvantage [-val]. And
they are to increase of chemicals [+force: intensifying: flagging -app] used on crops can lead to development of resistance
[+force: intensifying: flagging -app] in insect pests and it can pass on effects to the wider ecosystem [+force: quantity: extent:
distance: space]. Genetically-modified crops will increase chemicals use [+force: intensifying: flagging -app], and it will
influence [afford -app] or even broke [afford -app] ecosystem. Both of the disadvantages [-val] are actually related. And that is
why the statement said that using genetically-modified crops will pass on effect [afford -app] or give bad [-reac] impacts to the
wider ecosystem [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
In summary, some [+force: quantity: amount] facts can claim that genetically-modified crops have negative [-val]
sides but it doesn’t mean such [+focus: valeur: specificity] crops don’t have benefits [+val] because actually it has a number of
[+focus: quantity: amount] advantages [+val].

Exit Data
Human migration is the movement of one country to another [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space] with certain
[+force: intensifying] purpose. Some [+force: quantity: amount] people believe that it usually [+force: intensifying] occurs in
developing countries to develop countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. Perhaps [+force: intensifying], it can be a
result in a more [+force: intensifying] equal [+val] distribution of wealth between the developed countries or receiving and
developing countries or sending countries [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space]. In this case, it will bring benefit [+val] more
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[+force: quantity: amount] to receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance] than the sending countries [+force:
quantity: extent: distance].
Receiving countries will get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] in the case of migration [+force:
quantity: extent: scope: space]. Because some [+force: quantity: amount] people said that the countries will provide the public
facilities [afford +app]. The benefits [+val] that will receiving countries get is professional skills [+val] and the National Income
from the VISA [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space flagging +app]. Receiving countries have worth [+val] and enough
[+force: quantity: amount] facilities to build [afford +app] the one who want to learn [+ten] and if the people go abroad to
receiving countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space] to study or to get job [+ten], it will promote [afford +app] the
name of receiving countries itself. Besides, National Income from VISA [+force: quantity: extent: scope: space flagging
+app]also will be increased [+force: intensifying flagging +app] because the people who migrate [afford +judge] must pay the
VISA and the tax [afford +app]. and receiving countries will get it as long as the one who migrate [afford +judge] is living in the
country [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
However, sending countries will also get the benefit [+val] of the migration itself. Most [+force: quantity: amount]
people believe that migration will bring them to prosperity [+val]. Some [+force: quantity: amount] benefits [+val] that
sending countries get from the migration is the name of that country will rised [+reac] or known [+reac] and the one who go
abroad [afford +judge] can fulfill the necessary of his family member [+ten]. The people who go to another country [+force:
quantity: extent: distance: space] whether for job or study [+ten], will surely [+force: intensifying] promote [afford +app] the
name of his country. Same as to the people who go for job [+ten], it will help [+ten] his family members.
As a result, both of those country will get the benefits [+val]. Receiving country will get the benefits [+val], the
sending countries are also [+force: intensifying]. But, Receiving countries will get more [+force: quantity: amount] benefits
[+val] because the evidence stated, most [+force: quantity: amount] people go abroad to receiving countries [+force: quantity:
extent: distance: space] and do not back to the original countries [+force: quantity: extent: distance: space].
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Appendix 5 – ENGAGEMENT analysis
A. Low achieving texts
Student 1 Baseline Data
C: pro: pron; E: ent
E: att: ack; E: att: dis

Nowadays, we are exposed to changes that can make us conscious that we have
undergone something we call “Globalization”. Globalization is the system of interaction
among the countries of the world in order to develop the global economy. But, does

C: dis: coun; E: ent

globalization affects the world’s economies in positive way?

C: pro: pron

Actually, globalization plays the significant role of enhancing economic
affluence by offering new hope to developing countries. It can increase devisen of a

E: ent

country. When the brand or products from outside local enter a country they will be

E: ent

taxed. The more goods that enter the more tax money will be collected. Besides, it will

E: ent; E: ent

allow society in getting things they want or they need. When there is a thing need by

C: dis: coun; E: ent

society, but it can be found in local products with globalization society can get it from
outside local.

C: dis: coun; E: ent
E: ent; E: ent

However, globalization also can give negative impact. One of it is local products
will be defeated by foreign products. It will cause local employers less competitive
entrepreneurs from the outside local. As the result local employers will get nothing in his

E: ent

business.

Mid Data
E: att: ack

There is different view of people about the use of GM food/ crops in third world

E: att: ack

economies. Those who pro with it argued that it brings benefits for farmer in developing

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack; C: dis:

countries while the other argued it not only cause the using of chemicals increase but

den; C: dis: coun

also require big investment for farmers.

C: pro: pron

That’s true that GM crops benefits to farmers. The first, because it resistant to

E: att: ack; E: ent

pets. It has been suggested in (Whitman: 2000) that GM crops can help unscrew the using

C: pro: pron; E: ent;

of chemical pesticides. The next is because it resistant to disease. As we know, plan

E: ent; C: dis: coun

diseases can caused by viruses, fungi and bacteria and it can cause death of plant but

C: dis: den; E: ent

farmers do not need to be worry because GM crops has been created to be strong of

C: pro: con: aff

diseases attack. Of course this makes farmers get a health plant. A health plant can

E: ent

increase farmers income.

C: dis: coun; C: pro: end

Unfortunately, there are some evidence that shows it even give drawback not

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

only to farmers but also to people as consumers of GM crops. The first is it require big

C: pro: pron; E: ent

investments to farmers. As we know, farmers need chemical pesticides for saving their

C: pro: pron; E: att: ack

plants. Herbicide is actually pesticide that used. It has been suggested that farmer who

E: ent; C: dis: coun

use GM food seed like Roundup ready should buy only Roundup herbicide that produce

E: ent

by Monsanto Companies (Durant: 2000). It means they have to be ready to out much
money in buying expensive chemicals. The second is, it makes the plant be unhealth to be

E: att: ack

consumed. It has been suggested that each year, farmer use more than one tons chemical
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C: pro: con: aff; E:ent

pesticides to save the crops (Whitman: 2000). Of course, it will endanger consumer
health because, the use of chemicals leave poison in the plants.

C: dis: coun; C: pro: end
E: ent; C: dis: deny

In short, GM crops give benefits to farmers in developing countries. However,
evidence show it has drawback and it can’t be ignored.

Exit Data
E: att: ack
E: att: ack

There is different opinion about which countries benefit the most from human
migration which is globalization result. Some people believed that poor sending countries
gets more benefit in the National economy development and unemployment decreasing.

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack

On the other hand, there is opinion that receiving countries benefit more because of
income and service they get.

E: att: ack

There is a statement which said that labor that send abroad is heroes of the
country’s exchange because they give help in country economy. When worker get their

E: ent; E: ent

salary to their hometown, they will put tax by country. Then the tax will be used to build

E: ent

public infrastruktur and facilities that need a lot of fund. They also can help in reducing

E: ent

country debt. Furthermore, unemployment will be reduce. In sending countries, there is

E: ent; C: dis: den

no job vacancy enough. It bring about enemploy exist. by sending the unemployment,

E: ent

country can reduce the number of unemployment.

C: dis: coun

On the other hand, receiving countries also get income from human migration.

E: ent

The income they get can be from fee that pay by professional worker, from the tax they

E: ent

put in remittance and from the visa which have to taken care of worker. More high salary

E: ent

that professional worker get, more high the tax that they have to pay. Besides, receiving

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

countries get benefit not only the service of people from sending countries but also from

C: dis: coun

the product they produce. Housemaid job is very needed in developing countries so, with

E: ent; E: ent

the human migration they can get worker which can pay cheap.

C: pro: con: conc

In short, human migration bring benefits to both sending and receiving

E: ent

countries. But, in writer opinion, sending countries get more benefit as long as the

E: ent

money sending can be used as well as possible.
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Student 8 – Baseline Data
C: Pro: con: aff

Nowadays, globalization has spread all around the world. Certainly, it effects
almost on each sectors of live of the human. Such as culture, fashion, language,
ideology, education, entertainment, and of course, economy. These all influence how

E: ent

the way of people live. The effects of globalization to the world’s economy can be
positive and negative.

E: ent

Globalization can increase the development of the growth economic in a

C: Pro: pron

country through the cooperation between countries. As we know, globalization makes

E: ent

every countries connect each other easily. You can buy any products that you want

E: ent

from the other country just by order online. From the export process, one country can

C: dis: coun

sell their local products to another. Beside it will increase the income, it also introduce
the local product as identity of a country itself. The development of the growth

E: ent

economy also can increase through the tourism sector. Developing the quality of

E: ent

tourism will make people more attract to visit your country.

C: dis: coun

On the other side, globalization also has negative effect on world’s
economies. The first is competition between developing country and super power
country.
And the second is, international company in developing co.

Mid Data
E: att: ack
C: dis: coun

The different perspectives about the using of Genetically modified food are
exist among people in developing countries. However, GM food has some good results
to human life, especially on biotechnology. GM food also brings several risks. The using

E: ent; C: dis: den

of GM food can not be avoided from increasing the use of chemicals and the nutritions
of it is more suitable for meat animal than to human.

C: pro: pron

As we know, genetically modified crops are strong enough to resist with using

C: dis: coun

of pesticide or herbicide. Although the farmers use many tons chemical pesticides every

C: dis: den; E: ent

year, GM crops designed to not influence by chemical pesticides. It could be say that gm

E: ent; C: dis: den

food are tolerant to herbicide, so it will not harm the environment. Whitman (2000)

E: att: ack; E: att: dis; E: ent

give one case example, she claimed that Bt. corn can help eliminate the impact of
chemical pesticides. The other benefit of using the GM food, is the nutritions of GM

E: ent

good may be as a solutions to prevent the starvation in developing countries. All of the
benefits above is very helpful for human life.

C: dis: coun

On the contrary, GM food also has some bad impacts, especially for farmers in

C: dis: den

developing countries. In fact, not all the using of chemical pesticides are save to

C: pro: con: aff; E: ent

environment. If the ecosystem receives too much Roundup, of couse if will lead to

E: att: ack

damage of environment. Because Durant (2000) had argued that if the resistance of GM

E: ent

crops had pass these chemicals, the resistence will become useless.

E: att: ack

Furthermore, there is evidence has been found that nutritions of GM food

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

actually is not for human, but is more appropriate for meat animal. Therefore, GM food

C: dis: den; C: pro: pron

is not really give contribution to solve the starvation or malnutritions in developing
countries.
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In short, GM food brings some benefit for human, especially in biotechnology.
C: dis: coun; C: dis: den

On the other hand, we can not close our eyes from the bad impacts of GM food.

E: ent: C: dis: den

Because GM food can cause the damaging of environment and not solve the starvations
in developing countries.

Exit Data
Human migration as one of the effect of globalization brings impacts. Both of
receiving countries and sending countries get advantages from human migration
process. The receiving countries obtain some benefit of remittances and brain drain.
C: dis: coun

And the sending countries also get advantages from the two aspects.
(Although,) the receiving countries get more service and products. The
immigrants people from sending countries have a purpose to enhance their carrier and

E: ent

jobs. So, the service and products in receiving countries will be increased. In addition,
the benefit of remmittance to the receiving countries is extra income. Depending on

E: ent

transfers of remittance from one country to another country, the extra income will
increased also. The paying of taxes also make the receiving countries getting extra
income.

C: dis: coun
E: ent

In spite of the benefit that receiving countries get, the sending countries also
receive two advantages. Firstly, human migration can decrease unemployment workers.
By sending people to develop countries, the number of unemployment workers in

E: ent

developing countries could increase. Because, the field of job in developed countries

E: ent; C: dis: coun

usually more wide. Secondly, it will decrease the population. This point is still related to

C: pron: con: aff; E: ent

the first one. The movement of the people to other countries absolutely will decrease
the population. Thus, the system of developing countries become easier to regulate.
All in all, both of receiving countries and sending countries get advantages

C: dis: coun

from human migration. Nonetheless, the receiving countries get more benefits than
sending countries based on the evidences.

Student 10 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the process of international integration that occurs due to the
exchange of views the world, product, ideas and other cultural aspects. This happens
because of interactions made by people all around the world. On progress, globalization
has affected people’s lives many factors, one of it is the impact in the world economy.
C: dis: coun

However, the development process of globalization has positive and negative sides in
its influence in the world economy.

C: pro: pron

Here I write down 2 positive sides of globalization. First, globalization triggers the rapid
economic growth that resulted in many emerging companies engaged in various fields,
which serve to meet the needs of community are increasing. The emergence of this
company automatically be jobs for the community at large. And it is certainly very good
for reducing unemployment. Second, technological developments make it easier for
people to manage their agricultural products. It certainly helps people in achieving a
prosperous standard of living.
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Mid Data
Nowadays, genetically modified crops considered as one of the solution to
C: dis: coun; C: pro: pron: C: dis:

resolve the food crisis in developing countries, but in real it is not always running

den; C: pro: pron

smoothly according hope. GM crops indeed give some advantages for farmers in

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack; E: ent

planting, nevertheless there are also some disadvantages appears with GM crops
planting.

E: att: ack
E: ent

There are two signifant aspects of the advantages by planting GM crops. First,
farmers can harvest more than usual when they are planting manual. It can be happen
because GM crops has been engineered to be harvested in a short time period. Second,

E: att: ack

GM crops help the farmers be able plant in any kinds of soil. Whitman (2000) said that

E: ent

the GM crops can be plant in land dry in high salinity soils. So, it make the farmers can

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun;

plan not in the fertile land only.

C: dis: coun
E: ent; C: dis: coun

On the other hand, GM crops become a problem for farmers on the way they
get the seeds. Because the seeds of GM crops can get only from the one of
multinational companies, and the seed was sterile and use in one period only. Durant

E: att: ack; E: ent

(2000) argued that the monopolization will affect the farmers live, especially poor
farmer in developing countries. In addition, the farmers also getting difficulties in

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack

threatmen GM crops. Although in Whitman (2000) told that GM food are resistant to

E: pro: pron; C: dis: coun; E: ent

pests. In fact, farmers still have to buy much herbicide to protect the plant.

C: dis: coun; C: pro: end

In conclusion, although the evidence shows that GM crops has some

E: att: ack

advantages, there is also appeared the disadvantages of it. So the disadvantages of GM

E: ent

crops can become a consideration for us in using it.

Exit Data
One effect of the process of globalization is human migration through the
C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

world. Nowadays some people doing migration is not always by legal process but also in

C: dis: coun

illegal process. But however it brings Benefit for both sending and receiving countries.

C: pro: pron

The fact that sending countries is get more profits by people movement.

E: att: ack; C: pro: end

There are evidences that showing sending countries benefit the most, like increasing of

E: ent

the countries income, getting higher tax, devisa, and also it can reducing
unemployment in sending countries itself. If the countries income, tax and devisa

E: ent

getting higher, it will be useful for sending countries to use it to build infrastructure and

E: ent

public facilities. Besides it, by doing migration sending countries will reducing their

C: dis: den

unemployed people. Because citizens who has not a job in their country because there

C: dis: den; E: ent

is no more job vacancy there, they can go abroad to get a job for themself.

C: dis: coun; C: dis: den; C: dis:

However, not only sending countries who get benefits from human migration

coun; C:dis: coun

process, but it is also bring profits for receiving countries. One example of benefits that

E: ent

obtained receiving countries is they can get much professional workers. And workers

E: ent

who come from sending countries will share their knowledge to another workers who

E: ent

are the native inhabitants there. Furthermore, that knowledge will help that countries

C: pro: con: aff

to produce more professional workers and then automatically it is also useful to build
that countries better than before.
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In short, human migration as a result of the process of globalization brings
E: ent

benefits for both sending and receiving countries. As long as the government can

E: ent

manage the income well, the sending countries will benefits more than receiving
countries.

B. High achieving texts
Student 3 – Baseline Data
Globalization is the global process from all of the things in this world without
E: ent

the specific zone. From this globalization, the world will be change, from the manual to

C: dis: coun

be used technology. But, the globalization process has several effects for the world’s
economies. There are the positive effects and the negative effects.
There are two positive effects of the globalization to the world’s economies.

E: ent

The first Positive effect is Especially for Indonesia, we can cooperate among the other

E: ent

country in this world. From this cooperation, we can increase our economies. And the

E: ent

second positive effect is we can do the import and export with another countries and

E: ent

we can also transfer the Indonesian workers to abroad to get the job.
There are two negative effects of the globalization to the world’s economies.

E: ent

The first negative effect is will be so many the import activities from another country

E: ent

that comes in Indonesia, and it makes products of Indonesia will lose competitiveness
with products of another country that cheaper from products of Indonesia. The second

E: ent

negative effect is will be so many foreign workers that come in Indonesia, and we are

C: pro: pron

afraid if they more professional from Indonesian workers.

C: dis: coun; C: dis: den; E: ent; E:
ent

In short, we can make cooperation with the other country but we can (must)
not (be) careless. We should do the best for the economies of Indonesia in this world.

Mid Data
E: ent

The people who know and perhaps have some experiences of genetically modified

E: ent; E: att: ack

crops will have some arguments to perceive it. Nevertheless there are some people

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack

believe that GM food take along so many profits in developing countries, but in the

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack; C: dis: den

other side, especially for farmers assume that GM food is not too useful for them and it

E: ent

will emerge the monopoly system of one side.
The genetically modified food has two profits for the developing countries. Firstly, they

E: att: ack; C: dis: den; E: ent

trust that from GM crops they don’t need deplete their savings money to buy a number

E: ent

of kinds the chemical every planting season. GM good can oppose the pest and plant

C: dis: den; E: att: ack

disease without require a lot of pesticides as usual (Whitman, 2000). Secondly, the

C: dis: coun; C: dis: den

farmers just use a particular type of chemical pesticides. So the farmers is not necessary

E: ent

to use the other pesticides which enable consuming so much money and consuming so
many time.

C: dis: coun; C: dis: den

On the other hand, the GM crops not only bring the benefits for farmer, but also have

C: dis: coun; E: ent

the bad effect. the farmers need so much money to machinery and for the seeds, so it is
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C: dis: den; E: ent

not too useful for them. Because the farmers have to buy the seeds every planting

E: ent

season. For the GM crops will appear the market domination of it. For example is the

E: ent

Monsanto as a multinational company. The farmers should buy the seeds every years

E: ent

and also the pesticides from Monsanto. Consequently, it can damage the other
companies.

C: pro: pron

To sum up, the genetically modified crops actually have some benefits for people, and

E: ent

also GM crops have the bad impacts that maybe more many than the benefits of GM
food.

Exit Data
E: att: ack

The human migration commonly happen from developing countries to
developed countries to get better thing from all aspects of people’s life. The movement
of people from one country to another country bring some benefit for both of sending

C: dis: coun

countries and receiving countries. Although the receiving countries have some benefit,
(but) sending countries have benefit more for the citizen and its nation.

E: ent; E: ent

The evidence suggests that receiving countries or developed countries can get
more income from the human who move from their country for working overseas,

E: ent

because they obtain the visa and tax of it. And then, receiving countries will be
sufficient what the professional workers need during in that countries, because they

E: ent

appreciate it and they should complete the professional workers’ necessary that want
to serve their country for pressing it.

C: dis: coun

However sending countries also bring the advantages, especially for the

C: dis: den

countries and the people. The people who can not get the job from their countries, they

E: ent

can move to the other countries to get the job or the best job. So, it can decrease
unemployment from that countries. For the country that send the people to another

E: ent; E: ent

countries will get the additional income, and consequently, it can increase the national
income from the remittance.
All in all, developing countries and developed countries is related each other
and we can make the cooperation from all sides of that countries. Because both of

C: dis: coun

them is beneficial for all. And sending countries give more advantages than receiving
countries.

Student 5 – Baseline Data
Globalization is integration of societies, economies, cultures, of worldwide
through a process of technology, politic and trade. Globalization has influence to all of
part of our lives. Every countries in this world affected by globalization include the
economies side. In this case, Globalization has advantage and disadvantage. So, we
E: ent

should considerate both sides.
The first advantage is to increase National Income. Globalization opens or give

E: ent

so many opportunities to develop a working relationship with another country. We can

E: ent

do export and import in this relationship. When we export our product we can get
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E: ent

profit, and so are when we import foreign import we will receive an profit through
customs taxes. Furthermore, every product that we have bought its have a tax that
make our National Income Increase. The second advantage is to increase standard of
living of people and reduce poverty. There are so many product from foreign country
make people choose them to make their life easy. gadget, fashion, transportation from
foreign county have a good quality and high quality. This case make their economies
thinking more increase.

C: dis: coun

Eventhough globalization has so many advantage, it is also has disadvantage,
the first dis advantages is make our country forget our national product. Every people in

E: att: ack

Indonesian now days always choose the foreign product because they think and feel
that foreign product better than national product. Consequently, they more

C: dis: coun

comfortable with foreign product, how ever the cost is more expensive. The second dis

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

advantage is make Indonesian labor is not too be assessed. In this globalization not only

C: dis: coun; E: ent

about the product but also about the labour. National labor will lose job, and make a
decrese income to them.

C: pro: pron; E: ent
C: dis: coun; E: ent

Conclusion from this discussion is we can follow the globalization but we
should remember the improvement with the citizen in our country. So, be wise to face
globalization.

Mid Data
C: pro: pron

Genetically Modified Crops that we have known nowadays actually have

E: att: ack

influence the desire traits of people in developing countries. Some argue that it is

E: ent

evident that GM crops are resistant to pest, disease and type of herbicide. So it can

C: dis: coun

make easier to fulfill people want. On the other hand, There are some of people that

E: att: ack; E: ent

think of the drawback from this GM crops. If we use to much chemicals, it can harm
ecosystem and decrease the occupation for employee, and hurt our health.

C: pro: pron

As we know that society growth in the third countries has been increased,
because of that the people needed of food also increase. With using GM Crops the

E: ent

farmers can get more harvest because their planting with GM crops which is resistant

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

to pests and herbicide. Not only for pests and type of particular herbicide, GM crops

E: ent

also can kill the trouble from the plant, like virus, fungi, and bacteria. As the result,

E: ent

farmers can produce more harvest without spend much money and long time, because

E: att: ack

GM crops protect the plant (Whitman, 2000). Accordingly, the farmers in the third

C: dis: den

world countries never feel difficult to removeng the people want.

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack

On the contrary of positive sides, there are some people agree that GM crops
brings negative sides mostly. There are two negative aspects from using GM crops. First,
When we use GM crops which is also using chemicals to make the plant resistant to

E: ent

pests and herbicide, it can destroy or damage our environment especially water
ecosystem under the ground, because ground provides the water and aslo the

E: ent; E: ent

chemicals, graduallywater will blanded with hazardous essence from chemicals that can

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun

ill our health. Not only harm our health, If GM crops resistant to pest and herbicide it

E: ent

can take all of the occupation of worker who has a job to handle it. Second, GM crops
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C: dis: den; C: pro: pron; E: ent

resistant to disease, it doesn’t fact that GM crops are save for people. In my

C: dis: coun

experience, my father have used the GM crops to avoid disease, but when my father
spray the liquid it make his hand irritation and the other plant also die because of the

E: att: ack

liquid. It just like Durant (2000) said that GM crops raised hormone levels in people.

E: ent

Using GM crops can harm all the aspects of people live.

C: pro: end
C: dis: coun

Finally, GM crops prove that it has negative and positive impact of our live,
especially for farmers that use it in developing countries to supply the people want, but
if the farmers or the people used GM crop to much and without a good way or step the

E: ent

negative aspect will cover up the positive impact.

Exit Data
E: att: ack

Human migration, both legal and illegal, is argued to be an inevitable effect of
the process of globalization. Human migration is a movement of human usually from

C: dis: coun

developing countries to developed countries. Although human migration brings benefits

C: pro: pron

to receiving countries, (but) on the other fact human migration also make advantages
to sending countries.

E: att: ack; E: ent
C: pro: pron

Most people said that human migration can fulfill the demanding of
professional workers and increase the income of receiving country. The fact so that
developed countries need more professional workers to work and improve their

E: ent

countries so, when professional workers move to developed countries their can get a

E: ent

job which suitable with their ability and necessity of receiving countries will be

E: ent

completed. this condition can make their countries have significant progress.

E: ent

Furthermore, human migration can make a significant progress in increasing their

E: ent

income, because there will be more countries want to make more partners in all the

E: ent

aspect that can give their countries a big profit.

C: dis: coun; E: att: ack
C: pro: pron

On the contrary, some people believes that Human migration also give a great
influence to sending countries. We can see the influence of Human migration itself from
the Increasing of National income and the decreasing of Unemployment in this

E: ent

countries. Human migration can give more income because the workers who working

E: ent

abroad will send the remittance that produce the tax for countries. Based on research

C: pro: end

of BN2PTKI said that “Pahlawan devisa (workers who work abroad give Indonesia 3.5%

E: ent

profit or income from their remittance in 2013”. This fund can government use to

C: dis: den; C: dis: coun;C: dis: coun

provide modal to build public fasilities. Not only for increasing the national income but
also to decrease the unemployment. In this case unemployment is consist of two kinds

E: ent; C: dis: den

profesional workers and labour. Professional workers who can’t get opportunity in

E: ent

sending countries can improve their skill in receiving countries, and the labour who only

C: dis: den; E: ent

have ability or don’t have skill also can get a job in receiving countries.

C: dis: coun
C: pro: pron

Finally, Human Migration brings benefits to both of the countries. But,
officially it more give benefits to receiving countries depending on the system of they
arrange their countries and the policy.
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Student 17 – Baseline Data
Globalization has an important role in international world. It very influence
E: ent

many field, including economy field. In the world’s economies, Globalization can
create good relation between a country and another. When globalization happens,

E: ent; E: ent

domestic economy will be left behind and foreign economy will grow rapidly.
Globalization itself has possitive and negative sides to the world’s economies.

C: pro: pron

It is exactly right, that globalization has many possitive effects, that is why
the government expands international economy. The first effect of globalization to

E: ent

the world’s economy is to increase the income a country. a country will grow rapidly
if there is others country support its economy. If the cooperation going well, it is also

E: ent; C: pro: con: aff; E: ent

will make the income grow up instantly. And surely, with globalization, it will ease the
communities to look for the necessity that they need in daily life. for example in this

E: ent; E: ent

case about online shops. In Internet world, world’s economies seems so clear. We can
buy anything that we want to buy in which country we want. Just need to know the

C: dis: den
C: dis: coun

methods and that isn’t a hard thing for anyone nowadays.
Even though globalization affects the world’s economies in a very possitive

E: ent; C: dis: den

ways, its negative sides should not be forgotten. The first negative effect of

E: ent

globalization to the world’s economies is domestic economy will ran down because of
the product of foreign is looking so incredible. And the other negative side is the

E: ent

European country will be a role model in the Asian country because of the wonderful
product of them.
So, the conclusion is, start to love your own country and try to appreciate of
the product.

Mid Data
Using of genetically-modified crops was creating pro and contra in the
C: dis: coun; E: att: dis

agriculture’s environment. Although genetically-modified crops are claimed to have a
lot of benefits, the risk of using such crops also still exist.

E: att: ack; E: ent

It has been recommended that using genetically-modified crops will create
some advantages. The first is, if we are using genetically-modified crops, it means we

E: ent; E: att: ack

will improving the nutritional content of our plants. Whitman (2000) argued that
genetically-modified crops are created to be resistant to disease. By his statement, we

C: pro: pron

can conclude that genetically-modified crops contain a lot of nutrition that is why it

E: ent; E: ent

can oppose disease in our body. And the second advantage that we will get if we use
such crops is we can create plants with specific desired trait very rapidly. We can take

E: att: ack; E: ent

an example from Whitman’s theory, he said that plant geneticists can isolate a gene
responsible for drought tolerance and insert that gene into a different plant. It means

E: ent
C: dis: coun

genetically-modified crops will ease us to reach exact desire traits.
On the other hand, genetically-modified crops also have some

E: ent

disadvantage. And they are to increase of chemicals used on crops can lead to

C: dis: coun; E: ent

development of resistance in insect pests and it can pass on effects to the wider
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E: ent; E: ent

ecosystem. Genetically-modified crops will increase chemicals use, and it will

C: pro: pron

influence or even broke ecosystem. Both of the disadvantages are actually related.

E: att: ack; E: ent

And that is why the statement said that using genetically-modified crops will pass on
effect or give bad impacts to the wider ecosystem.

E: att: dis

In summary, some facts can claim that genetically-modified crops have

C: dis: coun; C: dis: den; C: dis: den;

negative sides but it doesn’t mean such crops don’t have benefits because actually it

C: pro: pron

has a number of advantages.

Exit Data
Human migration is the movement of one country to another with certain
E: att: ack

purpose. Some people believe that it usually occurs in developing countries to develop

E: ent; E: ent

countries. Perhaps, it can be a result in a more equal distribution of wealth between
the developed countries or receiving and developing countries or sending countries.

E: ent

In this case, it will bring benefit more to receiving countries than the sending
countries.

E: ent

Receiving countries will get more benefits in the case of migration. Because

E: att: ack; E: ent

some people said that the countries will provide the public facilities. The benefits that

E: ent

will receiving countries get is professional skills and the National Income from the
VISA. Receiving countries have worth and enough facilities to build the one who want
to learn and if the people go abroad to receiving countries to study or to get job, it

E: ent

will promote the name of receiving countries itself. Besides, National Income from

E: ent; E: ent

VISA also will be increased because the people who migrate must pay the VISA and

E: ent

the tax. and receiving countries will get it as long as the one who migrate is living in
the country.

C: dis: coun; E: ent

However, sending countries will also get the benefit of the migration itself.

E: att: ack; E: ent

Most people believe that migration will bring them to prosperity. Some benefits that

E: ent

sending countries get from the migration is the name of that country will rised or

E: ent

known and the one who go abroad can fulfill the necessary of his family member. The

E: ent; C: pro: con: aff

people who go to another country whether for job or study, will surely promote the

E: ent

name of his country. Same as to the people who go for job, it will help his family
members.

E: ent

As a result, both of those country will get the benefits. Receiving country

E: ent; E: ent; C: dis: coun; E: ent

will get the benefits, the sending countries are also. But, Receiving countries will get

C: pro: end

more benefits because the evidence stated, most people go abroad to receiving

C: dis: den

countries and do not back to the original countries.
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Appendix 6 – Developing use of ATTITUDE resources
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Appendix 7 – Developing use of GRADUATION resources
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Appendix 8 – Baseline data collection

Aim: Students can write a discussion essay from personal experience.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can independently analyse the issue/topic provided.
2. Students can independently classify, compare and contrast ideas related to the
topic.
3. Students can organise their ideas following the general structure provided.
4. Students can illustrate their ideas with examples and relevant evidence.
5. Students can evaluate and resolve issues on the topic.
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LESSON 1

A. Instructions:
1. Write a written argument to an educated reader with NO specialist knowledge of
the topic given.
2. You should send about 50 minutes on this task.
3. You should try to write a minimum of 250 words.
4. You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience.
5. You need to support your arguments with examples and relevant evidence.
6. You should not worry about grammatical mistakes.
B. Topic:
Even though globalization affects the world's economies in a very positive way,
its negative side should not be forgotten.
Discuss both sides of this argument and give your opinion

C. Strategies:
1. You need to brainstorm ideas before you start writing.
2. You can use the following table to help you:

Topic: The effects of globalization to the world’s economies
Positive effects

Negative effects

1.

1.

2.

2.
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3. You can organise your essay as follows:

INTRODUCTION
â
BODY PARAGRAPH 1 (Positive effects)
â
BODY PARAGRAPH 2 (Negative effects)
â
CONCLUSION

Good luck!
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Appendix 9 – First iteration of pedagogic intervention

LESSON 2: Negotiating field

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘globalisation’.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of globalisation.
2. Students can define the term ‘globalisation’.
3. Students can compare and contrast the possible effects of globalisation,
particularly to the world’s economies.
4. Students can demonstrate the connection between globalisation and
multinational companies.
5. Students can evaluate the effects of multinational companies’ operations in both
developed and developing countries.
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DEFINING GLOBALISATION
Task 1: Read the following definitions of globalisation.
Globalisation refers to increasing global connectivity, integration and interdependence in the
economic, social, technological, cultural, political, and ecological spheres. Globalisation is an
umbrella term and is perhaps best understood as a unitary process inclusive of many subprocesses (such as enhanced economic interdependence, increased cultural influence, rapid
advances of information technology, novel governance and geopolitical challenges) that are
increasingly binding people and the biosphere more tightly into one global system.
Figure 1 Globalisation tree (http://kellydonaldcr282.blogspot.com.au/2012/11/geography-week-6_9.html.
Retrieved on 12 January 2017 )

There are several definitions, and all usually mention the increasing connectivity of
economies and ways of life across the world. The Encyclopaedia Britannica says that
globalisation is the ‘process by which the experience of everyday life is becoming
standardised around the world.’ While some scholars and observers of globalisation stress
convergence of patterns of production and consumption and a resulting homogenisation of
culture, others stress that globalisation has the potential to take many diverse forms.
In economics, globalisation is the convergence of prices, products, wages, rates of interest
and profits towards developed country norms. Globalisation of the economy depends on the
role of human migration, international trade, movement of capital, and integration of
financial markets. The International Monetary Fund notes the growing economic
interdependence of countries worldwide through increasing volume and variety of cross-
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border transactions, free international capital flows, and more rapid and widespread diffusion
of technology.
(Source: http://www.arabesques-editions.com/journal/53131910.html and
http://www.referateok.ro/referate/1620_1262945263.pdf ) Retrieved: 12 January 2017

Task 4: Work in groups and answer these questions.
1. How are you defining the term ‘globalisation’?
______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
2. What do you think will be the result of one global system?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
3. Do you agree (or disagree) with globalisation resulting in standardised everyday life
all over the world? Why?
______________________________________________________
4. How do you think the convergence of prices, products, wages, interest rates and
profits towards developed country norms will affect developing countries’
economies?
______________________________________________________
5. What do you think the picture above (the globalisation tree) mean?
______________________________________________________

6. What do you think the possible effects of globalisation to the world’s economies?

Topic: The effects of globalization to the world’s economies
Positive effects

Negative effects

1.

1.

2.

2.
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LESSON 3: DECONSTRUCTING MODEL TEXT

Aim: Students can set the discussion genre in its cultural context.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand the social purpose of discussion genre.
2. Students can identify patterns of meaning in the discussion text.
3. Students can evaluate the stages and phases that the writer works through in the
model text.
4. Students can analyse the rhetorical resources for evaluating issues, points of view
and texts, and for organising a coherent persuasive argument in the model text.
5. Students can understand the technical terms and/or the metalanguage used in
writing a discussion text.
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TASK 1: Read and discuss the following topic and model discussion text.
Even though globalization affects the world's economies in a very positive way, its negative
side should not be forgotten.
Discuss both sides of this argument and give your opinion
Issue
Preview

Mixed opinions exist among people in relation to how globalization influences
the economies of the world. Some argue that it is evident that globalization has
brought dramatic economic growths and more employment opportunities
around the world, particularly in the developing countries. However, there are
criticizes raised to remind people of negative impacts that are caused by
globalization.

Sides
Topic

Side 1 – for/positive
Economy and employment have been thriving in some developing countries for
the last 30 years since globalization first formed its concept. Countries, such as
China, India, and South Africa, which had once struggled with economic
developments, are largely affected when most giant international corporations
moved to nations where tax rates are lower and labor rates are cheaper. This
particular wave has created enormous new businesses in less developed
countries. Therefore, both economics and employments have been promoted
significantly by globalization.

Reasons

Topic
Reasons

Resolution
Review

Side 2 – against/negative
However, some economists and sociologists believe that globalization has not
created jobs globally. It simply shifted employment opportunities from
developed countries to developing countries. As a result, when China is
experiencing high job growth, The United States, on the other hand, is suffering
from high unemployment rate. They also claim that globalization encourages
dependency on other countries so that if one country’s economy collapses, it is
very likely that other countries’ economies will be damaged as well. The 2008
global economic crisis had well demonstrated how this dependent relationship
worked very negatively among countries during the crisis.
In conclusion, globalization plays a major role in pushing economic and
employment developments forward in developing countries; however,
evidences have suggested that it has negative impacts on industrialized
countries in terms of economic and labor market growths. Moreover, with the
unhealthy dependence among countries, the negative impacts of globalization
outweigh its benefits.

(Source: http://www.ielts-mentor.com/writing-sample/writing-task-2/1347-ielts-writing-task-2-sample-357-globalizationaffects-the-world-s-economies-in-a-very-positive-way) Retrieved: 14 January 2017
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LESSON 4: NEGOTIATING FIELD FOR JOINT CONSTRUCTION (1)

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘genetically modified food’ for joint
construction.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of genetically modified food.
2. Students can define the term ‘genetically modified food’.
3. Students can evaluate the possible benefits of genetically modified food,
particularly to developing countries’ economies.
4. Students can demonstrate the connection between globalisation, multinational
companies and genetically modified food.
5. Students can re-evaluate the effects of multinational companies’ operations in
both developed and developing countries.
6. Students can practice paraphrasing in giving written answers.
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TASK 1: Discuss the meaning of the proverb below. Is there a proverb with a
similar meaning in Indonesian?

(Source: http://thefearlesshustle.com/reap-what-you-sow/. Retrieved 16 January 2017)
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TASK 2: Read and discuss in groups the reading text below.

Advantages of Genetically Modified Food
(By: Deborah B. Whitman, 2000)
The term GM foods or GMOs (genetically-modified organisms) is most commonly used to
refer to crop plants created for human or animal consumption using the latest molecular
biology techniques. These plants have been modified in the laboratory to enhance desired
traits such as increased resistance to herbicides or improved nutritional content. The
enhancement of desired traits has traditionally been undertaken through breeding, but
conventional plant breeding methods can be very time consuming and are often not very
accurate. Genetic engineering, on the other hand, can create plants with the exact desired
trait very rapidly and with great accuracy. For example, plant geneticists can isolate a gene
responsible for drought tolerance and insert that gene into a different plant. The new
genetically modified plant will gain drought tolerance as well. Not only can genes be
transferred from one plant to another, but genes from non-plant organisms also can be used.
The best-known example of this is the use of B.t. genes in corn and other crops. B.t., or Bacillus
thuringiensis, is a naturally occurring bacterium that produces crystal proteins that are lethal
to insect larvae. B.t. crystal protein genes have been transferred into corn, enabling the corn
to produce its own pesticides against insects such as the European corn borer.
Malnutrition is common in third world countries where impoverished people rely on a single
crop such as rice for the main staple of their diet. However, rice does not contain adequate
amounts of all necessary nutrients to prevent malnutrition. If rice could be genetically
engineered to contain additional vitamins and minerals, nutrient deficiencies could be
alleviated. For example, blindness due to vitamin A deficiency is a common problem in third
world countries. Researchers at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology for Plant Sciences
have created a strain of ‘golden’ rice containing an unusually high content of beta-carotene
(vitamin A). Since this rice was funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, a non-profit
organization, the Institute hopes to offer the golden rice seed free to any third world country
that requests it. Plans were underway to develop a ‘golden rice’ that also has increased iron
content. However, the grant that funded the creation of these two rice strains was not
renewed, perhaps because of the vigorous anti-GM food protesting in Europe, and so this
nutritionally-enhanced rice may not come to market at all.
(Source: http://biomed.brown.edu/arise/resources/docs/GM%20foods%20review.pdf.
January 2017)

Retrieved:

19

TASK 3: Answer the following questions. Work in groups.
1. What do you think the purpose of modifying food plants genetically?
_______________________________________________________________
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2. Why do you think genetic engineering is preferred over conventional plant breeding
method?
_______________________________________________________________
3. Can you list all of the acknowledged benefits of genetically modified foods plants? Are
these benefits more to farmers or to consumers?
_______________________________________________________________
4. For each of the benefit mentioned, would there be any consequences of it?
_______________________________________________________________
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LESSON 5: NEGOTIATING FIELD FOR JOINT CONSTRUCTION (2)

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘genetically modified food’ for joint
construction.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of genetically modified food.
2. Students can evaluate the possible drawbacks of genetically modified food,
particularly to developing countries’ economies.
3. Students can refine the connection between globalisation, multinational
companies and genetically modified food.
4. Students can re-evaluate the effects of multinational companies’ operations in
both developed and developing countries.
5. Students can practice paraphrasing and in-text referencing in giving written
answers.
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TASK 1: Read and discuss in groups the reading text below.

Genetic Engineering: Who Benefits?
(By: Alan Durant, 2000)
Genetic engineering has come upon the world with a rush, accompanied by the usual claims
of being a way of feeding the Earth’s poor and removing want. However, these claims need
to be examined in the light of what has actually been done to date and what is planned for
the future. In fact, the impetus for the development of genetic engineering, namely the rapid
pursuit of maximum profits and further control of world agriculture runs counter to the stated
aims as well as encouraging unsafe science.
Why are such risks being taken? They are being taken in the name of short-term profits and
market domination. Much genetic engineering is linked to producing crops resistant to
specific brands of herbicide, e.g. Monsanto’s Roundup, which has been implicated in claims
of raised hormone levels in people.
The change is already here with no public consultation. In 1997, 15 percent of the US soybean
crop was grown from genetically-modified (GM) seed. By this year if the Monsanto
Corporation’s timetable unfolds on schedule, 100 percent of the US soybean crop (60 million
acres) will be genetically engineered. Other crops such as cotton, corn, potatoes, tomatoes
and other food crops are lagging only slightly behind. This poses a real threat to food supplies
and health.
One of the excuses for this head-long rush into genetic engineering is the claim that it will
enable us to feed the world. However, neither Monsanto nor any of the other genetic
engineering companies appear to be developing genetically-engineered crops that might
solve global food shortages.
If genetically engineered crops were aimed at feeding the hungry, Monsanto and the other
companies would be developing seeds with certain predictable characteristics:
•
•

•
•
•

(a) The ability to grow in substandard or marginal soils;
(b) Plants that are able to produce more high-quality protein, with increased per-acre
yield, without increasing the need for expensive machinery, chemicals, fertilisers, or
water;
(c) They would aim to favour small farms over larger farms;
(d) The seeds would be cheap and freely available without restrictive licensing; and
(e) They would be for crops that feed people, not meat animals.

The new genetically engineered seeds require high-quality soils, enormous investment in
machinery, and increased use of chemicals. There is evidence that their per-acre yields are
about 10 per cent lower than traditional varieties (at least in the case of soybeans), and they
produce crops largely intended as feed for meat animals, not to provide protein for people.
The genetic engineering revolution has nothing to do with feeding the world’s hungry. The
plain fact is that fully two-thirds of the genetically engineered crops now available, or in
development, are designed specifically to increase the sale of pesticides produced by the
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companies that are selling the genetically engineered seeds. A good example of this is
Monsanto’s Roundup Ready crops. Monsanto’s patent on Roundup runs out in the year 2000,
but any farmer who adopts Roundup Ready seeds must agree to buy only Monsanto’s brand
of Roundup herbicide. The farmer gains a $20 per acre cost-saving (compared to older
techniques that relied on lesser quantities of more expensive chemicals), but the ecosystem
receives much more Roundup than formerly. To make Roundup Ready technology legal, the
US Environmental Protection Agency had to accommodate Monsanto by tripling the
allowable residue of Roundup that can remain on a crop. This increase of chemicals used on
crops can lead to the development of resistance in insect pests, and pass on effects to the
wider ecosystem. It is possible that resistance will reach such a level that these chemicals,
which world farming relies on, will become useless.
(Source: https://www.marxist.com/genetic-engineering150300.htm. Retrieved: 20 January 2017)

TASK 2: Answer the following questions. Work in groups.
1. What does the author claim to be the motivation for the development of genetic
engineering?
________________________________________________________
2. How much of America’s future soybean crop does Monsanto plan to be grown from
its genetically modified seed?
________________________________________________________
3. Why does the author think Monsanto and other genetic engineers are not trying to
solve the problem of global food shortages?
________________________________________________________
4. What does the author claim is behind the design of more than 60 per cent of GM
crops?
________________________________________________________
5. What did the US Environmental Protection Agency do to legalise Roundup Ready
technology and what could this later result in?
________________________________________________________
6. What will the patenting of Monsanto’s ‘technology protection system’ force farmers
to do?
________________________________________________________
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LESSON 6: JOINT CONSTRUCTION (1)

Aim: Students can jointly construct the Issue and Side 1 paragraphs of a discussion
essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can jointly practice writing a new discussion text with the teacher using
stages and phases from the model text.
2. Students as a group can choose content to be written about in the Issue and Side
1 paragraphs from the provided reading text in Lessons 4.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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LESSON 7: JOINT CONSTRUCTION (2)

Aim: Students can jointly construct the Side 2 and the Resolution paragraphs of a
discussion essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can jointly practice writing a new discussion text with the teacher using
stages and phases from the model text.
2. Students as a group can choose content to be written about in the Side 2 and
Resolution paragraphs from the provided reading text in Lessons 5.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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LESSON 8: INDEPENDENT CONSTRUCTION (1)

Aim: Students can independently construct a discussion essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can independently practice writing a new discussion text based on the
stages and phases from the model text.
2. Students can choose content to be written about in the Issue and Side 1
paragraphs from the provided reading texts in the previous lessons 4 and 5.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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A. Instructions:
1. Write a written argument to an educated reader with NO specialist knowledge of
the topic given.
2. You should write the Issue Paragraph and Side 1 Paragraph.
3. You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience.
4. You need to support your arguments with examples and relevant evidence taken
from the provided reading texts in Lessons 4 and 5.
5. You should not use the same ideas as in Joint Construction stage.
6. You need to paraphrase and reference any relevant evidence taken from the
reading texts.
B. Topic:
Even though genetically modified crops are believed to have a number of
enhanced desired traits, the risks of planting such crops have countered the
stated benefits.
Discuss both sides of this argument and give your opinion
C. Strategies:
1. You need to brainstorm ideas before you start writing.
2. You can use the following table to help you:

Topic: The effects of planting genetically modified crops
Advantages

Disadvantages

1.

1.

2.

2.
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LESSON 9: INDEPENDENT CONSTRUCTION (2)

Aim: Students can independently construct a discussion essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can independently practice writing a new discussion text based on the
patterns from the model text.
2. Students can choose content to be written about in the Side 2 and Resolution
paragraphs from the provided reading texts in the previous lessons 4 and 5.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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A. Instructions:
1. Write a written argument to an educated reader with NO specialist knowledge of
the topic given.
2. You should write the Side 2 Paragraph and Resolution Paragraph.
3. You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience.
4. You need to support your arguments with examples and relevant evidence taken
from the provided reading texts in Lessons 4 and 5.
5. You should not use the same ideas as in Joint Construction stage.
6. You need to paraphrase and reference any relevant evidence taken from the
reading texts.
B. Topic:
Even though genetically modified crops are believed to have a number of
enhanced desired traits, the risks of planting such crops have countered the
stated benefits.
Discuss both sides of this argument and give your opinion
C. Strategies:
1. You need to brainstorm ideas before you start writing.
2. You can use the following table to help you:

Topic: The effects of planting genetically modified crops
Advantages

Disadvantages

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Appendix 10 – Final iteration of pedagogic intervention

LESSON 10: NEGOTIATING FIELD

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘human migration’.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of human migration.
2. Students can define the term ‘human migration’.
3. Students can compare and contrast the possible causes and effects of human
migration, particularly to the world’s economies.
4. Students can demonstrate the connection between globalisation and human
migration.
5. Students can evaluate the effects of human migration to both developed
(receiving) and developing (sending) countries.
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TASK 1: Discuss the pictures below in groups. What do you think the people in both
pictures are doing? What happened?

(Source: http://www.cilecenter.org/en/articles-essays/ethics-and-human-migration-part-1-raising-questions/.
Retrieved on 22 January 2017)

(http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/11/mexico-braces-trump-deportation-policy-161115081431742.html.
Retrieved on 22 January 2017)
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TASK 2: Read the short text below and discuss the possible causes of human
migration in groups.
Human migration is the movement by people from one place to another with the intentions
of settling, permanently in the new location. The movement is often over long distances and
from one country to another, but internal migration is also possible; indeed, this is the
dominant form globally. Migration may be individuals, family units or in large groups.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_migration#cite_note-1. Retrieved on 22 January 2017)

What are some possible causes for humans to want to migrate?

1. ______________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________
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LESSON 11: DECONSTRUCTING MODEL TEXT

Aim: Students can set the discussion genre in its cultural context.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand the social purpose of discussion genre.
2. Students can identify patterns of meaning in the discussion text.
3. Students can evaluate the stages and phases that the writer works through in the
model text.
4. Students can analyse the rhetorical resources for evaluating issues, points of view
and texts, and for organising a coherent persuasive argument in the model text.
5. Students can understand the technical terms and/or the metalanguage used in
writing a discussion text.
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TASK 1: Read and discuss the following topic and model discussion text.
These days many people leave their country to work abroad and take their family
with them.
Do you think the benefits of this outweigh the disadvantages in terms of family
development?
Issue
Preview

Nowadays, many people migrate to other countries to work, and in many cases,
they take their family members with them as well. There are some positive and
negative things about this trend, but in my personal opinion it has more advantages
than the disadvantages and the following essay will discuss them both in details.

Sides
Topic
Reasons

Side 1 – for/positive
For a number of reasons, many people believe that working overseas and take their
families bring a lot of benefits for them. Firstly, many people believe that by
working overseas, they will earn higher incomes. As a consequence, their families'
standard of living and economic condition will improve, especially for people who
migrate from third world countries to advanced countries. Secondly, some people
are moving to another country due to in the new country, their children will get a
better education. For instances, some people from Indonesia are migrating to
Australia as permanent residences and work there due to they are hoping that their
children could have the opportunity to study in world-class universities there. And
lastly, working overseas will enrich and broaden the life experience of the workers
and their families. They could have the chance to visit many great and historical
places in the new country, learn a new language and make many new friends.

Sides
Topic
Reasons

Side 2 – against/negative
Despite all the positives things of working overseas and bringing the family
members, there are some negatives things that people should notice. There is a
chance of a culture shock for the family members, as there maybe some traditions
and customs that might not be fit with them. For example, many western people
might not be accustomed to the culture of the Japanese people who will bend their
head when they meet other people. And then, there might be some difficulties for
the worker and the family members in adapting with the local foods. Many western
people are not comfortable with the Asian foods due to most of them are using
spices and chilli.

Resolution In conclusion, it is true that numbers of people who are migrating overseas are
Review
increasing these days, and mostly they bring their families with them. Bringing
family members to another country has its' own positive and negative sides, but I
believe that there are more benefits than the drawbacks, as long as we would learn
to adjust and adapt to the new culture and environment.
(Source:
http://www.ielts-mentor.com/writing-sample/writing-task-2/1130-ielts-writing-task-2-sample-222people-leave-their-country-to-work-abroad-and-take-their-family-with-them. Retrieved on 23 January 2017)
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LESSON 12: NEGOTIATING FIELD FOR JOINT CONSTRUCTION (1)

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘human migration’ for joint
construction.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of human migration.
2. Students can define the term ‘human migration’.
3. Students can evaluate the possible benefits brought by human migration both to
sending and receiving countries.
4. Students can demonstrate the connection between globalisation and human
migration.
5. Students can re-evaluate the effects of human migration to both developed
(receiving) and developing (sending) countries.
6. Students can practice paraphrasing in giving written answers.
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TASK 1: Read and discuss in groups the reading text below.

Chinese Migration Goes Global
(By: Peter Kwong, 2007)
One out of every six people in the world is from China, and as a result, Chinese immigrants
are increasingly visible around the globe. The movement of people begins in China: as the
economy booms, many rural Chinese migrate to cities seeking good jobs, but instead find
tough conditions and crowds competing for jobs with low wages. Many start saving again to
migrate abroad in search of opportunity, legal or illegal, on their own or at the invitation of
governments and employers. Immigrants with illegal status often encounter disdain and few
protections, contributing to deteriorating labour standards for all workers. Governments
around the world strive to tighten borders and enforce tough immigration policies but the
flow does not stop as demand for inexpensive illegal labour continues to exceed supply.
Since the end of the Cold War, some 181 million people have left their homes to find
opportunities elsewhere in the world, not only from the poor nations to the rich, but from
the poor to the less poor nations. This movement is fluid, its impact not confined to individual
nations.
And perhaps no group has had a more visible impact than the 18 million Chinese who have
left China since the economic reforms of the late 1970s - just over half of the approximately
35 million Chinese who live outside of China in what has become known as the Chinese
diaspora.
Chinese emigrants these days, be they skilled professionals, businessmen or labourers, prefer
North America and Western Europe as their destination, but also settle for Argentina, South
Africa, Mauritius, Israel, Dubai or the like, countries not previously associated with the notion
of Chinese migration - 150 countries in all. In Romania, Chinese immigrants eliminated labour
shortages created after some 2 million Romanians emigrated to Spain and Italy after the fall
of communism. Chinese women employed in Romanian textile factories are paid US$260 per
month - four times more than what they would earn in China, but a sum for which Romanians
are no longer willing to work.
The driving force behind Chinese emigration is the monumental demographic shift of its 1.4
billion population induced by China’s rapid economic expansion. Some 200 million people
have left homes in rural China for jobs in the cities. The unprecedented influx has created
overcrowding, social disorder and downward pressure on wages in the cities, as the Chinese
economy, even with impressive double-digit growth, fails to create enough jobs to
accommodate all rural migrants. Thus the most ambitious among them see leaving China as
an attractive option.
The post-Cold War global migration, however, takes place within the old framework of nation
states. While the capital and goods flow freely across national borders to the drumbeat of
open markets and free trade, the movement of people is all but free. Ordinary citizens of
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developed receiving nations are unwilling to accept mass immigration for fear of losing their
jobs, clinging onto the concept of national borders as a guarantee against such fears.
(Source: http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/chinese-migration-goes-global. Retrieved on 2 February 2017)

TASK 2: Answer the following questions. Paraphrase your answers. Work in
groups.
1. What has created the demand for illegal migration to more developed countries?
_________________________________________________________________

2. Why have Chinese women been able to gain employment in Romanian textile factories?
_________________________________________________________________

3. What reasons are given for some rural Chinese migrants wanting to leave the country?
_________________________________________________________________

4. What do citizens in receiving countries fear about mass immigration?
_________________________________________________________________

5. Why do employers in the more developed countries want to hire immigrants?
________________________________________________________________
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LESSON 13: NEGOTIATING FIELD FOR JOINT CONSTRUCTION (2)

Aim: Students can be familiar with the given field ‘human migration’ for joint
construction.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can understand key points of human migration.
2. Students can define the term ‘human migration’.
3. Students can evaluate the possible benefits brought by human migration both to
sending and receiving countries.
4. Students can demonstrate the connection between globalisation and human
migration.
5. Students can re-evaluate the effects of human migration to both developed
(receiving) and developing (sending) countries.
6. Students can practice paraphrasing in giving written answers.
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TASK 1: Read and discuss in groups the reading text below.

Indonesia’s Labour Looks Abroad
(By: Graeme Hugo, 2007)
Indonesia, the fourth most populous nation in the world, is highly diverse in terms of both
terrain and culture. Muslims, Christians, and Hindus, along with followers of other faiths,
share this enormous archipelago in the waters between the Indian and Pacific oceans.
With a GNP per capita in 2005 of $1,280 according to the World Bank, it remains one of the
poorer nations of Southeast Asia. Economic conditions vary; both poverty and wealth can be
found in the cities of Jakarta, Surabaya and Medan, as well as in the towns and villages
beyond. This nation of over 235 million people is a quintessential labour-surplus nation. At
the end of 2006, an estimated 11 percent of Indonesian workers (11.6 million) were
unemployed, and underemployment was over 20 percent (45 million workers).
Not surprisingly, the two types of migration that most affect Indonesia involve emigration.
The first is an increasing level of migration to more developed nations, particularly those
belonging to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); here the
flow is predominantly permanent and consists mainly of skilled migrants. The second is the
better-known, temporary movement of largely unskilled workers to the Middle East and
elsewhere in Asia. Many of these migrants are women who work as domestics and are
vulnerable to exploitation.
UNAUTHORISED LABOUR MIGRATION
Perhaps the world’s second-largest, long-term undocumented migration flow, overshadowed
only by the traffic between Mexico and the United States, is that between Indonesia and
Malaysia. It is a movement whose history goes back to pre-colonial times and one that has
reached very substantial levels in the last two decades.
The Indonesian director-general of Labour Placement Overseas estimated that, in August
2005, there were more than a million Indonesians abroad illegally. Of those, he estimated
there were 400,000 in Malaysia, 400,000 in Saudi Arabia (illegally overstaying three-month
pilgrimage visas), 20,000 in South Korea, and 8,000 in Japan.
The Malaysian home minister estimated that in late 2006 there were around 600,000
unauthorised migrant workers in Malaysia (most of them Indonesians) despite periodic
sweepings, deportations, and amnesties. An August 2006 article in the Jakarta Post explained
how prospective labour migrants enter Malaysia via ferries leaving Batam in the Riau
archipelago. They gain entry as tourists through Plunggur in the southwest of the Malay
Peninsula by showing they have MS1000 (US$320). There are other points of entry in West
and East Malaysia where a similar process applies.
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Males, who dominate the flow, are concentrated in the plantation, timber, manufacturing,
and construction sectors. Malaysians generally shun these low-skilled, poorly-paid and lowstatus jobs. Malaysia has conducted numerous legalisation campaigns in the last 15 years. An
amnesty in peninsular Malaysia in 1993 saw some half a million Indonesian undocumented
migrants come forward. Of these, 180,000 worked in construction, 170,000 on plantations,
40,000 in manufacturing, 40,000 in services, 60,000 in hotels, and 50,000 as household
domestics. In 1996, some 300,000 more workers were legalised.
REMITTANCES
The amount of money Indonesian workers send home each year has grown rapidly in recent
years, reaching US$3 billion in 2005. However, official remittances probably represent less
than half of the total, with large amounts sent through unofficial channels and brought back
in the form of cash and gifts. Also, measuring the flows is problematic as Indonesian data are
particularly poor.
The Indonesia case demonstrates that examining remittances at a national level does not
always reflect their true impact because most migrants come from particular regions and
localities within those regions. In Indonesia, the main sending areas are to rural Java and
eastern Indonesia, areas where it has become customary for some groups to seek work
overseas.
Researcher Titu Eki found that the estimated remittance income in East Flores regency in 1997
was four times greater than the budget of the entire provincial government, although East
Flores had only 5.2 percent of the province’s population. Remittances received in one East
Java regency in 1995 amounted to about US$7.2 million, several times greater than the entire
government budget for that regency. Yet the development potential of remittances in poor,
peripheral areas is largely not being realised. This is partly due to the lack of opportunities for
local investment and partly due to a lack of government involvement.
(Source: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/indonesias-labor-looks-abroad. Retrieved on 5 February 2017)

TASK 2: Answer the following questions. Paraphrase your answers. Work in
groups.
1. Why is Indonesia considered to be a quintessential labour-surplus nation?
_______________________________________________________________
2. Which migrant group comprises nearly one-third of Indonesians living in Australia?
_______________________________________________________________
3. What is the increasing pattern that is mostly attributed to this group?
_______________________________________________________________
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4. What reasons can be inferred from the text for Indonesians accounting for more than
half of all foreign-born migrants in Malaysia?
_______________________________________________________________
5. What reason is given for Indonesian migrants opting to become permanent or longterm residents in Malaysia?
_______________________________________________________________
6. How is most legal international migration from Indonesia organised?
_______________________________________________________________
7.

Why are Indonesian domestic workers considered to be a vulnerable group?
_______________________________________________________________
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LESSON 14: JOINT CONSTRUCTION (1)

Aim: Students can jointly construct the Issue and the Side 1 paragraphs of a discussion
essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can jointly practice writing a new discussion text with the teacher using
patterns from the model text.
2. Students as a group can choose content to be written about in the Issue and Side
1 paragraphs from the provided reading texts in the previous lessons 12 and 13.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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LESSON 15: JOINT CONSTRUCTION (2)

Aim: Students can jointly construct the Side 2 and the Resolution paragraphs of a
discussion essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can jointly practice writing a new discussion text with the teacher using
patterns from the model text.
2. Students as a group can choose content to be written about in the Side 2 and
Resolution paragraphs from the provided reading texts in the previous lessons 12
and 13.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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LESSON 16: INDEPENDENT CONSTRUCTION (EXIT DATA COLLECTION)

Aim: Students can independently construct a discussion essay.
Learning objectives:
1. Students can independently practice writing a new discussion text based on the
patterns from the model text.
2. Students can choose content to be written about in the Issue, Side 1, Side 2 and
the Resolution paragraphs from the provided reading texts in the previous lessons
12 and 13.
3. Students can compare ideas or content to be written about.
4. Students can organise their selected ideas or content based on the stages and
phases of discussion essay.
5. Students can justify their selected ideas or content.
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A. Instructions:
1. Write a written argument to an educated reader with NO specialist knowledge of
the topic given.
2. You should write the Issue Paragraph and Side 1 Paragraph.
3. You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience.
4. You need to support your arguments with examples and relevant evidence taken
from the provided reading texts in Lessons 12 and 13.
5. You should not use the same ideas as in Joint Construction stage.
6. You need to paraphrase and reference any relevant evidence taken from the
reading texts.
B. Topic:
Human migration, both legal and illegal, is argued to be an inevitable effect of
the process of globalization. It may result in a more equal distribution of wealth
between the rich developed receiving countries and the poor developing
sending countries. However, the question remains. Which countries benefit the
most from migration, those that send or those that receive?
Discuss both sides of this argument and give your opinion
C. Strategies:
1. You need to brainstorm ideas before you start writing.
2. You can use the following table to help you:

Topic: The benefits of human migration
Sending countries

Receiving countries

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Appendix 11 – Writing assessment criteria

(Source: Rose and Martin, 2012, p. 282)
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Appendix 12 – Consent forms

APPENDIX 3: CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENTS
Research Title: Languaging critical thinking as a process of meaning making in student
argumentative writing.
I (print name) __________________________________ give consent to participation in the
research describe below.
Researchers:
M.Hum Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut
(Research Student)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 4 5027 1909
Email: mlh655@uowmail.edu.au

A/P Honglin Chen
(Principal investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 3941
Email: honglin@uow.edu.au

Dr Erika Matruglio
(Second investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 4211
Email: erikam@uow.edu.au

In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
•

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to
me and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my satisfaction.

•

I have read the Student Participation Information Sheet and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement with the researchers.

•

I understand that my participation is voluntary; a decision not to participate will not
affect my relationship with the researcher or the university. I am free to withdraw my
participation at any time.

•

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential and that no information about
me will be used in any way that reveals my identify.

•

I understand that the learning activities in the classroom will be audio-video recorded.
This will be conducted during normal learning time. The recording will be used for data
analysis, stored in a password-protected computer at the University of Wollongong and
destroyed after 5 years (as required by the Human Research Ethics Committee).

•

I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used anonymously
for reports and journal publications, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.
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•

I understand that the audio and video recordings may be used at conferences or in
other presentations, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

•

I understand that if I have any enquiries about the research I can contact Mahmud
Layan Hutasuhut on mlh655@uowmail.edu.au or at
and
. If
I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been
conducted I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of
Research, University of Wollongong at 4221 4457 or email on rso_ethics@uow.edu.au.

Signed

Date

.......................................................................

........../........../.........

Name (please print)
.......................................................................
Feedback Option

Email: ....................................................................
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Dear Student,

APPENDIX 1: STUDENT PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

My name is Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut, and I am a Post Graduate research student in the
School of Education at the University of Wollongong. I am undertaking a Doctor of
Philosophy research project supervised by A/P Honglin Chen and Dr Erika Matruglio. The
research is called Languaging critical thinking as a process of meaning making in student
argumentative writing. I am interested in the ways tertiary students’ critical thinking can be
developed through dialogues as manifested in the writing of argumentative texts in English.
This letter is informing you on the procedures of collecting information about your learning
in class.
Your Writing IV lecturer, Mr/Mrs XXX and I will work together to plan the lessons. However,
I will teach the class in normal class time with your lecturer being in the class to provide
additional help for you during your learning in class. As this project is a part of the regular
curriculum requirements for the Writing IV subject in the English Education study program,
everyone will participate in the lessons. However, should you choose not to participate in
the research, your participation during the learning process or the research will not be
recorded, copies of your work will not be collected and will not be part of the analysis. You
will be seated in separate groups together with others who have not given consent so that
your interactions will not be captured during the recording. In this way, you are still learning
how to write argumentative genres as a part of your normal language-learning experiences,
which is required in the curriculum and will not be disadvantaged.
This is what you will do:
1. Participate in the classroom interactions. Your participation will take the same
duration as your normal learning time for the Writing IV subject, which is 90 minutes
for each lesson.
2. Discuss relevant issues on a particular topic that we will provide with your classmates
and in a small group.
3. Deconstruct a sample argumentative text together with your classmates, your lecturer
and me.
4. Discuss the elements in the sample argumentative text.
5. Try to reconstruct a new argumentative text with a similar topic together with your
classmates, your lecturer and me.
6. Write your own argumentative text with the help from your lecturer and me.
7. Write a reflective journal about your learning experiences as the course finishes. This
will take approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
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6. Write your own argumentative text with the help from your lecturer and me.
7. Write a reflective journal about your learning experiences as the course finishes. This
will take approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
We will collect the information by videoing the lessons, recording talk and collecting your
argumentative texts and reflective journals that you have written. We will use the
information to talk with other researchers. You do not have to let us collect information
about your learning. It is your choice. If you do not want your information to be collected,
you will still participate in the lessons and we will still help you with your work. No one will
be able to identify you when we talk about the study.
Your involvement in the study is voluntary. If you feel adversely affected by the research at
any time of the research, you can freely talk to your lecturer or to me. Your lecturer or I will
not disclose any information resulting from the talk. All information will be kept
confidential. You may also withdraw your participation from the study at any time and
withdraw any data that you have provided to that point. Refusal to participate will have no
adverse effects on your relationship with Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut as a lecturer at State
University of Medan or a postgraduate student at the University of Wollongong. There are
three reference points to withdraw from the study. They are: the research student,
Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut, the principal supervisor for the study, Associate Professor
Honglin Chen and the co-supervisor Dr Erika Matruglio. When withdrawing, you may like to
provide the researcher with the reason(s) for leaving the study, but you are not required to
provide this.
If you have questions, just ask your lecturer or me. If you are worried about anything in the
lessons or any other part of my visits you can freely talk to your lecturer or me. You can
email me at mlh655@uowmail.edu.au or other researchers Ibu Honglin Chen at
honglin@uow.edu.au or Ibu Erika at erikam@uow.edu.au. If you have any concerns or
complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted, you can contact the UoW
Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
You can keep this information page. We hope you will let us collect information about your
learning because we think it is interesting and we know that the other researchers will think
so too.
Thank you for your interest in this study.
Sincerely,
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M.Hum Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut
(Research Student)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 4 5027 1909

A/P Honglin Chen
(Principal investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 3941

Dr Erika Matruglio
(Second investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 4211
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APPENDIX 4: CONSENT FORM FOR LOCAL LECTURER
Research Title: Languaging critical thinking as a process of meaning making in student
argumentative writing.
I (print name) __________________________________ give consent to participation in the
research describe below.
Researchers:
M.Hum Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut
(Research Student)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 4 5027 1909
Email: mlh655@uowmail.edu.au

A/P Honglin Chen
(Principal investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 3941
Email: honglin@uow.edu.au

Dr Erika Matruglio
(Second investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 4211
Email: erikam@uow.edu.au

In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
•

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to
me and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my satisfaction.

•

I have read the Local Lecturer Participant Information Sheet and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement with the researchers.

•

I understand that my participation is voluntary; a decision not to participate will not
affect my relationship with the researcher or the university. I am free to withdraw my
participation at any time.

•

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential and that no information about
me will be used in any way that reveals my identify.

•

I understand that the collaborative activities both in analyzing students’ baseline data
and in designing lesson plans as well as debriefing session after each lesson will be audio
recorded. The recording will be used for data analysis, stored in a password-protected
computer at the University of Wollongong and destroyed after 5 years (as required by
the Human Research Ethics Committee).

•

I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used anonymously
for reports and journal publications, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.
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•

I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used anonymously
for reports and journal publications, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

•

I understand that the audio and video recordings may be used at conferences or in
other presentations, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

•

I understand that if I have any enquiries about the research I can contact Mahmud
Layan Hutasuhut on mlh655@uowmail.edu.au or at
and
. If
I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been
conducted I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of
Research, University of Wollongong at 4221 4457 or email on rso_ethics@uow.edu.au.

Signed

Date

.......................................................................

........../........../.........

Name (please print)
.......................................................................
Feedback Option

Email: ....................................................................
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APPENDIX 2: LOCAL LECTURER PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
My name is Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut, and I am a Post Graduate research student in the
School of Education at the University of Wollongong. I am undertaking a Doctor of
Philosophy research project examining the affordance of dialogic genre pedagogy in
fostering Indonesian tertiary students’ critical thinking in argumentative writing. My
research is supervised by A/P Honglin Chen and Dr Erika Matruglio. This letter provides
information about the research.
Research title: Languaging critical thinking as a process of meaning making in student
argumentative writing.
Purpose of the research
The purpose of this study is to examine the potential of using dialogue and genre-based
pedagogy to develop university students’ critical thinking and improve their English
language writing skills and confidence, particularly in writing argumentative texts. The
project specifically aims to explore and understand how a design-based intervention based
on the use of dialogue and genre theory as a pedagogical approach can help foster students’
critical thinking as manifested in their argumentative writing in English.
Methods and demands on participants
If you choose to be included in this study, you will be invited to participate in collaborative
analysis of students’ baseline data with the initial assessment criteria provided. This analysis
will inform the selection of focus students for this project based on the assessment results,
and will serve as a pilot for the assessment criteria providing the opportunity to evaluate
and refine the criteria. This assessment process is expected to take approximately one hour
each day for 6 days (a total of 6 hours). You will also be invited to participate in audiorecorded collaborative planning with the researcher, and will be invited to attend the
lessons, which will be enacted by the researcher. The collaborative planning for lesson plan
design will be conducted prior to the implementation of the pedagogic intervention, which
is a normal requirement for every lecturer before teaching commences. For the purpose of
this project, the collaborative planning prior to the intervention is expected to take a total of
4 hours (two hours each day for 2 days). The lessons will be conducted in two-cycle design
based research with each cycle comprising 8 lessons of the Writing IV subject at the English
Department, State University of Medan as part of the normal language learning curriculum.
Before each lesson begins, there will be a 15-minute planning session per lecture. All lessons
will be audio-video taped. At the end, you will be asked to participate in audio-recorded
debriefing sessions with the researcher to discuss, evaluate and reflect on the enactment of
the dialogic genre pedagogy and the implications for the next lessons. Each debriefing
session will take 10 minutes, and there will be one 40-minute meeting at the end of cycle 1.
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the dialogic genre pedagogy and the implications for the next lessons. Each debriefing
session will take 10 minutes, and there will be one 40-minute meeting at the end of cycle 1.
At the end of cycle 2, which is the end of the Writing IV course, you will be asked to write a
reflective journal on the intervention program. This will take approximately 15 to 20
minutes.
Data collected from the audio-recorded collaborative planning and debriefing sessions will
be analyzed for a better understanding of the important elements underpinning the
pedagogy to support the development of students’ critical thinking and improve their
English language writing skills and confidence, particularly in writing argumentative texts.
Only the researchers will have access to your data. We will use the information from the
study to disseminate the findings at conferences, workshop/teacher training and in
education journals. We will also share this information with the university in a final report.
Consenting to the collection of data is voluntary and will only be collected if you agree. If
you decide not to have your data collected, it will not affect your relationships with the
researcher or with the university. If you change your mind about the data being collected,
even after the project has started, let the researchers know and information already
collected in relation to your participation and learning will be destroyed. You can contact
the researchers by email as set out at the end of this letter or in person at the research site.
No one will be able to identify you from the results of the study. A pseudonym will be used
to protect your identity, and no identifying information about you, your university or your
students will be shared. Only the researchers will access the data. Digital data will be stored
on the researchers’ password protected laptops and computers. Hard data will be stored in
the researchers’ locked filing cabinets in their offices at the University of Wollongong. Only
the researchers will have access to these data. Data will be retained for five years as
outlined by the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at the University of Wollongong.
If you would like to check that you are happy with the information or recordings from your
participation and learning, you can contact the researcher to arrange a meeting.
When you have read this information, Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut will be available to answer
any questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please contact:
Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut, 0411295337, mlh655@uowmail.edu.au or A/P Honglin Chen,
42213941, honglin@uow.edu.au or Dr Erika Matruglio, 42214211, erikam@uow.edu.au.
Possible risks, inconveniences and discomforts
Apart from the approximately 15 to 20 minutes of your time for writing the reflective
journal at the end of the Writing IV course, we can foresee no risk for you. You are free to
decide if you want to be involved in this project or not and your decision whether to
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participate will not affect your current or future relationship with the University of
Wollongong. You are free to stop participating at any time or to refuse to answer any of the
questions. There are three reference points to withdraw from the study.
Your involvement in the study in voluntary, and you may withdraw your participation from
the study at any time and withdraw any data that you have provided to that point. Refusal
to participate will have no adverse effects on your relationship with Mahmud Layan
Hutasuhut as a lecturer at State University of Medan or a postgraduate student at the
University of Wollongong. There are three reference points to withdraw from the study.
They are: the research student, Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut, the principal supervisor for the
study, Associate Professor Honglin Chen and the co-supervisor Dr Erika Matruglio. When
withdrawing, you may like to provide the researcher with the reason(s) for leaving the
study, but you are not required to provide this.
Ethics review and complaints
This study has been reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Sciences,
Humanities and Behavioural Science) of the University of Wollongong. If you have any
concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted, you can
contact the UoW Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
This information sheet is for you to keep. We hope you will consider allowing us to gather
your data so that we can share your learning and thinking with other educators and
researchers. We believe the findings will provide important information for English language
teaching educators and support the development of quality English language learning
experiences for learners.
Thank you for your interest in this study.
Sincerely,
M.Hum Mahmud Layan Hutasuhut
(Research Student)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 4 5027 1909

A/P Honglin Chen
(Principal investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 3941

Dr Erika Matruglio
(Second investigator)
Faculty of Social Sciences,
School of Education
University of Wollongong
Wollongong NSW 2522
Phone: +61 2 4221 4211
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